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Abstract

The primary goal of this thesis is to describe and analyze applicative constructions

in Tigrinya. An applicative construction is characterized by a verb that bears an

affix for an argument that either has a semantic role that is not normally entailed by

the lexical meaning of the base verb or is specified as a peripheral argument. The

choice of an applicative expression is motivated by semantic and discourse fac-

tors. Applicatively expressed arguments are associated with referents that possess

high semantic prominence and discourse salience. The applicative phenomenon is

viewed as a morphosyntactic strategy that introduces a core object function that is

salient in the discourse event described by the verb. The theoretical motivation of

this study is to explore the conditions that trigger object marking in Tigrinya so as

to examine the semantic, functional and discourse properties of objects. The main

theoretical framework used in this research is Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG).

This formalism assumes that the different linguistic information pertaining to func-

tional, semantic and discourse structures can be modeled as interrelated parallel

representations.

Formal syntactic theories classify applicative constructions into symmetrical

and asymmetrical types according to the grammatical properties of objects coded

in double object applicative clauses. Grammatical properties such as adjacency to

the verb, pronominal marking and passivization are posited as parameters of object

variation, and are assumed to be characteristic of the sole object of monotransi-

tive clauses. In double object constructions object arguments that are implicated in

these structures are regarded as possessing primary object properties. A theory of

object asymmetries which predicts the patterns of objects across languages based
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on applicative data predominantly from the Bantu languages assumes that in asym-

metrical applicatives only one object argument, and most likely the applied object,

displays primary object properties, whereas in symmetrical applicatives both ob-

ject arguments, the base object of the verb and the applied object, display such

properties (Bresnan and Moshi 1990, Alsina and Mchombo 1993). The object ar-

gument with primary object properties is assigned an OBJ grammatical function,

and the argument object that lacks such traits is assigned an OBJθ grammatical func-

tion. The theory of object asymmetries is formulated within LMT, the sub-theory of

LFG which deals with the mapping patterns of semantic arguments to grammatical

functions. In this theory it is maintained that only one OBJ function can be realized

in a clause, but there can be several restricted objects. Even though there can be

two primary object arguments in symmetrical applicatives, only one of them can

be analyzed as OBJ because this function must be unique in the clause. Due to this

restriction, there is no difference in the analysis of object functions in asymmetri-

cal and symmetrical applicative types; in both applicative types the two objects are

analyzed as OBJ and OBJθ.

The Tigrinya data dealt with in this research indicate that the grammatical di-

agnostics that are posited to distinguish between symmetrical and asymmetrical

objects do not converge into a single primary object property. In some double ap-

plicative constructions, objects reflect asymmetrical properties, and in others ob-

jects symmetrical properties. In asymmetrical applicatives the primary object prop-

erties are not correlated to differentiate between the applied and the base objects.

With respect to some of the grammatical tests the applied object displays the oppo-

site properties to what is predicted by LMT. Moreover, the Tigrinya data suggest

that the classification of objects as OBJ and OBJθ cannot capture the similarity

displayed by symmetrical objects. In Tigrinya, objects are coded in a complex in-

terplay of word order, case marking and pronominal indexation which cannot be

properly accounted for by the binary system proposed in LMT which assumes a

straightforward contrast between objects. In this study we adopt the general con-

straint system in LFG in order to capture the different conditions on word order,

case marking and pronominal indexation by which objects are distinguished. In

addition, this research proposes that overt object coding cannot be regarded as a

manifestation of primary objecthood in Tigrinya, since marked objects may or may

not display genuine patient-like properties, but pronominally marked objects are all

unified in their semantic and discourse properties.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Theoretical motivation

This thesis aims to describe and analyze the morphosyntactic and discourse proper-

ties of applicative constructions in Tigrinya. Pretheoretically, the applicative con-

struction is a clause which involves a verb that bears a morphological affix for an

object argument which normally is not among the verb’s lexically entailed core

arguments. To date, Tigrinya applicative constructions have not been investigated

in any linguistic framework. The main theoretical approach used in this study is

Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) even though the thesis will also make refer-

ence to research outside LFG that has made substantial contributions to the de-

scription and analysis of this phenomenon. In early studies, in approaches such as

Relational Grammar (RG), Government and Binding (GB) and LFG, the applica-

tive typology of the Bantu language family played a crucial role in the formulation

of theories that predict the properties of applicatives across languages. Bantu ap-

plicatives were instrumental since these were the first to make their way into mod-

ern linguistic research, and they have thus popularized the phenomenon. In recent

years, much research has discovered the phenomenon in a wide range of typologi-

cally and genetically diverse languages, and has observed applicative systems that

diverge from the Bantu ones (Peterson 2007). The discovery of divergent applica-

tive types warrants some revision of the existing theoretical models so that they can

accommodate properties of the different systems.

3
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LFG considers the applicative phenomenon as one of the linguistic issues that

are characterized by unconventional linking of arguments to grammatical functions.

LFG treats such phenomena, which include complex predicates, dative-shift, pas-

sive, reflexive, reciprocal, middle and causative, as morpholexical operations that

affect the verb’s argument (thematic) structure and subcategorization frame. The

following examples (1) from Bukusu illustrate the phenomenon (Peterson 2007:7).

(1) a. n-a-ar-ir-a
1Sg.SM-TENSE-break-APPL-FV

e-nyuungu
CL9-pot

luu-saala
CL11-stick

‘I break the pot with the stick.’

b. n-a-keend-el-a
1Sg.SM-TENSE-walk-APPL-FV

amu-xasi
CL1-woman

‘I walked for the woman.’

The affixes -ir- (1a) and -el- (1b), which are known as applicative markers, are

added to the verb stem to code arguments such as an instrumental and a beneficiary,

respectively.1 Arguments that are associated with such semantic roles either are not

normally entailed by the lexical meaning of the base verb or specified as peripheral

arguments. Using English examples, the verb break entails an agent participant, the

first person singular subject who does the breaking (1a), and a patient participant,

the object ‘pot’ which is the thing broken by the agent. However, the instrument

stick is not entailed by the verb’s meaning, and thus, if it is left out, the clause will

still be grammatical. Similarly, the verb walk entails an agent participant, the first

person singular subject who does the walking (1b), but the beneficiary participant

woman, the entity that the walking is done for, is not part of the basic meaning of

this verb. The sentence I walked will still be well-formed without the expression of

the beneficiary. Some languages may also employ prepositional phrases to express

peripheral participants such as the beneficiary and the instrumental. For example,

English uses the prepositions for and with to express the beneficiary and the in-

strumental semantic relations, respectively. In addition, in English a beneficiary

argument can also be expressed without this preposition when it is coded in the im-

mediate postverbal position in a clause, as in Mary bought him ice cream vs. Mary
bought ice cream for him’. Languages may have these different strategies – clause

1The applicative markers -ir- and -el-, and the label for their function -APPL- are not boldfaced

in the original source. Some of the original glossing abbreviations have also been changed to make

them consistent with the glossing standard used in this thesis. What these abbreviations stand for can

be found in the list given prior to the table of contents. Here we expand abbreviations that are only

used in these examples. FV stands for final vowel; CL1 stands for noun class 1; CL11 stands for noun

class 11; CL9 stands for noun class 9.
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position, applicative affix or prepositional marking – at their disposal to express

peripheral semantic arguments.

In the standard terminological convention of applicative studies, the object that

is initially subcategorized for by the verb is called the base object and the object that

corresponds to the applicative morpheme is called the applied object. The base form

of the verb is called the base verb and the verb that hosts the applicative morpheme

is called the applied verb.

The morpholexical issue that applicative constructions display concerns the

mapping pattern between semantic arguments and object functions. Semantic argu-

ments represent the semantically entailed set of participants in an event described

by a predicator/verb. These are often referred to by specific semantic role labels

such as agent, patient, beneficiary and instrumental, etc. Grammatical functions

are referred to as subject (SUBJ), object (OBJ), oblique (OBL). Double object ap-

plicative constructions as in (1) involve two object functions which are associated

with a patient and an instrumental semantic role. Linguistic theories aim to charac-

terize the syntactic categories of such objects and their linking pattern to semantic

arguments based on certain grammatical properties. LFG assumes two types of ob-

ject functions: primary object and secondary object, which are labeled as OBJ and

OBJθ, respectively. LFG posits that only one OBJ function can be realized in a

clause, but there may be more than one OBJθ function. Therefore, the puzzle that

needs to be resolved in the applicative clause is to determine how semantic roles

such as the theme/patient, the beneficiary and the instrumental are associated to ob-

ject functions. For example, for the patient and the instrumental semantic roles in

(1a), which of these four possibilities apply: does the patient link to OBJ or OBJθ,

or does the instrumental link to OBJ or OBJθ?

A sub-theory within LFG known as the Lexical Mapping Theory (LMT) has

been developed specifically to deal with such argument-function linking issues

(Bresnan and Kanerva 1989). From its inception LMT was predominantly sup-

ported by extensive analysis of Bantu languages, and it is asserted to be gener-

alizable cross-linguistically. LMT has been used by a huge body of research that

aims to account for the functional category of objects and their linking patterns to

semantic roles in double object and applicative constructions. Objects are assumed

to be distinguishable by grammatical properties such as word order and pronominal

indexation, on the one hand, and by the behavior they reflect when implicated in

constructions such as the passive and relative clauses, among others, on the other

hand. The ability of an object to appear in the verb-adjacent position in a clause,
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to control a pronominal suffix and to function as a subject in passivization are as-

sumed to be its primary objecthood properties. Alsina (1996:674) claims that these

properties constitute a single underlying property of primary objects. In LMT this

underlying primary objecthood property is formalized by the feature [–r], which

means semantically unrestricted. This feature classifies grammatical functions for

their semantic versatility. OBJ is a [–r] function, which means that arguments bear-

ing any semantic role can fill this function. On the other hand, the lack of the pri-

mary objecthood property is formalized by the feature [+r], which means semanti-

cally restricted. OBJθ is a [+r] function, which means that only arguments with spe-

cific semantic role readings can fill this function. In addition, Bresnan and Kanerva

(1989) propose that OBJ and OBJθ be classified as objective functions formalized

by the feature [+o]. This feature marks objects for the complement role they play

in transitive clauses.2

Bresnan and Moshi (1993) observe that Bantu languages are split into two types,

symmetrical and asymmetrical object type languages. In the symmetrical object

type languages both objects display primary object properties. In contrast, in the

asymmetrical object type languages, only the applied object displays these proper-

ties. Bantu languages such as Chicheŵa (Baker 1990, Alsina and Mchombo 1993)

and Kiswahili (Loogman 1965) are identified as asymmetrical applicative lan-

guages, whereas languages such as Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi 1980, Gary and Keenan

1977), Kichaga (Bresnan and Moshi 1990) and Bukusu (Peterson 2007:9) are iden-

tified as symmetrical applicative languages. Bresnan and Moshi (1990:171-172)

propose a parameter of variation which they call the “Asymmetrical Object Param-

eter (AOP)” in order to account for the differences in the two applicative types. This

parameter constrains the intrinsic classification of thematic roles by setting a condi-

tion that only one semantic role can be intrinsically specified as [–r]. This restriction

is present in asymmetrical object type languages, but it is absent in symmetrical

object type languages. What is regarded as a typical tendency is that in asymmetri-

cal object languages only the applied semantic role can be intrinsically specified as

[–r], whereas the theme/patient semantic role receives the [+o] specification which

leads it to map onto the OBJθ function. On the other hand, since in symmetrical ap-

plicative languages the restriction given by the AOP is absent, the applied semantic

role will always be specified as [–r], but the theme/patient role can have the two

2Here we have only shown the feature decomposition system that applies to object functions.

Subjects (SUBJ) and obliques (OBL) are also decomposed with respect to the features [±r] and [±o].

A complete description which includes SUBJ and OBL will be presented in chapter 7.
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alternative classifications [–r] or [+o]. Nevertheless, assigning the [–r] feature to

both the applied role and the theme/patient role will violate an important condition,

the well-formedness condition that LFG imposes on functional structure attributes

such as SUBJ, OBJ and OBJθ. This condition demands that each lexically specified

semantic role link to a unique grammatical function, and vice versa. This will rule

out the presence of two OBJ functions in the same clause.

Applicative constructions in Tigrinya challenge some of the formulations of

LMT that are concerned with object functions. Specifically, the pattern of object

coding in Tigrinya challenges the feature decomposition system which is central

in this theory. First, some of the grammatical properties which are assumed to

compose “a single underlying property of internal arguments”3 (Alsina 1996:674),

which dispose an argument to reflect primary object properties, do not converge

to form a single feature (i.e. [–r]) in Tigrinya. Second, LMT does not properly ac-

count for the symmetrical properties of objects observed in applicative languages.

In the analysis of Kichaga, a symmetrical applicative language, Bresnan and Moshi

(1990:76) propose that the theme/patient argument will get different intrinsic clas-

sifications based on whether the applied verb is active or passive, which means

the active and the passive variants of the same applied predicate have two differ-

ent argument structures. In the argument structure of the active applied predicate

the patient is assigned the [+o] feature, whereas in the argument structure of the

passive applied predicate the patient/theme is assigned the [–r] feature. As argued

by Kibort (2008), this conflicts with the explanation about the active-passive al-

ternation maintained in LFG that the active and passive predicates must share the

same argument structure (Bresnan 2001:26). Even so, Bresnan and Moshi assume

that the variation between asymmetrical and symmetrical applicatives is attributed

to the grammatical properties reflected by the object arguments involved, i.e. in

the former type only one object argument possesses the properties expressed by

the [–r] feature, whereas in the latter type two of the object arguments possess the

properties expressed by [–r]. Nonetheless, for theory internal purposes the [–r] fea-

ture is rendered redundant by the alternative feature [+o] which is assigned to the

patient/theme argument of the active predicate in an ad hoc fashion.

If in a given language object properties that are proposed to compose a primary

object property [–r] do not converge, then we assume that these grammatical prop-

erties (e.g. pronominal indexation, case marking, word order vs. passivization) may

be uncorrelated in that language. The problem of conflating grammatical properties

3Internal arguments are arguments that correspond to object functions.
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such as word order and passivization as a test for grammatical function is discussed

by Börjars and Vincent (2008), and they argue against the use of passivization as

a diagnostic for grammatical functions in English. They maintain that in English

dative-shifted double object constructions that involve a recipient/beneficiary and

a theme argument, the beneficiary object is also restricted with respect to its seman-

tic role reading, as is the theme. In current LMT, on the basis of passivizability the

beneficiary is analyzed as unrestricted [–r] and the theme as restricted [+o], which

leads them to be associated with OBJ and OBJθ, respectively. According to Börjars

and Vincent the use of OBJ and OBJθ object classification in English ditransitive

sentences does not capture the restrictedness of the beneficiary argument. We as-

sume that symmetrical applicatives present the reverse of the problem noted by

Börjars and Vincent (2008). In symmetrical applicatives the analysis of the theme

object as OBJθ does not capture the nonrestrictedness [–r] of this argument.

Based on these observations this thesis therefore aims to investigate the gram-

matical coding of objects and the grammatical properties they imply in Tigrinya.

In addition, objects will be analyzed with respect to their involvement in construc-

tion types such as passive and relative clauses, and the type of object properties

identified by these diagnostics will be examined.

1.2 Research questions

In the previous section we have outlined the problems with the formalization of

object asymmetries in applicative constructions proposed by Bresnan and Moshi

(1990). We have argued that the properties that are proposed to compose the un-

restricted [–r] feature do not converge to identify primary objecthood in Tigrinya.

In this section we give an overview of the Tigrinya applicative data in order to

show the pattern of object coding. We will provide a preliminary explanation for

the motivations of the different coding strategies that interact in marking objects.

In Tigrinya, object functions are coded in a complex interplay of word order, case

marking and pronominal indexation. The different patterns that result from com-

binations of marked and/or unmarked objects identify object functions in double

object constructions. Therefore, the properties for their identification must reflect

these complexities, which currently are lacking in the binary feature decomposition

method formalized in LMT. On the other hand, in Tigrinya only object arguments

that are lexically entailed by the inherent meaning of a verb can undergo passiviza-

tion. Even though non-core or peripheral arguments are allowed by virtue of the
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applicative operation to be coded as core grammatical functions, they do not dis-

play the kind of semantic affectedness that core object arguments show. Based on

this observation, we claim that pronominal marking and passivization indicate dif-

ferent grammatical properties of objects. This claim will be substantiated in the

following.

In monotransitive clauses indefinite/nonspecific objects are unmarked (2a),

while definite/specific objects are marked (2b). Marked objects involve the case

marker n1- and pronominal object suffixes such as -wa, a suffix form glossed as

OM1 in this work.

(2) a. ዮናስ
yonas
Yonas.M

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ገዚኡ።
gäzi-u
PerfS.buy-SM.3MSg

‘Yonas bought a book.’

b. ዮናስ
yonas
Yonas.M

ነታ
n-äta
Obj-Det.3FSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ገዚኡዋ።
gäziP-u-wa
PerfS.buy-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Yonas bought the book.’

The phenomenon where objects with certain semantic features such as definite-

ness, animacy, humanness, etc. are coded differently than those objects which lack

these properties is known as Differential Object Marking (DOM) (Bossong 1985,

1991). In Tigrinya object marking seems to be triggered by semantic features such

as definiteness or specificity. In some languages the unmarked and marked ob-

jects may correlate with different object functions (Dalrymple and Nikolaeva 2011).

However, in Tigrinya we do not assume that DOM induces changes in the gram-

matical function of object arguments. If this is the case, then pronominal indexation

and case marking of objects have some other motivation than identifying the gram-

matical function of object arguments.

Based on this assumption, we argue that the criteria that are inducing DOM in

monotransitive clauses are also inducing object marking in applicative clauses. In

Tigrinya, intransitive (3a), transitive (3b) and ditransitive (3c) verbs allow applica-

tive marking.

(3) a. ዮናስ
yonas
Yonas.M

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ጓል
gwal
girl.FSg

ጐዪዩዋ።
gwäyiy-u-wa
PerfS.run-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Lit. Yonas ran after the girl./ Yonas chased the girl.’
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b. ዮናስ
yonas
Yonas.M

ንሳባ
n1-Saba
Obj-Saba.F

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ገዙኡላ።
gäziP-u-la
PerfS.buy-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘Yonas bought Saba a book.’

c. ዮናስ
yonas
Yonas.M

ንሳባ
n1-Saba
Obj-Saba.F

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ሂቡዋ።
hib-u-wa
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Yonas gave Saba a book.’

In (3a), the applied object gwal ‘girl’ which is not initially entailed in the lexi-

cal meaning of the intransitive verb gwäyiy-u ‘he ran’ is coreferenced on the verb

by the object pronominal suffix -wa (OM1) and the objective case n1-, similar to

the definite object in monotransitive clause. Initially, this verb is subcategorized

for an agent argument which corresponds to the subject Yonas. In (3b), the basic

lexical meaning of the verb gäziP-u ‘he bought’ only entails an agent and a theme

argument which correspond to the subject Yonas and the object mäs
˙
h
˙
af ‘book’, re-

spectively. When the object pronominal suffix -la, which is a different form than

-wa, is applied on the base verb, the verb acquires an applied object Saba which

has a beneficiary semantic role. The applied object is also marked with the objec-

tive case n1-. In (3c), the ditransitive verb hib-u-wa ‘he gave her’ bears the object

pronominal suffix -wa, the same suffix that is associated with the definite object

of monotransitive verbs for the recipient object ‘Saba’. The objective case n1- is

obligatory for recipient objects regardless of whether they are definite or not. The

recipient and the beneficiary are identified with different object pronominal suffix

forms – OM1 and OM2, respectively. The OM1 and OM2 indicate a difference in

the transitivity property of verbs and the affectedness of objects.

The verb can only code one object at a time. When double object clauses involve

two definite objects, the object that has greater discourse salience is prioritized for

pronominal affixation. In (4) the object pronominal suffix corresponds to the theme

object. With respect to pronominal marking, these objects are symmetrical.

(4) definite theme object

ዮናስ
yonas
Yonas.M

ንጓሉ
n1-gwal-u
Obj-daughter.FSg-Poss.3MSg

ንወዲ
n1-wädi
Obj-son.MSg

ዓርኩ
Qark-u
friend.Sg-Poss.3MSg

ሂቡዋ።
hib-u-wa
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Yonas gave his daughter to his friend’s son.’
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In this discourse the theme object is more topical than the recipient object. In

principle, either of the objects of ditransitive clauses can control verbal marking

given that it is semantically prominent and salient in the discourse context. Based

on the pattern of objects with respect to pronominal marking, we assume that this

strategy does not code the grammatical function of objects, but their discourse sta-

tus. Even though these objects are symmetrical, they can be distinguished by their

word order. Definite theme objects must precede recipient objects. The order of

objects becomes fixed when objects appear identical in their case marking. Other-

wise, when their case marking pattern is different, the objects could switch position

in order to render different pragmatic/discourse readings of the clause.

On the other hand, applicative clauses formed out of transitive verb bases in-

volve asymmetrical objects. The applied object is obligatorily indexed on the verb.

In (5a) the suffix OM2 codes the locative argument t
˙
awla ‘table’, but when the

verb codes the theme object mäs
˙
h
˙
af-u ‘book’, the locative argument is expressed

in a prepositional phrase (5b).

(5) a. ዮናስ
yonas
Yonas.M

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ዘጽርኻያ
zä-s

˙
räk

¯
-a-ya

Rel-PerfH.clean-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

ጣውላ
t
˙
awla

table.Sg
መጽሓፉ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-u

book.Sg-Poss.3MSg

ኣንቢሩላ።
Pa-nbir-u-la
Caus-PerfS.sit-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘Yonas put his book on the table that you cleaned.’

b. ዮናስ
yonas
Yonas.M

መጽሓፉ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-u

book.Sg-Poss.3MSg

ኣብ’ታ
Pab-’t-a
On-Det-3FSg

ዘጽርኻያ
zä-s

˙
räk

¯
-a-ya

Rel-PerfH.clean-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

ጣውላ
t
˙
awla

table.Sg
ኣንቢሩዎ።
Pa-nbir-u-wo
Caus-PerfS.sit-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Yonas put his book on the table that you cleaned.’

Objects in this applicative type reflect a different word order pattern from one

which codes definite theme objects in ditransitive clauses. In applicative clauses

that code locative, instrumental or source arguments, the applied object must pre-

cede a definite theme object. The tendency that discourse salient arguments are

preposed on the left side of less salient arguments is quite prominent in Tigrinya

syntax. Since this type of applicative clause cannot code double objects without

the verb bearing a suffix for the applied object, the objects reflect an asymmetri-
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cal property with respect to pronominal marking. The question is then, would the

precedence for pronominal marking indicate that the applied object is the primary

object in this applicative type? In our assumption, pronominal marking of applied

objects indicates their core object status, but not a primary object property.

In passive clauses only the theme argument can link to the subject, but the ap-

plied argument may be indexed on the passive predicate (6a). The subject suffix

cannot express an applied semantic role (6b). In contrast, in ditransitive clauses ei-

ther the recipient (6c) or the theme (6d) argument can be associated with the subject

in the passive.

(6) a. ንሳባ
n1-saba
Obj-Saba.F

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ተገዚኡላ።
tä-gäziP-u-la
DT-PerfS.buy-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘A book has been bought for Saba.’

b. *ሳባ
Saba
Saba.F

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ተገዚኣ።
tä-gäziP-a
DT-PerfS.buy-SM.3FSg

‘Saba has been bought a book.’

c. ሳባ
Saba
Saba.F

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ተዋሂባ።
tä-wahib-a
DT-PerfS.give-SM.3FSg

‘Saba was given a book.’

d. እቲ
P1t-i
Det.3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ንሳባ
n1-Saba
Obj-Saba.F

ተዋሂቡዋ።
tä-wahib-u-wa
DT-PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘The book was given to Saba.’

Pronominal marking and passivization give uncorrelated results for applicative

clauses formed out of transitive verb bases. According to the property indicated by

pronominal marking, the applied object would be regarded as the primary object,

but according to the property detected by passivization, the theme object would

be regarded as the primary object. On the other hand, in ditransitive clauses both

pronominal indexation and passivization indicate symmetrical properties of objects,

thus both arguments would be regarded as having primary object properties.

The data presented indicate that Tigrinya applicatives cannot be properly ac-

counted for by the formalization proposed in LMT. First, asymmetrical applica-

tives in this language suggest that pronominal marking and passivization cannot

be conflated as a single property of primary objects. Second, the property of sym-

metrical objects in Tigrinya cannot be adequately captured by the binary feature

decomposition method which due to the well-formedness conditions in LFG must
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haphazardly change the unrestricted [–r] feature assigned to the theme/patient, and

consequently, it violates the requirement for monotonic information resolution.

This study will closely examine the complex interplay of pronominal index-

ation, case marking and word order that distinguish between objects in Tigrinya

clauses. We will investigate the alignment pattern of objects with regard to seman-

tic roles, object functions and topicality.

The Tigrinya sentences used as data in this study are the author’s own examples.

However, they have been discussed with prominent Tigrinya linguists and with

native speaker informants at various stages of the research.

1.3 Thesis organization

This thesis is divided into four parts. Part I contains three chapters, 1, 2 and 3, which

are the preliminaries to this research. The present introduction constitutes chapter

1. Chapter 2 presents an overview discussion of Tigrinya grammar. The aim of

this chapter is to give an introduction to the morphosyntax of nominal phrases and

verbs, voice alternation constructions and clause marking in Tigrinya. Since little

research has been done to describe Tigrinya syntax, this chapter will present origi-

nal descriptive work that has been undertaken in this research. We also consider the

content of this chapter as a reference for the implementation of the Tigrinya gram-

mar which is presented in chapter 10. Chapter 3 introduces the LFG formalism.

The aim of this chapter is to give basic information to readers who are unfamil-

iar with this framework. In addition, it serves as background reading to the LFG

implementation part of the grammar.

Part II offers an extensive description of Tigrinya applicative constructions.

This part consists of chapter 4, 5 and 6. Chapter 4 discusses the applicative phe-

nomenon in Tigrinya, and gives some cross-linguistic comparison. The applicative

construction is also examined in terms of the type of semantic roles it expresses,

the type of markers it involves, and the nature of object affectedness coded by the

two pronominal forms in Tigrinya. In chapter 5 we discuss the transitivity property

of applicative constructions. The applicative is regarded as a transitivizing phe-

nomenon. Here we investigate the nature of transitivity induced by attaching either

of the pronominal suffix forms on different verb types. In chapter 6 we discuss the

alternative prepositional coding of the applicatively expressed semantic roles. We

examine the difference in discourse or pragmatic readings that the applicative and

the prepositional expressions reflect. In Tigrinya some semantic roles can only be
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expressed in an applicative construction, and some have distinct prepositions that

restrict them to a specific semantic role reading.

Part III constitutes the analysis part of the thesis. It contains three chapters.

Chapter 7 reviews the analyses of to the applicative clauses in three different gen-

erative grammar approaches: Relational Grammar, Government and Binding, and

Lexical-Functional grammar. The chapter discusses in detail Lexical Mapping The-

ory since it is this approach that we aim to assess in this study. In chapter 8 we

discuss object properties in Tigrinya and their implications for the primary object

properties assumed in LMT. The chapter offers a functional motivation for marking

objects. Chapter 9 discusses differential object marking and its function as a topic

object marker.

Part IV consists of two chapters that tie together the different issues raised in

this work. Chapter 10 presents the implementation of Tigrinya grammar on the XLE

platform, which is a linguistic environment for the computational implementation

of LFG grammars. We show the LFG analysis of nominal phrases, simple clauses,

and lexical rules such as the passive. In addition, we integrate the analysis of ditran-

sitive and applicative constructions formed out of transitive and intransitive verb

bases in the general grammar of Tigrinya. Currently, due to time constraints the

discourse function of objects has not been implemented. Finally, chapter 11 con-

cludes the thesis. It presents the general conclusion of the whole thesis, and offers

concluding remarks for each chapter. We also outline some limitations, and some

ideas for possible future research.



CHAPTER 2

The grammatical profile of Tigrinya

2.1 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to outline some of the salient properties of the morphology

and syntax of Tigrinya. This we hope will give a wider picture of the language so as

to place the description and analysis of the applicative constructions undertaken in

this study in perspective. General information about the grammar of Tigrinya can

be found in Leslau (1941), Masson (1994), Kogan (1997), Mulugeta (2001) and

Tesfay (2002).

This chapter is organized as follows. First, in section 2.2 the linguistic classi-

fication and typological features of the language will be presented briefly. Second,

in sections 2.3 and 2.4 the basic structure of nominals and verbs will be described,

respectively. Finally, the structure of the Tigrinya clause and the strategies of cod-

ing grammatical function in terms of word order, case marking and pronominal

indexation will be outlined in section 2.5.

2.2 Background

Tigrinya is one of the Ethio-Eritrean Semitic languages, a sub-family of South

Semitic languages.1 The Ethio-Eritrean Semitic languages are further divided

1In this work we adopt the name Ethio-Eritrean Semitic languages in order to embrace the change

in the geopolitical map of the region. After Ferguson (1970), the Semitic languages of Eritrea and

15
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into two sub-groups: North Ethiopian and Eritrean Semitic languages, and South

Ethiopian Semitic languages. The former comprises Ge’ez, Tigré and Tigrinya.2

Ge’ez and Tigrinya are common to both Eritrea and Ethiopia, but Tigré is spoken

only in Eritrea. South Ethiopian Semitic languages include Amharic as well as over

20 other languages.

The majority of Tigrinya speakers are found in Northern Ethiopia in a region

called Tigray where it is the administrative language. According to the census of

2008 conducted by the Central Statistical Authority of Ethiopia3, the number of

Tigrinya speakers in Ethiopia is about 4.48 million. Tigrinya is also the mother

tongue of the Tigrinya ethnic group who mainly inhabit the highlands of Eritrea.

The number of Tigrinya speakers in Eritrea is estimated to be 2.54 million according

to the census of 2006 quoted by (Lewis 2009). In both countries there are about 6.9

million Tigrinya speakers (Voigt 2009). Tigrinya serves as the official language of

the state of Eritrea along with Arabic. There are many regional varieties within the

Tigrinya spoken in Eritrea and that spoken in Ethiopia. However, as no dialectal

research has been conducted, it is difficult to say how distant the dialects are from

each other. Nevertheless, it is generally held that the different regional varieties

are mutually intelligible (Tesfay 2002, Mulugeta 2001). The data dealt with in this

study mainly reflect the standard variety found in Eritrea.

Tigrinya preserves several Proto-Semitic traits in its morphology, syntax and

vocabulary. It is characterized by the Semitic root-pattern morphology where pre-

dominantly triconsonantal roots, which represent the semantic core of a stem, com-

bine with vocalic templates to derive various inflectional and derivational forms. In

addition, Tigrinya exhibits a typical Semitic phenomenon known as broken plurals

with some of its nouns ((Palmer 1955), see also section 2.3.1). Moreover, Tigrinya

determiners (e.g. P1-t- ‘the/that’) and demonstratives (e.g. P1-z- ‘this’) have cog-

nates in many Semitic languages (e.g. Hebrew and Phoenician (Lipiński 1997:320-

Ethiopia have been conventionally classified as Ethiopian Semitic or Ethio-Semitic languages in most

academic circles. This classification was based on the geopolitical context when Eritrea was consid-

ered as a region in Ethiopia. However, since now Eritrea is an independent country, the classification

cannot reflect the current context. For instance, the fact that Tigrinya and Ge’ez, which are classi-

fied as North Ethiopian Semitic languages, are common to both countries and Tigré is found only in

Eritrea is not properly covered by the old classification. A similar concern is also expressed by Tosco

(2000).
2Ge’ez, Tigré and Tigrinya are alternatively spelled as Gi’iz, Tigre and Tigrigna in some scholarly

work. In the native script these are written as ግዕዝ g1Q1z, ትግረ t1grä and ትግርይና t1gr1yna or ትግርኛ

t1gr1ña, respectively.
3http://www.csa.gov.et/pdf/Cen2007 first-draft.pdf
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321)). The Proto-Semitic feminine marker -t is also used with some nouns and ad-

jectives (e.g. ሰብኣይ säbPay ‘man’ vs. ሰበይቲ säbäy-ti ‘woman’, ንጉስ n1gus ‘king’

vs. ንግስቲ n1g1s-ti ‘queen’ and ጽቡቕ s
˙
1buq̄ vs. ‘good.M’ ጽብቕቲ s

˙
1b1q̄-ti ‘good-

F’). Verbs bear obligatory subject affixes which express person, gender, and num-

ber agreement. Moreover, it is widely observed in Semitic languages that objects

which correspond to semantically prominent or discourse salient referents trigger

case marking and/or pronominal indexation (Khan 1984). In Tigrinya most of the

subject and object affixes have Semitic cognates (Lipiński 1997:307). The object

pronominal suffix that is employed to code beneficiary, locative or instrumental

object arguments contains the prepositional particle -l- which in most Semitic lan-

guages is a dative preposition.

Semitic typologists deduce that initially the syntax of the modern Ethio-Eritrean

Semitic languages reflected a typical Semitic structure with a verb-initial clause

(VSO), auxiliaries preceding main verbs and relative clauses following head nouns,

before they came in contact with Cushitic languages, specifically with Bedja and

Agew (Leslau 1945, 1952, Hetzron 1975, Thomason 2001, Tosco 2000). Now

the modern Ethio-Eritrean Semitic languages employ a verb-final clause structure

(SOV). Ge’ez instead remained stable since it still retains a verb-initial clause struc-

ture, and also exhibits verbless or null copula predicative clauses like most of its

Semitic peers (Lipiński 1997, Gragg 1997, Hetzron 1975:488)).4 Cushitic syntax

also had influence on the nominal phrases of these languages. Prototypical Semitic

modifiers such as adjectives generally follow their heads, consistent with their head-

initial syntactic structure; however, in Tigrinya modifiers precede the head nouns.

The existence of converb constructions in the modern Ethio-Eritrean Semitic lan-

guages is also attributed to Cushitic influence (Azeb and Dimmendaal 2006:409)

(see page 43 for a description of the converb construction).

Tigrinya is written with the Ge’ez script. Ge’ez is a syllabic writing system

where consonant and vowel phonemes are combined in a single glyph known as

ፊደል fidel, i.e. a syllograph. A syllograph has seven different forms, traditionally

known as orders/series. These are identified with seven signatures that represent

vocalic phonemes, as is shown in Table 2.1 below.

For example, በ is a combination of b and ä, and አ is a combination of the

glottal stop P and ä. The diacritic convention adopted in this work is the standard

4Ge’ez does not have living speakers any longer. It exists as a liturgical language of the Orthodox

and the Catholic churches in Eritrea and Ethiopia. It had ceased to function as a spoken language as

early as the 9th century A.D.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7
ä u i a e 1 o

b በ ቡ ቢ ባ ቤ ብ ቦ
P አ ኡ ኢ ኣ ኤ እ ኦ

Table 2.1: Ge’ez syllograph series

transliteration system used by most scholars of Ethio-Eritrean Semitic languages.

For example, except for the sixth order, all the vowel diacritics are adopted from

Leslau (1941), and the sixth order from Buckley (1997). This system is used only as

a way of transliterating the orthography, thus should not be understood as a phonetic

transcription although sometimes the two forms do coincide. A complete version

of the Tigrinya syllabary is given on page ix.

Unlike Semitic languages such as Arabic and Hebrew, the Ethio-Eritrean

Semitic languages are written left-to-right. They also employ the same punctua-

tion markers with slight differences in the usage of some of the markers. In modern

standard Tigrinya, the frequently used punctuation marks are: commas (፡) and (፣),

asemi-colon (፥), colon (፤), preface colon (፦), full stop (።) and question mark (፧

or ?).

2.3 Nominals

In this work we will employ the term nominal or nominal phrases to refer to a

word or group of words that can function as arguments of verbal predicates. A

nominal phrase consists minimally of a head noun which may be accompanied by

optional elements such as quantifiers, determiners and modifiers (e.g. adjectives,

possessives, relatives). Tigrinya reflects a predominantly head-final structure in its

nominal phrase. The noun head appears at the rightmost edge of the phrase, and

commonly, determiners and modifiers appear before the noun head, as illustrated

in (7).

(7) ኩለን
kul-än
All-3FPl

እተን
P1t-än
Det-3FPl

ዮናስ
Yonas.M
Yonas

ዚጓስየን
z-i-gwas1y-än
Rel-Imperf.3-tend.SM.MSg-OM1-3FPl

ናይ
nay
Gen

ሓዉ
h
˙
aw-u

brother-Poss.3MSg

ብዙሓት
b1zuh

˙
-at

Many-Pl

ስቡሓት
s1buh

˙
-at

fat-Pl

ኣጣል
Pat

˙
al

goat.FPl

‘all the (many) fat goats of his brother that Yonas tends’
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The general linear order of elements in the nominal phrase is shown in (8) below.5

(8) (Qall) (Det) (RelP) (POSS/PPposs) (Q) (Adj) N

As the nominal phrase in (7) shows, Tigrinya employs complex morphology.

Generally, nouns inflect for plural number. However, except for some, nouns are

not overtly marked for gender. Gender is marked via specifiers, modifies and verb

inflections. Quantifiers and determiners inflect for number, gender and person. Ad-

jectives inflect for number and gender. Personal and possessive pronouns show de-

tailed number, gender and person agreement features. The different specifiers and

modifiers must agree with each other and with the head noun. Below we will pro-

vide a brief account of the agreement pattern in the nominal phrase.

2.3.1 Agreement

The specifiers and modifiers such as quantifiers, determiners, adjectives and rela-

tives agree in number and gender with the head noun. Tigrinya has a singular/plural

number system, and a masculine/feminine gender system. In addition pronouns re-

veal extensive conjugation paradigms along the gender, number and person dimen-

sions.

Number

The basic form of a noun serves as its singular form, while the plural form is

inflected. Most nouns employ the regular (external) plural formation strategy by

adding the suffix -at or -tat – depending on whether a noun ends with a consonant

(9a, 9b) or a vowel (9c, 9d).

(9) a. ሰብ
säb
person.Sg

>
>
>

ሰባት
säb-at
person-Pl

b. ሕጻን
h
˙
1s
˙
an

baby.Sg

>
>
>

ሕጻናት
h
˙
1s
˙
an-at

baby-Pl

c. ኣደ
Paddä

mother.Sg

>
>
>

ኣደታት
Paddä-tat
mother-Pl

d. ኣቦ
Pabbo
father.Sg

>
>
>

ኣቦታት
Pabbo-tat
father-Pl

Some nouns employ the so-called adjective plural suffix -ti or its variant -wti
to inflect for plural. This is known as adjective suffix since it is very common with

5The round brackets enclosing the category labels such as the quantifier ‘all’ (Qall), determiner

(Det), relative phrase (RelP), etc. indicate optinality.
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plural inflection of adjectival nouns.6 The suffix -ti is used when a noun ends with

a consonant (10a, 10b), whereas -wti is used when a noun ends with a vowel (10c,

10d).

(10) a. መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

>
>
>

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-ti

book-Pl

b. ጽሓፊ/-ት
s
˙
1h
˙
af-i/-t

writer-M/-F

>
>
>

ጽሓፍቲ
s
˙
1h
˙
af-ti

writer-Pl

c. ገዛ
gäza
house.Sg

>
>
>

ገዛውቲ
gäza-wti
house-Pl

d. መርዓዊ/ት
märQa-wi/-t
wedded-M/-F

>
>
>

መርዓውቲ
märQa-wti
wedded-Pl

‘bride/groom’ > ‘bride and groom’

Tigrinya also has a considerable number of nouns that exhibit the Semitic phe-

nomenon known as the ‘broken plural’ or internal system (Palmer 1955). This strat-

egy is characterized by a systematic change in the pattern of vocalic templates

which may also involve the deletion or insertion of some consonantal roots, and

the addition of affixes, as illustrated in (11).

(11) a. ኮኸብ
kok

¯
äb

book.Sg

>
>
>

ከዋኽብቲ
käwak

¯
1b-ti

book-Pl

b. ኢድ
Pid
hand.Sg

>
>
>

ኣእዳው
Pa-P1d-aw
hand-Pl

c. ወኻርያ
wäk

¯
arya

fox.Sg

>
>
>

ወኻሩ
wäk

¯
aru

fox.Pl

d. ሓርማዝ
h
˙
armaz

elephant.Sg

>
>
>

ሓራምዝ
h
˙
aram1z

elephant.Pl

For example, the plural noun in (11a) involves a pattern change (i.e. the first ko
becomes k

¯
ä and the second k

¯
ä becomes k

¯
1), an infix (w-) and the adjective plural

suffix (-ti). Similarly, the plural noun (11b) bears a prefix (Pa-) and a suffix (w),

and the vocalic patterns of the consonantal roots P d are also changed from Pid to

P1da. In example (11c), the plural noun shows both pattern change and deletion.

The consonantal root and its pattern ya are deleted, and the final consonantal root

in the resulting radicals acquires a new pattern r-u.7 In example (11d) the vocalic

templates that are associated with -r-m- are changed from -rma- to -ram1-.
6The first -t- in -tat and -w- in -wti- are some of the hiatus consonants that appear in various

phonological environments in order to regulate the syllabic structure of a word when affixes are added

to it. For example, -t- is inserted in order to prevent a vowel sequence within the same syllable (e.g.

-ä-at and -o-at in (9a) and (9b), respectively). Similarly, the glide consonant -w- is inserted between

the noun stem and the plural suffix -ti when a noun ends with a vowel. However, the plural suffixes

are directly attached to nouns that end with consonants.
7The final vocalic pattern -u is a productive internal structure of some broken plural forms. For

example, it appears with plural form of ደርሆ därho ‘hen’ ደራሁ därah-u ‘hens, chicken’, ዕዋላ Q1wala
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Plural forms of inanimate nouns can agree with singular masculine specifier,

modifier or verb forms in order to render a collective reading. However, the femi-

nine forms of specifiers and modifiers cannot be used in the same way. Since plural

forms of adjectives are not specified for gender, both the singular masculine and

the plural forms can be used to modifier inanimate plural nouns, as in (12a).

(12) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓዲሽ/
h
˙
adǐs/

new.MSg/

ሓደሽቲ
h
˙
adäšti

new.Pl

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-ti

book-Pl

ኩሉ
kul-u
All-M

ጠፊኡ።
t
˙
äfiP-u

Perf-lose-SM.3MSg

‘All the new books got lost.’

b. *እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-ti

book-Pl

ኩላ
kul-a
All-F

ጠፊኣ።
t
˙
äfiP-a

Perf-lose-SM.3FSg

c. እተን
P1t-än
Det-3FPl

ሓደሽቲ
h
˙
adäšti

new.Pl

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-ti

book-Pl

ኩለን
kul-än
All-PlF

ጠፊአን።
t
˙
äfiP-än

Perf-lose-SM.3FPl

‘All the new books got lost.’

In contrast, it is ungrammatical to use the feminine form of the determiner in

the same way (12b). Nouns that are assigned the feminine gender are perceived as

individuated entities. Thus, when a plural noun is assigned a feminine gender, then

the plural agreement value is obligatorily distributed in all the associated elements

such as determiners, adjectives and verbal affixes. In this sense, there is an oblig-

atory concord between determiners, modifiers and verbs (12c). Similarly, there is

an obligatory number and gender concord in a nominal phrase with animate noun

referents, as in (13a).

(13) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ጸሊም/
s
˙
älim/

black.M/

እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ጸላም
s
˙
älam

black.F

ድሙ/*ደማሙ
d1mmu/dämamu
cat.Sg/cat.Pl

‘the(M)/ the black cat’

b. እቶም/
P1t-om/
Det-3MPl/

እተን
P1t-än
Det-3FPl

ጸለምቲ
s
˙
äläm-ti

black-Pl

ደማሙ
dämamu
cat.Pl

‘the(MPl)/ the(FPl) black cats’

In (13b) only the singular noun form is grammatical. In addition, as in (13b),

distributing the plural agreement to the determiner is grammatical since the head

noun has an animate referent.

‘delinquent’ ዓዋሉ Qawal-u ‘delinquents’, ጭሩ č
˙

1ru ‘bird’ ጨራሩ č
˙

ärar-u ‘birds’ and ቈልዓ qwälQa
‘child’ ቈልዑ qwälQ-u ‘children’.
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Gender

Nouns in Tigrinya are assigned to either of the two grammatical gender categories:

masculine or feminine. Gender is fully expressed in the pronoun system of the

language (2.3.2). Common nouns do not normally inflect for gender, except for

a few that are cross-classified as adjectives or nouns, and thus employ the adjec-

tival gender inflection form. For example, -y in ተመሃራይ tämähara-y ‘student-

M’ and ሕጹይ h
˙

1s
˙
u-y ‘fiancé/candidate-M’ and -wi in መርዓዊ märQa-wi ‘groom’

mark a masculine gender, whereas -t in ተመሃሪት tämähari-t ‘student-F’, ሕጽይቲ

h
˙

1s
˙
-1y-ti ‘fiancé/candidate-F’ and መርዓት märQa-t ‘bride’ mark a feminine gender.

However, not all adjectival nouns are inflected for gender. For example, መምህር

mämh1r ‘teacher’, ሓኪም h
˙
akim ‘doctor/healer’, ወተሃደር wätähader ‘soldier’ can

be employed for either male or female referents.

In Tigrinya only some nouns that denote biological sex distinctions have pre-

determined gender values, for example, ወዲ wäddi ‘boy’, ጓል gwal ‘girl’, ላም lam

‘cow’ and ብዕራይ b1Qray ‘bovine male’. In contrast, nouns with animate referents

that do not make a sex distinction, for example, ሕጻን h
˙

1s
˙
an ‘baby/child’, ዕየት Q1yät

‘lamb’, ከልቢ kälbi ‘dog’ and ድሙ d1mmu ‘cat’ etc, are assigned a default mascu-

line gender when they are used in generic statements (14a) and (14b) and when they

refer to a mixed group in the plural form (14c).

(14) a. ከልቢ
kälbi
dog.Sg

እሙን
P1mun
loyal.MSg

እንስሳ
P1ns1sa
animal

እዩ።
P1yy-u
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3MSg

‘(A) dog is a loyal animal.’

b. ሕጻናት
h
˙
1s
˙
an-at

baby-Pl

ብዙሕ
b1zuh

˙lots-of

ክንክን
k1nk1n
care

ይደልዩ።
y1-däl1y-u
Imperf.3-need-SM.MPl

‘Babies need a lot of care.’

c. እቶም
P1t-om
Det-3MPl

ዕያውቲ
Q1yaw1-ti
lamb-Pl

ተባዕትዮ
täbaQ1t-yo
male-Pl

ጥራሕ
t
˙
1rah

˙only

ኣይኮኑን።
Pay-kon-u-n
Neg-Pres.be-SM.3MPl-Neg

‘The lambs are not only males.’

In these examples kälbi ‘dog’, h
˙

1s
˙
an-at ‘babies’ and Q1yaw1-ti ‘lambs’ can only

be specified as masculine, and a feminine specification would make the construc-

tions ungrammatical. Gender-inflected adjectives or determiners are used when

nouns are employed to denote a male or a female referent. For example, in (15)

the gender value of the noun is expressed through adjectives.
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(15) ተባዕታይ/
täbaQ1tay/
male/

ኣንስተይቲ
Pan1stä-ti
female

ድሙ
d1mmu
cat.Sg

‘male/female cat’

For this reason, Tigrinya is said to have a grammatical gender where a noun

can be assigned masculine or feminine gender invariably. Animate entities such as

ኣባጊዕ PabagiQ1 ‘sheep/flock of sheep’, ደርሁ därhu ‘chicken/hens’, ኣዕዋፍ PaQ1waf
‘birds’ and ከብቲ käbti ‘cattle’ are specified as feminine when they refer to a herd

or a flock consisting of both male and female members. The feminine gender as-

signment for such nouns appears to deviate from the default gender norm, i.e. the

masculine. This convention may be rooted in the farming tradition of Tigrinya so-

ciety where farmers keep mostly female sheep, goats, cattle, chickens etc. in their

herd or flock, whereas they keep only a few males for breeding purposes. Thus,

since the female members of the herd or flock constitute the majority, nouns that

denote such practices are classified as feminine.

Gender assignment in nouns that denote inanimate entities is either utterly ar-

bitrary or at least quite flexible. Tigrinya has few nouns that refer to unique enti-

ties that have predictable grammatical gender; for example, ጽሓይ s
˙
1h
˙
ay ‘sun.F’,

ወርሂ wärhi ‘moon.F’, ምድሪ m1dri ‘earth.F’, ሰማይ sämay ‘sky/heaven.M’, ጠፈር

t
˙
äfär ‘cosmos.M’. Gender assignment for such categories seem to be based on

their semantic properties. Elements perceived as contained or having a definite

shape are assigned feminine gender, whereas elements that have a property of vast-

ness or fluidity are assigned masculine gender. Nouns that refer to concrete en-

tities can be freely used as either masculine or feminine. For example, እቲ/እታ

መጽሓፍ P1t-i/P1t-a mäs
˙
h
˙
af ‘the-3MSg/3FSg book’, እቲ/ እታ ገዛ P1t-i/P1t-a gäza

‘the-3MSg/3FSg house’, እቲ/እታ መርፍእ P1t-i/P1t-a märf1P ‘the-3MSg/3FSg nee-

dle’ and እቲ/እታ ጎቦ P1t-i/P1t-a gobo ‘the-3MSg/3FSg mountain’.

In general, the alternative assignment of masculine or feminine gender does

not bring about a major difference in meaning. However, in some contexts gender

assignment may have a pragmatic function. For example, masculine gender may ex-

press that something is unexpectedly or undesirably large, thus having a derogatory

connotation, and the feminine gender may express that the noun referent is unex-

pectedly small with a diminutive or affectionate connotation. For more information

on the assignment of gender in Tigrinya see Brindle (2005, 2006).
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2.3.2 Pronouns

Tigrinya has subject and object pronoun forms. The pronoun system reflects ex-

haustive number, gender and person agreement values. Both subject and object

pronoun stems are marked with similar pronominal suffix forms that are distinct

for the gender, number and person combination they mark. The subjective and the

objective pronouns are listed in Table 2.2.

Subjective personal pronouns Objective personal pronouns Agreement
ንሱ ንዓኡ (ንኣኡ) 3MSg
n1ss-u n1QaP-u (n1PaP-u)
ንሳ ንዓኣ (ንኣኣ) 3SgF
n1ss-a n1QaP-a (n1PaP-a)
ንሶም ንዓኦም (ንኣኦም) 3MH
n1ss-om n1QaP-om (n1PaP-om)
ንሰን ንዓአን (ንኣአን) 3FH
n1ss-än n1QaP-än (n1PaP-än)
ንሳቶም ንዓኣቶም (ንኣኣቶም) 3MPl
n1ssa-tom n1QaPa-tom (n1PaPa-tom)
ንሳተን ንዓኣተን (ንኣኣተን) 3FPl
n1ssa-tän n1QaP-tän (n1PaP-tän)
ንስኻ ንዓኻ (ንኣኻ) 2MSg
n1ss1-k

¯
a n1Qa-k

¯
a (n1Pa-k

¯
a )

ንስኺ ንዓኺ (ንኣኺ) 2FSg
n1ss1-k

¯
i n1Qa-k

¯
i (n1Pa-k

¯
i )

ንስኹም ንዓኹም (ንኣኦም) 2M[Pl/H]
n1ss1-k

¯
um n1Qa-k

¯
um (n1Pa-k

¯
um )

ንስኽን ንዓኽን (ንኣኽን) 2F[Pl/H]
n1ss1-k

¯
1n n1Qa-k

¯
1n (n1Pa-k

¯
1n)

ንስኻትኩም ንዓኻትኩም (ንኣኻትኩም) 2MPl
n1ss1-k

¯
atkum n1Qa-k

¯
atkum (n1Pa-k

¯
atkum )

ንስኻትክን ንዓኻትክን (ንኣኻትክን) 2FPl
n1ss1-k

¯
atk1n n1Qa-k

¯
atk1n (n1Pa-k

¯
atk1n )

ኣነ ንዓይ (ንኣይ) 1Sg
Pan-ä n1Qa-y1 (n1Pa-y1)
ንሕና ንዓና (ንኣና) 1Pl
n1h

˙
-na n1Qa-na (n1Pa-na)

Table 2.2: Tigrinya subjective and objective personal pronouns

In Tigrinya overt pronouns do not normally occur as anaphors, i.e. as co-

referents of nominal arguments that are mentioned in the preceding discourse. Since

Tigrinya is a pro-drop language, when there is no overt pronoun, verbal pronominal

affixes have anaphoric function. Subjects are obligatorily marked through verbal

affixes. Definite and referential objects are also indexed on the verb through ob-

ject suffixes. The following example illustrates the role of pronominal markers in

discourse (16).8

8This excerpt is taken from the Tigrinya translation of Jostein Gaarder’s (1991) novel Sofies verden
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(16) a. ሶቅራጠስ
soq1ratäs
Socrates

እዚ
P1z-i
DetProx-3MSg

ምስ
m1s
when

ነገሩዎ
nägär-u-wo
told-SM.3MPl-OM1.3MSg

ብስምባደ
b1-s1mbadä
by-shock

ደረቐ፡
däräq̄-ä፡
became=rigid-SM.3MSg

ተገረመ
tä-gäräm-ä
DT-Per.be=surprised-SM.3MSg

ከኣ።
käPa
also

‘Socrates was paralyzed from shock and was astonished when they told him

this.’

b. ብድሕሪኡ
b1-d1h

˙
1ri-Pu

Instr-behind-3MSg

ሓሲቡ
h
˙
asib-u

thought-SM.3MSg

ሓሲቡ፡
h
˙
asib-u፡

thought-SM.3MSg

ናብ
nab
to

ሓደ
h
˙
ad-ä

one-M
ካልእ
kal1P
another

ኩሉ
kul-u
all-M

ህዝቢ
h1zbi
people

ኣተነ፡
Patänä
Athens

ዋላ
wala
even

ሶቅራጠስ
soqratäs
Socrates

ባዕሉ
baQl-u
self-3MSg

ለባም
läbam
wise

እዩ
P1yy-u
Pres.IDcop.be.3MSg

ዝበሎ
z1-bäl-o
that-call.SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

ሰብ
säb
person

ከይዱ
käyd-u
went-SM.3MSg

ሕቶታት
h
˙
1to-tat

question-Pl

ሓተቶ።
h
˙
atät-o

asked.SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘After that, he thought hard, and he went to another person who all people of

Athens and Socrates himself say is wise and asked him questions.’

For example, in (16a) the verb of the adverbial subordinate clause, nägär-u-
wo ‘told-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MPl’, bears subject and object suffixes juxtaposed one

after another. The subject suffix corresponds to the referent which is not overtly

realized in the clause; however, it can be traced from the previous discourse. Thus,

the Tigrinya subject pronominal suffix has the same function as the translation-

ally equivalent pronoun they in English. The object pronominal suffix corresponds

to the subject of the main clause Socrates. Similarly, the subject marker on the

conjoined verb tä-gäräm-ä ‘be=surprised.SM.3MSg’ does not have an overtly re-

alized referent within the conjoined clause, but it refers back to the subject of

the first part of the conjoined clause. In (16b) the referent of the subject argu-

ment is not realized in the same clause, thus the subject suffixes in h
˙
asib-u h

˙
asib-

u ‘thought-SM.3MSg thought-SM.3MSg’9, käydu ‘went-SM.3MSg’ and h
˙
atät-o

‘asked.SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg’ have anaphoric function since they correspond to a

referent of the subject ‘Socrates’ mentioned in the preceding discourse.

‘Sophie’s World’.
9In Tigrinya repetition of words marks recurrence and intensification. In h

˙
asib-u h

˙
asib-u the word

is repeated in order to intensify the meaning of the verb. This strategy is also common with time ex-

pressions such as መዓልቲ መዓልቲ mäQalti mäQalti ‘every day’ and ዓመት ዓመት Qamät Qamät ‘every

year’ to express reoccurrence.
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Tigrinya also has nominal reflexives for the expression of reflexivization in

addition to the verbal reflexive strategy discussed in section(2.4.4). Reflexive

pronouns are derived from nouns such as ብዓል b1Qal ‘own.MSg’, ነፍሲ/ ነብሲ

näfsi/näbsi ‘soul.Sg’ and ርእሲ r1Psi ‘head.Sg’ which are inflected for person,

gender and number to supply a possessive/ownership meaning as in ባዕሉ baQl-u
‘own-Poss.3MSg’ vs. ባዕላ baQl-a ‘own-Poss.3FSg’, ነፍሱ näf1s-u ‘soul-Poss.3MSg’

vs. ነፍሳ näf1s-a ‘soul-Poss.3FSg’, and ርእሱ r1Psi-u ‘head-Poss.3MSg’ vs. ርእሳ

r1Ps-a ‘head-Poss.3FSg’. Reflexive pronouns can also bear the objective case suf-

fixes as in ንባዕሉ n1-baQl-u ‘Obj-own-Poss.3MSg’ and ንነፍሱ n1-näfs-u ‘Obj-

soul-Poss.3MSg’. The unmarked form ባዕሉ baQl-u ‘own-3MSg’ serves as an em-

phatic pronoun. The forms ነፍሲ/ ነብሲ näfsi/näbsi ‘soul’ and ርእሲ r1Psi ‘head’ can

be compounded with ገዛእ gäzaP, another word for ‘own’ which literally means

‘house’, to create compound reflexive forms such as ገዛእ ነፍሱ gäzaP näfs-u ‘his

own soul’ and ገዛእ ርእሱ gäzaP r1Ps-u ‘his own head’. Let us consider the follow-

ing example (17) to illustrate these points.

(17) a. ኣምላኽ
Pam1lak

¯God

ንባዕሉ
n1-baQl-u
Obj-PRORefl-Poss.3MSg

ክፈጥር
k-1-fät

˙
1r

Purp-Imperf.3-create.SM.MSg
ይኽእል
y1-k

¯
1P1l

Imperf.3-be=able.SM.MSg

ድዩ?
d1-y-u
Q-Pres.be-SM.3MSg

‘Is God able to create himself?’

b. ኣነ
Panä

PRO.1Sg

ንባዕለይ
n1-baQl-äy
Obj-PROrefl-Poss.1Sg

ባዕለይ
baQl-äy
self-Poss.1Sg

ፈጢረያ።
fät

˙
irä-ya

PerfS.create.SM.1Sg-OM.3FSg

‘I created myself myself.’

In (17a) the reflexive pronoun occupies the object position and it is coreferen-

tial with the subject. Example (17b) contains the anaphoric form n1-baQl-äy which

corresponds to the object that has a coreferential relation with the subject, and the

emphatic form baQl-äy which emphasizes the subject.

The language also has reciprocal pronouns which are used along with reciprocal

verb forms to express reciprocated actions. The reciprocal pronoun form ሓድሕድ

h
˙
adh

˙
1d ‘each other’ is derived by reduplicating the root consonants of the lexical

form ሓደ h
˙
adä ‘one’. As with all pronoun forms, the reciprocal form is also in-

flected for person and gender, but it is semantically constrained to manifest itself in
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the plural form since it can only have plural referents. Like the reflexive forms, its

object function is indicated by the case prefix n1-. The examples in (18) illustrate

the uses of reciprocal pronouns.

(18) a. ናይ
nay
Gen

ሓድሕድ
h
˙
adh

˙
1d

PRORecip

ሓልዮት
h
˙
alyot

care

ኣድላዩ
Padlay-i
important-M

እዩ።
P1yy-u
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3MSg

‘The care of each other is important.’

b. እቶም
P1t-om
Det.3MPl

ኣሕዋት
Pah

˙
wat

brother.Pl

ንሓድሕዶም
n1-h

˙
adh

˙
1d-om

Obj-PRORecip-3MPl

ተሓላልዮም።
tä-h

˙
alal1y-om

TM-Recip=PerfS.care-SM.3MPl

‘The siblings cared for each other.’

The unmarked form h
˙
adh

˙
1d in (18a) does not have an anaphoric function since

it is employed as a regular noun to modify another noun. On the other hand, in (18b)

n1-h
˙
adh

˙
1d-om has an anaphoric function, and thus is a reciprocal pronoun. It serves

as an object argument that has the subject as its reciprocating mate.

2.3.3 Determiners

Grammatical elements such as articles, demonstratives, quantifiers and numerals

can be grouped together as determiners. Determiners specify nouns in terms of their

referential status. One of their functions is to supply features of definiteness and

indefiniteness to nouns. For example, definite articles express the presupposition

that the hearer or the addressee is familiar with or can identify the referent of the

noun that is being determined. Based on these grammatical properties, determiners

are identified as functional elements, as opposed to lexical elements. Languages

may differ in the classification of functional words. Certain elements that belong

to the determiner category in one language, may correspond to elements that are

classified as modifiers in another. A phrase that consists of a determiner and its

complement is identified as a determiner phrase (DP) in modern syntactic theories

such as LFG. The determiner plays the role of a functional head in this phrase, and it

takes an optional nominal complement. In this section we will illustrate the general

structure of determiner phrases in Tigrinya.

Tigrinya does not have separate classes of definite articles and demonstratives.

There is only one form that serves both functions. According to Lyons (1999:18),

definite articles and demonstratives are related to each other through the concept of

identifiability. Demonstratives express deixis relations in terms of spatial or tem-

poral reference. Demonstratives locate the entities in spatial and temporal contexts
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relative to some point of reference, for example, the distance between the speaker

and the entity that is being specified. In this sense, demonstratives are of two types:

proximal, referring to a location closer to the speaker, and distal, referring to a dis-

tance away from the speaker. The determiner forms are given in Table 2.3.

Agr. Det/Dist Dist pronoun Det/Prox Prox pronoun
3MSg እቲ P1t-i እቲ P1t-i እዚ P1z-i እዚ P1z-i
3FSg እታ P1t-a እቲኣ -P1ti-Pa እዛ P1z-a እዚኣ P1zi-Pa
3MH እቶም P1t-om እቲኦም P1ti-Pom እዞም P1z-om እዚኦምP1zi-Pom
3FH እተን P1t-än እቲአን P1ti-Pän እዘን P1z-än እዚአን P1zi-Pän
3MPl እቶም P1t-om እቲኣቶም P1ti-Patom እዞም P1z-om እዚኣቶም P1zi-Patom
3FPl እተን P1t-än እቲኣተን P1ti-Patän እዘን P1z-än እዚኣተን P1zi-Patän

Table 2.3: Tigrinya determiners

Determiners in Tigrinya inflect in two ways, except for the singular mascu-

line forms P1t-i ‘the/that-M’ and P1z-i ‘this-M’. One of these is a short form which

consists of the stem P1t-, distal, or P1z-, proximal, and the pronominal suffixes -om
‘3MPl’, -a ‘3FSg’ and -än‘3FPl’ which are the same endings found in the pronoun

system. The second is a long form which involves the stem P1ti or P1zi-, the conso-

nantal infix -P- and the pronominal suffixes -om ‘3MPl’, -a ‘3FSg’ and -än‘3FPl’.

The two determiner forms reflect a difference in their grammatical distribution.

The short forms require obligatory noun complements, where as the long forms

have optional noun complements. However, the singular masculine forms are un-

derspecified for these functions. Let us consider the following examples (19).

(19) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ወዲ
wädi
boy.Sg

መጽኡ።
mäs

˙
iP-u

PerfG-come-SM.3MSg

‘The boy has come.’

b. ኣየናይ
Payän-ay
Which-3MSg

ወዲ?
wädi
boy.Sg

‘Which boy?’

c. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ታማሊ
t1mali
yesterday

ዝረኸብናዮ።
z1-räk

¯
äb-na-yo

Rel-PerfH.meet-SM.1Pl-OM1.3MSg

‘The one (he whom) we met yesterday.’

The determiner in (19a) specifies the referent of the noun -wädi ‘boy’. In this

utterance the speaker assumes that the addressee can identify the referent. How-

ever, from the question in (19b) we understand that addressee fails to identify the

referent. Then, the speaker gives more clarification in the form of a relative clause
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(19c). In the reply phrase there is no overt noun that serves as a complement of the

determiner. The same masculine singular form has a demonstrative function, as in

(20).

(20) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ወዲ
wädi
boy.Sg

ርኣዮ።
r1Pa-yyo
Impr.see.SM.2MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Look at that boy!’

b. ኣየናይ
Payän-ay
Which-3MSg

ወዲ?
wädi
boy.Sg

‘Which boy?’

c. እቲ!
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

‘That one.’

From the discourse in (20) we understand that the referent wädi ‘boy’ is located

within eyesight of the speaker and the addressee. The speaker indicates the ‘boy’ to

the addressee. However, as it is implied from the question in (20b), the addressee

could not immediately spot the ‘boy’, and thus, the speaker points at the ‘boy’ to

help the addressee to spot him (20c). In this reply the determiner stands alone with-

out the noun complement since the referent of the noun can be recovered from the

discourse. The determiners in (20c) and in (20a) have different grammatical distri-

bution. However, in these phrases it is not easy to see their functional differences

since the singular masculine forms are morphologically underspecified for these

functions. When determiner forms other than the singular masculine are used, the

differences are morphologically indicated, as in (21).

(21) እቲኣ/
P1tiP-a/
DistPro-3FSg/

እዚኣ/
P1ziP-a/
ProxPro-3FSg/

*እታ
*P1t-a
*Det-3FSg

እያ
Piy-a
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3FSg

መጽሓፍካ።
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-ki

book-Poss.2MSg

‘*The/that/this one is your book.’

As can be seen from this example (21), only the long forms have pronominal

function, thus they can stand alone without an overt noun complement. Their other

difference is reflected in their distribution in double determination, as in (22).

(22) a. እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

*እታ/
*P1t-a/
*Det-3FSg/

እቲኣ
P1tiP-a
DistPro-3FSg

‘the book, *the/that one’
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b. እቲኣ
P1tiP-a
DistPro-3FSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

*እታ/
*P1t-a/
DetPro-3FSg/

እቲኣ
P1tiP-a
DistPro-3FSg

‘that book, *the/that one’

The function of the double determination is to emphasize the referent of the

noun. The short form can only be used as a pre-specifier (22a), whereas the long

form, which has the pronominal function, can be used both as a pre-specifier and a

post-specifier (22b).

Tigrinya also has vocative determiners for second person addressees. Like other

determiners, vocatives can be used with or without a nominal complement. They

also inflect according to the gender and number of the second person referents, as

in ኣታ Patt-a ‘DetVoc-2MSg’, ኣቲ Patt-i ‘DetVoc-2FSg’, ኣቱም Patt-um ‘DetVoc-

2MPl/2MH’ and ኣትን Patt-1n ‘DetVoc-2FSg/2FH’. Even though vocatives are sim-

ilar to the third person determiners, they possess certain properties which are unique

to them. Example (23) illustrates the types of nouns that can be predetermined by

vocatives.

(23) a. ኣቱም
Patt-um
DetVoc-2MPl

ኲልኹም
kwull1k

¯
-um

All-2MPl

እትጽዕሩን
P1-t-s

˙
1Q1r-u-n

Rel-Imperf.2-toil-SM.MPl-Coord

ጾር
s
˙
or

burden
ዝኸበደኩምን፡
z1-k

¯
äbädä-kum-n

Rel-PerfH.be.heavy.SM.3MSg-OM1.2MPl-Coord

ኣነ
Panä
PRO.1Sg

ኸዕርፈኩም
k
¯

-ä-Qrfä-kum
Purp-Caus=Imperf.1-rest.SM.Sg-OM1.2MPl

ናባይ
nab-ay
Goal-Pro.1Sg

ንዑ።
n1Q-u
Impr-come-SM.2MPl

‘O all you who toil and have a heavy burden come to me, and I will give you

rest.’

b. ኣታ
Patt-a
DetVoc-2MSg

ወዲ
wädi
boy

መን’ዩ
män’y-u
who’Pres.be-SM.3MSg

ሽምካ?
š1m-ka
name-Poss.2MSg

‘Hey you, boy, what is your name?’

c. ኣታ
Patt-a
DetVoc-2FSg

ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ዘይትገድፈኒ።
z-äy-t1-gäd-ni
Rel-Neg-Imperf.2-leave.SM.MSg-OM1.1Sg

‘Hey you(M), Yonas, why don’t you leave me alone.’
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d. ኣቲ
Patt-i
DetVoc-2FSg

ንስኺ
n1ss1-k

¯
i

PRO.2FSg

ናብዚ
nab-zi
Loc-DetProx-3MSg

ንዒ!
n1Q-i
Impr.come-SM.2FSg

‘Hey you(F) come here!’

Vocatives can stand alone as full pronouns (23a). They can also take various

types of noun complements, for example, common nouns (23b) and personal nouns

(23c). They can even specify/predetermine pronouns (23d), which is not possible

with the third person determiners.

Tigrinya does not have articles to express indefiniteness, thus indefinite nouns

are unmarked. Some Tigrinya grammar books identify the cardinal determiners

h
˙
ad-ä ‘one-3MSg’ and h

˙
ant-i ‘one-3FSg’ as marking indefinite nouns optionally

(Mulugeta 2001, Tesfay 2002). However, a close look at their function reveals that

they are markers of specificity. Lyons (1999:103) says that marking specific indefi-

nites is a more common case than marking non-specific indefinites in the languages

of the world. In accordance with this, in Tigrinya a noun with a non-specific indef-

inite referent appears bare and a noun with a specific indefinite referent appears

with cardinal determiners, as illustrated below (24).

(24) a. ምስ
m1s
Com

ቆልዓ
qolQa
child.Sg

ኣይትምከር፡
Pay-t1-mkär
Neg-Imperf.2-confide.SM.MSg

ምስ
m1s
Com

ከልቢ
kälbi
dog.Sg

ኣይትተሓባእ።
Pay-t1-tä-h

˙
abaP

Neg-Imperf.2-DT-hide.SM.MSg

‘Do not confide in a child; and do not hide yourself with a dog.’ (Tigrinya

proverb)

b. እዚ
P1z-i
DetProx-3MSg

[ጓል
gwal
lady.Sg

እትሰርሖ
P1t-t1-särh

˙
-o

Rel-Imperf.3-work.SM.FSg-OM1.3MSg

ስራሕ]
h
˙
1ra

work/job
ኣይኮነን።
Pay-konä-n
Neg-Pres.be.SM.3MSg-Neg

‘This is is not a job that a lady/woman can do.’

c. ሓደ
h
˙
adä

one.M

ጊዜ
gize
time

ኣብ
Pab
Loc

ሓደ
h
˙
adä

one.M

ዓዲ
Qadi
village

ሓደ
h
˙
adä

one.M

ቆልዓን
qolQa-n
child.Sg-Coord

ሓደ
h
˙
adä

one.M

ከልብን
kälb1-n
dog.Sg-Coord

ነበሩ።
näbäru
Past.be-SM.3MPl

‘Once upon a time there were a child and a dog in a certain village.’
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d. ኣብ
Pab
Loc

ባቡር
babur
train

ምስ
m1s
Com

ሓንቲ
h
˙
anti

one.F

ጓል
gwal
lady

እናዕለልኩ
P1na-Q1lälku
while-chat-1Sg

ተጓዒዘ።
tägwaQizä
DT-PerfG.travel-SM.1Sg

‘I traveled chatting with a certain lady on the train.’

In (24a) qolQa ‘child’ and kälbi ‘dog’ are employed in a non-specific context

and their referents can be any child and any dog. In (24c), however, qolQa ‘child’

and kälbi ‘dog’ refer to a child and a dog that lived in a certain time and in a certain

village. This strategy is used in order to set the scene for a fictitious story in an

imaginary world. Thus, the story starts with specific characters placed in a specific

time and location. In (24b) gwal ‘girl/lady’ refers to women in general, thus is a non-

specific identification, while in (24d) the noun gwal ‘girl/lady’ refers to a specific

person that the traveler spoke to, thus it is uniquely identifiable.

2.3.4 Quantifiers

Quantifiers are also classified as functional categories. They specify the refer-

ent of a noun in terms of size or amount. They also indicate partitive, existential

and universal references. Words such as ኩሉ kulu ‘all.Coll’, ገለ gälä ‘some.Coll’,

ነፍሲ ወከፍ näfsi wäkäf ‘every/each’, ብዙሕ b1zuh
˙
at ‘many.Coll’, ውሑድ w1h

˙
udat

‘few.Coll’, etc. and numerals such as ሓደ/ሓንቲ h
˙
ad-ä/h

˙
ant-i ‘one-M/one-F’ and

ክልተ k1l1tä ‘two’ function as quantifiers in Tigrinya. This does not mean, how-

ever, that they have similar grammatical distribution patterns. For example, ብዙሓት

b1zuh
˙
at ‘many.Pl’ and ውሑዳት w1h

˙
udat ‘few.Pl’ and numerals can also be re-

garded as adjectives on the basis of their derivational forms and some of their

grammatical properties. However, it is beyond our scope to go into a detailed dis-

cussion of this issue. Like determiners, quantifiers can bear pronominal markers, as

in ኩሎም kull-om ‘All-3MPl/ all of them.M’, ኩለን kull-än ‘All-3FPl/ all of them.F’,

ገሊኦም gäliP-om ‘some-3MPl/ some of them.M’ and ገሊአን gäliP-än ‘some-3FPl

some of them.F’, etc. Furthermore, pronominally marked quantifiers carry a parti-

tive reading in some contexts.

In the default reading, the universal quantifier ኩሉ kullu ‘all’ appears at the

leftmost edge before deictic articles/demonstratives, but it can also occur in various

positions to express different scoping relations (25).

(25) a. ኩለን
kull-än
All-FPl

እተን
P1t-än
Det-3FPl

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-ti

book-Pl

‘all the books’
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b. እተን
P1t-än
Det-3FPl

ኩለን
kull-än
All-FPl

ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ዝገዝአን
z1-gäzP-än
Rel-PerfH.buy.SM.3MSg-OM1.3FPl

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-ti

book-Pl

‘all of the books that Yonas bought’

c. እተን
P1t-än
Det-3FPl

ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ዝገዝአን
z1-gäzP-än
Rel-PerfH.buy.SM.3MSg-OM1.3FPl

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-ti

book-Pl

ኩለን
kull-än
All-FPl

‘the books that Yonas bought, all of them’

When the determiner is placed at the leftmost edge, it scopes over the whole

nominal phrase (25a). It can also appear after determiners to express a partitive

reading, as in (25b). It can also be positioned at the end of nominal phrase for

emphasis, and it then stands in apposition with the nominal phrase, as can be seen

from its meaning in (25c).

2.3.5 Possessive

A head noun can be modified by different types of possessive modifiers. Tigrinya

has various ways of expressing possessive readings. Some frequent possibilities

are nominal structures with genitive prepositions, possessive pronouns, possessive

pronominal marking, double possessive, NN phrase and a construct state posses-

sive. The prepositional possessor expression is marked by the genitive preposition

ናይ nay ‘Gen/of’, as in (26).

(26) (ናይ
(nay
(Gen

ተስፋይ)
täsfay)
Tesfay.M)

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

(ናይ
(nay
(Gen

ተስፋይ)
täsfay)
Tesfay.M)

‘book of Tesfay’

The canonical position of the prepositional possessive modifier is pre-nominal,

therefore it precedes the head noun. PP possessive modifiers can also appear post-

nominally, and in this structure they are emphasized.

Tigrinya also has possessive pronouns which are formed out of an invariable

component – nat – and pronominal suffixes for the possessor. Table 2.4, lists the

possessive pronoun forms of Tigrinya.

In some varieties of Tigrinya, possessive pronouns are formed by suffixing

pronominal markers for the possessor directly on the genitive preposition nay-, as in

ናዩ nay-u ‘Gen-3MSg’ and nay-a ‘Gen-3MSg’ (Esayas 2003:46). However, it is not

clear whether the radical -t- is a determiner or just a hiatus consonant to demarcate

the syllabic boundary, as in ናቱ na-t-u ‘POSS-3MSg’ (27).
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Possessive pronouns Agreement values
ናቱ nat-u POSS-3MSg
ናታ nat-a POSS-3FSg
ናቶም nat-om POSS-3MH
ናተን nat-än POSS-3FH
ናታቶም nat-atom POSS-3MPl
ናታተን nat-atän POSS-3FPl
ናትካ nat-ka POSS-2MSg
ናትኪ nat-ki POSS-2FSg
ናትኩም nat-kum POSS-2MH
ናትክን nat-k1n POSS-2FH
ናታትኩም nat-atkum POSS-Pl-2M
ናታትክን nat-atk1n POSS-F2Pl
ናተይ nat-äy POSS-1Sg
ናትና nat-na POSS-1Pl

Table 2.4: Tigrinya possessive pronouns

(27) ናቱ
nat-u
POSS-3MSG

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

‘his book’

The noun head can also directly bear a pronominal suffix for the possessor, as

in (28). The pronominal possessive structure appears to be more common than the

overt possessive pronoun structure for reasons similar to those given in section 2.3.2

in the case of null and overt pronouns. However, the pronoun possessive structure

and the pronominal possessive structure reflect different constraints than pronouns

and pronominal verbal suffixes. For example, a possessive pronoun cannot occur

overtly when the noun is pronominally marked (28b).

(28) a. መጽሓፉ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-u

book.Sg-Poss.3MSG

‘his book’

b. *ናቱ
nat-u
POSS-3MSg

መጽሓፉ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-u

book-Poss.3MSg’

In the possessive expression the possessive feature is supplied either from the

possessive pronoun or the pronominal suffix.

Like definite articles and demonstratives, possessive pronouns are functional

heads of nominal phrases, but they are not in complementary distribution with other

determiners. They can be predetermined by other determiners and they can option-

ally take a noun complement. When the referent of the possessee expression is
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obvious, the head noun can be dropped from the possessive expression, and thus

the possessive pronoun stands alone, as in (29).

(29) a. እዚ
P1z-i
DetProx-3MSg

መጽሓፈይ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-äy

book-Poss.1Sg

እዩ።
Piy-u
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3MSg

‘This is my book.’

b. ናትካ
nat-ka
POSS-2MSg

ኣበይ
Pabäy
where

ኣሎ?
Pall-o?
Pres.exist-SM.3MSg

‘Where is yours?’

In the first sentence (29a), the possessive expression consists of the head noun

mäs
˙
h
˙
af ‘book’, which corresponds to a possessee referent, and the pronominal

marker -äy ‘Poss-1Sg’, which corresponds to a first person possessor referent. In

the second sentence (29b), the possessive expression consists only of the possessive

pronoun ናትካ nat-ka ‘POSS-2MSg’, the complement noun is dropped since it can

be understood as referring to the book from the context given in the first clause.

The possessive structure in (30) is identified as a double possessive since the

possessor is both realized as an overt noun and is also marked on the head noun

through a pronominal suffix. The noun that corresponds to the possessor can be

positioned on either side of the pronominally marked head noun and it is optional.

The possessor noun obligatorily bears the prepositional objective case n1.

(30) a. (ንኣኡ/
(n1-QaP-u/
(Obj-3MSg/

ንተስፋይ)
n1-tesfay)
Obj-tesfay)

መጽሓፉ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-u

book.Sg-POSS.3MSg

‘Tesfay’s book/ Lit. his book to Tesfay’

b. መጽሓፉ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-u

book.Sg-POSS.3MSg

(ንኣኡ/
(n1-QaP-u/
(Obj-3MSg/

ንተስፋይ)
n1-tesfay)
Obj-tesfay)

‘Tesfay’s book/ Lit. his book to Tesfay’

The possessive expression with the possessor preceding the possessee is un-

derstood as the neutral word order (30a). In the neutral word order, the possessor

noun has a focus discourse function. In this structure, the speaker presupposes that

the addressee may not know the referent of the possessor noun, thus the speaker

supplies new information which was not mentioned earlier in the discourse. On

the other hand, in the expression where the possessor is in postposition (30b), the

speaker assumes that hearer can identify the referent of the possessor noun which

is marked through the pronominal suffix on the possessee noun.
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In addition, Tigrinya employs a noun sequence as a possessive expression. The

NN possessive structure is an exception to the typical head-final phrase and clause

structure of Tigrinya. In the NN sequence, the first noun is the locus or head which

codes the possessee and the second noun codes the modifier or the possessor, as in

(31).

(31) መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ተስፋይ
täsfay
Tesfay.M

‘Tesfay’s book’

This possessive expression is formed by juxtaposing two uninflected nouns.

The nouns are not inflected either for case or possessive pronominal agreement.

Tigrinya also employs the Semitic genitive structure known as the construct

state to code a possessive reading. This construction is similar to the NN possessive

except that the possessee noun in the construct state is morphologically inflected. It

acquires the -ä- vocalic pattern in its final consonantal root. For example, the free

forms ቤት bet ‘house’, ሰብ säb ‘person/people’ መዝገብ mäzgäb ‘register’ and ንጉስ

n1gus ‘king’ are inflected as ቤተ betä, ሰበ säbä, መዝገበ mäzgäbä ‘register’ and ንጉሰ

n1gusä, respectively, when used as construct forms. This structure is common in

phrases such as ቤተ መንግስቲ betä mäng1sti ‘house of government’ meaning ‘gov-

ernment’s administrative building’, ቤተ ክርስትያን betä k1r1styan ‘house of Chris-

tian’ meaning ‘church’ or ቤተ ሰብ betä säb ‘house of person’ meaning ‘family’, ሰበ

ስልጣን säbä s1lt
˙
an ‘people of authority’ meaning ‘authorities’, መዝገበ ቃላት mäzgä

bäqalat ‘dictionary/ Lit. register of words’ and ንጉሰ ነገስታት n1gusä näggästat ‘king

of the kings’. The construct state is considered to be an archaic construction, and is

no longer productive in modern Tigrinya. In modern Tigrinya the NN structure is

very common. Most of the construct state compounds reflect established idiomatic

readings as in the meaning of ‘church’, ‘authorities’ and ‘family’. It should be also

noted that both the NN and the construct state nominal structures can be syntacti-

cally ambiguous. They can code wider semantic relations or meanings other than the

possessive since the same structure can be used to derive noun-noun compounds.

For example, the NN sequences ክዳን ቆልዓ k1dan qolQa ‘garment child’ can mean

a garment belonging to a certain or of the kind worn by children.

Possessive pronouns are classified as determiners in some languages (e.g. En-

glish, French) and as adjectives in others (e.g. in Italian). In Tigrinya, however, they

reflect mixed properties. As shown in (32), possessive pronouns and determiners

are not mutually exclusive.
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(32) እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ናታ
nat-a
PRO-Poss.3FSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

‘(the) her book’

The determiner and the possessive pronoun can coexist in the same nominal

expression. In Tigrinya the possessive pronoun behaves more like a modifier than

a determiner.

2.3.6 Adjectives

Adjectives inflect according to the gender and number of the head noun. In (33a)

the adjective is internally inflected for the masculine gender, and in (33b) it is in-

flected for the feminine gender. In most adjectives, the morpheme -ti marks the

feminine gender along with internal changes in the vocalic templates of some of

the consonantal roots. However, some adjectives do not inflect for gender, and thus

they are used for both masculine and feminine, as shown in (33c).

(33) a. ንፉዕ
n1fuQ

clever.M

ወዲ
wädi
boy.MSg

‘a clever boy’

b. ንፍዕቲ
n1f1Q-ti
clever-F

ጓል
gwal
girl.FSg

‘a clever girl’

c. ሓራቕ/
h
˙
araq̄/

angry.Sg/

ዓሻ
Qaša
foolish.Sg

ሰብኣይ
säbPay
man.MSg

/ሰበይቲ
/säbäyti
/woman.FSg

‘an angry/foolish man/woman’

Adjectives and nouns employ the same plural markers. For example, in (34a)

the plural marker -at is suffixed on the adjective n1f1Q-at ‘clever-Pl’ and the noun

säb-at ‘person-Pl’, and in (34b) the plural marker -ti is suffixed on the adjective

Qabäy-ti ‘big-Pl’ and the noun mäs
˙
h
˙
af-ti ‘book-Pl’.

(34) a. ንፉዓት
n1f1Q-at
clever-Pl

ሰባት
säb-at
person-Pl

‘clever people’
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b. ዓበይቲ
Qabäy-ti
big-Pl

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-ti

book-Pl

‘big books’

2.3.7 Relatives

Relative modifiers are introduced via a morphological particle in Tigrinya (Palmer

1962). The particle z1-, which can also appear as zi- and zä- depending on the phono-

logical environment in which it occurs, is the most common relative clause marker

in Tigrinya. Other forms such as n1- and P1- are also used with some conjugations

of the imperfective verb forms. The particle P1- is used when the person prefix is

t1-, as with all second person subjects and third person feminine subjects, and n1- is

used with first person plural subjects. The relative marker is the outermost prefix in

the verb stem. It precedes all other kinds of inflectional (e.g. subject), derivational

(e.g. causative, passive) and clausal (e.g. negation) prefixes. The relative marker

attaches to both nouns and verbs. When it marks a noun it yields a possessive rel-

ative reading, and when it marks verbs it yields a nominal relative reading. The

Tigrinya relative marker is underspecified for the various relative pronoun forms

‘which’, ‘who’, ‘that’, ‘whom’, ‘when’ ‘where’ and ‘whose’ found in languages

such as English. Let us consider the following examples (35).

(35) a. እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ዝጠፍአት
z1-t

˙
äf1Pä-t

Rel-PerfH.disappear-SM.3FSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

‘the book which/that has disappeared’

b. እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

እትፈትዋ
P1-t1-fät1w-a
Rel-Imperf.2-like.SM.MSg-OM1.3FSg

ጓል
gwal
girl.Sg

‘the girl whom you like’

c. እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ሓዲሽ
h
˙
adish

new.MSg

ዝገበራ
z1-gäbär-a
Rel-cover.Sg-Poss.3FSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

‘the book with a new cover/ Lit. the book whose cover (is) new’

In (35a) and (35b) the relative morphemes z1- and P1- are prefixed to perfective

and imperfective verb forms, respectively. However, in (35c) z1- is prefixed to a

noun, and yields a possessive relative reading.

The relative modifier tends to precede other modifiers within the nominal

phrase, as in (36).
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(36) እተን
P1t-än
Det-3FPl

ናተይ
natäy
POSS.1Sg

ሓዲሽ
h
˙
adish

new.MSg

ዝገበረን
z1-gäbär-än
Rel-cover.Sg-Poss.3FPl

ክልተ
k1ltä
two

ዓበይቲ
Qabäy-ti
big-Pl

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-ti

book-Pl

‘(the) my two big books whose covers (are) new’

The relative modifier h
˙
adish z1-gäbär-än ‘whose cover new’ comes right after

the determiner and before all other modifiers.

2.4 Verbals

The morphology of the Tigrinya verb is often very complex. Like other Semitic

languages, the derivational morphology of Tigrinya is characterized by the root-

and-pattern or templatic morphology. The basic unit of a word is the ‘root’ which

constitutes its semantic core. It is an abstract form since it does not exist as a word

in the lexicon of a language. In most cases, the root consists of three consonants,

also known as radicals, but the number may vary from two to five. These conso-

nants interlock with different vocalic templates and are associated with prefixes

and suffixes in order to derive a stem. For example, the radicals of the root ስብር

sbr combine with the vocalic pattern ä to derive the historic perfective stem ሰበረ

säbärä ‘he broke’, and they combine with the vocalic patterns ä, i and u, respec-

tively, to derive the simple/gerundive perfective stem ሰቢሩ säbiru ‘he broke’.

Moreover, some verbs geminate (double, lengthen) the middle radical of the

verbal root in certain conjugational forms. Different vocalic templates together

with prefixes and suffixes code tense-aspect, mood and agreement. The stem can

also bear derivational prefixes and can vary in vocalic pattern to code a change

in argument relations; for example, to derive detransitivized predicates (e.g. pas-

sive, reflexive and reciprocal) and causatives. The verb many also bear affixes to

code phrase and clause information, for example, in relativization, complementa-

tion, negation and coordination phenomena.

In this section we will expand some of these points in order to illustrate the

salient properties of verbs and the verbal elements that constitute verbals. We will

use the term verbal for the Tigrinya verbal group in order to distinguish it from

what is normally taken as a verb phrase (VP), a constituent that consists of a verb

and its complements.
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2.4.1 Basic verbal inflection

In Semitic languages verbs are portrayed as involving a two-way inflectional sys-

tem – perfective and imperfective. Traditionally, the opposition between the per-

fective and imperfective verb forms is assumed to characterize a basic aspectual

distinction. Perfective verbs are known as suffix forms since the subject is marked

with a suffix. On the other hand, imperfective verbs are known as prefix forms since

the subject is marked with a prefix. The suffix forms code a completed single whole

action, while the prefix forms code an uncompleted action. Uncompleted actions

are considered as non-past, and completed actions as past. Therefore, tense-aspect

(TA) is treated as as single complex category in Semitic languages. Traditionally,

verbs in Tigrinya are also classified along the bipartite, i.e. perfective vs. imper-

fective, inflectional system. Tigrinya has developed an additional perfective verb

form which is designated as ‘gerund/gerundive’ in Tigrinya grammar books (Mas-

son 1994:50), (Kogan 1997:439), (Tesfay 2002). The term ‘gerundive’ is a mis-

nomer, however, since this verb form is inflected for tense-aspect and agreement,

and it can also occur independently as a predicate in a main clause. The term was

probably adopted to refer to its adverbial function in converb constructions. There,

it expresses an action/event simultaneous with or an anterior to that expressed by

a main verb (Lipiński (1997:418); Azeb and Dimmendaal (2006)). In this study

we will refer to this verb form as a simple perfective, in contrast to the historic

perfective, to emphasize its function as a tense-aspect marker of simple or single

completed events.

Like in other Semitic languages, in Tigrinya perfective and imperfective verb

forms are contrasted as suffix and prefix conjugations, respectively. This is be-

cause, in the perfective forms the subjects’s person, gender and number categories

are coded by suffixes. On the other hand, some imperfective forms involve only a

prefix, and some involve both a prefix and a suffix. This is illustrated in Table 2.5

through the perfective and imperfective conjugation of the verbal root ስብር s-b-r
‘break’.

PerfH meaning Imperf meaning
ሰበረ säbär-ä he broke ይሰብር y1-säbb1r-1 he breaks
ሰበሩ säbär-u they (M) broke ይሰበሩ y1-säbb1r-u they (M) break

Table 2.5: Suffix vs. prefix forms

In the perfective forms the vocalic patterns -ä and -u that are associated with

the third radicals mark a 3MSg subject and a 3MPl subject, respectively. Since the
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markers are vowel phonemes, they are not realized as distinct suffixes. Instead, they

appear as vocalic patterns of the third radicals. In contrast, in the imperfective forms

the prefix y1- codes a third person subject. In addition to the prefixes, imperfective

verbs involve suffixes, -1 ‘3MSg’ and -u ‘3MPl’, to code the gender and number

categories of the subject. As in the perfective forms, since these are vowels, they

appear as vocalic patterns of the last radical.

Tigrinya has four basic verb inflectional forms. Three of these, the historic per-

fective, the simple perfective and the imperfective, code tense-aspect, and the fourth

form, the inflection for imperative, jussive and hortative, codes mood. The follow-

ing table (2.6) illustrates these four basic inflectional forms through the conjugation

of the verbal roots – ስብር s-b-r ‘break’, ፍጽም f-s
˙
s
˙
-m ‘finish, accomplish’ and ብርኽ

b-r-k
¯

‘bless’ – for third person masculine singular subject.

Perfective Imperfective Root
PerfH PerfS Imperf Jussive meaning
ሰበረ säbär-ä ሰቢሩ säbir-u ይሰብር y1-säbb1r ይስበር y1-sbär break
ፈጸመ fäs

˙
s
˙
äm-ä ፈጺሙ fäs

˙
s
˙
im-u ይፍጽም y1-f1s

˙
s
˙
1m ይፈጽም y1-fäs

˙
s
˙
1m finish

ባረኸ baräk
¯

-ä ባሪኹ barik
¯

-u ይባርኽ y1-bar1k
¯

ይባርኽ y1-bar1k
¯

bless

Table 2.6: Perfective vs. Imperfective verb forms
.

These verbs belong to different verb types that are distinguished on the basis of

their gemination patterns. Gemination is not orthographically marked in Tigrinya.

Nevertheless, it becomes orthographically visible when the verbal roots of gemi-

nated consonants interact with certain vocalic patterns and inflectional affixes. For

example, when the causative prefix Pa- attaches to a non-geminated stem ኣስበረ Pa-
s1bärä, the vocalic template of the first consonant changes into -1-, whereas when it

attaches to a geminated stem ኣፈጸመ Pa-fäs
˙
s
˙
ämä, the templates remain unchanged.

Verbs of the ስብር s-b-r type (also known as type A) undergo gemination only in

the imperfective forms that do not bear suffixes, i.e. the imperfective conjugation

of 1Sg, 1Pl, 2MSg, 3MSg and 3FSg. Verbs of the ፍጽም f-s
˙
s
˙
-m type (also known

as type B) geminate in all basic inflectional forms, while verbs of the ብርኽ b-r-k
¯

type (also known type C) do not geminate at all.

Perfective

As mentioned earlier, Tigrinya has two perfective verb forms. These are distin-

guished by the vocalic pattern associated with the middle radical of a root consist-

ing of three consonants. In the perfective historic stem the middle radical has the
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vocalic pattern -ä-, while in the simple perfective stem the middle radical has the

vocalic pattern -i-. The two perfective stems also differ in the agreement suffixes

for the third person and the first person singular subjects. Agreement markers con-

sisting of vowels merge with the last radical in the template, whereas those which

consist of syllabic forms (i.e. consonant plus vowel) appear as distinct suffixes.

This is shown in Table 2.7.

Perfective Imperfective
Agr. Values PerfH PerfS Imperf Jussive
3MSg säbär-ä säbir-u y1-säbb1r-ø y1-s1bär-ø
3FSg säbär-ät säbir-a t1-säbb1r-ø t1-s1bär-ø
3MPl säbär-u säbir-om y1-säb1r-u y1-s1bär-u
3FPl säbär-a säbirr-än y1-säb1r-a y1-s1bär-a
2MSg säbär-ka säbir-ka t1-säbb1r-ø s1bär-ø
2FSg säbär-ki säbir-ki t1-säb1r-i s1bär-i
2MPl säbär-kum säbir-kum t1-säb1r-u s1bär-u
2FPl säbär-k1n säbir-k1n t1-säb1r-a s1bär-a
1Sg säbär-ku säbir-ä P1-säbb1r-ø P1-s1bär-ø
1Pl säbär-na säbir-na n1-säbb1r-ø n1-s1bär-ø

Table 2.7: Suffix and prefix inflection

Both perfective verb forms denote completed events, and they may be used in

both main and dependent clauses. The historic perfective expresses a completed

event that consists of a chain of events. It serves to mark cohesive relations in nar-

ration. In this sense, it can be said that it has a pragmatic function. Even though

the single event denoted by it is completed and is independent, it reflects some sort

of suspense in that the narrator is expected to say more about the story. In fact,

this verb form is very common in story telling and narratives of past events. Let us

consider the following examples (37).

(37) ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ብ1985
b1-1985
Instr-1985

ኣብ
Pab
Loc

ከረን
kärän
Keren

ተወልደ።
tä-wäl1dä

DT-PerfH.bear.SM.3MSg

ክሳብ
k1sab
until

ወዲ
wädi
boy

ዓሰርተ
Qasärtä
ten

ዓመት
Qamät
year

ዝኸውን
z1-k

¯
äw1n

Rel-PerfH.become.SM.3MSg

ምስ
m1s
Com

ወለዱ
wälädu
parent-Poss.3MSg

ዓበየ።
Qabäyä

PerfH.grow.SM.3MSg

ድሕሪኡ
d1h

˙
ri-Pu

after-Det-3MSg

ወለዱ
wälädu
parent-Poss.3MSg DIF-monastery

ንገዳም
ngädam
PerfH.send-SM.3MPl-OM1.3MSg

ሰደዱዎ።
sädäd-u-wo

‘Yonas was born in 1985 in Keren. Until he was a ten year old boy, he grew up

with his parents. After that his parents sent him to a monastery....’
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These three sentences in example (37) constitute a narrative chain, thus the main

verbs are in the historic perfective. These sentences give only some details out of

Yonas’ life history, and so the ending of the last sentence leads one to wonder what

will happen next.

On the other hand, for a completed single and isolated event that denotes the

result of an action in the past the simple perfective form is used. For example, when

we ask a question and give an answer based on the story in (37), we would use the

simple perfective form, as in (38) and (39).

(38) a. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ምዓስ
m1Qas
when

ተወሊዱ?
tä-wälid-u
DT-PerfS-bear-SM.3MSg

‘When was Yonas born?’

b. ብ1985
b1-1985
Instr-1985

ተወሊዱ።
tä-wäl1d-u
DT-PerfS-bear-SM.3MSg

‘He was born in 1985.’

(39) a. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ምስ
m1s
Com

መን
mäm
who

ዓብዩ?
Qab1y-u
PerfS.grow-SM.3MSg

‘With whom did Yonas grow up?’

b. ምስ
m1s
Com

ወለዱ
wäläd-u
parent-Poss.3MSg

ዓብዩ።
Qab1y-u
PerfS.grow-SM.3MSg

‘He grew up with his parents.’

The simple perfective is widespread in converb constructions. The converb con-

struction employs two simple perfective verb forms to express notions of adverbial

subordination, comparable to clauses in English beginning with while, when and af-
ter. The converb expression denotes an action simultaneous with or anterior to the

action expressed by the main verb. The order of the verbs codes the chronological

order of the events. The adverbial interpretation depends on the lexical aspect (Ak-

tionsart) of the verbs involved, and also on the interaction of their meanings. For

example, with punctual verbs the converb is interpreted as anterior, whereas with

durative verbs it is interpreted as simultaneous with the event denoted by the main

verb. In (40) we contrast the adverbial senses of a punctual simple perfective verb

(40a) and a durative simple perfective verb (40b) followed by simple perfective

forms.
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(40) a. በሊዑ
bäliyQ-u
PerfS.eat-SM.3MSg

መጺኡ።
mäs

˙
iP-u

PerfS.come-SM.3MSg

‘He ate before he came.’

b. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ነታ
nä-t-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ሒዙዋ
h
˙
iz-u-wa

PerfS.held-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

መጺኡ።
mäs

˙
iP-u

PerfS.come-SM.3MSg

‘Yonas came and brought the book (F) along with him. Lit. Yonas held the

book, and then he came.’

The difference between the two types of verbs lies within their inherent as-

pectual meaning. Grammatically, the event denoted by the converb is completed,

in the sense that the actions of eating and holding are accomplished. For punctual

verbs such as ‘eat’ the achieved state cannot be continued, thus it is halted, whereas

for durative verbs such as ‘hold’ the achieved state can be extended. Therefore,

these aspectual differences give rise to the adverbial reading of ‘anterior’ and ‘si-

multaneous’ in converb constructions, and as we are going to see later, the same

phenomenon is reflected in the derivation of sub-aspectual meanings such as the

progressive, inceptive, prospective, etc. The converb does not bear any adverbial

marking, that is, it is not inflected in a special manner to indicate its dependence.

Therefore, it is a finite form. This is a special property of converbs in Tigrinya, as

in Amharic, a related Ethiopian Semitic language, converbs are inflected for this

function, and are thus distinct from the independent perfective verb form (Azeb and

Dimmendaal 2006:410-411).

Imperfective

The imperfective form is used to denote an uncompleted event that occurs repeat-

edly and habitually. The examples in (41) illustrate these functions.

(41) a. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ኩሉ
kulu
all-M

ጊዜ
gize
time

ብርጭቆ
b1rč

˙
1qo

glass.Sg

ይሰበር።
y1-säb1r
Imperf.3-break.SM.MSg

‘Yonas always breaks a glass.’

b. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ስርሑ
s1r1h

˙
-u

work-Poss.3MSg

ብግቡእ
b1-b1buP

Instr-responsibility

ይፍጽም።
y1-f1s

˙
s
˙
1m

Imperf3-accomplish.SM.MSg

‘Yonas accomplishes his job responsibly.’
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c. መሬት’ያ
märet-’y-a
earth-Pres.be-SM.3FSg

ኣብ
Pab
Loc

ዙርያ
zurya
round

ጽሓይ
s
˙
1h
˙
ay

sun

ትዘውር
t1-zäw1r
Imperf.3-revolve.SM.FSg

እምበር
P1mbär
and-thus

ጽሓይ
s
˙
1h
˙
ay

sun

ኣይኰነትን
Pay-kwenänät-1n
Neg-Pres.be-Neg

ኣብ
Pab
Loc

ዙርያ
zurya
round

መሬት
märet
earth

ትዘውር።
t1-zäw1r
Imperf.3-revolve.SM.FSg

‘It is the earth which revolves around the sun; and thus it is not the sun which

revolves around the earth.’

The imperfective forms in (41a) and (41b) express habitual actions, and exam-

ple (41c) expresses a generally accepted truth.

Tigrinya makes two general aspectual distinctions - the imperfective and the

perfective (historic and simple) which correlate with non-past and past temporal

systems. However, Tigrinya does not have a basic verb form to code a future tense.

The future tense is formed via a compound verbal expression that consists of a pur-

posive verb form and the stative copula Pɨy-u. The purposive is derived by prefixing

particle k1- to the imperfective form. We will discusses derived verb forms such as

these after briefly covering the jussive-imperative-hortative mood.

Imperative, jussive and hortative

The basic inflectional forms are also evaluated in terms of grammatical mood.

Mood is a grammaticalized evaluation of the purpose of speaking. Bybee (1985:22)

defines it as “what the speaker wants to do with the proposition”. The mood type

coded by clauses such as the ones illustrated above is called indicative or declar-

ative. The perfective and imperfective verb forms are used to state the situation

in a neutral manner. In these verb forms, the indicative is not marked, hence it is

the default mood. Tigrinya expresses mood via the jussive, imperative and horta-

tive forms (see Table 2.7). These express the speaker’s nuances of will such as a

wish, permission, command, advice, prayer or request for permission. These are

illustrated in (42) below.

(42) a. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ነቲ
nä-t-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ብርጭቆ
b1rč

˙
1qo

glass.Sg

ይስበሮ።
y1-sbär-o
Juss.3-break.SM.MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘May Yonas break the glass.’
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b. ነቲ
nä-t-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ብርጭቖ
b1rč

˙
1qo

glass.Sg

ስበሮ!
s1bär-o
Impr.break.SM.2MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Break the glass!’

c. ኩልና
kul1-na
All-1Pl

ነቲ
nä-t-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ብርጭቖ
b1rč

˙
1qo

glass.Sg

ንስበሮ
n1-s1 bär-o
Hort.SM.1Pl-break-OM1.3MSg

‘Let us all break the glass.’

The jussive is the volitive mood of the third person (42a). It can denote wish,

permission or command depending on the context of use. The jussive form codes

third person subjects, and it bears a person prefix similar to that of the imperfective

verb form, but it is associated with different vocalic templates than the imperfective.

The imperative is the volitive mood of the second person (42b), and it mainly ex-

presses a command submitted by the speaker for immediate action (here and now),

but can also express other milder nuances such as permission, wish, insistence, etc.

when expressed with a soft tone of voice. The verb codes a second person subject

which is indicated only through vocalic patterns. The hortative is the volitive mood

of the first person (42c), and it expresses the speaker’s wish, intention, desire or

self-encouragement to perform the action (1Sg), or an exhortation or proposal to

do something together with others (1Pl). Like the jussive, it bears person prefixes

similar to that of the imperfective, but it is associated with vocalic patterns that are

different from those used in the imperfective form.

2.4.2 Derived verbal roots

Some of the basic inflectional forms are used as a basis for the derivation of other

verb forms. The imperfective is used as the base of the purposive, and the perfec-

tive historic is used as the base of the subjunctive. The verbal noun is also another

derived form. However, the base it uses is not associated with the perfective or im-

perfective templates. Table 2.8 illustrates the derivation of these three verb forms.

Purposive=k1-Imperf subjunctive=m1-PerfH VN m1-C1CaC
ኪሰበር k-i-säb1r ምሰበረ m1-säbärä ምስባር / m1-sbar
ኪፍጽም k-i-f1s

˙
s
˙
1m ምፈጸመ m1-fäs

˙
s
˙
ämä ምፍጻም m1-f1s

˙
s
˙
am

ኪባርኽ k-i-bar1k
¯

ምባረኸ m1-baräk
¯

ä ምብራኽ m1-brak
¯

Table 2.8: Derived verb form

This particle k1- is attached to the imperfective stem to derive a purposive

verb. This verb form is used in the expression of future tense and in complement
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clauses.10 The complement expression is similar to an infinitive verb in English

(43a). In addition, the purposive verb form marks reason adverbial clauses (43b).

(43) a. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ኪመጽእ
k-i-mäs

˙
1P

Purp-Imperf.3-come.SM.3MSg

ደልዩ።
dälP-u።
PerfS.want-SM.3MSg

‘Yonas wants to come.’

b. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ነታ
nä-t-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

በትሪ
bätri
stick

ኪሰብራ
k-i-säbr-ø-a
Purp-Imperf.3-break.SM.3MSg-OM.3FSg

ወሲዱዋ።
wäsid-u-wa።
PerfH.take-SM.3MSg-OM.3FSg

‘Yonas took the stick to/in order to break it.’

The purposive verb form does not occur independently as a main verb of an

independent clause, and due to this property it could be regarded as a nonfinite verb

form. However, as it inflects for aspect and agreement, it is difficult to characterize

it as a finite or nonfinite form. It is used as a complement of the stative copula እዩ

P1yy-u to express the future tense (44a), and as a complement of the locative copula

to express obligation (44b).

(44) a. ሳባ
Saba
Saba.F

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ኣእማን
PaPman
stone.Pl

ጽባሕ
s
˙
1bah

˙tomorrow
ክትሰብሮ
k1-t-säbr-o
Purp-Imperf.3-break.SM.FSg-OM1.3MSg

እያ።
P1yy-a
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3FSg

‘Saba will break the stones tomorrow.Lit. Saba is to break the stones tomor-

row.’

b. ዓሳ
Qasa
fish

ክትበልዕ
k1-t-bäl1Q
Purp-Imperf.2-eat.SM.MSg

ኣሎካ።
Pall-o-ka
Pres.Locop.exist-SM.3MSg-OM1.2MSg

ንጥዕና
n1-t

˙
1Qna

for-health

ጽቡቕ
s
˙
1bbuq̄

good.M

እዩ።
P1yy-u
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3MSg

‘You have to eat fish. It is good for health.’

10Lipiński (1997:348) speculates that the Semitic cognate ክ k1-, marking the purposive reading,

is a particle that may have originated from a verb ‘to be’. In Tigrinya this formative is found in the

verb ‘became’ käwänä, a copula verb which expresses a change of state. The first root consonant k-
is part of the radical, and thus it cannot be interpreted as a particle. However, since k1 also exists as a

directional preposition (e.g. Amharic kä ‘from’), and as an asseverative particle to mark subordinate

conjunctions (e.g. Tigrinya käm ‘as, like’), it is possible that this could be the origin of the purposive

marker as well (Lipiński 1997:467).
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The particle ም m1- is prefixed to the verbal template -C1CaC to derive verbal

nouns. The stem that this particle prefixes to is not related to any of the aspectual or

mood inflectional forms discussed above. The verbal noun is the only verbal form

in Tigrinya which is not inflected for tense-aspect and is not marked for subject

agreement. On the other hand, it can bear a pronominal suffix to mark a possessor

which indicates its nominal category (45a). It is also used to name actions and states,

similar to gerunds in English. This is illustrated in (45b) and (45c).

(45) a. ምምጻእካ
m1-ms

˙
aP-ka

VN-come-Poss.2MSg

ኣይፈለጥኩን።
Pay-fälät

˙
-ku-n

Neg-PerfH.know-SM.1Sg-Neg

‘I did not know (about) your coming’

b. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ምስዕሳዕ
m1s1QsaQ

VN-dance

ይኽእል
y1-k

¯
1P1l

Imperf.3-be=able.SM.MSg

እዩ።
P1yy-u
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3MSg

‘Yonas is able to dance (dancing).’

c. ምንጋር
m1-ngar
VN-tell

ኣብያትኒ።
Paby-at-ni
PerfS-refuse-SM.3FSg-OM1.1Sg

‘She refused to tell me./ She refused telling me.’

The particle ም m1- attaches to the historic perfective form to derive a subjective

verb form to express a wish and a condition contrary to fact. The subjunctive form is

used to express a hypothetical state of affairs in conditional sentences (46a) and to

express a wish in simple clauses (46b). The subjunctive form is also used to express

pragmatic functions such as politeness and conjecture (46c).

(46) a. ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money

እንተ
P1ntä
if

ዚደልይ፡
z-i-däl1y-ø
Rel-Imperf.3-want-SM.3MSg

ካባይ
kab-ay
ABL-Pro.1Sg

ምወሰደ።
m1-wäsäd-ä
Subjun-PerfH.take-3MSg

‘If he wants money, he would take from me.’

b. ኣብዚ
Pab-z-i
Loc-Det-3MSg

ክትህልዉ
k1-t-h1l1w-u
Purp-Imperf.2-be/exist-Sg

ምደለኹ።
m1däläk

¯
-u

Subjun-PerfH.want-1Sg

‘I wish you would be here.’

c. እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ምሃብካኒ
m1-hab-ka-ni
Subjun-PerfH.give-SM.2MSg-OM1.1Sg

ዶ?
do
Q

‘Would you give me the book?’
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In the following section we will briefly discuss the derivation of copula verbs

and their function in predication constructions.

2.4.3 Copular derivation

Copula verbs are a type of verb that serves to link a subject with a predicate com-

plement. In contrast to other verbal complements, the predicate complements do

not identify a participant or an individual, rather they express a predication about

the identity, state or location of the subject, among other things. For this reason,

copula verbs are assumed to be semantically null, in the sense that they do not have

a meaning of their own. Hence, they function just as linking elements to connect

the subject with what is predicated about it.

Tigrinya has two types of copula verbs: እዩ P1yy-u ‘be-3MSg’ and ኣሎ Pall-o
‘exist/locate-3MSg’, which select different predicate types. The former predicates

properties that are considered essential to the subject, whereas the latter predicates

states that are considered accidental. The former is associated with nominal and

adjectival predication that refers to permanent properties, and the latter with lo-

cational and temporal predication. In order to help us distinguish them, we will

call እዩ P1yy-u the identity copula (IDcop) and ኣሎ Pall-o the locative copula (Lo-

cop). The Tigrinya copulas seem to contrast with the copula verb distinction found

in Italian and Spanish, as in ‘essere/ser’ and ‘stare/estar’ in their function (Bernini

(2003:162), Arche (2006:15-18)). Moreover, copula verbs are very peculiar in their

inflectional system. They do not follow the regular conjugation that involves inter-

digitation of consonantal roots with vocalic templates in the present since they do

not contain full consonantal roots. as may be seen from the forms in Table 2.9.

Present past/PerfS neg-present neg-PerfH root meaning
እዩ P1yy-u ነይሩ näyy1r-u ኣይኮነን Pay-konä-n ኣይነበረን Pay-näbärä-n be-identity
ኣሎ Pall-o ነይሩ näyy1r-u የሎን y-ällo-n ኣይነበረን Pay-näbärä-n be-locative

Table 2.9: Copula verbs

In the present tense the invariable form P1yy- for the IDcop and the invariable

form Pall- for the Locop are used as bases to which agreement suffixes are added.

The IDcop employs the nominal agreement types, while the Locop employs the

object suffix form. Both copula forms have the same past tense form which is con-

jugated in the simple perfective. However, different verbal roots are employed for

the present and past negation forms.

Tigrinya uses linking verbs extensively, unlike the prototypical Semitic lan-
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guages. The verbless predicational construction is known to be an important ty-

pological property of Semitic languages, including Ge’ez (Dillmann and Bezold

2005:497). However, this phenomenon is absent in the modern Ethio-Eritrean

Semitic languages.

The alternation between the two types of copula, the IDcop and the Locop, is

semantically motivated to a large extent. The type of predications they make corre-

lates with different properties that are predicated about the subject. The properties

predicated by IDcop are essential and integral to the individual or the entity referred

to by the subject, or are properties that are characteristic of it (47).

(47) a. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ተመሃራይ
tämäharay
student.Sg

እዩ።
P1yy-u
Pres.IDcop-be-SM.3MSg

‘Yonas is a student.’

b. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ጽቡቕ
s
˙
1bbuq̄

good.MSg

እዩ።
P1yy-u
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3MSg

‘Yonas is handsome./ Lit. Yonas is good-looking.’

In (47a) the IDcop links the subject and a nominal predicate complement, pred-

icating being a student is characteristic of the subject referent. In (47b) the IDcop

links the subject and an adjectival predicate complement, expressing that being

handsome is a characteristic property of the subject referent.

In contrast, the properties predicated by Locop refer to spatial and temporal

manifestations, i.e. states and locations, of the subject. The following examples

illustrate this distinction (48).

(48) a. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ጽቡቕ
s
˙
1bbuq̄

good-Pres.

ኣሎ።
Pall-o
Pres.Locop.exist-SM.3MSg

‘Yonas is fine.’

b. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ኣብ
Pab
Loc

ገዛ
gäza
home.Sg

ኣሎ።
Pall-o
Pres.Locop.exist-SM.3MSg

‘Yonas is at home.’

Sentence (48a) expresses a temporal state reading which can be contrasted with

the permanent state reading expressed by sentence (47a). The adjective s
˙
1bbuq̄ as-

sumes different meanings depending on the type of copula verb employed. In (47a)

it is interpreted as ‘handsome’ or ‘beautiful’ to predicate a permanent property that

is integral to the individual’s physical or psychological self, whereas in (48a) s
˙
1bbuq̄
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is interpreted as ‘fine’ or ‘good’, referring to the individual’s well-being, which is

perceived as a temporal state. Similarly, locational predications are also perceived

as a temporal manifestation of the entity predicates, as in (48a).

When an object pronominal suffix is attached to the locative copula, the cop-

ula expresses possession. The object pronominal suffixes of the type OM1 code the

possessor, and the subject pronominal suffixes code the possessee. Heine (1997:50-

53) reports several languages (Turkish, Fijian, Estonian and Modern Irish, among

others) that use this kind of schema for their possessive constructions. The posses-

sive construction is coded as a topicalized construction, thus the typical word order

in a possessive construction is OSV. Let us consider the following examples (49).

(49) a. (ን)ዮናስ
(n1-)Yonas
(Obj-)Yonas

ኣብዑር
Pab1Qur
bull.MPl

ኣሎዉዎ።
Pallo-wu-wo
Pres.Loc-loc.exist-SM.3MPl-OM1.3MSg

‘Yonas has bulls./Lit. (For) Yonas, bulls exist.’

b. (ን)ዮናስ
(n1-)Yonas
(Obj-)Yonas

ላም
lam
cow.FSg

ኣላቶ።
Pall-a-to
Pres.Loc-loc.exist-SM.3FSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Yonas has a cow./Lit. (For) Yonas, a cow exists.’

As we can see from these examples, the subject marker varies according to

the gender and number of the subject referent. In (49a) the subject suffix shows

3MPl agreement with Pab1Qur ‘bulls’, while in (49b) the subject suffix shows 3FSg

agreement with lam ‘cow’. The nominal that is associated with the possessor bears

an optional objective case marker. In Tigrinya there is a tendency to optionally

case mark topicalized object functions. (This tendency is also observed in preposed

experiencer applied objects, see section 4.4.6). The possessor is portrayed as the

most prominent argument and since the possessee is less prominent, they are post-

posed. This kind of structure is analyzed as an applicative phenomenon (see also

section4.4.7 for more information). Let us compare the following locative applica-

tive (50) with the possession constructions in (49).

(50) እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ገዛ
gäza
house

ሰብ
säb
person

ኣሎዋ።
Pall-o-wa
Pres.Loc-loc.exist-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘The house has a person in it./There are people in the house.’

As this example shows, the locative applicative and the possessive construction

are structurally equivalent. The difference is in their meaning. The locative and

possessive readings are obtained from the semantic properties of the referents.
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In addition, copula verbs also function as auxiliaries and modal verbs to express

various sub-aspectual (Aktionsart) types, tense and modality in combination with

the basic aspectual forms – perfective vs. imperfective – and the derived purposive

form.

In the following section, we will briefly present derivational affixes that code

changes in valence in the verbal stem.

2.4.4 Valence-changing morphology

Tigrinya has two morphological operations that affect the argument structure of the

basic verbal stem. One has detransitivizing and the other a transitivizing function.

The detransitivizing operation is characterized by argument reduction. Typically, it

applies to transitive verbs and demotes the highest argument of the verb which as-

sumes an actor or agent semantic role. The detransitivization operation brings about

various phenomena such as passivization (personal and impersonal), anticausative,

reflexivization and reciprocation. It can also attach to a few intransitive verbs to de-

rive impersonal readings. The detransitivized verb form involves both prefixes and

change in vocalic templates. The causative operation, on the other hand, increases

the number of arguments in the argument structure of the basic predicate. It brings

an extra argument which bears a causer semantic role. When it applies to transitive

verbs, the causer is expressed as a subject and the original agent argument of the

basic predicate is coded as an object. These points will be illustrated in more detail

in the remainder of this section.

Valence reducing devices (detransitivizing)

A detransitivizing device (DT) is a morphological means for coding various pat-

terns of redundancy of subcategorizable arguments such as passive, reflexive and

reciprocal. Arguments that are made redundant are not available for mapping onto

grammatical functions in a canonical manner. Tigrinya employs prefixes and vo-

calic pattern changes to code detransitivization. Imperfective and perfective verb

forms involve different types of derivational processes. The imperfective form in-

volves changes in vocalic templates, whereas the perfective forms are marked with

the passive prefix ተ tä-. Detransitivized forms of the perfective and imperfective

stems of the root ስብር sbr ‘break’ are given in Table 2.10, and these can be com-

pared with the basic verbal inflectional forms given earlier in Table 2.6.

For example, the active imperfective stem y1-säbb1r ‘he breaks’ and the detran-
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Agreement DT Perfective Historic DT Perfective Simple DT Imperfective
3MSg ተሰበረ tä-säbär-ä ተሰቢሩ tä-säbir-u ይስበር y1-s1bbär
2MSg ተሰበርካ tä-säbär-ka ተሰቢርካ tä-säbir-ka ትስበር t1-s1bbär
1Sg ተሰበርኩ tä-säbär-ku ተሰቢረ tä-säbir-ä እስበር P1-s1bbär

Table 2.10: Detransitivized verb forms

sitivized stem y1-s1bbär ‘it breaks/ it is broken’ are differentiated by the vocalic pat-

terns of the first and the second radicals. The active and the detransitivized imper-

fective stems can be schematized by the templates -C1äC2C21C3- and -C11C2C2äC3-,
respectively. In contrast, the active perfective stems säbärä ‘he broke’ and the de-

transitivized stem tä-säbärä ‘it broke/ it was broken’ are differentiated only by the

DT prefix tä.

The passive reading is commonly obtained from a transitive predicate. Transi-

tive predicates are subcategorized for two arguments: an agent and a theme/patient.

In the active, the actor/agent argument is morphosyntactically expressed as a sub-

ject, whereas, in the passive, it is the theme/patient argument that corresponds to

the subject. The following example contrasts active and passive clauses (51).

(51) a. ሳባ
Saba(F)
Saba.F

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ስራሕ
s1rah

˙job

ብሓደ
b1-h

˙
adä

Instr-one

መዓልቲ
mäQalti
day

ፈጺማቶ።
fäs

˙
s
˙
im-a-to

PerfS.complete-SM.3FSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Saba completed/did the job in one day.’

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ስራሕ
s1rah

˙job

ብሓድ
b1-h

˙
adä

Instr-one

መዓልቲ
mäQalti
day

ተፈጺሙ።
tä-fäs

˙
s
˙
im-u

DT-PerfS.complete-SM.3MSg

‘The job was completed/done in one day.’

In (51a) the subject pronominal suffix corresponds to ‘Saba’, which is the ref-

erent of the agent argument. The object pronominal suffix corresponds to the theme

argument which has s1rah
˙

‘job’ as its referent. In the passive construction (51b) the

passive predicate bears the perfective DT prefix tä- and a subject pronominal suffix

which corresponds to the theme argument s1rah
˙

‘job’.

The agent argument usually remains unexpressed since it sounds monotonous

to overtly express it in a neutral clause. The expression of the agent argument in

passive constructions can create a difference in meaning (52).
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(52) a. ኣነ
Panä

PRO.1Sg

ኣይእባረኽን
Pay-P1-baräk

¯
1-n

Neg-Imperf.SM.1Sg-DT.bless-Neg

እየ!
P1y-ä
Pres.IDcop.be-1Sg

‘I will not be blessed!’

b. ኣነ
Panä

PRO.1Sg

ብኣኻ
b1-Pak

¯
a

Instr-Pro.2MSg

ኣይእባረኽን
Pay-P1-baräk

¯
1-n

Neg-Imperf.SM.1Sg-DT.bless-Neg
እየ!
P1y-ä
Pres.IDcop.be-1Sg

‘I will not be blessed by YOU!’

In the clause where the agent is omitted (52a), the patient argument is topi-

cal and the predication about it, i.e. the statement about its referent’s refusal to be

blessed, is focused in the discourse. On the other hand, the agent argument has a

focus function when it is overtly expressed through an agentive adjunct phrase, the

prepositional phrase marked by b1 -‘by’ (52b).

In Tigrinya, some intransitive verbs can also be detransitivized. For example,

ergative verbs such as ተጐዪያ tä-gwäyiy-a ‘she has been run after’, ተበጺሓ tä-
bäs

˙
ih
˙
-a ‘she/ has been arrived at (i.e. visited)’, ተኣትያ tä-Pat1y-a ‘It.F has been en-

tered’ and ተሳሒቓ tä-sah
˙
i q̄a ‘she has been laughed at’ code referential arguments

that correspond to obliques semantic roles to express a goal argument reading. How-

ever, some unaccusative verbs can also be detransitivized, but then the subject in

the passive predicate corresponds to a non-referential argument, as in (53). In this

example, the verb is marked with a subject pronominal suffix which corresponds

to an impersonal subject, and an object pronominal suffix which corresponds to a

locative applied object.

(53) a. እታ/ነታ
P1t-a/n-ät-a
Det-3FSg/Obj-Det-3FSg

ዓራት
Qarat
bed

ተደቂሱላ
tä-däqis-u-lu
DT-PerfS.sleep-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

ነይሩ።
näyr-u
Pres.be-3MSg

‘The bed had been slept in.’

b. እታ/ነታ
P1t-a/n-ät-a
Det-3FSg/Obj-Det-3FSg

ኣዳራሽ
Paddarašb1zuh

˙hall

ብዙሕ
gize
many

ጊዜ
tä-saQ1siQ-u-la
time

ተሳዕሲዑላ
näyir-u
DT-PerfS.dance-SM.MSg-OM2.3FSg

ነይሩ።

Past.be-SM.3MSg

‘In the hall, it has been danced in many times.’
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The subject verbal suffix (3MSg) in these examples does not correspond to a

referential argument. Since the predicate is detransitivized, it cannot code an agent

with the subject suffix. However, the agent argument can be expressed through ad-

junct phrases such as ብሕሙማት b1-h
˙

1mumat ‘by patients’ or ብኣጋይሽ b1-Pagay1̌s

‘by guests’ in these clauses which shows that the subject of these passive predicates

do not have referential arguments. The object suffixes correspond to the applied

locative arguments Qarat ‘bed’ (53a) and Paddaraš ‘hall’ (53b). Thus applicative

constructions have a topicalization function. The locative applied object is in clause

initial position and bears an optional objective case marking.

An impersonal passive structure is also used to express irony, sarcasm or mock-

ery, as it expresses comments indirectly. Sarcastic passive comments are employed

when the speaker does not fully believe that the person who does something is good

enough at it or manages to do it well. It can also imply that the speaker is surprised

that someone manages to do something unexpected of them both in a positive and

a negative sense. Let us compare an active and a passive sarcastic expression (54).

(54) a. ሳዕሲዐ
saQsiQ-ä
PerfS.dance-SM.1Sg

ኢልካ
Pil-ka
PerfS.say-2MSg

ዲኻ?
d-i-k

¯
a?

Q-pres.Id.cop.be-2MSg

‘So, you think you have danced?!/Lit. Are you saying ‘I have danced?!’

b. ተሳዕሲዑለይ
tä-saQsiQ-u-läy
DT-PerfS.dance-SM.3MSg-OM2.1Sg

እኮ
P1ko
indeed

’ዩ!
’y-u
’Pres.Id.Loc.be-3MSg

‘As matter of fact, he thinks he danced well./ Lit. Indeed, it has been danced

for me!’

The intransitive predicate tä-saQsiQ-u-läy ‘it has been danced for me’ (54b) is in

the detransitivized form. The applicatively marked argument, which is indexed as

first person (1Sg) object, can be interpreted as a beneficiary or maleficiary argument

depending on the type of comment the speaker intends to make.

Another phenomenon that involves a detransitivized verb form is the anti-

causative. The anticausative is the inverse of causative (Dixon and Aikhenvald

2000:7). The anticausative derives an intransitive predicate out of a transitive. The

argument coded as the subject in the anticausative structure corresponds to the un-

dergoer in the intransitive clause. Predicates that involve the anticausative structure

within their lexical meaning imply that the state or action denoted by them can hap-

pen ‘spontaneously’ without the involvement of an agent or a causer. Since there is

no formal distinction between the passive and the anticausative, the detransitivized

predicate can be ambiguous in these cases. Let us consider the following examples
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(55).

(55) a. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ጥርሙዝ
t
˙
1rmuz

bottle.Sg

ሰቢሩዋ።
säbir-u-wa
PerfS.break-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Yonas broke the bottle.’

b. እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ጥርሙዝ
t
˙
1rmuz

bottle.Sg

ተሰቢራ።
tä-säbir-a
DT-PerfS.break-SM.3FSg

‘The bottle broke.’

c. እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ጥርሙዝ
t
˙
1rmuz

bottle.Sg

ባዕላ
baQla
self-3MSg

ተሰቢራ።
tä-säbir-a
DT-PerfS.break-SM.3FSg

‘The bottle broke by itself.’

In the absence of a clear context, the sentence (55b) can have a passive or an

anticausative reading. The anticausative reading stresses that the ‘breaking’ can also

happen without having been caused by anyone. The anticausative reading can be

enhanced by using the emphatic reflexive pronoun baQ1la ‘self-F’ which highlights

the fact that there was not any external causer involved (55c).

In addition to the passive and the anticausative phenomena, detransitivized verb

forms also have reflexive readings. The reflexive structure involves a different argu-

ment reduction pattern than the structures discussed above. The reflexive clause has

only one referential argument expressed as a subject which can assume the role of

an agent and a theme simultaneously. Thus, the reflexive argument structure codes

two semantic arguments that link to the same grammatical function. Tigrinya ex-

presses reflexivization in two ways, through the nominal reflexive and the verbal

reflexive structures. The nominal reflexive structure involves an active transitive

verb which is subcategorized for a subject as well as an object realized as a reflex-

ive pronoun. The object argument is coreferential with the subject argument. The

reflexive pronoun is marked with the objective case, thereby indicating its grammat-

ical function status. Haspelmath (2008:44) terms the kind of verbs (e.g. kill, like,

hate, love, hear, etc.) commonly used in this reflexive expression as ‘extroverted’

verbs (Haspelmath 2008:44). The nominal reflexive strategy was already presented

in section2.3.2. Below (56) we repeat example (17a) for the sake of illustration.

(56) ኣምላኽ
Pam1lak

¯God.M

ንባዕሉ
n1-baQl-u
Obj-PRORefl-Poss.3MSg

ክፈጥር
k-1-fät

˙
1r

Purp-Imperf.3-create.SM.MSg
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ይኽእል
y1-k

¯
1P1l

Imperf.3-be=able.SM.MSg

ድዩ?
d1-y-u
Q-Pres.be-SM.3MSg

‘Is God able to create himself?’

In this example, the verb k1fät
˙
1r ‘he to create’ is an active transitive predicate.

It requires an agent argument, the entity that creates, and a theme argument, the

entity that is been created. The reflective reading is realized through the use of

the objective reflexive pronoun n1baQlu ‘to himself’ which is coreferential with the

subject Pam1lak
¯

‘God’.

The second reflexive strategy, the verbal reflexive, employs a detransitivized

verb form. Verbs that denote self-grooming events or activities that are performed

on one’s own body such as ተሓጽበ täh
˙
as
˙
bä ‘he washed himself’, ተላጸየ tälas

˙
äyä

‘he shaved himself’ and ተመሸጠ tämäšät
˙
ä ‘he combed himself’, etc. are com-

monly employed in these expressions. Haspelmath (2008:44) terms such verbs as

‘introverted’ types. It is also common to express the locus of self-grooming overtly

through a noun phrase in apposition to the subject (57).

(57) a. ሳባ
Saba
Saba.F

ሰውነታ
säwnät-a
body-Poss.3FSg

ተሓጺባ።
tä-h

˙
as

˙
ib-a

DT-PerfS.wash-SM.3FSg

‘Saba washed herself./ Lit. Saba, her body has been washed.’

b. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ጭሕሙ
č
˙
1h
˙
m-u

beard-Poss.3MSg

ተላጽዩ።
tä-las

˙
1y-u

DT-PerfS.shave-SM.3MSg

‘Yonas shaved himself./Lit. Yonas, his beard has been shaved.’

The apposition is optional, as the expression would be well-formed without it.

The nominal that corresponds to the locus of the grooming event bears a pronom-

inal suffix for the possessor that binds it to the subject argument. The subject is

perceived to have both agent and undergoer argument roles simultaneously.

Similar to the passive and the anticausative, the reflexive construction can also

yield ambiguous readings when there is not enough context to specify that the ac-

tivity is carried out by the agent or someone else. For example, the clause in (58a)

can have a passive or a reflexive reading.

(58) a. እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ቆልዓ
qolQa
child.Sg

ተሓጺባ።
tä-h

˙
as

˙
ib-a

DT-PerfS.wash-SM.3FSg

‘The child has been washed./ The child washed herself.’
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b. እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ቆልዓ
qolQa
child.Sg

ባዕላ
baQl-a
self-Poss.3FSg

ተሓጺባ።
tä-h

˙
as

˙
ib-a

DT-PerfS.wash-SM.3FSg

‘The child washed herself (emphatic).’

The ambiguity can be avoided by using emphatic reflexive pronouns in order to

stress that the event was carried out by the agent itself, not by someone else (58b).

The emphatic reflexive pronoun is realized in subjective form indicating that it

cannot correspond to a different referent.

The detransitivizing strategy is also employed to derive a reciprocal verb form.

In addition to the detransitivizing process the reciprocal also involves a change in

the vocalic pattern and a reduplication of consonantal roots. The reciprocal codes

a different vocalic pattern than the phenomena we have discussed earlier. Table

2.11 illustrates the reciprocal verb derivation process through the conjugation of

the verbal root s-b-r- ‘break’ and b-r-k
¯
- ‘bless’ for the 2MPl.

Aspect/mood Pattern change Reduplication
PerfH ተሳበርኩም tä-sabär-kum ተበራረኽኩም tä-bäraräk

¯
-kum

PerfS ተሳቢርኩም tä-sabir-kum ተበራሪኹም tä-bärarik
¯

1-kum
Imperf ትሳበሩ t1-sabär-u ትበራረኹ t1-bäraräk

¯
-u

Juss ተሳበሩ tä-sabär-u ተበራረኹ tä-bäraräk
¯

-u

Table 2.11: Reciprocal stem derivation

As with most of the detransitivizing phenomena, the reciprocal structure is

formed from a transitive verb. The reciprocalized predicate codes two arguments

whose referents simultaneously initiate and undergo the affair denoted by the event.

The agent and the theme/patient arguments are collapsed into one argument slot,

and their merging is indicated by an obligatory plural coding of the subject pronom-

inal suffix. The arguments coded by the reciprocalized event are expressed as sub-

jects. The reciprocalized clause can also contain an optional reciprocal pronoun

which is coreferential with the referent of the subject. The reciprocal pronoun agrees

with the subject in person, gender and number, and bears an objective case marker

(refer to section2.3.2). The reciprocal phenomenon is illustrated in (59).

(59) a. ዮናስን
Yonas-n
Yonas-Coord

ሳባን
Saba-n
Saba-Coord

ንሓድሕዶም
n1-h

˙
adh

˙
1d-om

obj-PRORecip-3MPl
ተሳቢሮም።
tä-sabir-om
DT-Recip.PerfS.break-SM.3MPl

‘Yonas and Saba struck each other./Lit. Yonas and Saba broke each other.’
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b. ተበራሪኾም።
tä-bärarik

¯
-om

DT-Recip.PerfS.bless-SM.3MPl

‘They blessed each other.’

In (59a) the coordinated noun phrase codes a reciprocated subject which agrees

in number with the reciprocal pronoun and the subject verbal suffix. The reciprocal

verb can also stand alone to constitute a complete clause as in (59b) where neither

a subject nor a reciprocal pronoun are overtly expressed, and thus the pronominal

suffix supplies information about the unexpressed reciprocal subject.

To sum up, the different detransitivizing processes discussed above derive a

verbal predicate that morphologically codes reduction of an argument from the

verb’s basic argument structure. Processes such as passive, reflexive, anticausative

and reciprocal reflect various types of associations of semantic arguments with

grammatical functions.

Valence-increasing devices

There are two phenomena that are characterized as valence-increasing operations:

the causative and the applicative. The applicative, as it is the subject of our inquiry,

was introduced in chapter 1. Therefore, in this section we will only give a brief

overview of the causative phenomenon. The causative construction codes a com-

plex event composed of a causing and a caused events. In the causing event, the

causer does or initiates an action or a state. In the caused event, the causee carries

out the action or undergoes a change in state as a result of the action of the causer

(Comrie 1989:165-166).

Tigrinya has two types of causative expressions: the periphrastic and the mor-

phological. In the periphrastic causative, the expression of the causer’s action is

introduced in an independent clause headed by the verb ገበረ gäbärä ‘he made’ and

the caused event is embedded as its complement. Thus, this structure is syntactically

biclausal, as is illustrated in (60).

(60) a. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

[ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ነቲ
n-äti
Obj-Det-3MSg

ጥርሙዝ
t
˙
1muz1

bottle

ከምትሰብሮ]
k1m-P1-t1-säb1r-o
Comp-Rel-Imperf.3-break.SM.FSg-OM1.3MSg

ገይሩዋ።
gäyr-u-wa
PerfS-made.SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Yonas made Saba break the bottle./Lit. Yonas made (disposed) Saba such/so

that she breaks the bottle.’
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b. ሳባ
Saba
Saba

[ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ጥርሙዝ
t
˙
1muz1

bottle

ክምዝወድቕ]
k1m-z-1-wäd1q
Comp-Rel-Imperf.3-fall.SM.FSg

ገይራቶ።
gäyr-a-to
PerfS-made.SM.3FSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Saba made (disposed) the bottle fall./ Lit. Saba made the bottle such/so that

it falls.’

The periphrastic causative in (60) involves a complement clause marked by

the complementizer k1m ‘as if/ like’ which attaches to a relative verb form. The

causee complement is positioned between the subject and the verb, i.e. the canonical

position of the object. The causee is marked through object pronominal suffixes

on the matrix verb, and it is also coded with the subject pronominal suffixes on

the dependent verb. However, even though agent causee arguments are coded as

syntactic objects, since they are not perceived as patient-like arguments, they are

not marked with the objective case, as in (60a). This reflects that agent causees are

not made into patient arguments, thus they are still perceived as logical agents. This

type of coding yields an indirect or vague causation reading. In contrast, a causee

argument of an unergative verb, such as in (60b), is marked with the objective case

since it semantically reflects a patient-like property.

The morphological causative is coded through the causative prefix ኣ Pa- . The

causative marker can adapt to the phonological environment it comes in contact

with, thus sometimes it is not easily identifiable. Since the perfective verb form does

not contain any prefix that the causative marker may interact with, the causative

marker and the verbal stem in (61a) is easily identifiable. However, when the

causative marker comes in contact with suffixes beginning with a semivowel (e.g.

y1-) or a glottal stop (e.g. P1-), it undergoes phonological mutation as shown in (61b)

and (62).

(61) a. ኣስበረ
Pa-s1bärä
Caus-PerfH.break.SM.3MSg

‘He caused to break.’

b. ኣየስበረን
Pa.yä-sbärä-n
Neg.Caus-PerfH.break.SM.3MSg-Neg

= Pay+Pa
Neg+Caus

>
>

Pa.yä

Neg.Caus

‘He did not cause to break.’
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(62) a. የስብር
yä-s1bb1r1
Imperf.3.Caus-break.SM.MSg

=y1+Pa
Imperf.3+Caus

>yä

>Imfer3.Caus

‘He causes to break.’

b. ኣየስብርን
Pa.yä-s1bb1r1-n
Neg-Imperf.3-Caus-Break.SM.MSg-Neg

=Pay+y1+Pa
Neg+Imperf.3+Caus

>Pa.yä

>Neg.Imperf.3.Caus

‘He does not cause to break.’

In the morphological causative, the expressions of the causer’s and the causee’s

action are denoted in one predicate. The notion of a causer is marked through the

causative morpheme which is directly applied to the base verb. Thus, the morpho-

logical causative is a monoclausal structure.

In conclusion, we would like to note that some verbs are obligatorily marked

with either the causative or the detransitivizer marker, since their basic perfective

stems are grammatically invalid forms. Some of these verbs are deponents since

they have transitive applications even though they bear the detransitivizer prefix,

as shown in Table 2.12.

Perf stem active-perfective Nominal forms
*s

˙
awätä tä-s

˙
awätä he played s

˙
awäta ‘play, game’

mäsäh
˙
ä tä-mäsh

˙
ä he ate lunch m1sah

˙
1 ‘lunch’

zäräbä t1-zaräbä he talked zäräba ‘talk, speech’
säkämä tä-säkämä he carried säk

¯
äm1 ‘weight, burden’

Table 2.12: Deponents

The roots that constitute these verbal stems are semantically meaningful be-

cause they can be applied to derive independent verb classes. For example, they are

used to derive nominal forms. However, their active perfective conjugation does

not have a grammatical application. The detransitivized forms of these verbs func-

tion as active perfective forms. The consonantal roots appear in nominal patterns

from which it is possible to derive nouns.

With some verbs the detransitivizer codes the semantic relation of the argument

that is associated with the subject, as is shown in Table 2.13. In the case of most of

these verbs, the subject argument does not reflect a strong agent-like property.

Not unlike the examples given above, the verbal roots of these verbs do not

have basic perfective stems. The detransitivized forms act as their active perfective

forms and, in addition, they also alternate in causative form. The subject argument

of verbs such as tä-q̄äbälä and tä-läq̄1h
˙

ä reflects a recipient-like property, and the
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Perf stem active-forms active reading Caus-form caus-reading
*q̄äbälä tä-q̄äbälä ‘he received’ Pa-q̄äbälä ‘he passed over’
läq̄äh

˙
ä tä-läq̄1h

˙
ä ‘he borrowed’ Pa-läq̄1h

˙
ä ‘he lent’

s
˙
äbäyä t1-s

˙
äbäyä ‘he waited’ Pa-s

˙
äbäyä ‘he made wait’

h
˙
agwäsä t1-h

˙
agwäsä ‘he got happy’ Pa-h

˙
agwäsä ‘he pleased’

rädäPä tä-räd1Pä ‘he understood’ Pa-räd1Pä ‘he made understand’

Table 2.13: Obligatory affixes

subject argument of t1-s
˙
äbäyä reflects a theme/patient-like property, while that of

t1-h
˙
agwäsä and tä-räd1Pä reflects experiencer-like properties.

2.5 Clause marking in Tigrinya

In Tigrinya, the basic word order is SOV (Raz 1980, Tesfay 2002, Girma 2003,

Weldu 2004). The language employs extensive head marking and limited depen-

dent marking strategies. Marked elements can leave their canonical position when

they are intended to mark changes in discourse construal. Embedded clauses come

before main clauses, as modifiers precede their heads. Tigrinya is a pro-drop lan-

guage, which means that when the head bears pronominal markers for the argu-

ments it controls, the clause may not contain overt expressions for these arguments.

Tigrinya is identified as a nominative-accusative language (Weldu 2004, Girma

2003). Nominal phrases that function as subjects do not bear any case marking.

Moreover, there is no distinct accusative case marker that identifies objects of

monotransitive clauses. Tigrinya has a very rudimentary case marking system. It

only marks objects that have definite and individuated referents. When the sub-

ject and the object are indistinctly coded in terms of case, they are strictly ordered

according to the basic SOV word order, as in (63a). Under these circumstances,

switching the order of the subject and the object makes the clause ungrammatical,

as example (63b) shows, because the ‘feminine’ agreement value of the referent

coded in the subject position clashes with the ‘masculine’ agreement feature re-

quired by the subject verbal suffix. The verb obligatorily bears an agreement affix

for the subject, regardless of whether it is definite or not.

(63) a. ብዕራይ
b1Qray
bull.M

ላም
lam
cow.F

ርእዩ።
r1Py-u
PerfS.see-SM.3MSg

‘A bull saw a cow.’
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b. *ላም
lam
cow.F

ብዕራይ
b1Qray
bull.M

ርእዩ።
r1Py-u
PerfS.see-SM.3MSg

c. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ብዕራይ
b1Qray
bull

ነታ
n-äta
Obj-Det.3FSg

ላም
lam
cow.FSg

ርእዩዋ።
r1Py-u-wa
PerfS.see-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘The bull saw the cow.’

Case marking and pronominal coding is obligatory when an object is definite, as

in (63c). The determiner that codes the definite object is prefixed with the prepo-

sitional case marker ን n1-. This preposition also marks oblique expressions of a

recipient, beneficiary or goal semantic role, as well as an adjunct expression of a

reason or cause semantic role. The definite object ‘the cow’ is also indexed on the

verb through the pronominal suffix OM1, which codes object arguments that are

lexically entailed by the meaning of the verb.

Tigrinya alternative word order positions code variations in information struc-

ture. Topics tend to occur in the sentence initial position and foci in the immediate

preverbal position. As defined by Lambrecht (1998:117), a topic is the entity that is

talked about. It is associated with previously mentioned or old information. Lam-

brecht (1998:206) defines focus as a part of a proposition expressed by a sentence

that supplies new information, i.e. information which is not recoverable from the

previous discourse.

In Tigrinya, when grammatical functions are coded through case and pronom-

inal affixes, word order becomes less fixed. Case marked and pronominally coin-

dexed objects can be fronted, as in (64). The entity that corresponds to the fronted

constituent is pragmatically marked, i.e. it is the main topic that the speaker wants

to tell the listener about. In fact, the topicalized part is set apart by a short pause

from the rest of the sentence.

(64) ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ላም
lam
cow.FSg

እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer

ገዚኡዋ።
gäziP-u-wa
PerfS.buy-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘The cow, the farmer bought her.’

Moreover, Tigrinya is not, strictly speaking, a head-final language. When the

verb carries agreement suffixes for both the subject and the object, it can precede

the subject and object, as in (65).
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(65) “ደው
däw
still

በል”
bäl
Impr.be.SM.2MSg

ይብሎ
y1-b1l-o
Imperf.3.-say.SM.MSg-OM1.3MSg

ሓደ
h
˙
ade

one
ካብቶም
kab-t-om
ABL-Det-3MPl

ቆልዑ
qolQu
child.Pl

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ሰብኣይ።
säbPay
man.Sg

‘One of the children tells the man to stop./ Lit. “Stop!” says one of the children to

the man.’

(Hadas Ertra 2007, Issue 16, no. 236)

As noted in section2.3.2, overt pronouns occur when they function as topics

in a discourse, thus they are stressed or accented, otherwise they are not normally

overtly expressed. In this case, both the subject and object NPs may be dropped

altogether, leaving the verb to stand alone as a complete clause, as in ( 66). The

arguments which are expressed through pronominal markers are retrieved from the

previous discourse. In this case, the verbal affixes function as incorporated pro-

nouns to supply the pronominal features of the argument functions required by the

verb.

(66) ገዚኡዋ።
gäziP-u-wa
PerfS.buy-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘He bought her.’

The subject, the object or the predication in copula construction can occupy a

postverbal position to code different discourse construals. This is especially com-

mon with copulative clauses. The copulative clause follows the constituent order of

a basic transitive clause, i.e SOV. The copula subject is cross-referenced through

agreement suffixes on the copula. The examples in (67) illustrate alternative word

orders that code variation in information structure role.

(67) a. ንሳ
n1ss-a
PRO-3FSg

መምህር
mäm1h1r
teacher.Sg

እያ።
እ1yy-a
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3FSg

‘She is a teacher.’

b. መምህር
mäm1h1r
teacher.Sg

ንሳ
n1ss-a
PRO-3FSg

እያ።
እ1yy-a
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3FSg

‘She is a teacher.’
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c. መምህር
mäm1h1r
teacher.Sg

እያ
P1yy-a
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3FSg

ንሳ።
n1ss-a
PRO-3FSg

‘She is a teacher.’

d. ንሳ
n1ss-a
PRO-3FSg

እያ
P1yy-a
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3FSg

መምህር።
mäm1h1r
teacher.Sg

‘She is a teacher.’

e. *እያ
P1yy-a
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3FSg

ንሳ
n1ss-a
PRO-3FSg

መምህር።
mäm1h1r
teacher.Sg

The pragmatically neutral word order is Subject-Complement-CopulaV (67a).

The constituents are uttered with the same stress and in the same cadence. The sub-

ject and the complement can switch order (67b). The postposed subject assumes a

contrastive topic function and the preposed complement a contrastive focus func-

tion. The complement is uttered with heavy stress, and is separated from the rest

of the clause by a pause. The pragmatic reading we gain from this structure is that

‘It is her who is a teacher as opposed to another person’. The subject can also be

postposed after the verb (67c). The complement bears heavy stress, and a pause

separates it from the rest of the clause, whereas the verb and the subject are held

together by a continuous intonation. Pragmatically, the sentence reads as ‘She is a

teacher, in contrast to being something else (engineer, astronaut)’. In the structure

with a postposed complement (67d), the subject pronoun bears heavy stress, and

there is no pause to separate it from the verb. Rather, the pause falls between the

verb and the complement. This structure pragmatically reads as ‘It is she who is a

teacher not someone else’. The language does not allow a verb-initial structure, as

in (67e).

Tigrinya has cleft constructions which contrast with copula predicational sen-

tences in the way subjects are focused. Cleft sentences contain a foregrounded or

focused subject which is linked by a copula to a presupposed proposition coded as

a relative clause (Gragg 1972), as shown in (68).

(68) a. ንሱ
n1ss-u
PRO-3MSg

እዩ
P1yy-u
Pres.IDcop.be-3MSg

ነታ
n-äta
Obj-Det-3FSg

ላም
lam
cow.Sg

ዝገዝኣ።
z1-gäz1P-a
Rel-PerfH.buy.SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘It is he who bought the cow.’
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b. ነታ
n-äta
Obj-Det-3FSg

ላም
lam
cow.Sg

ዝገዝኣ
z1-gäz1P-a
Rel-PerfH.buy.SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

ንሱ
n1ssu
PRO-3MSg

እዩ።
P1yy-u
Pres.IDcop.be-3MSg

‘The one who bought the cow is him./Lit. Who bought the cow is he.’

The first sentence (68a) shows a cleft subject followed by a copula verb. In

this sentence, the subject is foregrounded. The pragmatic reading expressed by this

clause is that ‘It is HE, not someone else, who bought the cow.’ However, in (68b)

the copula appears in its normal position and the predication is fronted. This codes a

slightly different pragmatic reading than the first one does. The meaning expressed

here is ‘The one who bought THE COW is him, in contrast to buying other things

or animals’. The object of the relative clause lam ‘cow’, which is part of the predi-

cation construction, can also be focused via the cleft structure. The focused element

precedes the copula, as in (69).

(69) ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ላም
lam
cow.Sg

እዩ
P1yy-u
Pres.IDcop.be-3MSg

ዝገዝአ
gäziP-ä
Rel-PerfH.buy-SM.3MSg

(ንሱ)።
(n1ss-u)
(PRO-3MSg)

‘It was the cow that he bought.’

Here, since lam ‘cow’ is a focus element, the relative verb does not bear a

pronominal suffix for it. This is a further indication that pronominal marking tar-

gets only topical objects. Since the subject pronoun in final position is not highly

stressed, the pronoun can be dropped.

In ditransitive clauses, the sequence subject – recipient/beneficiary object –

theme object is identified as the pragmatically unmarked word order, as shown in

(70a). In this clause, grammatical functions are ranked from left to right, according

to their descending discourse prominence. The focus position, which is the right-

most position, is filled by the indefinite theme object. The recipient object is defi-

nite and is cross-referenced on the verb through a pronominal object affix similar

to those used with objects in monotransitive clauses. The recipient object is obli-

gatorily case marked through the prepositional case n1- regardless of whether it is

definite or not. Since the recipient object can also be marked by object pronominal

suffixes, this argument assumes a core grammatical function rather than an oblique

one. Exchanging the position of the two objects does not affect the grammaticality

of the sentence (70b), but it does affect its information structure role reading. In this

structure, the theme object is emphasized, and thus it assumes a contrastive focus
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function, i.e. it is grass not something else that the farmer gave to the cattle.

(70) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer

ነተን
n-ät-en
Obj-Det-3FPl

ከብቲ
käbti
cattle

ሳዕሪ
saQri
grass

ሂቡወን።
hib-u-wän
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FPl

‘The farmer gave the cattle grass.’

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer

ሳዕሪ
saQri
grass

ነተን
n-ät-en
Obj-Det-3FPl

ከብቲ
käbti
cattle

ሂቡወን።
hib-u-wän
PerfS-give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FPl

‘The farmer gave the cattle grass.’

When the theme object is definite, it is obligatorily placed before the recipient

object, as shown in (71a). Switching the order in which they occur brings about

change of meaning, in the sense that saQri ‘grass’ would be interpreted as the recip-

ient and käbti ‘cattle’ as the theme (71b). In this structure, in order for the pronom-

inal object suffix to refer to the theme object, the theme object must appear before

the recipient. Thus, indexing a theme object placed after a recipient would result in

an ungrammatical construction, as in (71c).

(71) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3FSg

ሳዕሪ
saQri
grass

ነተን
n-ät-en
Obj-Det-3FPl

ከብቲ
käbti
cattle

ሂቡወን።
hib-u-wän
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FPl

‘The farmer gave the cattle the grass.’

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer

ነተን
n-ät-en
Obj-Det-3FPl

ከብቲ
käbti
cattle

ነቲ
nät-i
Obj-Det-3FSg

ሳዕሪ
saQri
grass

ሂቡወን።
hib-u-wän
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FPl

‘The farmer gave the cattle to the grass.’

c. *እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer

ነተን
n-ät-en
Obj-Det-3FPl

ከብቲ
käbti
cattle

ነቲ
nät-i
Obj-Det-3FSg

ሳዕሪ
saQri
grass

ሂቡዎ።
hib-u-wo
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

Only one object can be indexed at a time through pronominal suffixes on the

verb. When both objects are definite, the object that is considered more topical is

indexed on the verb. In Tigrinya, whether a referent is animate or human does not

seem to play a role in marking objects with verbal affixes. This implies that object

marking is motivated by discourse, rather than by semantics.
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The example given above reveals that object functions are coded through the

interplay of case marking, pronominal indexation and word order. When objects

are coded differently in terms of case marking, they can be displaced in order to

code variation in information structure. However, when elements are ambiguous

because they are equally unmarked or marked, they are constrained to appear in a

fixed position.

When both objects in a ditransitive clause are indefinite, the verb does not bear

a suffix for either of them (72).

(72) እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሰብኣይ
säbPay
man

ኩሉ
kulu
All-M

ገንዘቡ
gänzäb-u
money-Poss.3MSg

ንድኻታት
n1-d1k

¯
a-tat

Dir-poor-Pl

ሂቡ፡
hibu:
PerfH.give-SM.3MSg

ንገዳም
n1-gägam
Dir-monastry

ከይዱ።
käyd-u
PerfH.go-SM.3MSg

‘The man gave all his money to the poor and went to the monastery.’

The constituent that corresponds to the recipient argument bears the preposi-

tional marker n1- regardless of whether it has a definite referent. When the referent

of the recipient argument is a definite entity, we analyze n1- as a grammatical case,

as in (70) and (71). Since definite recipient objects can also be cross-referenced

through pronominal suffixes, we take this as evidence that they are core objects. In

Tigrinya, prepositions that consist of a single syllable such as n1- and b1- are directly

cliticized to a noun (refer to chapter 8 for further discussion).

Like recipient objects, objects with semantic roles such beneficiary, locative

and instrument can also be coded through object pronominal suffixes in Tigrinya.

However, these objects do not employ the same form of suffixes as theme and re-

cipient objects. Since these objects correspond to inherently oblique semantic roles,

they are distinguished from objects that are semantically entailed by the meaning of

the base verb by means of pronominal suffixes. They are coded by suffixes which

are composed of the preposition -l1 plus the gerundive person, gender and number

suffixes. For example, -la is composed of -l1 and -a, which is a 3FSg agreement

suffix, as shown in (73).

(73) a. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ብማንካይ
b1-manka-y
spoon-Poss.1Sg

በሊዑ።
bäliQ-u
PerfS.eat.SM.3MSg

‘Yonas ate with my spoon.’
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b. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ማንካይ
manka-y
spoon-Poss.1Sg

በሊዑላ።
bäliQ-u-la
PerfS.eat.SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘Yonas ate with my spoons.’

The clause in (73a) codes a transitive verb bäli Q-u ‘eat’ which is inherently

subcategorized for both an agent and a theme argument. The agent is expressed

as subject, but the expression of the theme argument is omitted. This clause also

contains a nominal which is marked by the instrumental prepositional particle b1-.
The verb bears a pronominal suffix for the subject only. In (73b), the instrumental

argument is topicalized through the applicative coding, thus the verb bears the ap-

plicative object suffix la- for it. A detailed description of applicative constructions

can be found in chapters 4, 5 and 6.

2.6 Concluding remarks

In this chapter, we reviewed some of the basic nominal, verbal and clause struc-

tures of Tigrinya. We saw that Tigrinya is a predominantly head-final language

with respect to the organization of constituents both in nominal phrases and basic

clauses. The language employs extensive number, gender and person agreement.

Determiners, quantifiers and adjectives also agree with the head noun in number and

gender. Nouns can bear pronominal suffixes for a possessor, and verbs are obliga-

torily marked with subject pronominal suffixes; however, object marking depends

on the discourse salience of referents. A verb in Tigrinya can be morphologically

very complex. The root-pattern conjugation system is employed to derive and in-

flect verbs for tense-aspect and mood. In addition, basic verb forms can also bear

derivational suffixes that indicate changes in argument relations. The basic order of

elements in a clause is SOV; however, this order is violated in different discourse

contexts.





CHAPTER 3

LFG basics

3.1 Introduction

This chapter will present a short introduction to Lexical-Functional Grammar

(LFG). LFG was developed by Joan Bresnan and Ronald M. Kaplan in the 1970’s.

Bresnan, a linguist, and Kaplan, a computational linguist with a background in psy-

chology, were interested in developing a model of a grammar that combines psycho-

logical plausibility and computational tractability (Sells 1985). The first description

of this theory appeared in a book entitled The Mental Representation of Grammatical
Relations, edited by Bresnan (1982b). The basic account of the formalism is laid

out in chapter5 of this book, a contribution by Kaplan and Bresnan (1982). The

formalism has evolved considerably since its inception. Currently, it is used for the

analysis of various well-known linguistic phenomena and for the description of nu-

merous languages. Some important current works are Bresnan (2001), Dalrymple

(2001), Falk (2001) and Kroeger (2004).

LFG is a surface-oriented declarative approach, thus it does not posit an inter-

mediate level of syntactic representation like the deep-structure in the Government

and Binding Theory. Instead, different levels of linguistic information are given as

parallel representations. The representations are related to one another by functional

correspondences. Thus, LFG does not involve movement of constituents or trans-

formations to describe a sentence. In LFG, a grammatical analysis of an utterance

is subject to various constraints that exist at the different levels of representation. A

71
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well-formed sentence is licensed when all the interacting constraints are satisfied.

As its name indicates, LFG puts strong emphasis on the lexicon and on syntactic

functions. A standard LFG analysis of a sentence consists of a constituent structure

(c-structure) which gives the phrase organization of the surface form of a sentence,

and a functional structure (f-structure) which encodes the grammatical functions

assumed by significant constituents of the sentence. In addition, the f-structure also

contains a representation of the predicate’s argument structure (a-structure). The a-

structure represents the subcategorizable arguments of a predicator such as a verb.

Normally, the a-structure is not given as a separate level of representation. It is

given within the f-structure. C-structure, f-structure and a-structure are the most

basic representations, and also the most researched ones. LFG may also include

other levels of representation such as semantic structure (s-structure) (Dalrymple

2001) and discourse structure, also called information structure (d-structure or i-

structure) (Butt and King 1996, King 1997, Choi 1999).

In this chapter we will lay out the basic concepts of LFG, focusing on as-

pects that will help us to lay the groundwork for later discussions. This chapter

will be organized as follows. In section 3.2, we will discuss the main facets of the

c-structure representation, c-structure rules, c-structure trees and X’ theory. This

will be followed by a discussion of f-structure in section 3.3 which will briefly

present functional annotations, c-structure and f-structure correspondences, well-

formedness conditions and grammatical functions in LFG. Finally, in section 3.4

we will outline discourse/information structure. In the course of our discussion, we

will mainly cite examples from English, and some examples from Tigrinya when

necessary.

3.2 C-structure

The c-structure is a representation of the phrase structure configuration of the sur-

face form of a sentence. It provides information about the syntactic category of

words, phrasal grouping and linear order of constituents. Since languages reflect

great variation in their surface organization, the c-structure codes language-specific

information such as variation in phrase categories and word order. LFG uses con-

ventional phrase structure trees which are determined by a context-free phrase

structure grammar. These are well-formed labeled bracketings that reflect the su-

perficial arrangement of words and phrases into sentences. It codes precedence and

dominance relations among constituents. The c-structure rules used in LFG are of
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the sort given in (74). These rules can describe a simple clause in English.

(74) C-structure rules

S → NP VP

VP → V NP

NP → (DET) N

The parentheses surrounding DET indicates that this category is not obligatory.

Thus the third line in (74) is a rule schema, an abbreviation of two c-structure rules:

NP → N and NP → DET N. In (75), the Kleene star operator ‘ ∗ ’ indicates that

there may be zero or more PPs.

(75) VP → V (NP) PP*

Such devices make it possible to abbreviate a large number of phrase structure

rules.

Phrase structure trees must be licensed by the phrase structure rules of a lan-

guage in order to be grammatical structures. For example, the c-structure tree (76)

for the English sentence Yonas ate the banana. is licensed by the rules given in (74).

(76) Phrase structure tree

S

NP

N

Yonas

VP

V

ate

NP

DET

the

N

banana

The c-structure tree codes two types of information about the categories. Mean-

ing bearing words such as nouns (N), verbs (V), adjectives (Adj), prepositions (P)
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and arguably adverbs (Adv) are identified as lexical categories. These words head

the phrases designated by them, for example, N is the head of NP, V is the head of

VP, etc. These phrases are projections of their lexical heads. The head determines

the properties of the phrase it projects since the properties of the head project or

percolate to the entire phrase it is head of. In addition to the lexical categories, lin-

guistic theories such as LFG assume the existence of functional categories that play

a role in organizing the syntax of some languages (Dalrymple 2001:53). Some of the

widely used functional categories are: determiners (DET), inflectional units (I) and

complementizers (C), which head functional projections such as DP, IP and CP,

respectively. Bresnan (2001:99) states that “functional categories are specialized

subclasses of lexical categories which have a syncategorematic role in the gram-

mar (such as marking subordination, clause type or finiteness).” For example, the

functional category I is identified as being the organizing element of the syntax of

languages such as English (Falk 1984), Tagalog (Kroeger 1993) and most Scan-

dinavian languages (Börjars et al. 1999), among many others. In the Scandinavian

languages, the category I is occupied by finite verbs and auxiliaries which tend to

appear in a special clause position known as the second position. Hence, since this

functional category is the head of a finite clause, the sentence itself is identified as

IP in these languages. Bresnan (2001:100) also identifies the functional category

determiner (DET) as the head of the functional projection DP (determiner phrase)

in English. The simplified phrase structure rules in (74) are modified in (77) in or-

der to include the functional projections IP, I’ and DP of the functional categories

I and DET. These rules license the c-structure representation in (78) (page 75) for

the English sentence The boy is eating a banana.

(77) IP category: c-structure rules

IP → DP I’

I’ → I VP

VP → V NP

DP → DET NP

NP → N
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(78) IP category: tree representation

IP

DP

DET

the

NP

N

boy

I'

I

is

VP

V

eating

DP

DET

a

NP

N

banana

Some languages lack the functional category DET, for example, Hebrew (Falk

2001:38), and also Amharic, which like Hebrew marks definiteness through inflec-

tional affixes on head nouns and adjectives.

3.2.1 X’ theory

The regularities and relations among categories is captured by X’ theory. The idea

that all phrases have heads of the same category, i.e. N heads an NP, I heads an

IP, V heads a VP , etc., is one of the powerful assumptions of this theory. As Bres-

nan (2001:120) points out, X’ theory posits an internal structure to the category

labels that allows to capture their relations. For example, V and P are assumed to

be categories with transitive properties because of their ability to take direct ob-

ject complements, whereas N and A do not take complements. In contrast, V and

A are assumed to be categories with predicative properties because of their ability

to take an external subject of predication, but they cannot function as arguments

themselves. Furthermore, the phrase categories reflect a regularity where a phrase

on the left hand side of the rule, let us say XP (X is a variable name that can be

replaced with I, N, D, V, A, Adv and so on) expands into X which is the head of the

phrase, and another category YP (Y is a variable name for a category different than

X) on the right hand side of the rule. The phrase YP is identified as a complement,

and it is the sister of the head X. The generalized phrase structure rule is shown in

(79).
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(79) XP → X YP

This rule states that every phrase branches into a head and a complement. How-

ever, this is not a complete specification of the theory, since with this we can only

capture the regularity in particular types of phrases. A more powerful phrase struc-

ture would be one that applies to all types of phrases regardless of their category,

a kind of universal one. In order to realize this notion, X’ theory decomposes c-

structure categories into three structural levels - 0, 1, 2 - known as bar levels. A

lexical or functional category is identified as the 0 bar level written as X0 or just

X, and it has phrase projections of 1 bar level X’ and two bar level X”. The X’ and

X” projections are also identified as the intermediate and the maximal projections.

The decomposed c-structure categories reflect a pattern where X0 is the c-structure

head of X’, and X’ is the c-structure head of X”, as in (80) (Bresnan 2001:121).

(80) a. XP → YP , X’

b. X’ → X0 , ZP

In addition to the complement (ZP in 80b), in the analyses above we also iden-

tify a specifier position, the YP in (80a), as the sister of the X’ projection dominated

by the maximal projection XP. The comma separating the sisters indicates that the

categories are not linearly ordered. This is schematically represented in (81) (Dal-

rymple 2001):

(81) X’ theory

XP

YP

(specifier of XP)

X'

X

(head)

ZP

(complement of X)

The phrase configuration of adjuncts is described either by adjoining an inter-

mediate projection (X’) with another intermediate projection (82a), or a maximal

projection (XP) with another maximal projection (82b) (Bresnan 2001).
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(82) a. X’ → X’ , YP*

b. XP → XP , YP*

In this way, an adjunct (YP*) is analyzed as a sister of X’ dominated by X’, or

a sister of XP dominated by XP.

3.2.2 Endocentric and exocentric categories

The notion that X is a head of the maximal projection XP and of the medial or

nonmaximal projection X’ is known as endocentricity. Highly configurational lan-

guages such as English employ the endocentric pattern where their maximal phrase

XP has a c-structure head. These languages obey the principles of X’ theory.

However, there are also languages which have a category which is not a headed

maximal projection. These languages do not reflect the configuration assumed in X’

theory, and are identified as having an exocentric pattern. Therefore, LFG allows

an exocentric S which is a nonprojective category, as it lacks a fixed categorial

head like the I which heads the endocentric category IP (Bresnan 2001:110). These

languages use morphological means such as case and/or pronominal marking to

encode grammatical functions. The exocentric structure is a flat clausal structure

where S dominates any kind of lexical or phrase category such as NP, A or V. The

exocentric structure is admitted by the following c-structure schemata (83) (Falk

2001:51).

(83) a. S → X*

b. S → XP , X0

c. S → NP , XP

Theoretically, the S rule in (83a) can dominate any number of lexical categories,

and this exocentric pattern is thought to exist in languages which are nonconfigura-

tional in the radical sense. For example, Warlpiri is assumed to reflect this structure

(Bresnan 2001:6). In these languages, the asymmetry between arguments is cap-

tured at a-structure and f-structure levels (Bresnan 1994). The S category in (83b)

is used in the analysis of languages which lack the category VP, and display a flat

structure, while exhibiting an endocentric structure in other categories, e.g. in their

nominal category. Languages such as Malayalam (Falk 2001:50), Urdu (Butt and

King 2007) and Turkish (Gongordo and Oflazer 1995:302) reflect this pattern. The

S category in (83c) describes languages which distinguish the subject and predicate

positions such as Tagalog (Kroeger 1993:10-11) and Welsh (Sadler 1997, 1998),
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where the predication phrase XP can be filled with an NP, a VP, an AP or a PP. These

languages combine endocentric and exocentric structures.

We assume that Tigrinya uses the exocentric category S (83b) as it lacks strong

evidence for the existence of a VP category. However, since the language uses

independent determiners to express definiteness, and has a minimal phrase headed

by a noun, we assume its noun phrase is organized by the endocentric XP. For

example, the sentence in (84) is admitted by the c-structure tree in (85).

(84) ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.MSg

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ባናና
banana
banana.Sg

በሊዑዋ።
bäliQ-u-wa
PerfS.eat-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Yonas ate the banana.’

(85) S

NP

N

ዮናስ
Yonas

DP

DET

ነታ
n-ät-a

NP

N

ባናና
banana

V

በሊዑዋ
bäliQ-u-wa

In the following section, we will present a brief overview of how LFG motivates

the correspondence between c-structure and f-structure.

3.3 F-structure

F-structure is a representation of grammatical features and functions. It is as-

sumed to be cross-linguistically comparable since the notion of functions adopted

in LFG accords with the traditional notions of grammatical functions such as sub-

ject, object, complement and adjunct. LFG is also suitable for the description of

typologically unrelated languages because the sort of grammatical functions em-

ployed in this theory allows us to capture cross-linguistic generalizations in terms

of argument-function realization, despite the different syntactic expressions they

use to code grammatical functions. In LFG, a sentence is assumed to reflect an

abstract functional syntactic organization which is modeled by the f-structure. For
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example, the verb functions as a predicator (PRED), an NP with certain proper-

ties functions as a subject (SUBJ), another with different properties functions as an

object (OBJ) and a PP with certain properties functions as an oblique (OBL) and

another one as an adjunct (ADJ), etc. A brief sketch of grammatical functions is

given in section3.3.3.

The f-structure is represented by an Attribute-Value Matrix (AVM). It is de-

fined as a mathematical function from attributes to values (Bresnan 2001:47; Dal-

rymple 2001:30). For example, the f-structure in (86) contains four attributes,

PRED, PERS, NUM and GEND, vertically listed on the left side.

(86)


PRED ‘boy’

PERS 3

NUM sg

GEND masc


These attributes can either have features such as 3, sg and masc, or a semantic

form such as ‘boy’ as values. The semantic form is enclosed in single quotes in

order to indicate that it is instantiated to a unique value for each use of the lexical

entry that it is associated with (Dalrymple 2001:104). An attribute can also take a

subsidiary f-structure as its value. For example, the f-structure in (86) can be given

as a value of the function attribute SUBJ in a larger f-structure, as in (87).

(87) F-structure of The boy robbed a bank
f1

SUBJ

f2

PRED ‘boy’

PERS 3

NUM sg

GEND masc

DEF +


PRED ‘rob⟨SUBJ, OBJ⟩’
TENSE past

OBJ

f3
PRED ‘bank’

NUM sg

DEF –




The attributes and values represent the grammatical functions and features of

the sentence. Thus the f-structure encodes morphosyntactically marked functional

information. Grammatical information that belongs to the same grammatical cat-

egory (e.g. agreement) may flow from different parts of the syntactic structure
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to form a unified f-structure. For this reason, an f-structure is viewed as a set of

attribute-value features in which the merging of the elements is performed by a

mathematical operation known as unification, as shown in (88).

(88) Unification

a.
A b

C d

 b.
C d

E
[
F g

]
 c.


A b

C d

E
[
F g

]


The unification operation combines consistent features of the attribute-value

pairs in (88a) and (88b), and makes them identical by merging them into a new

structure, as in (88c). The unified structure is the union set which contains all the

information from the unified feature structures, but no additional information. How-

ever, the operation would fail if an attribute is specified for two different values.

For this reason, unification accounts for ungrammaticality that results from incom-

patible information. For example, if a SUBJ is specified for both [NUM sg] and

[NUM pl], this will not unify since the SUBJ is inconsistently described. LFG en-

sures grammaticality by constraining the f-structure by means of well-formedness

conditions, which will be discussed in the following section.

3.3.1 Well-formedness conditions on f-structures

LFG posits well-formedness conditions on f-structures that rule out ungrammatical

sentences. The most important conditions are: completeness, coherence and unique-
ness/consistency. The completeness condition ensures that the arguments that are se-

lected by a certain predicator are present in the f-structure. For example, the PRED

in the main f-structure ( f1) in (87) has a semantic form ‘rob’ which is subcatego-

rized for two arguments, SUBJ and OBJ. The f-structure is constrained to contain

both of these arguments. Thus, the ungrammaticality of the string *The boy robbed
is explained by its being incomplete.

The coherence condition checks that no superfluous arguments emerge in the

f-structure, i.e. it filters arguments that are not selected by the predicator. For ex-

ample, it will rule out the sentence *The boy sleeps the sofa as ungrammatical, since

sleep only requires one governable argument realized as SUBJ. This is stated by the

value of the PRED feature in the main f-structure in (89). Since the OBJ argument

is superfluous, the f-structure is ill-formed.
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(89) non-coherent f-structure *The boy sleeps the sofa

SUBJ


PRED ‘boy’

PERS 3

NUM sg

GEND masc

DEF +


PRED ‘sleep⟨SUBJ⟩’
TENSE pres

OBJ

PRED ‘sofa’

NUM sg

DEF +




The completeness and coherence conditions concern governable functions only,

i.e. arguments that are required by a predicator. If sofa is expressed as the object of

a preposition as in The boy sleeps on the sofa, the f-structure would not fail since the

prepositional expression on the sofa is analyzed as a non-governable ADJ. More-

over, if the sentence contained a modifying adjunct, for example, today as in The
boy sleeps on the sofa today, the f-structure will be coherent, as adjuncts are non-

governable functions. This is shown in (90).

(90) Adjuncts ‘The boy sleeps on the sofa today.’

SUBJ


PRED ‘boy’

PERS 3

NUM sg

GEND masc

DEF +


PRED ‘sleep⟨SUBJ, OBLon⟩’
TENSE pres

ADJ




PRED ‘on⟨OBJ⟩’

OBJ

PRED ‘sofa’

NUM sg

DEF +




[
PRED ‘today’

]




The attribute ADJ has a set value, enclosed inside curly brackets. LFG employs

sets to represent structures that may contain an unbounded number of members. For

example, a sentence can contain more than one modifying adjunct such as adjectives
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and adverbs.

The uniqueness condition specifies that an argument must have a unique value.

Bresnan (2001:47) states that the uniqueness condition emanates from the nature of

the f-structure, which is also assumed to be a function in the mathematical sense.

This means that unification, i.e. the operation by which f-structures are merged

together, requires an f-structure attribute to have a unique (single) value. In other

words, its value must be consistent (Falk 2001:64). The uniqueness condition does

not rule out two different attributes that have the same values; however, a single

attribute cannot have different values. For example, the f-structure representation

of the sentence They sleeps. is inconsistent since NUM has conflicting values, sg

and pl, as shown in (91).

(91) Inconsistent f-structure
PRED ‘sleep⟨SUBJ’

TENSE pres

SUBJ
[

PRED ‘they’
]

[
NUM sg/pl

]



The verb will require its subject’s number to be singular, whereas in the noun

phrase the subject’s number is plural. Thus, these conflecting information will not

unify.

In the following section, we will discuss how the two levels of representation,

c-structure and f-structure, are related to each other.

3.3.2 C-structure and f-structure correspondence

The c-structure and the f-structure are related by functional correspondence. Their

correspondence is achieved through functional annotation which creates parallel

and simultaneous representations to license an analysis of a sentence. This is based

on the notion that c-structure nodes have a relation to parts of f-structures. Their

correspondence is expressed through functional schemata that annotates c-structure

nodes with the functional information that it bears. The formal system of annota-

tion is illustrated in (92). We illustrate the annotation schema by annotating the

endocentric rule for English which was given in (92) (Dalrymple 2001:126; Falk

2001:73).
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(92) Functional annotation
IP → DP I’

(↑ SUBJ)=↓ ↑ = ↓

I’ → I VP

↑ = ↓ ↑ = ↓

VP → V NP

↑ = ↓ (↑ OBJ)=↓

DP → DET NP

↑ = ↓ ↑ = ↓

NP → N

↑ = ↓

The upward pointing arrow ↑ refers to the f-structure that belongs to the mother

node, and the downward pointing arrow ↓ refers to the f-structure that is associated

with the daughter node. For example, the annotation (↑ SUBJ)=↓ specifies that the

SUBJ in the f-structure of the mother node, i.e. the IP, is identical to the f-structure

of the daughter node, i.e. the NP specifier of IP. Recall that the endocentric pattern

abides by the principles of X’ theory. Thus, the phrase configuration is also reflected

in the annotation of the rules. The heads of the phrases (e.g. the functional head I

and the lexical head V) are annotated with ↑=↓. This expresses the notion that a

phrase and its head is associated with the same f-structure. In addition, co-heads of

functional categories (e.g. the VP complement of I) also bear the ↑=↓ annotation to

express the fact that they are also f-structure co-heads. The complement of a lexical

category (e.g. V), i.e. NP, is annotated with the (↑ OBJ)=↓.
In addition to the functional information annotated on the phrase structure rules,

information about grammatical features such as tense, definiteness and agreement

categories is annotated on the lexical entries. In LFG, the lexicon plays a central

role in the analysis of a sentence. For instance, the lexical entry for a verb codes

its subcategorizational frame given in the form of a predicate-argument structure.

The subcategorization frame is for grammatical functions such as subject (SUBJ),

primary object (OBJ), secondary object (OBJθ) and oblique (OBLθ). Function-

changing phenomena such as the passive and the applicative are accounted for by

generalizations observed in the lexicon. These phenomena are handled via lexical

rules that describe changes in the mapping from a-structure to f-structure (a de-
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tailed discussion of a-structure is provided in chapter 7.5.1). Bresnan (1982a) notes

that many of the statements that are made by transformational rules in the transfor-

mational paradigm are formulated as lexical rules in LFG. In this strong lexicalist

theory words are considered to be atoms, that is they can neither be created nor can

they be analyzed by syntactic rules. This is stated as the Lexical Integrity Principle
(93):

(93) Lexical Integrity Principle (Bresnan 2001:93)

Morphologically complete words are leaves of the c-structure tree and each

leaf corresponds to one and only one c-structure node.

Therefore, the lexical entries are described in their full inflectional forms prior to

the operation of syntactic rules and are associated with the functional schemata

that generate their f-structure. The functional schemata for the lexical entries of the

words in the English sentence Yonas ate the banana. are shown in (94).

(94) Lexical entries

ate V (↑ PRED)=‘eat⟨ (↑ SUBJ), (↑ OBJ)⟩’
(↑ TENSE)=past

Yonas N (↑ PRED)=‘Yonas’

(↑ NUM)= sg

(↑ DEF)=+

the DET (↑ DEF)=+

banana N (↑ PRED)=‘banana’

(↑ NUM)= sg

Meaning-bearing words such as ate, Yonas and banana are lexical heads, and

thus they contribute the PRED features which express their semantic forms in ad-

dition to grammatical features such tense, number and gender. The semantic form

of the verb ate is a complex form which also contains information about the type

of syntactic arguments that the verb is subcategorized for, as in ‘eat⟨(↑ SUBJ, ↑
OBJ)⟩’. Functional categories such as DET provide information on definiteness.

The lexical entries in (94) and the c-structure rules in (92) admit the annotated

tree in (95) to model the analysis of the English sentence Yonas ate the banana.
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(95) Annotated tree

IP

(↑ SUBJ)=↓
NP

↑=↓
N

Yonas
(↑ PRED)='Yonas'
(↑ GEND)=masc

(↑ NUM)=sg
(↑ DEF)=+

↑=↓
I'

↑=↓
VP

↑=↓
V

ate
(↑ PRED)='eat⟨(↑ SUBJ),(↑ OBJ)>⟩'

(↑ TENSE)=PAST

(↑ OBJ)=↓
DP

↑=↓
DET

the
(↑ DEF)=+

↑=↓
NP

↑=↓
N

banana
(↑ PRED)='banana'

(↑ NUM)=sg

The up and down arrows in the functional annotations of the c-structure are

known as metavariables since they are instantiated by variables leading to a set of

functional equations. We will illustrate this point in a partial tree (96) by assigning

number labels 1 to the maximal projection IP, 2 to the specifier daughter NP, 3 to

the second daughter I’ and 4 to the N daughter of NP.

(96) Labeled c-structure nodes

IPf1

(f1 SUBJ)=f2
NPf2

f2=f4
Nf4

Yonas
(f4 PRED)='Yonas'

(f4 DEF)=+
(f4 GEND)=masc

(f4 NUM)=sg

f1=f3
I'f3
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The up arrows at a node are instantiated by the variables that are associated with

the node that immediately dominates it, and the down arrows at a node are instan-

tiated by the variables that are associated with the node itself. Thus, f1 represents

the f-structure corresponding to IP (i.e. the mother node), and f2 and f3 represent

the f-structures corresponding to NP and I’ (i.e. the nodes immediately dominated

by IP), respectively. Likewise, f4 refers to the f-structure of the node immediately

dominating the terminal node with the lexical item that bears the f-structure anno-

tations. A set of such equations is known as a functional description (f-description).

The equations in (97) constitute the f-description of the subject NP through the in-

stantiations given in (96).

(97) f-description
(f1 SUBJ)=f2
f1=f3
f2=f4
(f4 PRED)=‘Yonas’

(f4 DEF)=+

(f4 GEND)=masc

(f4 NUM)=sg

The f-description in (97) is used to build a partial f-structure representation in

(98).

(98) From f-description to f-structure
f1,3

SUBJ

f2,4


PRED ‘Yonas’

NUM sg

GEND masc

DEF +




Since the functional equation f2=f4 expresses that f2 and f4 are the same f-

structure, NP inherits its f-structure from N. This shows that the mapping from c-

structure to f-structure is many-to-one, since both nodes, NP and N, are mapped to

the same f-structure. Let us now complete the instantiation procedure of the anno-

tated tree representation in (95) in (99).
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(99) IPf1

(f1 SUBJ)=f2
NPf2

f2=f4
Nf4

Yonas
(f4 PRED)='Yonas'
(f4 GEND)=masc

(f4 NUM)=sg
(f4 DEF)=+

f1=f3
I'f3

f3=f5
VPf5

f5=f6
Vf6

ate
(f6 PRED)='eat⟨(f6 SUBJ),(f6 OBJ)⟩'

(f6 TENSE)=PAST

(f3 OBJ)=f8
DPf8

f8=f9
DETf9

the
(f9 DEF)=+

f8=f10
NPf10

f10=f11
Nf11

banana
(f11 PRED)='banana'

(f11 NUM)=sg

These metavariable instantiations are used to define the correspondence be-

tween the c-structure and f-structure in the following functional equations (f-

descriptions), (100).

(100) f-description
f1=f3
f3=f5
f5=f6
(f6 PRED)=‘eat⟨<(f6 SUBJ), (f6 OBJ)⟩’
(f6 TENSE)=past

(f3 OBJ)=f8
f8=f9
(f9 DEF)=+

f8=f10
f10=f11
(f11 PRED)=‘banana’

(f11 NUM)=sg

As we see from the f-description (100), f1 has the same f-structure as f3, and thus

f1 inherits the properties of f3. In addition, since f1, f3, f5 and f6 are identical, they

unify and form one f-structure. Likewise, f8, f9, f10 and f11 will also unify. When

the functional equations in (97) and (100) are solved, the result is the f-structure in

(101).
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(101) F-structure ‘Yonas ate the banana.’
f1,3,5,6

SUBJ

f2,4


PRED ‘Yonas’

NUM sg

GEND masc

DEF +


PRED ‘eat⟨SUBJ, OBJ⟩’
TENSE past

OBJ

f8,9,10,11PRED ‘banana’

NUM sg

DEF +




The f-structure representation tends to be more similar crosslinguistically than

the c-structure, since, in general, languages display great variability in their phrase

configurations, but they may encode similar syntactic functions such as SUBJ, OBJ

and ADJ. In order to illustrate this, we are going to provide an f-structure analysis

of the Tigrinya sentence in (84), repeated here as (102).

(102) ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.MSg

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ባናና
banana
banana.Sg

በሊዑዋ።
bäliQ-u-wa
PerfS.eat-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Yonas ate the banana.’

We use the exocentric structure to create a c-structure representation in Tig-

rinya, as was shown in (85). Tigrinya employs word order, dependent marking and

head marking to code grammatical functions. In Tigrinya, the OBJ is not strictly

required to appear adjacent to the verb since the SUBJ and the OBJ can switch

positions when the NPs that are associated with them bear overt marking, and also

when they are marked on the verb by means of pronominal suffixes. Constituents re-

alizing grammatical functions can also be dropped altogether from the clause when

the verb bears suffixes to code them (refer to section 2.5). Therefore, grammatical

functions do not need to be configurationally encoded as in the case of English. The

c-structure rules in (103) can account for a simple sentence in Tigrinya.

(103) Tigrinya annotated c-structure rules
S → XP*, V

{ (↑ SUBJ)=↓) ↑ = ↓
| (↑ OBJ)=↓)}

DP → D NP

↑ = ↓ ↑ = ↓
NP → N

↑ = ↓
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At phrase level, Tigrinya is considered to be a free word order language. As can

be seen from the rule above, shuffling is encoded by the comma which is placed

between the maximal projection XP and the V constituent. In addition, as noted

earlier, we do not posit a VP category in the language since there is no evidence

for the configuration of a subject (specifier) and a complement position. The XP

constituent is a maximal projection which universally applies for phrase projections

such as NP, DP, AP, POSSP, etc. Subjects and indefinite objects are unmarked for

case. Subjects are obligatorily marked on the verb through pronominal affixes, but

only definite objects bear case marking and are cross-referenced on the verb. When

objects bear overt marking, they may be alternatively reordered with respect to the

other elements in order to express pragmatically marked meanings. This grammat-

ical property is expressed by means of a constraint that prohibits the object from

preceding the subject, i.e. (SUBJ) <h (OBJ) where ‘<h’ means subjects precede ob-

jects. The S rule in (103) may thus be expanded to include the constraints in (104).

(104) (↑ OBJ)=↓
{ ∼(↓ DEF)=+

∼(↓ CASE)

∼(↓ OBJ) <h (↑ SUBJ)

| (↓ DEF)=+

(↓ CASE)=c obj

(↓ AGR)=c+ }

The notation { ... | ... } represents disjunction. The first disjunct in the rule ex-

presses that non-case marked and non-definite objects cannot precede the subject.

The second disjunct specifies that definite objects are obligatorily case marked.

This rule expresses that globally all elements are not linearly ordered. It requires

the object and subject to occur in a fixed position under the condition that the object

is indefinite and is not case marked. Moreover, the last two constraining equations

refer to requirement that freely moving objects bear the objective case and be def-

inite. A constraining equation requires a particular feature to be present, and it is

defined by subscripting the letter c to the equal sign. For example, the equation (↓
CASE)=c obj specifies that the object must bear objective case marking.

In (105), we illustrate the functional schemata associated with the lexical entries

for the sentence in (102).
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(105) Lexical entries
በሊዑዋ-bäliQuwa V (↑ PRED)=‘eat⟨ (↑ SUBJ), (↑ OBJ)⟩’

( (↑ SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’)

(↑ SUBJ GEND)=masc

(↑ SUBJ NUM)=sg

(↑ SUBJ PERS)=3

((↑ OBJ PRED)=‘PRO’ |

∼(↑ OBJ PRED)=‘PRO’

(↑ OBJ DEF)=c +)

(↑ OBJ GEND)=f

(↑ OBJ NUM)=sg

(↑ OBJ PERS)=3

(↑ ASPECT)=PerfS

ዮናስ-Yonas N (↑ PRED)=‘Yonas’

(↑ GEND)=masc

(↑ NUM)= sg

(↑ DEF)=+

ነታ-näta DET (↑ SPEC DET PRED)=‘näta’

(↑ DEF)=+

(↑ CASE)=c obj

(↑ GEND)=f

(↑ NUM)=sg

(↑ PERS)=3

ባናና-banana N (↑ PRED)=‘banana’

(↑ NUM)= sg

The lexical entries for the Tigrinya sentence are richer morphologically than the

entries for the equivalent English sentence given in (94). In addition to the number

and types of arguments, the lexical entry for the Tigrinya verb specifies that both

the object and the subject can be pro-dropped through the optional equations ((↑
SUBJ PRED)=‘PRO’) and ((↑ OBJ PRED)=‘PRO’). This is because both the sub-

ject and the object are pronominally marked on the verb bäliQu-wa ‘he ate it (F)’.

Pronominal markers give gender, number and person agreement values. In addition,

the object is constrained to be definite when it is coded on the verb. However, since

constraining equations will require the object NP to be overtly realized, we employ

the constraint (∼(↑ OBJ PRED)=‘PRO’) in order to specify that the pro-drop phe-

nomenon is exempted from the requirement. The determiner nät-a ‘obj-det-3FSg’

is marked with the objective case, and it is also specified for gender, number and

person. Common nouns such as banana are specified for number agreement, but not

for gender or definiteness. Gender and definiteness are assigned by the determiner.

Now we will use the annotated rule (103) and the lexical entries (105 ) to show the

correspondence between the c-structure and f-structure (106).
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(106) Annotated tree

S:f1

(f1 SUBJ)=f2
NP:f2

N:f5
f2=f5

ዮናስ-Yonas
(f5 PRED)=‘Yonas’
(f5 GEND)=masc

(f5 NUM)=sg
(f5 DEF)=+

(f1 OBJ)=f3
DP:f3

f3=f6
DET:f6

ነታ-nät-a
(f6 SPEC DET PRED)=‘nät-a’

(f6 CASE)=obj
(f6 DEF)=+

(f6 GEND)=fem
(f6 NUM)=sg
(f6 PERS)=3

f3=f7
NP:f7

f7=f8
N:f8

ባናና-banana
(f8 PRED)=‘banana’

(f8 NUM)=sg

f1=f4
V:f4

በሊዑዋ-bäliQuwa
(f4 PRED)=‘eat⟨(f4 SUBJ),(f4 OBJ)⟩’

(f4 ASPECT)=PerfS
(f4 SUBJ NUM)=sg

(f4 SUBJ GEND)=masc
(f4 SUBJ PERS)=3
(f4 OBJ NUM)=sg

(f4 OBJ GEND)=fem
(f4 OBJ PERS)=3
(f4 OBJ DEF)=c +

The f-structures representation for (102) is given in (107).

(107) F-structure for ‘Yonas n-ät-a banana bäliQuwa’
f1,4

SUBJ

f2,5


PRED ‘Yonas’

NUM sg

GEND masc

DEF +


PRED ‘bäliQuwa⟨SUBJ, OBJ⟩’
ASPECT PerfS

OBJ

f3,6,7,8

PRED ‘banana’

SPEC

[
DET

[
PRED ‘näta’

]]
NUM sg

GEND fem

PERS 3

DEF +

CASE obj




Even though Tigrinya and English have very different phrasal organization,

their f-structure representations are nevertheless comparable, as we can see from

the English f-structure in (101) and the Tigrinya f-structure in (107). Tigrinya

is morphologically richer than English, thus grammatical functions need not be
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coded through structural configuration. Certain grammatical features that are not

expressed in English are given as morphological features in Tigrinya. For example,

the definite article is not specified for gender, number and case in English, whereas,

in Tigrinya, it is specified for such features.

Grammatical functions such as SUBJ and OBJ play a central role in LFG. In

the following section, we will briefly review the grammatical function categories

that are assumed in LFG.

3.3.3 Grammatical functions

Grammatical functions (GFs) are characterized by abstract internal coherence

which is not definable in terms of phrase configurations and semantic roles (Falk

2001:57). For this reason GFs are posited as theoretical primitives in LFG, as their

function cannot be derived from theoretical constructs such as phrase structure con-

figuration and semantic roles. Andrews (1985:62) states that grammatical functions

such as SUBJ and OBJ are functional relations that a noun phrase possesses by

virtue of the role it plays in a sentence. A subject can be coded by different syn-

tactic or morphological expressions in different languages. In English, it is con-

figurationally coded as the specifier of the endocentric clause, i.e. IP, as we noted

in section 3.2.2. In Norwegian, the same position, i.e the specifier, is reserved for

topics, and the subject can occupy this position when it coincides with a topic dis-

course function. Otherwise, if there are other topicalized elements, the subject will

occur after the verb since the verb is constrained to appear in second position in the

clause. In languages with rich case morphology, such as Latin and Finnish, subject

noun phrases and object noun phrases will be identified with different case markers.

Consequently, these functions do not need to occur in fixed positions in the clause.

Moreover, GFs such as SUBJ and OBJ cannot be defined in terms of semantic roles

since these do not bear the same role in the various constructions in which they oc-

cur. For example, in English, the subject can assume various semantic roles such

as agent, instrumental, recipient, experiencer, theme, etc., or it may not have a se-

mantic role at all, as in the case of a sentence like It is raining. LFG assumes the

following universal inventory of GFs , in the sense that they are claimed to exist

cross-linguistically (Bresnan 2001:96, Dalrymple 2001:9).

(108) SUBJ, OBJ, OBJθ, COMP, XCOMP, OBLθ, ADJ and XADJ

It is beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss each of these grammatical func-

tions in detail. Here we intend only to give a general overview of the GFs that are
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significant to our study, i.e. OBJ, OBJθ, OBL and ADJ. Moreover, these grammat-

ical functions are discussed in detail in various sections of this thesis. For a discus-

sion of applied objects, obliques and adjuncts the reader is referred to chapters 4,

6, 7 and 8.

The GFs listed in (108) can be cross-classified in various ways. They can be

distinguished as governable and non-governable (modifier) functions, as shown in

(109).

(109)

Governable︷ ︸︸ ︷
SUBJ,OBJ,OBJθ︸ ︷︷ ︸

Terms/core

COMP, XCOMP, OBLθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Non−terms/non−core

Modifiers︷ ︸︸ ︷
ADJ,XADJ

The governable functions are ‘relators’ or ‘links’ that connect the c-structure

to the a-structure since these are argument functions (a-fns) for which a predicate

is subcategorized (Bresnan 2001:9). Modifiers are non-subcategorizable functions

as they are not semantically required arguments. In LFG, these are identified as

ADJ (adjunct) functions. The governable functions are further classified as terms
and non-terms. Terms are also known as core GFs, and they are distinguished from

non-terms by certain properties. For example, terms are expressed with nominal

phrases and can be marked with nominal case markers such as the nominative and

the accusative. Moreover, terms trigger grammatical agreement. In contrast, non-

terms lack such grammatical properties.

GFs can also be classified as semantically unrestricted or semantically restricted.

SUBJ and OBJ reflect the former property, while OBJθ and OBLθ reflect the lat-

ter property. The θ subscript on these grammatical functions indicates the affinity

that these objects have to specific semantic roles. The objects that reflect the re-

stricted property are usually coded with a case marker or a prepositional particle

that identifies their specific meaning. For example, some languages assign a da-

tive case to the arguments of certain verbs that are semantically subcategorized for

them. Such dative arguments are assumed to be associated with the restricted object

function OBJben. Moreover, many languages have distinct prepositions that mark

semantic relations such as locative, ablative, allative and instrumental relations.

Such prepositional arguments are associated with the family of oblique functions

OBLθ. Semantically unrestricted functions are not tied to a particular semantic role,

as they can assume several different semantic roles. As the Tigrinya examples in

(110) show, the SUBJ can be associated with an agent (110a), a theme (110b), an

experiencer (110c), an instrument (110d), or a recipient (110e), among others.
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(110) a. ጐይያ/gwäy1y-a ‘she ran’ > agent

b. ደቂሳ/däqis-a ‘she slept’ > theme

c. ሓዚና/h
˙
azin-a ‘she became sad’ > experiencer

d. ካራ ሓሪዱዋ/karra h
˙
arid-u-wa ‘A knife cut her.’ > instrumental

e. ተቐቢላ/tä-q̄äbil-a ‘she became happy’> recipient

Like SUBJ, OBJ is also assumed to be unrestricted with respect to semantic

roles. For example, in English the OBJ function, also known as the primary object,

is associated with a theme/patient semantic role in monotransitive clauses, and with

a recipient/beneficiary semantic role in dative-shifted clauses. In Chichewa, OBJ

relates to the theme/patient role in monotransitive clauses, and to applied roles such

as the beneficiary, locative and instrumental in double object applicative clauses

(Bresnan and Moshi 1993). Further discussion on the unrestricted vs. restricted

property of objects can be found in chapters 7.5.1 and 8.2.

The object functions OBJ and OBJθ assumed in LFG do not consistently map

with the category of objects assumed in traditional grammar. Traditional grammar,

as well as Relational Grammar (RG) (discussed in chapter7.3), employ the direct

object (DO) and indirect object (IO) designations to refer to the two objects of dou-

ble object clauses. The DO is associated with the theme or patient role or the sole

object argument of a monotransitive verb, while the indirect object refers to argu-

ments that bear semantic roles such as a recipient or a beneficiary. Thus, the DO and

IO classification is based on the object’s alignment to semantic roles rather than to

its grammatical function (Kroeger 2004:15); however, these object categories can-

not describe objects in all languages. For example, the DO and IO distinction cor-

responds with OBJ and OBJθ, respectively, in languages such as German (Kroeger

2004:21) and Korean (Müller-Gotama 1994:42), where the semantic distinction be-

tween dative and accusative objects is well preserved. However, in languages such

as English and Chichewa, the IO description does not correspond to OBJθ, nor the

OBJ to DO. In these languages, the recipient/beneficiary arguments in double ob-

ject clauses assume the OBJ function, whereas the theme semantic role assumes the

OBJθ function (Bresnan and Moshi 1990:159).
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Grammatical functions such as COMP, XCOMP and XADJ are identified as

clausal functions. These functions cannot be classified as semantically unrestricted

or restricted functions since they do not code arguments with participatory roles

in the verbal event. Rather, they describe or name events or situations. COMP and

XCOMP have a predicate complement function since they are governable func-

tions, but XADJ has a predicate adjunct function since it is a non-governable func-

tion. These clausal functions can be classified as either closed or open functions.

COMP is a closed function because it has an internal subject, whereas XCOMP

and XADJ are open functions since they do not have an internal subject. As these

grammatical functions are not directly relevant to the theme of this thesis, we will

not elaborate upon them further. For detailed discussion the reader may refer to

Dalrymple (2001:24) and Kroeger (2004:266-268).

In the following section, we will discuss another level of grammatical represen-

tation in LFG known as discourse structure representation. The type of functions

that are considered in discourse representations are called discourse functions. Dis-

course functions are relevant to this thesis since applicatives are assumed to code

a change in discourse construal of the applicatively expressed arguments. Applied

objects are perceived to be the discourse prominent arguments in the applicative

clause (Nazareth 2007). The discourse function of applied objects will be discussed

in chapters 6 and 9.

3.4 Discourse function representation

Discourse functions (DFs) are integrated in two ways in LFG. Commonly, dis-

course functions such as TOPIC and FOCUS are enclosed in the f-structure (Bres-

nan and Mchombo 1987, Butt and King 1996, Bresnan 2001, Dalrymple 2001, Falk

2001). Alternatively, some studies have opted for a separate projection called i-

structure (information structure) or simply d-structure (discourse structure), for ex-

ample, King (1997), Choi (1999), Butt and King (2000), among others. In some

cases, due to the property sharing characteristics of the functional annotation sys-

tem, discourse functions may be incorrectly scoped over larger constituents. Such

issues necessitate a separate i-structure projection in LFG.

In early LFG the discourse functions TOPIC and FOCUS were regarded as

grammaticalized or syntacticized functions. The role these discourse functions

play is specifically indicated in syntactic phenomena such as relative clauses,

interrogative clauses, extraction constructions and left dislocation. Bresnan and
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Mchombo (1987:757) classify TOPIC and FOCUS as non-argument functions, i.e.

non-governable functions. Bresnan (2001:98) further partitions GFs along the dis-

course dimension, as in (111).

(111)

DFs︷ ︸︸ ︷
TOPIC, FOCUS︸ ︷︷ ︸
non−argument−fns

SUBJ

non−DFs︷ ︸︸ ︷
OBJ, OBJθ, COMP, XCOMP, OBLθ ADJ, XADJ︸ ︷︷ ︸

non−argument−fns

DFs are identified as non-argument functions since they are not directly selected

by the PRED. They are, however, integrated in the f-structure through the Extended

Coherence Condition (ECC) which demands that they are associated with the pred-

icate argument structure of the sentence in which they occur, either by functional

equality or anaphoric binding of a grammatical function (Bresnan and Mchombo

1987:746). DFs are handled as f-structure attributes that take the f-structure of an-

other grammatical function as their value (King 1995:216). Notice that the SUBJ

is regarded as both a DF and a governable GF. This is to indicate that, in many

languages, SUBJ is identified as the default discourse topic. As the order of GFs

in (111) shows, DFs are structurally prominent, a fact which is further indicated by

topicalization or focus constructions that tend to involve positional fronting.

According to Bresnan and Mchombo (1987), the syntactic role of grammati-

calized discourse functions is manifested by the grammatical property they reflect

in relative and interrogative clauses. In relative clauses the relative pronoun or rel-

ativized constituent is universally associated with the TOPIC function (112a). In

interrogative clauses the interrogative pronoun or questioned constituent is univer-

sally associated with the FOCUS function (112b). The same constituent cannot bear

both TOPIC and FOCUS functions in the same functional or clausal level (112c).

(112) a. The man [ whom
TOPIC

you saw –––
OBJ

] is my uncle.

b. What
FOCUS

[does he want –––]?
OBJ

c. [It was John
FOCUS

[ who
TOPIC

Mary liked –––].]
OBJ

As these examples show, in LFG, TOPIC and FOCUS are involved in long-

distance dependency phenomena where displaced constituents assume a TOPIC or

FOCUS function and are related to grammatical functions by functional correspon-

dence. In this way, a link is created between a grammatical function and a discourse
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function. This is illustrated through the discourse annotation of the c-structure rules

in (113).

(113) C-structure annotation of DF
CP → XP C’

(↑ Q-FOCUS)=↓) ↑ = ↓
(↑ Q-FOCUS)=(↑ { COMP| XCOMP}* { SUBJ | OBJ})

This annotated rule is used to project the f-structure in (114) for the analysis of

the English question clause What does he want?
(114)



PRED ‘want<SUBJ, OBJ>’

TENSE pres

Q-FOCUS
[

PRED ‘what’
]

SUBJ


PRED ‘pro’

NUM sg

PERS 3

DEF +


OBJ

[ ]


As the annotation of the rule (113) shows, long-distance dependencies are li-

censed by functional equations such as the outside-in equation (↑ Q-FOCUS)=(↑
OBJ) which identifies the FOCUS discourse function with the OBJ grammatical

function.

TOPIC and FOCUS are not only interpreted as grammaticalized discourse func-

tions, but also as having information structure roles. Some clauses code information

structure roles without involving a long distance dependency. Information structure

roles are viewed as formal expressions of a pragmatically structured proposition

in a discourse (Lambrecht 1998:5). Accordingly, TOPIC is the discourse function

assumed by a constituent or a grammatical function that corresponds to the pre-

supposition or old information part of the proposition conveyed in a discourse, and

FOCUS is a discourse function assumed by a constituent or a grammatical func-

tion that corresponds to the assertion or new information part of the proposition.

For example, if we consider that the utterance in (115b) was given as a reply to the

question in (115a), the FOCUS part of the discourse is the information update that

the hearer gets as a reply to the question.

(115) a. What
FOCUS

[does he want –––?].
OBJ

b. He wants [a book]
FOCUS
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In the clause (115b) there is no displaced constituent with which the FOCUS

element needs to identify functionally or anaphorically, as the Extended Coher-

ence Condition (ECC) would require grammaticalized discourse functions to do.

Instead, it is analyzed as FOCUS on the basis of its role as a pragmatic assertion in

the proposition conveyed in the discourse. However, DFs can only be regarded as

grammaticalized functions when they are associated with some kind of grammatical

marking or marked by prosodic means such as stress or accent.

Wh-questions involve a type of focus domain known as argument focus or nar-

row focus, as in (115a). In argument-focus constructions, the focus element cor-

responds to a specific argument or participant. When information structure roles

scope over specific arguments, then it is not problematic to represent the dis-

course structure in the f-structure, as pointed out by King (1997). However, she

also observes that information structure roles assigned to f-structure heads cannot

be properly represented within the f-structure. A discourse function assigned to an

f-structure head scopes over all the elements projected by it, thus it becomes im-

possible, for example, to express that it is only the lexical head that is the focus

domain. Let us consider the example in (116).1

(116) a. Did she eat the banana?

b. No, she [THREW]
FOCUS

it.

If we assume that sentence (116b) is given as a reply to the question in (116a),

the verb threw is picked out as the prominent new information.

King (1997) proposes independent f-structure and i-structure projections be-

cause phenomena such as contrastive focus on verbs (116b) and focus of a VP

(118) results in incorrect scoping of focus to maximal projections, including the

argument and the predicate.

(117) Ona

She

[pročitala knigu]
FOCUS
read book

King (1997) suggests that contrastive focus such as the predicate focus in the

Russian sentence (117) should be analyzed in separate f-structure (118b) and i-

structure (118c) projections. The FOCUS discourse function is assigned only to

the relevant node by annotating it with (↓ PRED FN) ∈ (↑i FOCUS). The PRED

contains the extension FN which will enable us to refer only to the semantic form

1The word is written in capital letters to mark its intonation as a stressed or accented element.
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without instantiating the subcategorized arguments (SUBJ and OBJ) of the predi-

cate (Kaplan and Maxwell 1996:89).

(118) a. I-structure annotation

IP

(↓ PRED FN) ∈ (↑i TOP)
NP

↑=↓
N

Ona

↑=↓
I'

(↓ PRED FN) ∈ (↑i FOCUS)
I

pročitala

VP

(↓ PRED FN) ∈ (↑i BACK)
NP

N

knigu

b. F-structure
PRED ‘read ⟨SUBJ, OBJ⟩’
PRED FN ‘read’

SUBJ
[
PRED ‘she’

]
OBJ

[
PRED ‘book’

]


c. I-structure

TOPIC
{

‘she’
}

FOCUS
{

‘read’
}

BACK
{

‘book’
}


The f-structure in (118b) contains a separate f-structure for the core semantic

form ‘read’ which is the focus domain. The PRED attribute has the extension ‘FN’

to refer to the component of the semantic form as the focus domain. In the i-structure

representation (118c), the core meaning of the verb appears as the value of the

FOCUS feature.

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to review all the studies that have dealt with

discourse structure or i-structure representation in LFG. Here we only aim to give

a few examples of the state of the art. The interested reader should consult Butt

and King (2000), Choi (1999), King and Zaenen (2004), O'Connor (2006), Asudeh

(2004) and Mycock (2006) for further discussion of i-structure and d-structure rep-
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resentation in LFG.

The kind of information structure roles relevant to our study can be integrated

in the f-structure easily. Therefore, in this study we will not consider a separate

d-structure projection.

3.5 Summary

This chapter discussed the main tenets of LFG. We presented various levels of

representation, such as c-structure, f-structure, a-structure and d-structure. The a-

structure and d-structure are commonly represented within the f-structure, even

though it is also possible to model them in separate projections. The functional an-

notation system we illustrated in relation to f-structure and d-structure gives LFG

strong grammatical modularity where grammatical information about phrase orga-

nization, grammatical functions, predicate-arguments and discourse functions can

be modeled as parallel and independent structures which are held together by con-

straints declared through the annotation system. Most of the points discussed in this

chapter will be expanded in subsequent chapters in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 4

The applicative phenomenon

4.1 Introduction

The term ‘verbos applicativos’ was used for the first time in 1645 in the grammar of

Nahuatl, an Uto-Aztecan language (Carochi s.j. 2001:247). In this work, the term

is used to denote verbal suffixes that correspond to object arguments which bear

peripheral semantic roles. Later the term was used by Bantu scholars for similar

phenomena (Stapleton 1903). Since research on Bantu languages pioneered most

studies on applicative constructions within generative linguistic theories such as GB

(Baker 1988a,b) and LFG (Bresnan and Moshi 1990, Alsina and Mchombo 1993,

Harford 1993), this phenomenon has been recognized as an important property of

this language family for a long time. However, recent studies reveal that there are

many other languages which employ this phenomenon, some of them even more

productively than Bantu languages (Peterson 2007, Polinsky 2005). For instance,

applicative constructions are attested in Tukang Basi and Bajau, both Austrone-

sian languages (Donohue 1996, 2001), in more than 20 Salish languages spoken in

British Columbia and the northwestern United States (Kiyosawa 2006)), in Hakha

Lai, a Sino-Tibetan language (Peterson 2007, 1999), and in Amharic, an Abyssinian

(Ethiopian) Semitic language (Amberber 2000, 1996).

In Tigrinya the applicative phenomenon has never been studied in its own right,

and there are very few grammar books of the language that even identify the phe-

nomenon. The first book that refers to these constructions is Grammatica Analitica

103
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della Lingua Tigray (Leonessa 1928:104-108) which is perhaps the only book to de-

scribe the applicative suffixes in detail. Leonessa identifies two types of pronominal

object suffixes which he designates as ‘suffissi di oggetto o di caso dirretto’ (suf-

fixes of object or of direct case) and ‘suffissi di oggetto o caso indiretto obliquo’

(suffixes of object or indirect oblique case). His categorization correlates with the

object suffix forms that are glossed as OM1 and OM2 in this study. In addition, this

work associates these verbal suffixes with recipient, beneficiary and locative se-

mantic roles. Other writers who mention applicative verbal suffixes include Abba

Mathewos (1951) and Masson (1994).

Since definitions of applicative constructions reflect the theoretical assump-

tions of the linguistic framework they are couched in, the term applicative requires

some explanation. Here, we would like to present a brief review of some for-

mulations by researchers working within various theoretical frameworks. Com-

rie (1985:316), working within a syntactic typology and descriptive framework,

views the applicative as a verb derivation process which employs explicit and for-

mal marking of verbs to indicate valency change leading to increase and/or rear-

rangement of objects relative to the valency of the basic non-derived verb form.

Some languages employ this formal mechanism more freely than others by allow-

ing wider classes of verbs to host the applicative affix, whereas others may restrict

it to certain verb classes. Increase in valency implies adding a new object argu-

ment bearing a semantic role that has no correlation to the basic meaning of the

verb, while rearrangement involves transforming a semantically bound argument

of a verb (i.e. an oblique object) into an argument more closely bound by the verb

(i.e a direct object). According to Comrie (1985), in some cases, there is no clear

distinction between these two processes, since the applicative process may effect

both increase and rearrangement. For example, a semantically peripheral argument

(e.g. an adjunct with an instrumental semantic role that can be expressed by a prepo-

sitional phrase) can be advanced to a more central object argument leading to both

an increase and a rearrangement of valency. He identifies the applicative verbal

affixes as prepositional in nature. In fact, he uses the term ‘applicative verb’ inter-

changeably with ‘prepositional verb’. According to Comrie, these verbs commonly

introduce objects that bear a benefactive/maleficiary, recipient, or motion towards,

semantic role. He provides examples of applicative constructions from a variety of

languages such as German (Indo-European, Germanic), Russian (Indo-European,

Slavic), Chukchee (Chukotko-Kamchatkan, Northen Chukotko-Kamchatkan spo-

ken in Russia), Classical Nahuatl (Uto-Aztecan, Aztecan), Wolof (Niger-Congo,
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Northen Atlantic) and Swahili and Luganda (both Niger-Congo, Bantu).

Another more theoretically focused characterization of applicative construc-

tions is given by Baker (1988a) in his incorporation analysis within the Government

and Binding program. According to Baker (1988a:9), the term applicative refers to

a set of closely related GF (grammatical function) permutations that allow obliques,

indirect objects and null preposition objects1 to become objects. Baker argues that

the applicative construction can be crosslinguistically analyzed as the incorporation

of adpositions, which originally license oblique or adjunct phrases, into the verb

stem. The incorporated adpositions may be associated with dative/goal, benefac-

tive/malefactive, instrumental, or locative semantic roles. According to The Uni-

formity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH), the applicative affix that the

verb bears is a prepositional marker that case (theta) marks the applied object. The

process is identified as a type of head movement (Baker 1988a:229) since the as-

sumption is a prepositional marker which heads a PP moves to adjoin to the head of

another category, i.e. the verb. The theoretical implication of this type of analysis

will be discussed in Chapter 7.

In LFG, the formation of the applicative verb is viewed as a lexical process.

Bresnan and Moshi (1990:48) state that “the applicative construction arises from

a derived verb form that introduces a new object argument to the base verb”. This

characterization emphasizes the role of the applied predicate which by virtue of

the applicative suffix is subcategorized for an applied object. LFG’s treatment of

applied objects will be discussed in Chapter 8.

In some definitions of applicative constructions, notions such as ‘peripheral’,

‘adjunct’ and ‘non-subcategorizable’ as opposed to ‘core’ and ‘subcategorizable’

are somehow vaguely used to describe the type of arguments that are implicated in

applicative coding. One such definition is given by Peterson (2007:1) as in, “Ap-

plicative constructions are a means some languages have for structuring clauses

which allow the coding of a thematically peripheral argument or adjunct as a core-

object argument”. Since applicative affixes can be associated with arguments that

range from subcategorizable to non-subcategorizable, designations such as ‘themat-

ically peripheral’ or ‘non-subcategorizable’ do not adequately describe the aspect

of gradience that characterizes semantic arguments. For example, when the applied

1Since Baker assumes that every applied object is assigned a semantic role by a preposition, ap-

plied objects of intransitive verbs are assumed to have the same deep representation as those which

have oblique conterparts even though at a surface level they do not have overt prepositions, and thus

they are null.
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morpheme assignes core argument status to the recipient of verbs like give or the

maleficiary/beneficiary of verbs like die, the applied arguments involved are not

thematically peripheral to the same degree.

The definitions we discussed above mainly emphasize the morphosyntactic as-

pect of applicative constructions. There are also other studies which highlight the

discourse aspect of these constructions (Givón 1983, Rude 1986, Donohue 2001,

Peterson 1999, Dalrymple and Nikolaeva 2007). Rude (1986) and Donohue (2001),

for instance, argue that alternative expressions of a given semantic role as an oblique

or applicative argument is motivated by the discourse salience of the referents. They

assume that applicatively expressed arguments have higher discourse salience than

their oblique counterparts. Dalrymple and Nikolaeva (2007) follow a similar line of

reasoning suggesting an information structure role approach to account for differ-

ential coding of objects. They argue that languages can signal information structure

roles, i.e. topic and focus, of object arguments through grammatical encoding such

as case and pronominal marking. They point out that objects that are preferentially

treated for case and pronominal marking indicate higher discourse salience than

those which are dispreferred. It is commonly observed that the need to employ an

applicative expression is motivated by a variety of semantic and discourse factors.

Much research seems to indicate that in most cases the applied object has discourse

prominence and the overall result of the action affecting the applied object itself is

often highly topical or central in the discourse event (Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2006).

The discourse function of applied objects will be elaborated in Chapter 9.

Therefore, we would like to combine these two aspects that characterize ap-

plicative constructions in this work. We define the applicative construction as a

grammatical expression that morphosyntactically codes an altered construal of an

event. The applicative clause involves a verb with an applicative morpheme by

virtue of which an object argument which may bear a semantic role such as recip-

ient, goal, beneficiary, maleficiary, instrumental, locative, source, comitative, etc.

is subcategorized for, and the resulting applied argument has a greater discourse

salience.

In the reminder of this chapter we will describe the applicative phenomenon

in detail with data from Tigrinya alongside some parameters that are believed to

vary cross-linguistically. In Section 4.2 we will present the morphosyntactic and

discourse perspectives through which the applicative operation can be explained.

In Section 4.3 we will explore the morphological coding of applied objects. Fol-

lowing that, in Section 4.4 we will outline the semantic roles that can be coded
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applicatively.

4.2 The applicative operation

From a morphosyntactic point of view, the applicative construction is a morphosyn-

tactic process that operates on the argument structure of a verb. In this construction,

the verb is marked with an applicative morpheme by virtue of which a new object

argument is introduced to the basic argument list of a verb (Peterson 2007, Bresnan

and Moshi 1990). The object argument that is introduced in this manner may bear

one of a number of semantic roles: recipient, beneficiary, maleficiary, instrumental,

locative, goal or source. Example (119) illustrates this process.

(119) a. ዮናስ
yonas
Yonas.M

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ገዚኡዎ።
gäziP-u-wo
PerfS.buy-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Yonas bought the book.’

b. ዮናስ
yonas
Yonas.M

ንሳባ
n1-saba
Obj-Saba.F

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ገዚኡላ።
gäziP-u-la
PerfS.buy-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘Yonas bought Saba a book.’

c. ንዮናስ
n1-yonas
Obj-Yonas

እምኒ
P1mni
stone.Sg

ወዲቑዎ።
wädiq̄-u-wo
Perf.fall-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘A stone fell on Yonas.’

In (119a) the verb gäzɨʔä ‘he bought’ is subcategorized for agent and theme

arguments which are expressed as subject and object, respectively. The subject NP

yonas ‘Yonas’ and the definite object NP n-ät-i mäṣḥaf ‘the book’ are marked with

the pronominal suffixes -u and -wo on the verb. However, in (119b) the verb carries

a different verbal suffix, -la, which corresponds to the object NP n1-saba ‘(for) Saba’

that fills the beneficiary argument. In (119c) the intransitive verb wädäq̄ä ‘it fell’,

which initially is subcategorized for a theme argument, through the verbal suffix

-wo codes the applied object n1-yonas ‘(on) Yonas’ that has a maleficiary semantic

role. The applied object is preposed since it corresponds to a semantically prominent

argument. As these examples show, in Tigrinya applied objects are coded via verbal

suffixes.

Discourse based approaches, on the other hand, emphasize the factors that ne-

cessitate the applicative expression. Research indicates that the use of applicative
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constructions correlates with a number of semantic and discourse oriented fac-

tors (Rude 1986, Givón 1976, 1978, Donohue 2001). Discourse-prominent refer-

ents routinely co-occur with certain semantic classes of nouns, i.e. with animate,

pronominal, definite, specific, identifiable, etc. referents rather than with inanimate,

non-pronominal, indefinite, non-specific, non-identifiable ones. In some languages

this differentiation is overtly indicated through obligatory case or/and pronominal

marking of objects that rank high in these semantic features. In Tigrinya only defi-

nite/specific objects trigger case and pronominal marking, as in (120).

(120) a. ዮናስ
yonas
Yonas.M

ንድኻታት
n-d1k

¯
a-tat

to-poor-Pl

ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money

ሂቡ።
hib-u
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg

‘Yonas gave money to (the) poor.’

b. ዮናስ
yonas
Yonas.M

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money

ንድኻታት
n-d1k

¯
a-tat

to-poor-Pl
ሂቡዎ።
hib-u-wo
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Yonas gave the money to (the) poor.’

c. ዮናስ
yonas
Yonas.M

ነቶም
n-ät-om
Obj-Det-3MPl

ድኻታት
d1k

¯
a-tat

poor-Pl

ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money

ሂቡዎም።
hib-u-wom
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MPl

‘Yonas gave money to the poor people.’

d. ዮናስ
yonas
Yonas.M

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money

ነቶም
n-ät-om
Obj-Det-3MPl

ድኻታት
d1k

¯
a-tat

poor-Pl
ሂቡዎም።
hib-u-wom
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MPl

‘Yonas gave the money to the poor people.’

The examples in (120) involve a ditransitive verb which is subcategorized for

two object arguments bearing theme and recipient semantic roles. In (120a) the

verb does not bear any object suffix since both objects are indefinite. The marker

n1- functions both as a nominal case marker when it codes definite theme objects,

as in n-ät-i gänzäb ‘the money’ (120b), and as a prepositional marker which is se-

mantically linked to recipient and beneficiary arguments regardless of whether they

are definite, as in n-ät-om d1k
¯
a-tat ‘to the poor people’, or not, as in n-d1k

¯
a-tat ‘to

(the) poor’. In (120b) the verb bears an object suffix that corresponds to the def-

inite theme object n-ät-i gänzäb ‘the money’, whereas in (120c) the object suffix

corresponds to the definite recipient object n-ät-om d1k
¯
a-tat ‘the poor people’. The
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theme and the recipient objects are coded with the same object suffix. The verb

can accommodate only one object marker at a time. Thus, in situations where both

objects are definite, the object that is perceived as central to the event/discourse is

prioritized for pronominal marking. Since information questions, i.e. wh-questions,

are a good basis for analyzing discourse structures (Lambrecht 1998:283), we em-

ploy this technique in order to illustrate the discourse motivation of applicatives

(121).

(121) a. ዮናስ
yonas
Yonas.M

ነቶም
n-ät-om
Obj-Det-3MPl

ድኻታት
d1k

¯
a-tat

poor-Pl

እንታይ
P1ntay
what

ሂቡዎም?
hib-u-wom
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM13MPl

‘What did Yonas give to the poor?

b. ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money.Sg

ሂቡዎም።
hib-u-wom
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MPl

‘He gave them money.’

The speaker in (121a) assumes that the addressee is familiar with the subject

referent ‘Yonas’ and the recipient object referent ‘the poor’ both introduced as def-

inite and identifiable, i.e. as topics. According to Lambrecht (1998) subject refer-

ents tend to constitute primary topics, whereas object referents that are worthy of

being cast as topics tend to constitute secondary topics. The verb in (121a) carries

a verbal suffix for the definite recipient object. The wh-expression P1ntay ‘what’

evokes the filler of the missing argument, thus since the referent is unfamiliar to the

speaker, it constitutes the focus domain of the discourse. The reply to this question

(121b) carries over the previously established pragmatic context. The fact that both

the subject and the recipient object referents are not overtly realized as full noun

phrases indicates that these are discourse-old referents, and thus are anaphorically

expressed through verbal affixes. In this discourse context, the recipient object is

cast as a secondary topic, while the theme object represents new information ex-

pressed as a full NP and therefore cannot be pronominally indexed on the verb. On

the other hand, if we change the discourse context, as in (122) we notice a different

grammatical encoding of the discourse referents.

(122) a. ዮናስ
yonas
Yonas.M

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money.Sg

ንመን
n-män
to-who

ሂቡዎ?
hib-u-wo
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘To whom did Yonas give the money?’
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b. ንድኻታት
n-d1k

¯
a-tat

to-poor-Pl

ሂቡዎ።
hib-u-wo
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Yonas gave the money to the poor.’

In (122a) the subject and the theme object are topical since both have definite

and identifiable referents. The controller of the verbal suffix corresponds to the top-

ical theme object n-ät-i gänzäb ‘the money’. The wh-expression n-män ‘to whom’

evokes the missing argument, and thus constitutes the focus domain of the dis-

course which in (122b) is supplied with the expression of the recipient. Therefore,

in Tigrinya, object verbal suffixes can only be associated with topical arguments,

whereas object arguments that do not control object verbal suffixes constitute the

foci domain of the discourse.

Discourse oriented approaches point out that applicative and the oblique ex-

pressions have different pragmatic functions. Donohue (2001:218) argues that the

reason for choosing an applicative expression of a semantic role when a language

has an option for coding that same semantic argument with an oblique phrase is

motivated by discourse. The applicative codes higher discourse salience than the

oblique expression of an argument. As we saw in examples (121) and (122) the re-

cipient argument that controls a verbal suffix (121b) is more prominent in discourse

than the one which does not (122b). We will further illustrate this point by giving

two discourse situations in (123).

(123) a. Discourse context: Yonas is told by his mother to place the book that he was

reading on the bookshelf, but he instead puts it on a table. His brother reports

this as follows.

ኣደ!
Padä
mother

ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book

ኣብ
Pab
on

ጣውላ
t
˙
awla

table
ኣንቢሩዋ።
Panbir-u-wa
PerfS.place-SM.3FSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Mother! Yonas placed the book on a table.’

b. Discourse context: Yonas’ mother has cleared the table to set it for dinner, but

Yonas had not noticed this, and thus he puts a book on it. His brother reports

this to their mother.

ኣደ!
Padä
Mother

ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ጣውላ
t
˙
awla

table

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book

ኣንቢሩሉ።
Panbir-u-lu
PerfS.place-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘Mother! Yonas placed a book on the table.’
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In example (123a) the object pronominal suffix -wa corresponds to the argument

that bears the theme semantic role, mäṣɨḥaf ‘book’, and the argument that bears the

locative role, t
˙
awla ‘table’, is realized as an oblique phrase marked by the locative

preposition ʔab ‘on’. In this discourse, the book has pragmatic salience since it is

an identifiable and definite object; whereas the locative argument ‘table’ is less

important in the discourse. It is one of the possible locations in the house where

Yonas could have placed the book, in contrast to the bookshelf where the book

was supposed to be placed. Its mention increases the addressee’s knowledge about

where the book is placed. However, since it is not central to the event describe

in the discourse, it is not coded as an applicative object. On the other hand, in

the second discourse (123b) the locative argument has greater pragmatic salience

which makes it worthy to be coded as an applied object. The verbal suffix -lu agrees

with this locative argument which is also expressed in the nominal phrase with the

objective case maker nɨ- instead of the oblique locative preposition ʔab ‘on’. The

indefinite theme object has focus status in this discourse. An applied object that is

highly topical in the discourse event may be cast as a core argument through the

applicative morpheme. Therefore, an applicative construction can be viewed as a

topicalization construction similar to passivization and relativization where only

core arguments have more access to. We will discuss this topic further in Chapter

(9).

4.3 Applicative coding

By definition, applicative constructions are signaled by verbal affixes in all lan-

guages that employ the phenomenon. In fact, this is the main property that dis-

tinguishes an applicative operation from other strategies that bring about double

object construction; for example, the dative-shifted construction. Languages dif-

fer in the number and the grammatical category of the applicative markers. Some

languages use a default applicative morpheme to code a variety of semantic roles.

For example, most Bantu languages use a single applicative marker for various se-

mantic roles. The realization of the marker may vary slightly within this class: -i,
-il and -ir, which can vary depending on vowel harmony, are the most common

markers of applicatives in Bantu languages. These are used in Swahili, Kichaga,

Ndendeule, Bukusu, Chicheŵa and Chishona to code a set of semantic roles such

as goal, beneficiary, maleficiary, instrumental, locative, motive, purpose, direction,

etc. (Baker 1988a, Bresnan and Moshi 1990, Alsina and Mchombo 1993, Harford
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1993, Ngonyani 1998, Peterson 2007). Kinyarwanda, in contrast, codes certain se-

mantic roles with distinct applicative markers. The affixes -ho and -mo are used

to code locative and instrumental applicatives, respectively, while -er marks a set

of semantic roles such as a recipient, goal, beneficiary and maleficiary. Some lan-

guages use even more detailed applicative markers which correlate to adpositions

that obliquely mark the corresponding semantic roles. In these languages the ap-

plicative markers and prepositions are homophonous forms. Two extreme instances

of these are Hakha Lai, a Tibeto-Burman language and Abaza, a Northwest Cau-

casian Language. Hakha Lai, for example, uses -piak for benefactive/ malefactive, -
tseʔm for additional benefactive, -pii for comitative, -hnoʔ for malefactive/allative, -
kaʔn for prioritive, -taak for relinquitive and -naak for instrumental (Peterson 2007).

Some languages allow multiple applied objects. In this case an applied verb

hosts multiple applicative morphemes for each applied object. Some of the well

known languages that allow multiple applied objects are Abaza, a Northwest Cau-

casian language (O'Herin 2001), Kinyarwanda, Kichaga and Kikuyu which are

Bantu languages (Ngonyani and Githinji 2006), Koyraboro Senni, a Nilo-Saharan

language (Heath 1999) and Tukang Besi, an Austronesian language (Donohue

2001, Peterson 2007). In the next section (4.3), we will describe the coding of ap-

plied objects in Tigrinya.

Tigrinya has two verbal suffix forms that are associated with applied objects.

These are glossed OM1 and OM2 in this work. In the following group of exam-

ples, OM1 codes a base object of a transitive verb (124a), a recipient object of a

ditransitive verb (124b) and an applied object of an intransitive verb (124c).

(124) a. ዮናስ
yonas
Yonas.M

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book

ገዚኡዎ።
gäziP-u-wo
PerfS.buy-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Yonas bought the book.’

b. ዮናስ
yonas
Yonas.M

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book

ንሳባ
n1-saba
Obj-Saba.F

ሂቡዋ።
hib-u-wa
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Yonas gave Saba the book.’

c. ዮናስ
yonas
yonas.M

ንሳባ
n1-saba
Obj-Saba.F

ጐይዩዋ።
gwäyy-u-wa

PerfS.run-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Yonas ran after/chased Saba.’

In example (124a) the verb bears the simple form object suffix -wo to code

the definite base object mäṣḥäf ‘book’. Indefinite objects are not marked with a
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pronominal suffix however, as was mentioned earlier in connection with (119a).

Example (124b) illustrates that the simple form also codes recipient/goal objects

in double object constructions which result from ditransitive verbs. When OM1 is

attached to ditransitive verbs, it can ambiguously code either the base object or

the goal object. In (124c) the intransitive verb gwäyäyä ‘he ran’, in its basic form,

has an agent role as its sole argument. However, when OM1 is applied to it, the

applied verb form codes an object argument with a maleficiary/affectee role which

corresponds to the NP n1-saba ‘Saba’ in example (124c) .

Tigrinya uses the same pronominal morphemes as subject and object verbal suf-

fixes. The subject and the object verbal suffixes are identified by their order in the

verb stem. The subject suffix comes before the object suffix. For example, in gäziʔ-
na-ka ‘we bought you’ -na marks the subject and -ka marks the object, and they

have first person plural and second person masculine singular agreement values,

respectively. However, when the order is reversed as in gäziʔ-ka-na ‘you bought

us’, -ka and -na mark the subject and the object, respectively. In some phonolog-

ical contexts the combination of the subject and the object agreement morphemes

causes the OM1 form to vary. In Tigrinya neither vowel sequences nor consonant

clusters are allowed, and an obligatory consonant or semivowel onset is required

for the formation of a valid syllabic structure. When an object pronominal marker

that begins with a vowel is placed after a subject pronominal marker which ends

with a vowel, an epenthetic marker emerges which serves as a syllabic boundary

(Tesfay 2002:45). The following Table 4.1 lists the possible forms of OM1 that can

occur with the perfective-factual (traditionally called gerundive) verb forms.

gäziʔ- ‘bought’ Object
Subject 3MSg 3FSg 3MPl 3FPl 2MSg 2FSg 2MPl 2FPl 1Sg 1Pl

3MSg u wo wa wom wän ka ki kum kɨn ni na
3FSg a to ta tom tän tka tki tkum tkɨn tni tna
3MPl om wo wa wom wän ḵa ḵi ḵum ḵɨm ni na
3FPl än ʔo ʔa wom ʔän ḵa ḵa ḵum ḵɨn ni na
2MSg ka yo ya yom yän - - - - ni na
2FSg ki/ɨ yo ya yom yän - - - - ni na
2MPl kum wo wa wom wän - - - - ni na
2FPl kɨn ʔo ʔa ʔom ʔän - - - - ʔ/a-ni ʔ/a-na
1Sg ä yo ya yom yän ka ki kum kɨn - -
1Pl na yo ya yom yän ka ki kum kɨn - -

Table 4.1: OM1 of Perfective-factual verb

As is shown in 4.1, -w in gäziʔ-u-wa and -y in gäziʔ-ka-ya emerge as phonolog-

ical boundaries to separate the vowel sequences u-a and a-a, respectively.

The second form, glossed here as OM2, is formed out of the prepositional par-
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ticle -l1 and the agreement morphemes. For example, -la in gäziʔ-u-la is composed

of the prepositional clitic -l1 and -a, the feminine third person singular agreement

morpheme. In Ge’ez and Amharic, and in some dialects of Tigrinya, -l1 is used as

a dative case marker or as an indirect object preposition. However, in standard Er-

itrean Tigrinya it does not exist as an independent preposition, it is only found as a

formative of the OM2 verbal suffix. When OM2 is applied on transitive or ditransi-

tive verbs, it can code a beneficiary, maleficiary, locative or instrumental semantic

role, and when it is applied to intransitive verbs it codes a beneficiary semantic role,

as is shown in (125).

(125) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መምህር
mämh1r
teacher

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ሰደቓ
sedeq̄a
desk

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book
ኣንቢሩሉ።
Panbir-u-lu
PerfS.place-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘The teacher placed a book on the desk.’

b. ዮናስ
yonas
yonas-M

ንሳባ
n1-saba
Obj-Saba.F

ጐይዩላ።
gwäyy-u-la

PerfSrun-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘Yonas ran for Saba.’

In example (125a) -lu corresponds to the object NP näti sädäq̄a ‘the desk’ which

fills the locative argument, but in (125b) it agrees with the object NP n1-saba ‘Saba’

which bears a beneficiary semantic role. With OM2 the phonological situation dis-

cussed above does not occur. Since the marker -l1 occurs between the subject and

object suffixes, it serves as a boundary marker. Table 4.2 illustrates the repertoire

of the different possible combinations of the subject and object suffixes for the

perfective-factual verb forms.

gäziʔ- ‘bought’ Object
Subject 3MSg 3FSg 3MPl 3FPl 2MSg 2FSg 2MPl 2FPl 1Sg 1Pl

3MSg u lu la lom län lka lki lkum lkɨn läy lna
3FSg a tɨ-lu tɨ-la tɨ-lom tɨ-län tɨ-lka tɨ-lki tɨlkum tɨ-lkɨn tɨ-läy tɨ-lna
3MPl om lu la lom län ɨ-lḵa ɨ-lḵi ɨ-lḵum ɨ-lḵɨm läy lna
3FPl än a-lu a-la a-lom a-län a-lka a-lka a-lkum a-lḵɨn a-läy a-lna
2MSg ka lu la lom län - - - - läy lna
2FSg ki/ɨ lu la lom län - - - - läy lna
2MPl kum lu la lom län - - - - läy lna
2FPl kɨn a-lu a-la a-lom a-län - - - - a-läy a-lna
1Sg ä lu la lom län lka lki lkum lkɨn - -
1Pl na lu la lom län lka lki lkum lkɨn - -

Table 4.2: OM2 of Perfective-factual verb
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In the examples discussed above, the two types of object markers, OM1 and

OM2, seem to semantically distinguish between event internal and event external

objects. For example, the semantic difference between recipient and beneficiary

objects is overtly reflected by the way in which they are morphologically coded.

Recipients give the notion of an end point for the transfer of an object between two

individuals. Thus, they are internal to the event denoted by the verb. Beneficiaries,

on the other hand, denote a relation between an event and an individual external to

the event. This distinction can also be extended to applied objects of intransitive

verbs which usually use OM1 and OM2 to code the semantic roles affectee/goal

contrasted with beneficiary/locative, respectively. Let us consider example (126).

(126) a. Affectee object argument
ዮናስ
yonas
yonas-M

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ኵርሲ
kwursi
chair.Sg

ኮፍ
kof
sit

ኢሉዋ።
Pil-u-wa
PerfS.be-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Yonas sat (on) the chair.’

b. Locative object argument
ዮናስ
yonas
yonas-M

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ኵርሲ
kwursi

chair.Sg

ኮፍ
kof
sit

ኢሉላ።
Pil-u-la
PerfS.be-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘Yonas sat on the chair.’

In example (126a) the object is perceived as being affected by the event, that

is to say, the chair sustains the weight of the sitter. In example (126b), on the other

hand, the object argument has a locative role and is understood as a location where

the sitter is situated without giving any information on its involvement in the event.

In some languages, the applicative verbal suffixes code both the semantic role

of the argument and its agreement value. However, in other languages, the applica-

tive marker codes only the semantic role of the argument without specifying its

agreement values. These differences may have significant bearing on the grammar

of applicatives.

In addition to verbal suffixes, definite base and applied objects are coded with

a case marker. Definite base objects as in example (124a) bear an obligatory case

marker nɨ, whereas indefinite base objects are unmarked. Applied object NPs are

also marked with the same marker nɨ, as can be seen from examples (126a) and

(126b). Thus, since Tigrinya does not have distinct case markers that distinguish

between different object functions, the conventional name ‘objective case’ will be

used to identify the nɨ marker, and it will be glossed as ‘Obj’ in this work.
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4.4 Applied semantic roles

Languages differ as to the number and types of semantic roles they allow in

their applicative constructions. Some of the semantic roles that are attested cross-

linguistically in applicative constructions are: recipient, benefactive, malefactive,

goal, locative, directional, allative, ablative, source, comitative, prioritive, relin-

quitive, reason, purpose, stimulus, experiencer, circumstantial, possessor, etc. The

list may be longer or shorter depending on how one wants to distinguish all the

particular semantic roles that a verb may assign, or it may contain general labels

which subsume various semantic roles with shared semantic properties.

In principle, an applied object may bear any semantic role other than that of

theme/patient and agent roles. The most cross-linguistically attested applied se-

mantic roles tend to be those of beneficiary and recipient/goal, followed by loca-

tive and instrumental semantic roles (Kiyosawa 2006, Polinsky 2005). According

to a survey conducted by Peterson (2007, 1999) using a sample of fifty languages,

a significant number of languages employ a comitative role. Applied comitative

constructions seem to be even more frequent than the dative/goal applied semantic

role, as is shown in Table 4.3.

ben com dat/goal inst loc mal all circ abl
freq. 41 27 22 22 18 13 13 9 8

Table 4.3: Frequency of occurrence of various semantic roles according to Peterson
(2007:247)

However, some languages reflect anomalies with respect to certain semantic

roles. As Kiyosawa (2006:327) points out, instrumental, comitative and source ap-

plicatives are not common in Salish languages. For example, out of the twenty-

seven Salish languages she investigated, only one language, Bella Coola, con-

tains instrumental applicatives, although instrumental applicatives appear to be very

common elsewhere.

Even though frequency surveys such as the one given in Table 4.3 can be in-

formative in terms of which semantic roles are cross-linguistically attested, they

should not be used as accurate figures to derive a cross-linguistic ranking of ap-

plicative semantic roles. Owing to the fact that the data for such surveys come from

secondary sources (which is the case for the surveys by Peterson (1999, 2007) and

Polinsky (2005)), it is difficult to ensure comparability of the applicative semantic

roles outlined for each language in these sources. In addition, there is no agreement
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among linguists on the number and type of semantic roles for a given language,

let alone for the world’s languages. Kiyosawa (2006) points out that the frequency

of the circumstantial semantic role might be skewed up in Peterson’s survey be-

cause the circumstantial role be may be employed as a cover term for reason and

stimulus semantic roles as well. According to Kiyosawa (2006:328) what Donohue

(1994:416) identifies as a circumstantial semantic role in Tukang Besi is properly

understood as a reason semantic role, as is shown in (127).

(127) No-mate-ako
3REALIS-die-Appl

te
CORE

buti
fall

‘They died in a fall.’

There is also a tendency to include semantic roles such as recipient, ablative,

allative or source under general labels such as beneficiary, maleficiary, goal or loca-

tive semantic roles. In fact, it is cross-linguistically observed that many languages

employ polysemous applicative morphemes for a set of semantic roles that share

certain properties. For example, in Hakha Lai a polysemous applicative marker -
PaP is used to mark the following semantic roles: beneficiary, maleficiary, locative,

allative and ablative (Peterson 2007:41). In addition, the beneficiary -tsePm, comi-

tative -pii, prioritive -kaPn, relinquitive -taak and instrumental -naak semantic roles

are coded by distinct markers. Another language, Nomatsiguenga, an Arawakan

language spoken in Peru, contains distinct markers, -ne- for beneficiary, -mo- for

locative and -te- for allative applied objects (Peterson 2007:42). Languages that em-

ploy distinct applicative markers for individual semantic roles exhibit less seman-

tic ambiguity. Nomatsiguenga exhibits less semantic ambiguity than Hakha Lai.

When a language employs a polysemous applicative morpheme, a specific reading

of a distinct semantic role is foregrounded through the use of specific contexts and

events. For example, the allative reading may emerge more evidently with verbs

such as carry, bring, take, transport, etc., and the goal reading may be more appar-

ent with verbs that express a spatial or temporal path such as reach, arrive, come,
go, run, walk, etc.

Another interesting issue is the overlap of semantic roles, i.e. an argument fill-

ing more than one role simultaneously. Some of the semantic overlap seems quite

reasonable. For example, in Tigrinya the applied object of the verb fall as in (119c)

can have both locative/goal and maleficiary/affectee readings. However, some

overlap cases fail to conform to a traditional categorization of semantic roles. For

example, an additional beneficiary (glossed as -ADD BEN in (128a)) in Hakha Lai

(Peterson 2007:41) and a possessor beneficiary/maleficiary in Okanagan (Gerdts
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and Kiyosawa 2005:53) can be expressed with a single applicative morpheme, as

in (128).

(128) a. Hakha Lai
thiŋ
wood

Pa-ka-laak-tsePm
3Sg.S-1Sg.O-carry-ADD BEN

‘He carried wood for me (in addition to carrying wood for himself).’

b. Okanagan
Mary
Mary

Qác-ł-t-s iP
tie-POS-TR-3ERG

ttẃit
ART

iP
boy

k∂wáp-s
ART horse-3POSS

‘Mary tied the boy’s horse (for him).’

In (128a) the additional beneficiary applicative implies that both the applied

object and the subject benefit from the event denoted by the verb, and the applied

object in (128b), in addition to being a possessor, is also perceived as an implied

beneficiary. In the following sections we aim to explore the semantic roles of ap-

plied objects in Tigrinya. Applicative constructions in Tigrinya allow for the coding

of recipient, beneficiary, maleficiary, goal, source, locative, instrumental, path, ex-

periencer and possessor semantic roles. An applied expression with a comitative

semantic role, however, is not commonly attested, except for a few verbs, such as

tä-sämamQä ‘he agreed’, tä-wäQaQalä ‘he contracted’ and tä-h
˙
ababärä ‘he coop-

erated’, that morphologically mark an associative function on the verb. Otherwise,

comitative semantic roles are incompatible with applicative expressions. For exam-

ple, the comitative argument in clauses such as He weeded his field with his friend.
cannot be expressed applicatively in Tigrinya. The reading of a semantic role de-

pends on the form of the applicative affix, the semantics of the base verb and the

context of use. Semantic properties of the base and applied verbs will be discussed

further in Chapter 5. In this section we will only focus on the types of semantic

roles that can be expressed applicatively in Tigrinya.

4.4.1 Recipient

In Tigrinya there is a small number of verbs that can be characterized as prototyp-

ical ditransitives since the recipient object of these verbs is coded in the same way

as the theme, and they exhibit syntactic properties that are characteristic of theme

objects. We characterize the recipient arguments of these verbs as implicated or

affected objects. Typically an affected or implicated applied object has a recipient

or goal/locative semantic role reading (affected locatives are discussed in section

4.4.3). Implicated recipient objects are coded with the suffix OM1, which is also
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employed for coding definite theme objects in monotransitive clauses. Verbs such

as habä ‘he gave’, Qaddälä ‘he distributed’, Paräkäbä ‘he handed’, Paläqh
˙
ä ‘he lent’,

käfälä ‘he paid’, mäq̄älä ‘he shared/divided’, Pakaräyä ‘he rented out’, nägärä ‘he

told’, mäharä ‘he taught’, h
˙
atätä ‘he asked’ and habbärä ‘he directed/ he informed’

are typical examples of this class. The examples in (129) illustrate applicative con-

structions that involve some of these verbs.

(129) implicated recipients
a. እቲ

P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer.Sg

ነተን
n-ät-än
Obj-Det-3FPl

ከብቲ
käbti
cattle

ሳዕሪ
saQri
grass

ሂቡወን።
hib-u-wän
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FPl

‘The farmer gave the cattle grass.’

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መምህር
mämh1r
teacher.Sg

ነተን
n-ät-än
Obj-Det-3FPl

ተመሃሮ
tämähar-o
student-Pl

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-ti

book-Pl
ዓዲሉወን።
Qadil-u-wän
PerfS.distribute-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FPl

‘The teacher distributed books to the (female) students.’

c. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሰብኣይ
säbPay
man.Sg

ነቶም
n-ä-tom
Obj-Det-3MPl

ስራሕተኛታት
särah

˙
täña-tat

worker-Pl

ደሞዞም
dämoz-om
salary-POSS.3MPl

ከፊሉዎም።
käfil-u-wom
PerfS.paySM.3FSg-OM1.3MPl

‘The man paid the workers their salary.’

In these examples, the object NPs käbti ‘cattle’ in (129a), tämähar-o ‘students’

in (129b) and särah
˙
täña-tat ‘workers’ in (129c), which have a recipient argument

reading, are coded with OM1. The recipient objects of such ditransitive verbs are

perceived as fully involved participants in the event described by the verbs, and this

information is inherently lexicalized within the core meaning of these verbs.

4.4.2 Beneficiary, maleficiary and goal

There is also a class of ditransitive verbs that code the recipient/beneficiary argu-

ment as an incidental/unaffected object. Incidental recipient objects are indexed on

the verb through the suffix OM2, and they lack some of the basic syntactic prop-

erties that a core object of a monotransitive clause exhibits. Verbs such as wäfäyä
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‘he donated/offered’, Pabärkätä ‘he presented’, mälläsä ‘he answered’, šäyäṭä ‘he

sold’, sädädä ‘he sent’, mäläsä ‘he sent back/returned’, wäsädä ‘he took’ may either

code the recipient object with OM2 or the theme object with OM1. The applied ob-

jects coded by this suffix (OM2) may be ambiguously associated with a variety of

semantic roles such as those of recipient, goal, beneficiary, maleficiary or a source

semantic role, as the examples in (130) show.

(130) a. recipient or beneficiary
እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሰብኣይ
säbPay
man

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ጓል
gwal
girl

ደርሆ
därho
chicken

ወፊዩላ።
wäfy-u-la
PerfS.donate-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘The man donated a chicken to/for the girl.’

b. goal, beneficiary or maleficiary
እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሰብኣይ
säbPay
man

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ደርሆ
därho
chicken

ሸይጡላ።
šäyt

˙
-u-la

PerfS.sell-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘The man sold a chicken to/for/on the woman.’

c. goal, source, beneficiary or maleficiary
እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሰብኣይ
säbPay
man

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ጓል
gwal
girl

መጽሓፋ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-a

book-Poss.3FSg
ወሲዱላ።
wäsid-u-la
PerfS.take-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘The man took the girl her book/took her book away from the girl/ took her

book from the girl/ took her book for her.’

d. goal or beneficiary
እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ወዲ
wäddi
boy

ነዲኡ
n-ädiP-u
Obj-mother.FSg-Poss.3MSg

ደብዳቤ
däbdabe
letter

ሰዲዱላ።
sädid-u-la
PerfS.send-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘The boy sent a letter to/for his mother.’

In (130a), the -la suffix corresponds to the applied object NP n-ät-a gwal’ ‘the

girl’ which may ambiguously bear a recipient or a beneficiary semantic role. The
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event depicted by the verb wäfäyä ‘he donated’ involves primarily an interaction

which involves a donor and a donation, and an incidental recipient. In contrast to the

implicated/affected recipient argument of the Tigrinya verb wihu-wo ‘he give him’,

the involvement of the recipient argument in the wäfiyu-lu ‘he donated for him’

event is marginal. This semantic difference is morphologically indicated by the use

of the two types of object suffix, OM1 and OM2, in coding the recipient objects of

the two types of ditransitive verbs. In addition, the verb wäfäyä ‘he donated’ allows

a beneficiary applied object reading since its meaning depicts a positive intention,

and as a result there is no maleficiary reading of the applied object. As this exam-

ple shows, the semantic role restriction follows from lexical property of the verb.

In (130b), the applied object may have a goal, beneficiary or maleficiary reading.

In Tigrinya the participant that plays the role of a buyer in the selling transaction is

best identified as a goal argument. The fact that this role can also be expressed al-

ternatively through an oblique phrase which is coded by the allative preposition nab
‘to’, which is distinct from the dative preposition n1- ‘to’, suggests that the recipient

role should be distinguished from the goal semantic role. The semantics of the verb

šäyät
˙
ä ‘he sold’ can also admit beneficiary and maleficiary semantic roles. Thus,

the applied object in this example may bear a goal semantic role, the participant to

whom the därho ‘chicken’ is sold, a beneficiary semantic role, the participant who

would benefit from the selling of the chicken, or a maleficiary to whose detriment

the chicken is sold. In (130c) the lexical meaning of the verb wäsädä ‘he took’,

in addition to the theme argument, may express a goal argument, as in ‘he took

(something) to’, or a source argument, as in ‘take (something) from’. Moreover, a

beneficiary reading can be retrieved from the former sense, and a maleficiary read-

ing from the latter. The specific reading of ambiguously coded semantic roles may

be deciphered from the pragmatic context. For example, the possessive pronomi-

nal maker on mäs
˙
h
˙
af-a ‘her book’ specifies that the book belongs to the referent

of the applied object. Based on our pragmatic understanding, i.e. ‘taking away a

belonging from someone is disadvantageous to the owner’, we perceive the applied

object as a maleficiary argument. In (130d) the reading of a goal applied object is

contained within the lexical meaning of the verb. In addition, the verb may also al-

low beneficiary and maleficiary semantic role readings. However, since receiving

a letter from one’s own son is normally considered more of a benefit rather than

a disadvantage, the beneficiary reading is more evident than the maleficiary read-

ing. As examples (130a, 130b and 130d) show, we also need to appeal to world

knowledge in order to get a specific reading of a semantic role. This suggests that
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the markers OM1 and OM2 do not encode a specific reading of an applied semantic

role, and thus the markers are underspecified for the various applied semantic roles

(e.g. beneficiary, goal, maleficiary, source, etc.).

4.4.3 Locative

Tigrinya can also express a locative role applicatively. A locative applied role can

arise either as an inherently lexicalized argument of a verb or as a semantically

peripheral argument. For instance, the verbs säq̄älä ‘he hung’ and däqäsä ‘he slept’

can both host the verbal suffix OM2 for an applicative locative role. In the case of

the former verb the presence of a locative argument is inherently lexicalized in the

meaning of the verb, whereas in the latter verb it is not. The applicative expression

of the locative semantic role can also be conveyed by OM1. A locative argument

that is marked by OM1 registers an affectedness meaning. In this sense, the location

stands in some central relation to the event described by the verb, as is illustrated

in (131).

(131) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

እምኒ
P1mni
rock

ኮፍ
kof
sit

ኢሉዋ/ላ።
Pil-u-wa/la
PerfS.say-SM.3MSg-OM1/OM2.3FSg

‘The farmer sat on the rock.’2

b. (ን)እታ
n1-P1t-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ገረብ
gäräb
tree

ኣዕዋፍ
PaQwaf
bird.FPl

ሰፊረንኣ/ላ።
säfir-än-Pa/la
PerfS.lodge-SM.3FPl-OM1/OM2.3FSg

‘The birds nested on the tree.’

c. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

እምኒ
P1mni
rock

2The verb kof Pilu ‘he sat down’ belongs to a type of verbs known as composite verbs (Hetzron

1972, Appleyard 2001). A composite verb consists of two elements: an uninflected ideophone that

constitutes the lexical meaning of the composite verb and an inflected invariant verb derived from

the verb bähalä ‘he said’, but it can also acquire different meanings such as ‘be’, ‘do’, or ‘make’,

depending on the meaning of the ideophone that it co-occurs with. Ideophones depict sensory events

by imitating the sound or the movement of objects, or by describing their posture or configuration.

They are not nouns, verbs or adverbs. They are classified as an independent word class. The verbal

function is performed via the verb bähalä ‘he said’ which has inflectional potential. In kof Pilu ‘he sat

down’, the ideophonic word kof depicts the sitting posture, whereas the verb Pilu which literally means

‘he said’ serves as a morphosyntactic unit that codes inflectional information such as tense-aspect and

agreement, without contributing to the lexical meaning of the composite expression.
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ደይቡዋ/ላ።
däyb-u-wa/la
PerfS.climb-SM.3MSg-OM1/OM2.3FSg

‘The farmer climbed the rock./ The farmer climbed using (with) the rock.’

d. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መምህር
mämh1r
teacher

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ሰደቓ
sedeq̄a
desk

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book
ኣንቢሩሉ።
Panbir-u-lu
PerfS.place-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘The teacher put/placed a book on the desk.’

e. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

በዓቲ
bäQati
cave

ማሕረሻ
mah

˙
räša

plough.Sg
ሓቢኡላ።
h
˙
abiP-u-la

PerfS.hide-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘The farmer hid a plough in the cave.’

In example (131a) and (131b) kof Pilu ‘he sat down’ and säfärä ‘it nested on’

may host either OM1 or OM2 for an affected and unaffected locative applied object,

respectively. In contrast, the verb däyäbä ‘he climbed’ in (131c) can only encode an

affected locative/goal object through the suffix OM1. The suffix OM2 cannot ex-

press an unaffected locative applied object reading, but can express an instrumental

reading. This seems to be due to the telic property of the verb däyäbä ‘he climbed’.

According to Hopper and Thompson (1980) telicity reflects a higher degree of tran-

sitivity and affectedness. In addition, the affected applied object reading yielded by

this verb seem to be due to the unergative property of the verb. The referent of the

applied object is directly affected by the action of an agent participant. Like the pa-

tient arguments of monotransitive verbs, referents of applied objects of unergative

verbs are directly affected by the action of the agent argument. In this example, the

climber walks on the rock from the bottom to the top, thus the rock sustains the mo-

mentum of walking. However, the locative applied arguments of the verbs Panbärä
‘he placed/put down’ (131d) and h

˙
abP-ä ‘he hid something’ (131e) are perceived as

incidentally affected applied objects. When there is minimum contact or interaction

between the agent and the locative argument, the locative argument is perceived as

an unaffected applied object and is coded with the suffix OM2. In these examples,

the agent argument does not act directly upon the locative argument since it is the

referent of theme argument that is acted upon; however, the referent of the locative

argument is indirectly effected by the action. The desk in (131d) and cave (131e)
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are portrayed as mere locations that carry or contain the referent of the theme ob-

ject without coding any information concerning the interaction of the locative and

theme referents.

Depending on the semantics of the base verb a locative argument can acquire

different types of affectedness. In the examples (132) the locative arguments of the

verbs s
˙
1Qanä ‘he loaded’, zerPä ‘he sowed/planted’, läk

¯
äyä ‘he smeared/painted’

and mälPä ‘he filled’ are perceived as affected objects on the basis of different

kinds of semantic relations.

(132) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ኣድጊ
Padgi
donkey

ሳዕሪ
saQri
hay

ጽዒኑዋ።
s
˙
1Qin-u-wa.

PerfS.load-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘The farmer loaded the donkey with hay.’

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ግራት
g1rat
field

ማሸላ
mašäla
millet

ዘሪኡዋ።
zeriP-u-wa
PerfS.sow-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘The farmer sowed the field with millet.’

c. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መንደቕ
mändäq̄

wall

ሕብሪ
h
˙
1bri

colour/paint
ለኽዩዎ።
läk

¯
y-u-wo.

PerfS.paint-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘The farmer painted the wall with paint.’

d. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ደንበ
dänbä
barn

ሳዕሪ
saQri
hay

መሊኡዎ።
mäliP-u-wo.
PerfS.fill-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘The farmer filled the barn with hay.’

e. ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ገዛ
gäza
house

ሰብ
säb
person

ኣትዩዎ።
Paty-u-wo.
PerfS.enter-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘A person entered the house.’

In (132a) the suffix OM1 -wa corresponds to the applied object NP n-ät-a Padgi
‘the donkey’. The verb s

˙
äQanä ‘he loaded’ is not an alternating verb in Tigrinya, un-
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like its English equivalent it can permit an oblique alternation only for the locative

argument Padgi ‘the donkey’, but not for the theme argument. However, the theme

argument saQri ‘hay’ can only be expressed as a nominal object. The affectedness

sense is not related to the animacy feature of the referent that fills the locative ar-

gument slot, since referents that can function either as a mode of transportation or

a piece of furniture on which objects may be placed can serve as arguments and

are coded with the suffix OM1. With the verb s
˙
äQanä ‘he loaded’, the applied loca-

tive object is understood as an affected object since it has to sustain the load. The

locative argument of the verb zärPä ‘he sowed/planted’ in (132b) is understood as

an affected applied object because here the farmer does not just spread the seeds

over the ground, but rather acts upon both the field and the seeds. Thus, this sense

of affectedness involves assumptions such as the soil being turned over and the

seeds being buried underneath it. Similarly, in (132c) the locative argumentmändäq̄

‘wall’ is perceived as as an implicated participant since the process of painting the

wall involves applying paint by stroking the wall with an instrument, the wall being

soaked with the paint, and the paint being absorbed by the wall. The affectedness

nuance in (132d) and (132e) is evoked as part of the lexicalized meaning of the

verbs mälPä ‘he filled’ and Patäwä ‘he entered’ which conveys the information that

the locative argument contains the theme object fully. The verb mälPä ‘he filled’

also implies that the container comes to be pervaded or is occupied by the referent

of the theme object. In contrast, verbs such as zäräwä ‘he scattered’, näs
˙
ägä ‘he

sprayed/sprinkled’, käQäwä ‘he spilled’ and PaQ1räq̄ä ‘he poured’ lexicalize a min-

imum engagement or interaction between the agent and the locative participant and

between the theme and the locative participants, and thus these verbs do not mark

the locative argument as an affected applied object. Thus, their applicative locative

objects are coded by OM2.

4.4.4 Instrumental and path

The applied object is also underspecified for the instrumental reading. Like loca-

tive applied objects, instrumental applied objects can be coded by either the suffix

OM1 or OM2 to express different affectedness readings. The OM2 suffix yields

an instrumental reading when it is applied to verbs that in their lexical meaning

entail the presence of an instrument or a tool. For example, the use of the suf-

fix with verbs such h
˙
aräsä ‘he plowed’, kwäQatä ‘he dug’, qwäräs

˙
ä ‘he cut’,las

˙
äyä

‘he shaved’, h
˙
arädä ‘he knifed/murdered/slashed’, harämä ‘he hit’ and wägPä ‘he

pricked/punctured/injected’ will express the instrumental applied object reading, as
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in (133).

(133) a. ኣቦይ
Pabo-y
father-Poss.1Sg

ነዛ
n-äz-a
Obj-DetProx-3FSg

ማሕረሻ
mah

˙
räša

plough

እዚኣ
P1zi-P-a
ProxPro-3FSg

ዓሰርተ
Qassärtä
ten

ዓመት
Qamät

year
ሓሪሱላ።
h
˙
aris-u-la

PerfS.plough-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘My father plowed with this very plough for ten years.’

b. (ን)እታ
(n1)-P1t-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ናይ
nay
of

ዓባዩ
Qabbay-u
grandmother-Poss.3MSg

መላጸ
mälas

˙
ä

razor

ጭሕሙ
č
˙
1h
˙
m-u

beard-Poss.3MSg
ላጽዩላ።
las

˙
1y-u-la

PerfS.shave-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘He shaved his beard with his grandmother’s razor.’

The suffix OM2 in (133a) and (133b) corresponds to the instrumental applied

objects mah
˙
reša ‘plough’ and mälas

˙
ä ‘razor’. The affected object suffix OM1 is

used with verbs that lexicalize a path semantic role as a sub-sense of the instrumen-

tal semantic role reading. In Tigrinya instrument and path arguments are coded with

the same preposition – b1- – in the oblique expression. The two concepts are uni-

fied in the wide semantic sense of ‘a means to accomplish something’. Like with the

instrumental applied argument, the path applied object can also be coded through

OM1 or OM2. For example, with the verb h
˙
aläfä ‘he passed’ the suffix OM2 is used

when the applied object is understood as a mere passage or path (134a), and OM1

is used when the applied object is understood as an affected object, as in (134b).

(134) a. ነዛ
n-äz-a
Obj-DetProx-3FSg

መንገዲ
mängäddi
road

ትማሊ
t1mali
yesterday

ማካይን
makay1n
cars

ሓሊፈናላ
h
˙
alif-än-ala

Perf-pass-SM.3FPl-OM2.3FSg

ነይረን።
näyr-än
Past.be-SM.3FPl

‘Cars passed by/through this road yesterday.’

b. ዮናስ
yonas
Yonas

ትማሊ
t1mali
yesterday

ሓሊፉና
h
˙
alif-u-na

Perf-pass-SM.3MSg-OM1.1Pl

ነይሩ።
näy-u
Past.be-SM.3MSg

‘Yonas passed/dropped by us yesterday.’

In (134a) the suffix OM2 codes a path semantic role which is interpreted as an

extended course or direction over which something moves. In (134b) OM1 is per-

ceived as a stopping point on the course or path that one passes by leaving it behind.
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The affectedness reading results from the notion of telicity, since the affected path

is understood as a completed course, a point that is completely covered.

The verb gäzPä ‘he bought’ can code an instrumental argument with either OM1

or OM2, and the resulting applied objects are semantically distinct, as in (135).

(135) a. ነቲ
nä-t-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ገዚኡሉ።
gäziP-u-lu
Perf.buy-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘He bought a book with the money.’

b. ነቲ
nä-t-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ገዚኡዎ።
gäziP-u-wo
Perf.buy-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘He bought a book with the money.’

In sentence (135a) the use of the suffix OM2 denotes that the applied object is

used as a mere device in the transaction of buying without giving any appraisal of

its engagement or affectedness. The applied object in this clause can also have a

partitive interpretation which lexicalizes the meaning that only some of the money

is used in the transaction. In contrast, the applied object in (135b) is understood as

an affected object in the sense that every single penny is spent in the transaction.

This meaning is coded via OM1.

4.4.5 Source

Source applied objects can also yield different affectedness readings based on the

form of the object suffix. For example, the verbs säräqä ‘he stole/robbed’ can host

OM1 for a directly affected applied object, or OM2 for a partly or incidentally af-

fected applied object, as in (136a).

(136) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሰብኣይ
säbPay
man

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ጓል
gwal
girl

ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money

ሰሪቑዋ።
säriq-u-wa
PerfS.steal/rob-SM.3MSg-OM1

‘The man robbed the girl of money.’

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሰብኣይ
säbPay
man

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ጓል
gwal
girl

ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money

ሰሪቑላ።
säriq-u-la
PerfS.steal/rob-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘The man stole money from the woman.’
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The two applied object readings expressed via OM1 and OM2 can be compared

to the different semantic role readings lexicalized by the verb rob and steal in En-

glish. The former verb lexicalizes the person that their property is taken away from,

the maleficiary, as the primary affected argument, whereas the latter verb lexical-

izes the property that is taken away, the theme, as the primary affected argument.

Similarly, in (136a) the verb expresses a completely affected source applied object

reading with OM1. The person who is robbed is perceived as being directly affected

by the action described in the verb. In contrast, in (136b) the verb expresses a par-

tially affected source applied object with OM2. The incidentally or partly affected

objects is understood as a mere source argument from whom money is taken.

4.4.6 Experiencer

Experiencer applied objects result from certain classes of psych verbs which are

subcategorized for an experiencer argument with the object suffix OM1. Account-

ing for experiencer applied objects is not a straightforward task. Below we identify

three types of applicative clauses based on the type of semantic role reading of the

initial argument of these psych verbs.

Type 1: These clauses involve psych verbs that are initially subcategorized for

a subject and an applied object. The subject is interpreted as a non-referential or an

external/implicit causer. The applied object corresponds to an experiencer argument

role. Psych verbs which exhibit this behavior include: č
˙
änäqä ‘it stressed’, h

˙
arbätä

‘it has become tough to’, s
˙
ägämä ‘it inconvenienced’, šägärä ‘it troubled’, šaq̄älä

‘it worried’, gärämä ‘it amazed’, t
˙
1Qamä ‘it pleased’ and dänäqä ‘it astonished’.

Example (137) illustrates this type.

(137) a. *ኣነ
Panä
Pro.1Sg

ሸጊረ።
šägir-ä
PerfS.trouble-SM.1Sg

‘I am troubled.’

b. ኩነታት/*ቆልዓ
kunätat/qolQa
situation/*baby

ሸጊሩኒ።
šägir-u-ni
PerfS.trouble-SM.3MSg-OM1.1Sg

‘The situation/*baby troubled me.’

c. (ኣነ/ንዓይ)
Panä/n1-Qay
Pro.1Sg/Obj-Pro.1Sg

ሸጊሩኒ።
šägir-u-ni
PerfS.trouble-SM.3MSg-OM1.1Sg

‘I am in trouble./ Lit. It troubled me.’
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The initial argument cannot be associated with an animate referent to express

an experiencer reading (137a). It cannot also be associated with an animate ex-

plicit referent to express a causer reading (137b). Thus, animate referents such as

‘baby’ can only be coded as external causers with an overt causer morpheme, as

in Pa-̌sägir-u ‘he caused trouble’, and the subject suffix -u associates with the ex-

ternal causer. The subject is regarded as some sort of implicit ‘cause’, an entity

that triggers certain psychological discomfort such as life situations, the weather

or environmental conditions. In addition, the verb requires an object suffix to code

an applied experiencer argument in order for it be a wellformed predicate (137c).

Since the experiencer is the most salient and semantically prominent argument, the

objective case becomes optional with experiencer applied objects.

Type 2: These psych verbs are ordinary intransitive verbs that are subcatego-

rized for a subject argument which bears a theme semantic role. These verbs may

get an experiencer argument through the verbal suffix OM1. Examples of these

verbs include: s
˙
ämäwä ‘it became quiet’, käfPä ‘it became ugly/bad/unpleasant’,

märärä ‘it became bitter/hot(spicy), däharä ‘it has become hot’, käfPä ‘it became

bad/unpleasant’, z1h
˙
alä ‘it froze’.

(138) a. እዚ
P1z-i
DetProx-3MSg

ከተማ
kätäma
city

ጸሚዩ።
s
˙
ämmiy-u

PerfS.quieten-SM.3MSg

‘This city became quiet.’

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ገዛ/*ቆልዓ
gäza/*qolQa
house/baby

ጸሚዩ።
s
˙
ämmiy-u

PerfS.become=quiet-SM.3MSg

‘The house/*baby became quiet.’

c. (ኣነ/ንዓይ)
(Panä/n1-Qay)
(Pro.1Sg/Obj-Pro.1Sg)

ጸሚዩኒ።
s
˙
ämmiy-u-ni

PerfS.quieten-SM.3MSg-OM1.1Sg

‘I feel lonely./ Lit. It quietened to me.’

Example (138a) is an intransitive clause. The subject suffix codes a theme se-

mantic role which corresponds to the subject nominal P1zi kätäma ‘this (M) city’.

Type 2 verbs select subjects that denote inanimate entities such as locations (house,

street, town, etc.). Thus, animate subjects such as P1ti qolQa ‘the (M) baby’ cannot

be selected by this verb, and consequently the subject argument cannot be inter-

preted as an experiencer (138b). In (138c), the subject suffix is understood to code

an assumed cause of the experience that the referent of the applied object under-

goes, and the object suffix codes an experiencer applied argument. The objective
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case is optional as with applied objects of Type 1 psych verbs.

Type 3: These psych verbs result from regular intransitive verbs that are sub-

categorized for an experiencer subject. However, when the experiencer argument is

coded as an applied object through the suffix OM1, the subject suffix codes a non-

referential subject that has a third person masculine singular agreement feature.

Verbs that exhibit this behavior include: t
˙
ämäyä ‘he has become hungry’, s

˙
äm1Pä

‘he has become thirsty’, däk
¯
ämä ‘he has become tired’ and qwärärä ‘he has become

cold’. This type of experiencer object construction is illustrated in (139).

(139) a. ኣነ
Panä
Pro.1Sg

ጠምየ።
t
˙
ämy-ä

PerfS.hungry-SM.1Sg

‘I am hungry.’

b. ኣነ/ንዓይ
Panä/n1-Qay
Pro.1Sg/Obj-Pro.1Sg

ጠምዩኒ።
t
˙
ämy-u-ni

PerfS.hungry-SM.3MSg-OM1.1Sg

‘I am hungry./ Lit. It hungered me.’

The experiencer argument of this verb is coded as a subject in (139a). In con-

trast, in (139b) the experiencer argument is coded as an applied object via the suffix

OM1, while the subject suffix in the applied predicate codes a non-referential sub-

ject. The subject of this applicative clause is understood to be a psychological state

or circumstance that the experiencer applied objects undergoes.

The syntactic category of the experiencer argument and the argument-hood of

the assumed ‘argument’ which is coded through the subject suffix have been the

center of a long-standing debate in various studies that deal with psych verb con-

structions. Some suggest that the argument coded with the subject suffix be re-

garded as some sort of ‘cause’ semantic role which is also known as emotional
weather (Pesetsky 1995:109). According to Pesetsky (1995) emotions like surprise,

annoyance, and amusement have qualities similar to the weather, in that they affect

the individual’s perceptions and actions globally. Thus, he says that the “proximate

cause of both weather and emotions can be viewed as a force of nature, beyond the

conscious control of the individual” (Pesetsky 1995:111). Commonly, the subject

does occur overtly in the clause due to the fact that the filler of the cause argument

belongs to semantic domains such as mental, emotional, physical or environmen-

tal conditions which are perceived as obvious to the listener, and the meaning of

the psych verb itself is suggestive of the causes which Amberber (2005:310) terms

as the ‘bona fide’ arguments of the predicate. Amberber considers Amharic expe-

riencer arguments that result from these types of verbs as having quirky subject
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properties, i.e. as non-canonically coded subjects. It is not clear how he accounts

for experiencer subjects, though, since he argues that they are topics. Following

Jackendoff (1990), Amberber (2005:311) proposes the Lexical Conceptual Struc-

ture x causes y to be P (e.g. be worried, stressed) to represent Amharic psych verbs.

Amharic and Tigrinya verbs code an experiencer argument in a similar fashion, as

in (140).

(140) a. Amharic (Amberber 2005:304)

ኣስቴር(ን)
Paster(-1n)
Aster-(Acc)

ጨነቃት።
č
˙
änäqä-at

Perf.worry-SM.3MSg-OM1. 3FSg

‘Aster is worried./ Lit. It worried Aster.’

b. Tigrinya

(ን)ኣስቴር
(n1-)Paster
(Obj-)Aster

ጨኒቑዋ።
č
˙
äniq̄-u-wa

PerfS.become=tense-SM.3MSg-OM1. 3FSg

‘Aster is stressed/worried./ Lit. It has become tense to Aster.’

c. Tigrinya

*(ን)ኣስቴር
(n1-)Paster
(Obj-)Aster

ጨኒቓ።
č
˙
äniq̄-a

PerfS.(become-tense)-SM.3FSg

‘Aster is worried/stressed./ Lit. It has become tense to Aster.’

The Amharic verb č
˙
änäqä and the Tigrinya verb č

˙
änäq̄ä, which mean ‘it has

become tense’, are etymologically related. They also encode the same kind of ar-

guments which are morphologically coded in the same manner in both languages:

the object verbal suffix corresponds to the experiencer/causee argument and the

subject suffix marks the implicitly hinted theme/cause argument. The preposed ob-

ject NPs are optionally marked with objective case n1. In Amharic -n1 functions

only as an accusative case marker and appears as as suffix, whereas in Tigrinya n1-
functions as both an accusative and dative case marker and appears as a prefix. The

OM1 is obligatory in both languages. As example (140c) shows, if the object suffix

is omitted, the clause becomes ungrammatical.

Experiencer applicative clauses with overt causer subjects are characterized by

OSV word order (141).

(141) (ን)ኣስቴር
(n1-)Paster
(Obj-)Aster

ስና
s1nn-a
tooth-Poss.3FSg

ኣቖንዚዩዋ።
Pa-q̄wänziy-u-wa
Caus-PerfS.pain-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Aster her tooth is paining her.’
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The experiencer argument is a preposed topic applied object. The OSV word

order that characterizes applicative constructions with experiencer objects is also

common with applicative constructions that result from intransitive verbs. In ex-

periencer object constructions the preposed object NPs are optionally marked with

the objective case n1-, a property that is also exhibited by applied object NPs of

intransitive verbs (142a). This suggests that the preposed applied objects are top-

ics. The verbal suffix that corresponds to the applied object is obligatory since an

applied object can only be subcategorized by virtue of the object suffix.

(142) a. ነታ
(n-)ät-a
(Obj-)Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ከልቢ
kälbi
dog

ሞይቱዋ።
moyt-u-wa.
PerfS.die-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘A dog died on the woman.’

b. ነ(እዛ)
(n-)äz-a)
(Obj-)DetProx-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ጸሚዩዋ።
s
˙
ämmy-u-wa.

PerfS.quieten-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘This woman feels lonely. /Lit. It quietened to this woman.’

Both the intransitive applicative (142a) and the experiencer applicative con-

struction (141) exhibit OSV word order, and the objective case marker n1- is op-

tional for both the maleficiary and the experiencer NPs. Moreover, the verb can-

not code a maleficiary or an experiencer argument unless they are marked by the

suffix OM1. A similar coding property is also exhibited by predicates that code

an experiencer/maleficiary argument metaphorically. Let us consider the following

sentences in (143), for example.

(143) a. (ኣነ/ንዓይ)
(Panä/n1-Qay)
(Pro.1Sg/Obj-Pro.1Sg)

ሕልናይ
h
˙
1lna-y

spirit-Poss.1Sg

ዓሪቡኒ።
Qarib-u-ni
PerfS.blacken-SM.3MSg-OM1.1Sg

‘I am tired/exhausted./ Lit. My conscience/spirit blackened on me.’

b. (ኣነ/ንዓይ)
(Panä/n1-Qay)
(Pro.1Sg/Obj-Pro.1Sg)

ዓቕለይ
Qaq̄lä-y
patience-Poss.1Sg

ጸቢቡኒ።
s
˙
äbib-u-ni

PerfS.narrow-SM.3MSg-OM1.1Sg

‘I am stressed/suffocated./Lit. My patience narrowed on me.’

c. (ኣነ/ንዓይ)
(Panä/n1-Qay)
(Pro.1Sg/Obj-Pro.1Sg)

ደመይ
dämä-y
blood-Poss.1Sg

ፈሊሑኒ።
fälih

˙
-u-ni

PerfS.boil-SM.3FSg-OM1.1Sg

‘I am angry./Lit. My blood boiled in/inside me.’
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d. (ኣነ/ንዓይ)
(Panä/n1-Qay)
(Pro.1Sg/Obj-Pro.1Sg)

ርእሰይ
r1Psä-y
head-Poss.1Sg

ዘይሩኒ።
zäyi-u-ni
PerfS.whirl-SM.3FSg-OM1.1Sg

‘I am confused./Lit. My head whirled on me.’

The OM1 corresponds to the maleficiary, which can also have an experiencer

argument interpretation. The experiencer argument can use either a subject or an

object pronoun for its nominal expression, or can also be dropped from the clause.

The subject suffix corresponds to the overtly expressed subject referents h
˙

1lna-y
‘conscience’, Qaq̄lä-y ‘patience’, dämä-y ‘blood’, r1Psä-y ‘head’ respectively. Since

these subjects are perceived as generic entities, they must be indefinite. The indefi-

niteness of these arguments is motivated by their relative lack of importance in the

discourse event. In contrast, the experiencer/maleficiary object arguments are the

most prominent participants in the discourse event, thus they are portrayed by def-

inite referents. Their importance in the discourse event is also morphosyntactically

indicated by the obligatory clause initial position, the obligatory pronominal suffix

and the optional case marking n1-.

4.4.7 Possessor

We assume that the derivation of a possessive expression is also an applicative

phenomenon. The possessor expression is derived by applying the suffix OM1 to the

locative copula. The derivation of possessive expressions from existential copula

is a widely observed phenomenon (Heine 1997). Let us first consider the coding of

the locative as an oblique argument in a copula construction (144).

(144) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book

ኣብ
Pab
Loc

ጣውላ
t
˙
awla

table

ኣሎ።
Pall-o
Pres.exist-SM.3MSg

‘The book is on the table.’

b. ኣብ’ቲ
Pab’t-i
Loc’Det-3MSg

ገዛ
gäza
house

ሰብ
säb
person

ኣሎ።
all-o
Pres.exist-SM.3MSg

‘There exists a person in that house./ Lit. In that house exists a person.’

In (144a) and (144b) the locative (existential) copula verb takes a locative com-

plement. The canonical position of the oblique locative is after the subject in the

SOV word order as in the first example. However, the oblique locative can also be

topicalized (144b). The copula verbs in these examples cannot bear OM1, since the

locative arguments are obliques.
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In the applicative expression the locative copula codes the possessee subject

through a verbal suffix, and the possessor through the object verbal suffix. The

possessive expression is normally coded by OSV word order, as in (145).

(145) a. (ን)እታ
(n-)ät-a
(Obj-)Det-3FSg

ገዛ
gäza
house

ስብ
säb
person

ኣሎዋ።
Pall-o-wa
Pres.exist-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘The house has people./ Lit. (In) the house exists a person.’

b. (ን)ሳባ
(n1-)saba
(Obj-)Saba

ሕያዋይ
h
˙
1yaway

kind.M

ሓው
h
˙
aw

brother

ኣሎዋ።
Pall-o-wa
Pres.exist-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘She has a kind brother./ Lit. A kind brother exists for her.’

c. (ን)ሳባ
(n1-)saba
(Obj-)Saba

ብዙሓት
b1zuh

˙
at

many

ኣሕዋት
Pah

˙
wat

brothers

ኣለዉዋ።
Pallä-wu-wa
Pres.exist-SM.3MPl-OM1.3FSg

‘Saba has many brothers./ Lit. Many brothers exist for Saba.’

The object suffix -wa in (145a) is associated with a locative argument. The inan-

imate referent ‘house’ can also be perceived as an abstract possessor. However,

since the applied objects in (145b) and (145c) have human referents, they are inter-

preted as possessors. The subject suffix varies according to the agreement values

of the possessee, for example, the marker -o coincides with the singular masculine

subject h
˙
aw ‘brother’ (145b), and -wu with the plural masculine subject Pah

˙
wat

‘brothers’ (145c). These agreement patterns show that the subject suffix cannot be

analyzed as an impersonal or an expletive subject maker. Moreover, the possessor

NPs bear an optional case marker n1-. The objective case marker in these construc-

tions is optional since the applied object is preposed to the topic position, which is

canonically a subject position. As subjects are unmarked for case, the preposed ap-

plied objects resemble subjects by involving an unbound case marker. The applied

object is the most topical element in possessive expressions. The possessee is con-

strained to be indefinite. Since possessors are semantically prominent and are more

discourse salient than possessees, they function as topics in these constructions.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have described how applicative expressions are coded with

some cross-linguistic examples and with extensive examples from Tigrinya. The

applicative operation is viewed as a morphosyntactic coding of an altered discourse
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construal. Languages that employ the applicative construction are observed to em-

ploy applicative morphemes that range from polysemous to monosemous, reflect-

ing one-to-many or one-to-one correspondence with the semantic arguments they

code. Tigrinya uses two types of object suffixes, OM1 and OM2, which are un-

derspecified for various applied semantic roles. The Tigrinya applicative data con-

sistently shows that the two object markers, OM1 and OM2, are associated with

affected/implicated and unaffected/unimplicated applied objects, respectively.





CHAPTER 5

Transitivity in applicative clauses

5.1 Introduction

Transitivity is considered as one of the important parameters along which languages

vary in their applicative constructions (Polinsky 2005, Peterson 1999). It is often

used as a definitional property of the applicative operation. Another term that is re-

lated to transitivity, and which is also often used in the definition of the applicative,

is valency.1 Originally, valency is a chemistry term which refers to the capacity of

an atom or group of atoms to combine in specific proportions with other atoms or

groups of atoms. Its metaphorical use in linguistics is credited to the French linguist

Lucien Tesnière who employed the term to refer to the capacity of a verb to com-

bine with distinct arguments or valents (Crystal 1985). Thus, valency pertains to the

number of arguments that a verb can control (Kulikov et al. 2006, Van Valin 2001,

Dixon and Aikhenvald 2000). According to Van Valin (2001:92) arguments of a

verb can be described in terms of syntactic and semantic valency. Syntactic valency

refers to the core grammatical functions, i.e subjects and objects (described in terms

of direct and indirect or primary and secondary notions), whereas semantic valency

refers to the semantic roles that are specified in the argument structure of a verb.

Since semantic arguments can be expressed by non-core grammatical functions,

the number of semantic arguments need not be the same as the number of syntactic

1Valence is another term for valency. According to Matthews (2007) the term valency is a transi-

lation from French and valence is a translation from German.
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functions. For example, the verb ‘give’ controls three semantic arguments, as an

agent, a theme and a recipient, as well two or three syntactic arguments, depending

on how the recipient semantic role is expressed, as core or oblique object.

Often the applicative operation, along with the causative, is described as a

‘valency-increasing’ or ‘transitivity-encoding’ device (Comrie 1985, Dixon and

Aikhenvald 2000, Dixon and Vogel 2004). However, even though transitivity and

valency coincide in describing some aspects of the applicative operation, since there

are certain grammatical properties of the applicative operation that concern transi-

tivity alone, care should be taken in using these terms to define the applicative

operation. According to the distinction made by Van Valin (2001), the applicative

operation increases the syntactic rather than the semantic valency of a verb. More-

over, a semantic role that is associated with an applied object may not even be a

semantic argument of the base verb that the applied verb is derived from. The non-

controlled semantic role becomes a syntactic argument of a verb when the verb

bears an applicative morpheme for it. Therefore, the applicative operation can be

characterized best as a syntactic valency-increasing device.

Similarly, transitivity involves complex grammatical phonemena, one of which

is the disposition of a verb for allowing core object arguments. It is worthwhile to

mention some of these complexities in order to clarify the significance of tran-

sitivity for applicative constructions. According to Traski (1999:322) transitivity

denotes the kind of activity or process expressed by a sentence, the number of

participants involved and the manner in which they are involved. Transitivity is

also viewed as a grammatical feature with discourse-determined properties (Hop-

per and Thompson 1980). Along these lines, Næss (2007) defines transitivity as

a type of grammatical relationship that encodes the distinctness of participants

in a situation described by the clause. According to her view, a clause that in-

volves a definite/individuated object encodes higher transitivity than a clause with

an indefinite/unindividuated object since an action that is directed towards dis-

tinct/individuated objects is effectively carried over to completion and affects that

distinct participant fully. The fact that languages employ special markers for dis-

tinct (individuated/definite) object functions reflects that morphosyntactic marking

is more sensitive to transitivity than to the presence or absence of a second or third

participant (Hopper and Thompson 1980:254). This approach goes beyond the tra-

ditional concept that views transitivity as a specific valency pattern of the root verb,

i.e. the transitivity of the base verb without any valency-changing affixes (Payne

1985). The remainder of this chapter will explore the relevance of transitivity to
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applicative clauses.

5.2 Transitive vs. intransitive clauses

Transitivity is customarily viewed as a type of syntactic configuration that corre-

lates to a cluster of semantic properties in a given language (Kibort 2008). Verbs

are categorized as intransitive, transitive or ditransitive based on the number of

object arguments (0, 1 or 2) they code. This type of characterization mainly em-

phasizes the inherent transitivity property of verb roots. Clauses are also classified

as intransitive, transitive or ditransitive based on the verb type they involve. For

example, Dixon and Aikhenvald (2000:3) identify two types of universal clauses

– transitive and intransitive, based on the type of predicates they contain. In their

view, intransitive refers to a property of a verb with a single core argument that has

an intransitive subject function (S), while transitive refers to a property of a verb

with two core arguments which have a transitive subject function (A) and a transi-

tive object function (O). In addition, both clause types can have a plain or extended

subtype depending on whether a language allows an extended intransitive or transi-

tive object (E), an object function with a special argument status. This is illustrated

in the following synopsis (146) (Dixon and Aikhenvald 2000).

(146) Clause type transitivity

(a) intransitive S
(b) extended intransitive S E
(c) transitive A O
(d) extended transitive A O E

Dixon and Aikhenvald (2000:3) use A to code a subject whose referent is a

volitional entity which can initiate and control an activity, and O to code an object

whose referent is affected by the activity performed by the referent of the A func-

tion. However, S refers to the single argument of intransitive verbs without making

reference to the semantic properties of the referent of S. E, which means ‘extension

to core’, refers to the object that bears a recipient or beneficiary role, or an object

that bears the dative case.

Here A and E are partially specified on semantic grounds. That is, E is described

as a function that can bear a beneficiary or a recipient role regardless of how it is

syntactically expressed, i.e. as a core object or an oblique. Dixon and Aikhenvald
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(2000) derive marking schemes that sketch the various ways these functions may

appear in languages. For example, languages may reflect varied coding behavior

such as dative-shift, applicative or oblique to express the extended transtive (146d).

In Kinyarwanda O and E show the same coding and syntactic properties, thus we

can say that the referents of both objects are equally affected by the activity, whereas

an applied object that results from a peripheral role (e.g. locative or instrumental)

is coded differently than O, and its referent is not affected to the same extent as the

referent of O. Chicheŵa presents a puzzling scheme since applied objects assume

properties of O, while the original O (with the patient/theme semantic role) loses

its transitivity or its primary object property. A classification such as the one in

(146) would not adequately capture the different degrees of transitivity that applied

objects reflect cross-linguistically.

The characterization of the applicative process as a transitivizing process does

not encompass the various transitivity effects that applicative morphemes produce

cross-linguistically. The transitivity issue in applicative constructions concerns the

various object properties that applied objects may acquire in contrast to the base or

initial object of the verb. For example, Peterson (2007:61) speculates that the ty-

pological split with respect to applied objects reflected in the Bantu languages may

be due to the different transitivity effects that the applicative marker produces in

the applied verb. According to him, in languages such as Kinyarwanda the applied

verb is a ‘supertransitive’ verb since the applicative construction contains two ob-

jects that reveal similar primary properties of objecthood. However, in languages

such as Chicheŵa the applied verb is simply a ‘mono-transitive’, since only one

object, i.e. the applied object, shows important traits that are characteristic of pri-

mary objects. As a result, in Chicheŵa the initial object of the verb loses most of its

object properties. Therefore, in Chicheŵa the applicative marker has a rearranging

effect, whereas in Kinyarwanda it may be viewed as a transitivizing device.

Comrie (1985:313) identifies two kinds of transitivity effects that are produced

by the applicative morpheme, as already mentioned in chapter 4.1. In some lan-

guages it effects a valency increase by bringing a new core object into the argument

structure of a verb without affecting the grammatical category of the base object. In

other languages the applicative morpheme effects rearrangement by changing the

grammatical category of the base object. In the case where the applicative opera-

tion does not affect the agrammatical category of the base object of the verb, the

applied object may or may not display the same grammatical properties as the base

object. Thus, the applicative operation can be viewed as a transitivizing operation
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only when it increases the number of core object arguments as well as gives rise

to an object that reflects transitivity properties similar to those of the base object.

However, when the applied object assumes core object status, but does not display

important traits that are characteristic of core object arguments, the applicative op-

eration increases the syntactic but not the semantic transitivity of the clause. In the

case where the applicative operation effects rearrangement, the applied object func-

tions as a primary object, i.e. an object closely bound to the verb, and the base ob-

ject functions as a secondary object. In some languages the applicative morpheme

functions as an argument rearranging device. Yet, describing the applicative as a

‘valency-increasing’ operation seems more apt, since valency refers to the num-

ber of core arguments, i.e. arguments that are controlled by the verb. The applied

object satisfies this description since the core objecthood of applied objects is the

most fundamental condition in order for a construction to be termed an applicative.

Following the traditional characterization of the notion of transitivity, Hopper

and Thompson (1980) state that transitivity is a global property of an entire clause

which encodes the transfer of an action from an agent to a patient. This state of

affairs is composed of various interacting functional factors that rank a clause in a

transitivity continuum based on the number of transitivity features it codes. They

identify parameters of transitivity composed of various components that reflect dif-

ferent facets of intensity with which an action is carried over from one participant to

another (Hopper and Thompson 1980:252). Below we present the parameters that

are most relevant to the applicative clause.

• Participants: at least two participants are required in order for an action to be trans-

ferred.

• Kinesis: An action with an endpoint (completed goal) may be effectively transferred

from one participant to another, but a state cannot.

• Aspect: A telic action, an action with an endpoint, is carried out in its entirety and

can affect a patient more intensely than an atelic action, one which does not have an

endpoint.

• Punctuality: An action without a transitional phase between its beginning and end

has a more intense effect on a participant than an on-going action which is carried

out gradually.

• Volitionality: An action with a volitional agent has a more apparent effect on a patient

than an action a with non-volitional agent.
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• Agency: An action that involves participants with high agentivity properties is more

effectively transferred than an action that involves participants with low agentivity

properties.

• Affectedness: A clause with a completely or totally affected patient is higher in tran-

sitivity than a clause with partially affected or unaffected participants.

• Individuation: An action is effectively transferred to a patient which is referential

and distinct from an agent and its own background as opposed to one with a non-

referential and non-individuated patient.

It is obvious that not all of these elements can be found in one clause at once.

Clause transitivity is defined as a continuum which is gradient, rather than a precise

dichotomy or trichotomy distinguishing between ‘intransitive’, ‘transitive’ and ‘di-

transitive’. According to Hopper and Thompson (1980:253) the more features of

high transitivity a clause has, the more transitive it is. Three of these components,

number of participants, affectedness and individuation of objects, directly concern

objects. Other components address different facets of a clause, which is why tran-

sitivity is best regarded as a global property of a clause. These transitivity factors

can manifest themselves through grammatical marking such as word order, case

and agreement marking.

The transitivity issues that concern applicative constructions pertain to inher-

ent verb root transitivity on the one hand, and to discourse motivated clause level

transitivity on the other hand. Inherent verb root transitivity impacts the grammat-

ical category of object functions that an applicative construction codes. Moreover,

the significance of inherent verb root transitivity is reflected by the restrictions that

some languages place on the applicative morpheme to attach or not attach to verbs

with certain semantic specifications. Further, clause level transitivity concerns the

semantic and discourse factors that motivate the choice of an applicative over other

modes of expression that are available for the coding of arguments. For example,

the preference of an applicative expression over an oblique expression is assumed

to be discourse motivated. These two perspectives are discussed in detail in chap-

ters 6 and 9. In the following section we will discuss the transitivity issues relevant

to applicative constructions.

5.3 Applicative transitivity

Previous work has treated transitivity in applicative constructions with respect to

two issues: the restrictions on the applicative morpheme due to the inherent transi-
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tivity of a base verb and the transitivity effect of the applicative morpheme on the

applied verb (Kiyosawa 2006, Peterson 1999, 2007, Polinsky 2005). It has been ob-

served that some languages put restrictions on allowing applied semantic roles in

general or certain applied semantic roles with intransitive, transitive or ditransitive

base verbs. The constraints on the formation of the applicative from different verb

types, i.e intransitive (unaccusative, unergative), transitive and ditransitive, seem

to be language dependent to a large extent. We note divergent tendencies of which

type of verb is amenable to applicativization.

Applicative behavior in languages such as Chicheŵa (Baker 1988b:377),

Tzotzil (Aissen 1983) and Bahasa Indonesia (Chung 1976) led Baker to assume

that the formation of a beneficiary applicative based on intransitive verbs would

be impossible in many languages. However, Alsina and Mchombo (1990:153) re-

fute Baker’s claim, and show that beneficiary applicatives can be formed out of

intransitive bases in Chicheŵa.

Moreover, based on a recent survey of 83 languages, Polinsky (2005) observes

that the number of languages that form a beneficiary applicative out of intransitive

and transitive base verbs is much larger (16 languages) than that of languages which

limit it to only transitive base verbs (4 languages). Further, she noted a common

tendency in the languages she surveyed that about 49 of them allow both transi-

tive and intransitive base verbs in applicativization. Examples of these are Abaza

(O'Herin 2001), Amharic (Amberber 2000), Bajau (Donohue 1996), Barupu (Dono-

hue 1994), Creek (Martin 2000), Hakha Lai (Peterson 2007), Motuna (Onishi 2000)

and many others. However, there are also a few languages that restrict the applica-

tive expression to transitive verbs only. Such a restriction has been observed in two

languages: Abkhaz (Hewitt 1979) and Taiap (Kulick and Stroud 1992). In some lan-

guages, the restriction is mainly a matter of whether a verb shows an unaccusative

or an unergative behavior, rather than being an intransitive or transitive.2 In lan-

guages where this is the case, the general tendency is that unaccusative verbs resist

applicativization, while unergative verbs allow it. For example, in Sesotho (Ma-

chobane 1989) Hakha Lai (Peterson 1999) and Halkomelem (Gerdts 1988) there

2Unaccusative and unergative are two classes of intransitive verbs which differ with respect to

agentivity and telicity. An unaccusative is a verb which involves a non-agent argument which cannot

actively initiate an action, and the action is described to be telic. Verbs such as melt, fall, freeze,
emerge, etc. exhibit this behavior. In contrast, an unergative verb involves an agent argument which

can actively initiate an action, and the action has an atelic property. Verbs of this type include: ‘jump’,

‘walk’, ran, laugh, etc. (See Perlmutter (1978) and Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995) for a more

detailed description of these terms.)
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seems to be a strong tendency to form applicative constructions from unergative

verbs.

There are also languages that disregard the unaccusative and unergative distinc-

tion altogether. Nevertheless, these languages may distinguish applied objects that

result from unaccusative and unergative verbs by the object properties they reveal

when they are subjected to diagnostics such as passivization. Applied verbs that

result from unergative verbs behave like transitive verbs that code an agent-like

subject and a patient-like object. Thus, the applied objects that result from unerga-

tive intransitive verbs tend to behave like affected/undergoer objects with respect

to the applied argument’s behavior in passivization and morphological coding. As

will be illustrated in section 5.3.1, Tigrinya reveals asymmetric properties of ap-

plied object arguments that result from these subclasses of intransitive verbs. How-

ever, not all applied objects of unergative verbs reflect an undergoer behavior under

passivization. Some unergative verbs code agent-like subjects the actions of which

are not directed towards other participants. For example, verbs such as h
˙
ambäsä

‘he swam’, saQ1sQä ‘he danced’ or bäk
¯

äyä ‘he cried’ can code applied objects that

have a locative, beneficiary or maleficiary reading, but they cannot code affected or

goal applied objects. In contrast, verbs such as säh
˙
aq̄ä ‘he laughed’, gwäyäyä ‘he

ran’, k
¯

äyädä ‘he went’ and bäs
˙
1dä ‘he arrived’ can code undergoer applied objects,

in addition to a beneficiary or locative argument, since these verbs reflect lexical

entailments of directionality.

Polinsky (2005) points out that a restriction that limiting an applicative for-

mation exclusively to intransitive verb bases is a very rare phenomenon. Fijian

(Dixon 1988), Wambaya (Nordlinger 1998) and Ngan’gityemerri (Reid 2000) are

the only languages that have been identified to exhibit this behavior thus far.

Ngan’gityemerri shows partial blocking since only the applicative suffixes for

comitative and dative -mi, locative -ngan and maleficiary -ngin are restricted to

intransitive verbs.

Additionally, some languages do not allow the applicative suffix with triva-

lent verbs. Examples of these include Sesotho (Machobane 1989), Yimas (Foley

1997:372) and Alamblak (Bruce 1984). According to Foley, this restriction in Yi-

mas is specified by a semantic property of the root verb. Since the root verb in

Yimas can only code a maximum of three arguments, ditransitive verbs do not al-

low applicative formation. In general, there are many languages that allow applica-

tive formation from transitive verbs as well as intransitive verbs regardless of the

unaccusativity or unergativity of the verb.
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The second issue that has been treated extensively in research on applicative

constructions is the kind of transitivity effect that the applicative morpheme brings

about on the applied verb. The way languages lexicalize the arguments of the base

verb has an effect on the morphosyntactic entity, i.e. the applied verb, formed by

the applicative operation. In some languages, the way in which an applied object

is semantically related to the base verb is signaled by the type of applicative mark-

ers employed to code it. For example, Salish languages are typologically noted for

their use of relational and redirective applicative suffixes. Relational suffixes at-

tach primarily to intransitive verbs, whereas redirective suffixes attach primarily

to transitive verbs (Kiyosawa 2006, Gerdts and Kiyosawa 2007, 2005). In these

languages, transitive verbs are overtly marked with a transitive marker. When the

the transitive verb bears the applicative suffix, the applied verbs also bear the tran-

sitive marker. Nevertheless, the applied verb formed out of a transitive base does

not become a ditransitive, since the common tendency in these languages is that the

lexical structure of a transitive verb can only code one core object argument. There-

fore, in redirective applicatives only the applied object is coded as a core object,

and thus occurs as a bare NP. Consequently, the initial object argument of the verb

changes its category from NP to PP, assuming an an oblique function. Thus, this

kind of coding property indicates the different degrees of transitivity that the ap-

plicative suffix may effect on the applicative clause. Thus, the variability of object

behavior is assumed to be a consequence of the lexical semantics and morpholog-

ical structure of verbs (Peterson 2007). Dixon and Aikhenvald (2000:13) observe

different transitivity effects that applicatives can produce cross-linguistically. This

is summarized in the following prototypical schemas with intransitive and transitive

applicatives.

EITHER

a. Applicative applies to an underlying intransitive clause and forms a

derived transitive.

b. The argument in underlying S function goes into A function in the ap-

plicative.

c. A peripheral argument (which could be explicitly stated in the under-

lying intransitive) is taken into the core, in O function.

d. There is some explicit formal marking of an applicative construction,

generally by an affix or some other morphological process applying to

the verb.
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OR

a. Applicative applies to an underlying transitive clause and maintains

transitivity, but with an argument in a different semantic role filling

O function.

b. The underlying A argument stays as it is.

c. A peripheral argument (which could be explicitly stated in the under-

lying intransitive) is taken into the core, in O function.3

d. The argument which was in O function is moved out of the core into

the periphery of the clause (and may be omittable).

e. There is some explicit formal marking of an applicative construction,

generally by an affix or some other morphological process applying to

the verb.

The first schema describes the pattern of applicatives formed out of intransitive

verbs. It instantiates a pattern where the applicative operation gives rise to applied

objects with an O function. In this pattern the applicative operation functions as

both a valency-increasing and transitivizing device. However, in some languages

since applied objects cannot assume an O function, they maintain their E property.

The second schema describes another possible applicative pattern that results from

transitive base verbs. The transitivity of the base verb is not affected (a), in the

sense that the applied verb does not become a ditransitive, but the mapping of the

objects to semantic roles is rearranged, i.e. the object with the O function (applied

object) bears a semantic role other than that of a theme/patient (e.g. beneficiary,

maleficiary or goal). The applied object is the primary object, and the initial object

of the base verb either becomes a secondary object (c), as in Chicheŵa, or is ex-

pressed as a peripheral argument (d), as in Halkomelem and Lillooet, both Salish

languages (Kiyosawa 2006, Gerdts 1988). These schemas represent only some of

the patterns that are found in applicative constructions. There are also two other pat-

terns formed out of transitive base verbs that are very common cross-linguistically.

In one of these types both the applied and the base object are coded as O functions,

and in the second type, the initial object of the verb remains as the primary object

(O) and the applied verb assumes the secondary object function (E).

Applicative and passive are both topicalization strategies that foreground ar-

guments with high discourse salience. These constructions differ in the categories

3We find the applicative pattern in (c) confusing. Since the applicative formation in this schema

involves transitive verbs, the clarification given in parentheses does not seem to make sense. Dixon

and Aikhenvald (2000) probably intended ‘underlying transitive’ instead of ‘underlying intransitive’.
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of grammatical functions which they target. The applicative operation foregrounds

arguments or adjuncts that are distantly related to the verb by coding them as core

object functions, whereas the passive construction foregrounds core object argu-

ments to be coded as subject functions. Thus, the former effects advancement to

core objecthood, while the latter effects advancement to subjecthood. That is why

passivization serves as a diagnosis of primary objecthood, since only core objects

functions are expected to passivize, or more specifically only objects that show pri-

mary traits of objecthood or objects arguments that code semantic affectedness. In

an applicative clause, the applied argument is the most prominent object in the dis-

course event. Thus, it is usually considered to be the most affected argument. How-

ever, in some languages applied objects with certain semantic properties resist pas-

sivization; instead, only the initial object arguments (theme/patient) are disposed to

passivize. Therefore, in these languages the discourse notion of affectedness does

not appear to correlate to the semantic notion of affectedness. The distinction of

semantic roles as participatory and circumstantial made by Andrews (1985:69) cor-

rectly characterizes the notion of affectedness as a result of actual participation in

the situation implied by a verb (e.g. beneficiary and instrumental) and participa-

tion by becoming part of the setting of the event (e.g. theme/patient and recipient),

respectively. Object diagnostics are discussed in chapter section 8.2. This distinc-

tion is very clear in the applicative data from Tigrinya which we will discuss in the

following section.

5.3.1 Applicative transitivity in Tigrinya

In this section we will investigate applicative constructions in Tigrinya in terms

of transitivity. As already mentioned, the transitivity properties of applicative con-

structions have semantic and discourse dimensions. There are semantic factors such

as the lexical entailments of the verb and the semantic type of the argument filler,

and discourse properties such as individuation and referentiality of arguments,

which determine the grammatical realization of an argument (Levin and Rappaport

Hovav 2006:62). As was already mentioned, the applicative coding of an argument

is motivated by its discourse topicality. The referents of applied objects correspond

to definite and individuated entities. Many languages seem to differentiate between

applied objects that are affected by lexical entailments imposed by a base verb’s

semantic properties and applied objects that are perceived as affected because of

their participation in the discourse event. As was already discussed in section 4.4,

Tigrinya distinguishes between directly affected applied objects coded by OM1 and
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incidentally affected applied objects coded by OM2. For example, recipient applied

objects are coded as affected objects similar to patient/theme arguments since their

involvement is inherent in the concept of the predicate, whereas beneficiary applied

objects are coded differently from affected objects since they have a peripheral role

in the event described by the verb. In other words, their participation is not inherent

in the concept of the predicate. Even though both recipient and beneficiary applied

objects are coded as core objects by virtue of the applicative operations and are

consequently granted topic status, they show variation in the degree of affected-

ness/transitivity they code. As we shall see, the semantic and discourse notions of

affectedness do not always seem to correlate in Tigrinya.

In the previous section we noted that languages vary with respect to the se-

mantics of the base verb they allow for the formation of applicatives. Applicative

constructions are commonly analyzed with respect to verb class coefficients such

as intransitive, transitive or ditransitive verbs. According to Bybee (1985:30) the

distinction between inherently (or semantically) transitive and inherently intransi-

tive verbs is cross-linguistic. Even those languages that employ transitive markers

to derive transitive verbs out of intransitives contain verbs that are basically intran-

sitive and transitive. Tigrinya has inherently intransitive, transitive and ditransitive

verbs. However, as has been observed in many other languages, there are also some

verbs that are not easy to classify in discrete categories. For example, not all ditran-

sitives reflect the same degree of (di)transitivity. Verbs such as (wä)habä ‘he gave’

and Qaddälä ‘he distributed’ exhibit higher transitivity than wäfäyä ‘he donated’

and sädädä ‘he sent’. Consequently, the applied objects that result from the for-

mer verbs are coded as directly affected objects (marked with OM1), whereas the

applied objects that result from the latter verbs are coded as incidentally affected

objects (marked with OM2). In the following section we will adopt the intransitive,

transitive and ditransitive coefficients to analyze argument realization and transi-

tivity in Tigrinya.

5.3.2 Applicative formation and base verb transitivity

In general, Tigrinya allows applicatives to be formed out of ditransitive, transitive

and intransitive base verbs. Applied verbs of prototypical ditransitive verbs such

as hib-u-la ‘he gave for/with her/it(fem)’ and Qaddil-u-la ‘he distributed for/with

her/it(fem)’ can lexicalize up to four semantic arguments: agent, theme, recipient

and beneficiary/maleficiary/intrumental, in their argument structure. However, a

maximum of two object arguments can be coded as core object functions in a clause.
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(147) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መምህር
mäm1h1r
teacher.Sg

ንሳባ
n1-saba
Obj-Saba

ንተመሃሮ
n1-tämähar-o
Obj-student-Pl

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-ti

book-Pl
ዓዲሉላ።
Qadil-u-la
PerfS.distribute-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘The teacher distributed books to students for Saba.’

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መምህር
mäm1h1r
teacher.Sg

ነቶም
n-ät-om
Obj-Det-3MPl

ተመሃሮ
tämähar-o
student-Pl

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-ti

book-Pl
ዓዲሉዎም።
Qadil-u-wom
PerfS.distribute-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MPl

‘The teacher distributed books to the students.’

With prototypical ditransitive verbs the suffix OM2 corresponds to beneficiary,

maleficiary, instrumental or locative applied objects, as in (147a). The applied ob-

ject precedes the recipient object and the theme object. Both the applied and the

recipient objects are marked with the objective case. The suffix -la can be asso-

ciated neither with the recipient nor with the theme objects since these are coded

with the suffix OM1, as in (147b). With such prototypical ditransitive verbs only

OM2 increases the semantic valency of the verb. In contrast, in (147b) the suffix

OM1 codes a recipient applied object whose concept is inherently present in the

meaning of the verb. For this reason, the applicative process coded through OM1

does not increase the semantic valency of the ditransitive verb, but since the recipi-

ent argument is coded as a core object function, the applicative suffix increases the

syntactic valency of this verb.

Some ditransitive verbs allow only the suffix OM2 to mark an applied ob-

ject. For example, verbs such as wäfiy-u-la, ‘he donated to/for/with(instrument)

her/it(fem)’, sädid-u-la ‘he sent to/for/with(instrument) her’ and šäyit
˙
-u-la ‘he sold

to/for/with(instrument) her’ may bear the suffix OM2 for a recipient, a beneficiary,

a locative, an instrumental, a goal or a source semantic role. The recipient/goal ap-

plied objects that result from some of these verbs are coded similarly to locative,

instrumental or source applied objects. This may suggest that these applied verbs

code a lower degree of transitivity than applied verbs of prototypical ditransitive

verbs, and that these verbs are found on the borderline between prototypical ditran-

sitive verbs and transitive verbs with regard to the semantic and syntactic proper-

ties of their applied objects. For example, transitive verbs such as gäziP-u-la ‘he

bought for/from/with(instrument) her/it(fem)’ and bäliQ-u-la ‘he ate for/in/on/with

her/it(fem)’ allow only the suffix OM2 to code applied objects. Example (148) il-
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lustrates the ways in which these types of verbs are similar.

(148) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ወዲ
wäddi
boy

ነታ
n-ät-ä
Obj-Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money

ወፊዩላ።
wäfiy-u-la
PerfS.donate-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘The boy donated money to/for a woman.’

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ወዲ
wäddi
boy

ነታ
n-ät-ä
Obj-Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money

ሰዲዱላ።
sädid-u-la
PerfS.sent-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘The boy sent money to/for a woman.’

c. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ወዲ
wäddi
boy

ነታ
n-ät-ä
Obj-Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ቅጫ
q1č

˙
a

bread

በሊዑላ።
bäliQ-u-la
PerfS.eat-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘The boy ate bread for/on a woman.’

The applicative suffix OM2 is associated with a recipient/beneficiary in (148a)

and with a recipient/goal in (148b), among other ranges of semantic role readings

such as an instrumental, a locative or a source. Even though the recipient in wäfiy-
u-la and the recipient/goal in sädid-u-la are concepts that are lexically entailed by

the verbs, they are coded like applied objects that arise from peripheral roles such

as a beneficiary, an instrumental or a source of a transitive verb, as in (148c).

This suggests that the applicative suffixes OM1 and OM2 code a difference in

the transitivity relationship. A recipient applied object of a prototypical ditransitive

clause marked with OM1 is interpreted as being directly implicated or highly af-

fected. On the other hand, beneficiary, locative and instrumental applied objects of

a ditransitive clause that are associated with OM2 are indirectly implicated or less

affected. Either the nature of the action described by the verb or by the semantic

nature of the participants can yield this difference in transitivity. An applied object

that arises from ditransitive verbs like wäfäyä ‘he donated’ and sädädä ‘he sent’ and

transitive verbs bälQä ‘he ate’ is less affected. In terms of valency, the applicative

marker increases the syntactic valency of prototypical ditransitive, transitive, and

intransitive verbs, but it may or may not increase the semantic valency of these

verbs, since semantic valency increase in applicatives depends on whether the ap-

plied object is assigned a semantic role that is conceptualized in the lexical meaning

of a base verb or not.

Both types of applicative suffixes (OM1 and OM2) may attach to both unac-

cusative and unergative intransitive verbs, as in (149). Unaccusative verbs such
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as mäwätä ‘he died’, t
˙
äfPä‘he/it disappeared’, Qabäyä‘he/it grew up/became big’,

bäzh
˙
ä ‘he/it flourished/multiplied/ became many’, č

˙
änäwä ‘he/it smelled’, etc., and

unergative intransitive verbs such as goyäyä ‘he ran’, mäs
˙
Pä ‘he came’, bäs

˙
h
˙
ä ‘he

arrived’, kä(yä)dä ‘he went’, etc. can bear OM1 or OM2 to code various readings of

applied semantic roles.4

(149) a. (ን)እታ
(n1-)P1-a
(Obj-)Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሕሙም
h
˙
1mum.MSg

ailing

ወዳ
wädd-a
son-Poss.3FSg

መዪቱ-ዋ/ላ።
mäyit-u-wa/la
PerfS.die-SM.3MSg-OM1/OM2.3FSg

‘Her ailing son died on/for the woman.’

b. (ን)እታ
(n1-)P1-a
(Obj-)Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሰኽራም
säk

¯
1ram

drunken

ሰብኣያ
säbPay-a
husband-Poss.3FSg

ጠፊኡ-ዋ/ላ።
t
˙
äfit-u-wa/la

PerfS.disappear-SM.3MSg-(OM1/OM2).3FSg

‘(The) her drunken husband disappeared on/for the woman.’

c. እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ሰብይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ቆልዓ
qolQa
child

ጎዪያ-ቶ/ትሉ።
goyiy-a-to/tlu
PerfS.run-SM.3FSg-OM1/OM2.3MSg

‘The woman ran after the child./ The woman ran for the child.’

d. እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ዓድዋ
Qadwa
Adwa

ዓድዋ
Qadwa
Adwa

እትብሉዋ፡
P1-t1-bl-u-wa:
Rel-Imperf.2-call-MPl-OM1.3FSg

ክትመጸኩም
k1-t-mäs

˙
-ä-kum

Purp-Imperf.3-come-SM.FSg-OM1-2MPl

ድ’ያ፡
d1’y-a:
Q’Pres.be-SM.3FSg

ክትከዱዋ?
k1-t-käd-u-wa
Purp-Imperf.2-go-SM.MPl-OM1-3FSg

‘That what you call Adwa, Adwa, is she coming to you, or are you going to

her?’5

4Some intransitive verbs can exhibit unergative or unaccusative properties depending on the se-

mantic property of the referent of the subject argument they are associated with. For example, with

inanimate referents as in gize mäs
˙
iPu ‘Time has come’, gize bäs

˙
ih
˙
u ‘Time has arrived’ or ,gize käydu

‘Time has gone’ they behave like unaccusatives.
5In this song Adwa is personified, thus it is coded as animate goal applied object. This example

comes from the lyrics of a Tigrinya folk song which was used to rally recruits for the battle of Adwa

which was fought between Italy and Ethiopia in 1896.
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With unaccusative verbs there seems to be a tendency for the suffix OM1 to be

associated with ethically affected or maleficiary objects, whereas the suffix OM2

is associated with beneficiary applied objects, as in (149a) and (149b), or locative

or instrumental applied objects if the meaning of the verb allows the reading. With

unergative verbs the OM1 is associated with a goal or a directly affected object,

whereas the OM2 is associated with a beneficiary or a maleficiary applied object if

the lexical meaning of the verb permits the reading. The applied goal in (149c) has

an animate referent, but in (149d) the referent of the goal argument is personified in

this literary discourse, thus it is considered as an animate entity. The verb goyäyä ‘he

ran’ allows the affected object reading since the applied object is also engaged in the

activity described by the verb. If a goal argument has a stationary inanimate entity

as its referent, it cannot be expressed as an applied object; instead it is expressed

in an oblique phrase, as in (150a). Moreover, goal applied objects of this type can

only be associated with animate referents, as in (150b).

(150) a. እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ናብ
n1Pab
towards

እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ገዛ/ቆልዓ
gäza/gqolQa
house/child

ጎዪያ።
gäyiy-a
PerfS.run-SM.3FSg

‘The woman ran towards/to the house/child.’

b. እታ
P1t-a
(Obj-)3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

*ገዛ/ቆልዓ
gäza/qolQa
*house/child

ጎዪያቶ።
goyiy-a-to
PerfS.run-SM.3FSg-OM1.3MSg

‘The woman chased/ran after the *house/child.’

The verb in (150a) does not bear any object suffix for the argument with the

goal/locative role. This argument has an oblique function since the noun phrase

that corresponds to it is case marked with the directional preposition n1Pab. Either

an animate or an inanimate referent can serve as an argument of the oblique function

in this example. In the applicative expression, however, only animate referents fill

the affected goal argument slot. In (150b) the OM1 can only be associated with

the animate argument qolQa ‘child’ to mark an affected goal applied object. It is

worth noting that the oblique expression of the locative argument in (150a) and the

applicative expression of the goal argument in (150b) cannot be paraphrases of each

other, since the two clauses imply different semantic readings – ‘to run to a place’

in the former and ‘to run after someone’ in the latter. A locative argument that is

imposed by the lexical entailment of a predicate, as with verbs such as Patäwä ‘he

entered/went in’ or däyäbä ‘he climbed (up)’, is coded as an affected applied object
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with OM1, as in (151).

(151) a. (ን)እታ
(n1-)P1t-a
(Obj-)3FSg

ዓዲ
Qadi
village

ወተሃደራት
wätähadär-at
soldier-Pl

ኣትዮምዋ።
Paty-om-wa
PerfS.enter-SM.3MPl-OM1.3FSg

‘Soldiers entered/went in the village.’

b. (ን)እታ
(n1-)P1t-a
(Obj-)3FSg

ቅሚጦ
q1mit

˙
o

silage

ኣጣል
Pat

˙
al

goats

ደይበንኣ።
däyb-än-Pa
PerfS.climb-SM.3FPl-OM1.3FSg

‘Goats climbed on the silage.’

The applicative suffix that is associated with applied object arguments that arise

from the lexical entailments imposed by base verbs results in highly transitive ap-

plied verbs that code directly implicated or fully affected applied objects. The ap-

plied objects of such verbs exhibit object traits which are characteristic of primary

objects (e.g. the affected locative arguments can function as subjects in passive

constructions). However, the ability to code patient-like or directly affected applied

objects cannot be attributed solely to the agentivity property of unergative verbs.

There seem to be other semantic components that effect affectedness in applied

objects of intransitive verbs. For example, unaccusative verbs of motion allow the

applicative suffix OM1 for an affected goal object. The notion of affectedness arises

from the entailment of motion that these verbs lexicalize. Hence, the goal argument

is perceived as the endpoint that receives the impact of the moving entity. For exam-

ple, verbs such as wädäq̄ä ‘he/it(masc.) fell’, nät
˙
äbä ‘he/it(masc.) dripped’, Qaläbä

‘he/it(masc.) landed’, läh
˙
ak
¯

wä ‘it(masc.) leaked’, wäh
˙
azä ‘it(masc.) streamed’ and

fäsäsä ‘it(masc.) flowed/surged’ bear the suffix OM1 to code affected goal applied

objects, as is illustrated in (152).

(152) a. (ን)ዮናስ
(n-)yonas
(Obj-)Yonas

ዓባይ
Qabay
big.SgF

እምኒ
P1mni
stone

ውዲቓቶ።
wädiq̄-a-to
PerfS.fall-SM.3FSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Yonas, a big stone fell on him.’

b. (ን)እታ
(n-)P1t-a
(Obj-)Det-3FSg

ዕንባባ
Q1nbaba
flower

ኣናህብ
Panah1b
bees

ዓሊቦምዋ።
Qalib-om-wa
PerfS.land-SM.3MPl-OM1.3FSg

‘The flower, bees landed on it.’

c. (ን)እታ
(n-)P1t-a
(Obj-)Det-3FSg

ወረቐት
wäq̄ät
paper

ማይ
may
water

ነጢቡዋ።
nät

˙
ib-u-wa

PerfS.drip-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘The paper, water dripped on it.’

The affectedness notion comes across regardless of the concept of the weight or

speed of the moving entities. Indeed, the referents of the applied objects are por-
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trayed as weak, light or delicate entities that are positioned lower than the referents

of the subject arguments, and the referents of the subject arguments are portrayed

as heavy and forceful elements. For example, in (152a) the stone can physically

hurt the referent of the applied object, in (152b) the weight of bees can cause the

flower to tilt and in (152c) the drop of water can cause the paper to flap or quiver

and be stained - these qualities can only add intensity to the notion of affectedness.

Even though the subject arguments of most of these verbs do not have agentive

properties since they are not volitionally acting arguments, they have a potential to

affect the thing they come in contact with because of their motion entailment. As

is expected, these types of applied verbs cannot be passivized, conforming to the

universally observed principle that the maximum degree of transitivity is coded by

the action of an agent. However, not all unergative verbs can allow the applicative

suffix OM1 for a directly affected or ethically affected (maleficiary) object. For ex-

ample, manner of motion verbs such as h
˙
anbäsä ‘he swam’, saQs1Qä ‘he danced’,

Pat
˙
aq̄1Qä ‘he clapped’, fas

˙
äyä and sägädä ‘he bowed’ do not allow the applicative

suffix OM1. Thus, with these verbs it is impossible to get affected applied objects.

These verbs allow the suffix OM2 for beneficiary/maleficiary, locative or instru-

mental/accompaniment applied objects, as illustrated in (153).

(153) a. ንእሽቶ
n1P1̌sto
young

ከለኹ
k-älä-k

¯
u

Adv-be-SM.1Sg

ነዛ
n-ä-z-a
Obj-Det-dexis-3FSg

ሓጽቢ
h
˙
as

˙
bi

dam

ሓምቢሰ-*ያ/ላ
h
˙
ambis-ä-*ya/la

PerfS.swim-SM.1Sg-*OM1/OM2.3FSg Past-be-SM.1Sg

ነይረ።
näyr-ä

‘When I was young, I had swum in this dam.’

b. እቶም
P1t-om
Det-3MPl

ህዝቢ
h1zbi
people

ብሓባር
b1-h

˙
abar

with-unity

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ባንዴራ
bandera
flag

ሰጊዶም-*ዋ/ላ።
sägid-om-*wa/la
PerfS.bow-SM.3MPl-*OM1/OM2.3FSg

‘The people bowed to the flag in unison.’

c. (ን)እታ
(n1-)P1t-a
(Obj-)-Det-3FSg

ናይ
nay
of

ማዶና
Madonna
Madonna

ደርፊ
därfi
song

ምሉእ
m1luP1

whole

ለይቲ
läyti
night

ሳዕሲዕና-*ያ/ላ።
saQsiQ-na-*ya/la
PerfS.dance-SM.1Pl-*OM1/OM2.3FSg

‘We danced the whole night to the song of Madonna.’
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The applicative suffix OM2 in (153a), (153b) and (153c) codes locative, beneficiary

and an accompaniment/instrumental applied objects, respectively. However, a goal

argument cannot be applied with this type of verbs since they lack the transfer or

transmission entailment in their lexical meaning. The action of an agent argument of

these verbs cannot be transferred or transmitted to affect another object argument.

In contrast, unergative and unaccusative verbs of motion that denote movement

or displacement towards an endpoint entail this concept, thus they can affect the

object they come in contact with. Some of these verbs describe a concept of motion

that involves the whole body (e.g. h
˙
ambäsä ‘he swam’ and saQsäQä ‘he danced’) or

parts of the body (e.g. sägädä ‘he bowed’ and Pat
˙
aq̄1Qä ‘he clapped’) the of the agent

argument, but this type of motion is not lexicalized as directed motion, since the

agent does not move towards a specific endpoint. Intransitive verbs which describe

internally caused eventualities behave similarly with respect to their behavior in

applicativization. Verbs such as Panbahaq̄wä ‘he yawned’, h
˙
arnäk

¯
ä ‘he snored’,

säQalä ‘he coughed’, t
˙
ärät

˙
ä ‘he farted (with noise)’, fäsäwä ‘he farted (without

noise)’, gwäsQä ‘he burped’, wäč
˙
äč
˙
ä ‘he screamed’, Palqäsä ‘he mourned/wailed’

and bäk
¯
äyä ‘he cried’ do not allow the applicative suffix OM1 for the reading of

a genuine affected goal object. These verbs are commonly classified as unergative

verbs even though some of these do in fact denote non-voluntary processes. They

contain the concept of emission which Perlmutter (1978:163) describes as ‘non-

voluntary emission of stimuli that impinge on the senses’. Their incompatibility

with OM1 seems to be due to the lack of a transfer entailment. Thus, they cannot

allow a goal applied object that has a function of an endpoint towards which the

different kinds of emissions - sound, light, smell or substance, can be directed or

released. They can only be associated with OM2 to code maleficiary or beneficiary

applied objects depending on the meaning of the individual verb, as in (154).

(154) እቲ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ቆልዕ
qolQa
baby

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ኣብ
ab
on

ኣፋ
Paf-a
mouth-Poss.3FSg

ስዒሉ-*ዋ/ላ።
s1Qil-u-*wa/la
PerfS.cough-SM.3FSg-*OM1/OM2.3FSg

‘The child coughed towards the woman’s mouth.’

The verb in (154) can only allow OM2, and the applied object can have a male-

ficiary or a locative semantic role reading. In contrast, since the verb bäk
¯
äyä ‘he

cried’ denotes the concept of sound emission to express a negative emotion, it em-

ploys the suffix OM1 to code a maleficiary or an ethically affected argument whose
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referent is disadvantaged by the crying referent. In this respect, this verb behaves

like unaccusative verbs such as mäwätä ‘die’ and t
˙
äf1Pä ‘lose’. However, OM1 can-

not refer to a goal applied object since the verb bäk
¯
äyä ‘cry’ does not conceptualize

the idea of transfer to code genuine affectedness. The suffix OM2 is associated with

the beneficiary applied object. Example (155) illustrates this.

(155) (ን)እታ
(n1-)P1t-a
(Obj-)Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ወዳ
wädda
son-Poss.3FSg

በኽዩ-ዋ/ላ።
bäk

¯
y-u-wa/la

PerfS.cry-SM.3MSg-OM1/OM2.3MSg

‘The woman, her son cried on/for her.’

The applicative suffix OM1 codes a maleficiary applied object. The woman is per-

ceived as being affected or sad because of the crying child. In contrast, the suffix

OM2 expresses a beneficiary applied object. The woman is perceived to be the

referent to wards whom the sympathy of the crying child is directed. On the other

hand, säh
˙
aq̄ä ‘he laughed’, k1m1s bälä ‘he smiled’ and f1̌s1k

¯
bälä ‘he beamed’ behave

like unergative verbs that denote transmission of force to a recipient. These verbs

allows both OM1 and OM2 to code applied objects. The OM1 may code a goal, a

stimulus, or a maleficiary applied object, whereas the OM2 may code a maleficiary

or a beneficiary applied object6, as is illustrated below (156).

(156) እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ጓል
gwal
girl

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ወዲ
wädi
boy

ስሒቓ-ቶ/ትሉ።
s1h

˙
iq-a-to/tlu

PerfS.laugh-SM.3FSg-OM1/OM2.3MSg

‘The girl laughed/smiled at the boy./The girl laughed for/mocked/ridiculed the

boy.’

The verb s1h
˙
aqä allows the applicative suffix OM1 to express a goal semantic role

(the person to ward whom the laugh is directed), a stimulus/reason (the person who

has been laughed at) or a maleficiary (the person who is mocked or ridiculed).

The verb can also code a maleficiary or a beneficiary applied object reading with

OM2. The applicative operation effects an increase in both semantic and syntactic

valency of unaccusative verbs of the type exemplified above (e.g. mäwätä ‘he died’

and t
˙
äfPä ‘he disappeared’). Yet, even though an ethically affected or a maleficiary

object is morphologically coded like a patient argument since it employs OM1,

it does not acquire properties that are characteristic of directly affected or patient

6Commonly, the maleficiary applied object reading is coded through OM1 with intransitive base

verbs, whereas it is coded via OM2 with ditransitive and transitive verbs. OM2 can also mark a malefi-

ciary reading with intransitive verbs such as s1h
˙
iqu-la ‘he laughed at her’, with the intention of teasing

her, Palagi s
˙
u-la ‘he mocked her’. The maleficiary reading can also be interpreted as the abstract goal

argument with this sort of verbs.
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object arguments of monotransitive clauses (e.g. they cannot function as subjects

in passive constructions). In contrast, a goal applied object of an unergative verb

of motion or one that entails a transfer of emissions behaves like a patient object

of monotransitive clauses (e.g. they can passivize since they code agent arguments

which can be demoted by passivization). Therefore, when the applicative suffix is

used with these verbs, it functions as a transitivizing device since it gives rise to an

applied object that codes high transitivity properties. We summarize our discussion

about the types of semantic roles that can be featured as directly or incidentally

affected applied objects with respect to different verb types in Table 5.1, page 157.

Verb types Object affectedness
Types Examples directly affected (OM1) incidentally affected (OM2)
Ditrans. Type 1 wähabä ‘he gave’ th, rec ben, mal, source, instr

Qadälä ‘he distribute’ th, rec ben, mal, source, instr
mäharä ‘he taught’ th, goal ben, loc, source,
nägärä ‘he told’ th, goal ben, mal

Ditrans. Type 2 wäfäyä ‘he donated’ th rec, ben, source
wärwärä ‘he threw/hurled’ th goal, ben, mal
sädädä ‘he sent’ th goal, rec, ben, source
šäyät

˙
ä ‘he sold’ th goal, ben, mal, instr

Panbärä ‘he put/placed’ th loc, ben, mal
Mono-trans. bälQä ‘he ate’ th ben, mal, loc, source, instr

h
˙
as
˙
äbä ‘he washed’ th ben, loc, instr

qätälä ‘he killed’ patient ben, source, loc
gäzäPä ‘he bought’ th, source ben, mal
säräq̄ä ‘he stole’ th, source ben, source (inanim)

Unaccusative mäwätä ‘he died’ mal ben
t
˙
äfPä ‘he/it disappeared’ mal ben
wädäqä ‘he fell’ goal, mal ben
fäsäsä ‘it spilled out’ goal, mal ben, source
mäk

¯
äk
¯
ä ‘it melted’ goal, mal ben

fälh
˙
ä ‘he boiled’ mal ben, loc

Unergative gwäyäyä ‘he run’ goal, mal ben, path
mäs

˙
Pä ‘he came’ goal, mal ben

käyädä ‘he left’ goal, mal ben, instr
säh

˙
aqä ‘he laughed’ goal, mal ben, mal

bäk
¯
äyä ‘he cried’ mal ben

h
˙
anbäsä ‘he swam’ Ø ben, loc, instr

saQs1Qä ‘he danced’ Ø ben, loc, instr
säQalä ‘he coughed’ Ø ben, mal

Table 5.1: Transitivity in applicatives
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5.4 Concluding remarks

This chapter has focused on the transitivity aspect of the applicative clause. In previ-

ous works the applicative operation has often been characterized as a transitivizing

operation since by virtue of this process the verb acquires a new core object, the

applied object. Thus far, however, we have argued that the applicative process does

not always have a transitivizing effect, since the new argument it brings about can

also be a semantic argument of the base verb, for example, the locative argument

of ‘sit’ and ‘put’. Furthermore, it may be viewed as a syntactic valency-increasing

device since it always increases the number of core grammatical functions by one.

Moreover, we have also argued that the variation of applied object behavior is re-

lated to the difference in transitivity effects that the applicative morpheme brings

about in languages. In some languages the applied object behaves like a primary

and the base as a secondary object, whereas in others applied objects that are associ-

ated with most semantic roles may behave like secondary objects. Tigrinya makes a

morphological distinction between directly and incidentally affected objects mark-

ing them with OM1 and OM2, respectively. Applied objects that are associated with

OM1 exhibit the properties of primary objects, whereas applied objects marked with

OM2 exhibit the properties of secondary objects. However, in intransitive clauses

the suffix OM1 can also mark maleficiaries or ethically affected objects which dis-

play secondary object property.

There seems to be no cross-linguistic basis for the restrictions that languages

tend to impose on the admission of the applicative morpheme based on the transitiv-

ity properties of a verb. Tigrinya admits applicative formations out of ditransitive,

transitive and intransitive verbs - both unaccusative and unergative. Intransitive

verbs may not admit an applicative morpheme for certain types of semantic role

readings. For example, unergative verbs such as ‘dance’, ‘swim’ or ‘scream’ that

do not entail a directional motion or transfer of emitted force or substance cannot

bear the OM1 suffix as they cannot code a goal applied object.



CHAPTER 6

Applicative vs. oblique coding

6.1 Introduction

As Donohue (2001:217) notes, some languages have a dynamic applicative sys-

tem where there exists a productive parallelism between expressing a participant

in an applicative or an oblique (PP) phrase. There are also languages that have a

non-dynamic applicative system where the applicative expression is a basic gram-

matical means to express certain arguments. Thus, the applicative expressions of

these arguments do not have oblique counterparts. For example, Bresnan and Moshi

(1993:50) point out that in Kichaga, a Bantu language, there are no prepositions or

case markers to mark beneficiary, maleficiary, instrumental and locative semantic

roles. They also state that Chicheŵa lacks prepositions for the oblique coding of

beneficiary and locative semantic roles. In Bajau, an Austronesian language, there

are no prepositions for the oblique marking of beneficiary, locative and instrumental

semantic roles (Donohue 1996:788). The investigation of such alternative strategies

is of particular interest to studies of applicative constructions, especially for syn-

tactic theories which describe applicative constructions as structural derivatives of

oblique phrases (Marantz 1984, Baker 1988a). A syntactic theory such as LFG,

however, does not support the derivational analysis of applicative constructions

based on the fact that certain applied arguments do not have oblique counterparts

(Alsina and Mchombo 1990, Bresnan and Moshi 1990, Bresnan 1994, Mchombo

1997). Some studies have also attempted to explain the pragmatic and discourse

159
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reasons behind an applicative or an oblique coding of semantic arguments (Dono-

hue 2001). In this chapter we aim to investigate prepositional case markers with

respect to the semantic roles that they code and the possibility of expressing se-

mantic roles in oblique phrases and applicative constructions, and to compare the

two types of expression in terms of the discourse construal they mark.

6.2 Oblique vs. adjunct distinction

Semantic roles that are marked by prepositional case can have an oblique argument

or an adjunct function. The terms ‘oblique’, ‘argument’ and ‘adjunct’ require some

clarification since these terms are employed differently in the literature. Andrews

(1985:89) uses the term oblique as a cover term for any prepositional phrase (PP).

According to him, the oblique function comprises complements and adjuncts. A

complement is a grammatical function that is required or governed by a predicator,

for example, a verb. Van Valin (2001:24; 92-96) distinguishes between arguments

and adjuncts which corresponds to the distinction between complements and ad-

juncts made by Andrews (1985). Bierwisch (2003:113) identifies arguments and

modifiers as the semantic aspects of constituents, whereas complement and adjunct

are their syntactic counterparts. However, Koenig et al. (2003:68) pair these terms

differently. They consider arguments and adjuncts to relate to semantic dependents,

whereas complements and modifiers to relate to syntactic dependents. In LFG, the

term oblique is restricted to subcategorizable prepositional phrases, and is used to

designate their grammatical function, whereas the term adjunct is used as a func-

tional designation for non-subcategorizable PPs and adverbial expressions. Thus,

adjuncts are classified as modifiers (Bresnan 2001:96, Dalrymple 2001:10).

Even though linguists agree on the existence of oblique vs. adjunct classes, there

is no consensus among them concerning the manner in which these should be distin-

guished. Traditionally, criteria such as optionality/obligatoriness and selectedness

are regarded as relevant grounds for this distinction (Bierwisch 2003, Koenig et al.

2003). In this sense, arguments are obligatory, and are selected by the verb, whereas

adjuncts are optional. Dowty (1982) proposes an entailment test and a subcatego-

rization test, which to some extent correlate with the optionality/obligatoriness and

selectedness notions. However, as Dalrymple et al. (1995:9) note, even though these

address important properties that distinguish between arguments and adjuncts, they

cannot successfully discriminate between them. The limitation of such criteria is

particularly reflected in the controversy regarding the argument status of seman-
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tic roles which sometimes are referred to as participatory or circumstantial, such as

beneficiary, instrumental and comitative. Usually these semantic roles are optional,

but they are assumed to be obligatory when they are overtly realized in a clause.

In example (157) we present the controversy in determining the argument status of

instrumental semantic roles.

(157) a. The boy broke the window (with a rock). (Van Valin 2001:94)

b. The girl ate the pasta (with a fork). (Van Valin 2001:94)

c. The policeman poked the body (with a stick). (Koenig et al. 2003:81)

d. The policeman sipped his iced tea (with a straw). (Koenig et al.

2003:81)

Van Valin regards the instrumental PP phrase in (157a) as an argument since it

can function as a subject argument (or an actor), as in ‘The rock broke the window’,

and regards the instrumental PP in (157b) as an adjunct since it cannot function as

a subject argument, as in *The fork ate the pasta. In contrast, Koenig et al. analyze

both the instrumental PPs in (157c) and in (157d) as arguments. According to them,

even though the presence of an instrumental participant is necessary in the event

described by poke, it can be syntactically optional. The verb sip does not entail the

presence of an instrument, but when an instrument is overtly specified, it plays

the same participant role as in (157c). Koenig et al. conclude that even though the

instrument is not entailed by certain verbs such as sip it is logically necessary in

the event specified by the verb. We agree with Koenig et al. that the argumenthood

of instrumentals cannot be established simply by judging whether or not they are

obligatory. However, if an instrument is explicitly specified in an event, then it

plays a participant role, and thus functions as an argument.

Therefore, we suggest that arguments and adjuncts be distinguished on the ba-

sis of the specific role they play in an event. In LFG, this has been the guideline for

differentiating oblique arguments from adjuncts. Oblique arguments are associated

with specific roles such as recipient, beneficiary, goal, source, locative, instrumen-

tal, cause, reason, manner, etc. (Bresnan 1982a:292, Dalrymple 2001:26). Adjuncts

are different from arguments since the information they add is related to the whole

predication rather than to a specific participant (Bresnan 2001, Dalrymple et al.

1995, Butt et al. 1999, Kroeger 2004). For example, adjuncts may express concept

of event location (as opposed to participant location), event time, manner, etc, as

example (158) illustrates.
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(158) a. ኣብ
Pab
Loc

ክሽነ
k1̌s1nä
kitchen

(ኮይና)
(koyi-na)
(PerfS.be-SM.3FSg)

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af

book

ኣንቢባ።
Panbib-a
PerfS.read-SM.3FSg

‘She read a book (while) in the kitchen./ Lit. She read a book (being) in a

kitchen.’1

b. ትማሊ
t1mali
yesterday

ኣብ
Pab
Loc

መርዓ
märQa
wedding

ርእየያ።
r1Py-ä-ya
PerfS.see-SM.1Sg-OM1.3FSg

‘I saw her in a wedding yesterday.’

c. ብቕልጡፍ
b1-q̄1lt

˙
uf

Instr-quick

መጺኣ።
mäs

˙
iP-a

PerfS.come-SM.3FSg

‘She came quickly.’

The location in (158a) is identified as an event location since it is the loca-

tion where the reading event happens. Similarly, in (158b) neither the adverbial

nominal t1mali ‘yesterday’ nor the event name märQa ‘wedding’ denotes specific

participants. The adverb b1-q̄1lt
˙

‘quick’ in (158c), which is derived from the adjec-

tive q̄1lt
˙

‘quick’ through the instrumental marker b1-, describes the manner in which

the ‘coming’ event is performed.

Within research on applicative constructions, the oblique vs. adjunct distinc-

tion is considered as an important parameter for two reasons. Firstly, even though

applied objects are regarded as core arguments independent of their semantic cat-

egory, owing to the argument/adjunct distinction of their semantic roles applied

objects may display different syntactic properties. Secondly, the oblique/adjunct

distinction is considered significant since languages tend to set restrictions on ad-

mitting semantic roles to applicative constructions at different levels along the

argument-adjunct continuum. A certain language may express peripheral/adjunct

roles applicatively in a way that can be impossible in another language. For exam-

ple, Peterson (2007:20) points out that the applicative expression of the prioritive

semantic role is unique to Hakha Lai, as in (159).

(159) a. kay-maP

1S-PRON
hlaan=PaPPa-kal
before/front=Loc 3sS-go

‘He went ahead of me.’

b. Pa-ka-kal-kaPn
3sS-1sO-go-PRIOR

‘He went ahead of me.’
1In Tigrinya a PP expression of an event location can be modified by the use of a light verb such

as koyi-na ‘she being/staying’; however a participant location cannot be modified by a light verb. This

can be used as a diagnosis to distinguish argument PPs from adjuncts.
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c. Pa-ka-thiP-kaPn
3sS-1sO-die2-PRIOR

‘He died before me.’

In (159a) the prioritive semantic role which expressess temporal and spatial

concepts is expressed as a PP, whereas in (159b) and (159c) it is expressed as an

applied argument. The same temporal concept cannot be expressed applicatively in

Tigrinya, as is shown in (160).

(160) a. ቅድሚኣ
q1dmi-Pa
before-3FSg

መይቱ።
mäyit-u
PerfS.die-SM.3MSg

‘He died before her.’

b. መይቱዋ/ላ።
mäyit-u-wa/la
PerfS.die-SM.3MSg-OM1/OM2.3MSg

‘He died on/for her.’

In (160a) the preposition q1dmi which can be translated as ‘in front of, before,

ahead of’ bears a pronominal suffix for the pro-dropped object.2 Thus, it can be

considered as a pronominalized PP that expresses a temporal relation. As exam-

ple (160b) shows, the temporal relation cannot be expressed applicatively. The ap-

plicative can only express a maleficiary and a beneficiary applied object readings.

Tigrinya can express the same temporal concept as in the Hakha Lai example (159)

through a serial verb construction, as in (161).

(161) a. ቀዲሙዋ
qädim-u-wa
PerfS.precede-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

መይቱ።
mäyit-u
PerfS.die-SM.3MSg

‘He died before her./ Lit. He, preceding her, died.’

b. ቀዲሙዋ
qädim-u-wa
PerfS.precede-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

ከዪዱ።
käyid-u
PerfS.go-SM.3MSg

‘He went ahead of/ before her./ Lit. He, preceding her, went.’

A serial verb construction such as in (161) consists of juxtaposed verbs without

any coordination or subordination elements. The verbs in the final position (e.g.

mäyit-u in (161a) and käyid-u and in (161b) ) function as the main verb, and the verb

preceding the main verbs (e.g. qädim-u-wa) functions as a modifier by supplying the

2In Tigrinya the object of a preposition can be expressed by a pronominal suffix when the ob-

ject NP is not overtly realized, as in ንኣኡ n1P-Pu ‘him, to/for him’, ኣብኡ Pab-Pu ‘in it, in there’,

ካብኡ kab-Pu ‘from him/it, from there’, and ምስኡ m1s-Pu ‘with him/it’. The glottal stop P serves to

demarcate the syllabic boundary.
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temporal notion. In this study we do not intend to describe serial verb constructions

further.

In the following section we seek to investigate the dynamism between preposi-

tional and applicative expressions in Tigrinya. Prepositional expressions will be

investigated with respect to the type of semantic roles they code. We will also

investigate the possibility of coding semantic roles in an applicative and oblique

expression, and the pragmatic and discourse reasons behind the choice of these al-

ternatives.

6.3 Prepositional vs. applicative coding in Tigrinya

Tigrinya employs prepositions to code a wide range of semantic roles. The follow-

ing prepositional markers are identified in the language (162):3

(162) n1- dative, abstract direction, objective

m1P1nti beneficiary, purpose, reason

s1lä beneficiary, purpose, reason

Pab location

nab goal (allative)

kab source (ablative)

b1- instrument

b1-zaQba topic/comment

m1s comitative

3The allative or goal preposition nab is formed out of the dative n1 and the locative Pab, while

the source preposition kab is formed out of the Ge’ez source preposition k1 and the locative Pab.

The prepositions that consist of only one syllograph (i.e. a single symbol/graph in a syllabic writing

system which consists of consonant and vowel phonemes) n1– and b1–, attach directly to specifiers and

modifiers, as in näti (n1-P1ti) ‘to.the-3MSg’ and näta (n1-P1ta) ‘to.the-3FSg’, n1-k
¯
ul-om ‘to.all-3MPl’,

n1-h
˙
ad-ä ‘to.one-MSg’ and n1-s

˙
1buq̄ ‘for/to-good/beautiful’. They also attach directly to nouns, as in

n1-Saba ‘for/to-Saba’ and b1-naQ1s
˙
o ‘by/through-door’. On the other hand, prepositions that consist of

more than one syllograph, Pab, nab, kab, m1s and b1-zaQba, are realized as independent words when

they occur with nouns, as in Pab t
˙
awla ‘on table’ and m1s Saba ‘with Saba’, but can be realized either

as assimilated or contracted forms with determiners and specifiers, as in Pabt-i or Pab -’it ‘on/at/in-

Det.3MSg’, which can be interpreted as ‘there’. Prepositions can also bear pronominal suffixes for

a non-overtly realized object of a preposition, as in Pab-u ‘on/at/in-3MSg, there’ and m1s-u ‘with-

3MSg’, b1-zaQba-u ‘about-3MSg, about him/it/that’.
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Most of these prepositions are polysemous. They can have extended meanings

that are related to the prototypical relation they mark. For example, b1– is a proto-

typical preposition for coding an instrument semantic role, but it also has extended

meanings, for instance, to code metaphorical instruments such as cause and man-

ner semantic roles. Each of these prepositions will be described with respect to the

semantic roles they code, and the prepositional expression they code will also be

contrasted with applicative expressions that convey the same semantic argument.

6.3.1 Directional n1

The preposition n1 is a polysemous marker which semantically denotes abstract

direction within the range of semantic relations which it codes. It is a prototypi-

cal dative preposition for the oblique expression of recipient and beneficiary se-

mantic roles (163a).4 It also marks definite core objects (base and applicative)

(163b), oblique expressions of direction (goal) arguments (163c) and temporal ad-

junct phrases (163d). Since the range of functions marked by n1 is subsumed under

the directional meaning, we will gloss this preposition as DIR. However, we will

continue our glossing convention Obj to identify the objective case.

(163) a. Recipient/beneficiary
እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሰብኣይ
säbPay
man

ንኹሉ
n1-kul-u
Obj-all

ገንዘቡ
gänzäb-u
money-Poss.3MSg

ንዘኽታማት
n1-zäk

¯
tam-at

DIR-orphan-Pl
ወፍዪዎ።
wäfiy-u-wo
PerfS.donate-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘The man donated all his money to orphans.’

b. Core object
እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሰብኣይ
säbPay
man

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ባናና
banana
banana

በሊዑዋ።
bäliQ-u-wa
PerfS.eat-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘The man ate the banana.’

c. Direction
ንኤርትራ
n1-Pert1ra
DIR-Eritrea

ከይዱ
käyid-u
PerfS.go-SM.3MSg

ኣሎ።
Pal-o
Pres.be-SM-3MSg

‘He has gone to Eritrea.’

4As described by Blansitt (1988:186) in a footnote, a prototypical dative relation is semantically

characterized as “a voluntary transfer, not specifically involving exchange, intermediary, or motion”.

For instance, the recipient of the verb give is marked by a prototypical dative case.
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d. Temporal adjunct
ንሰለስተ
n1-sälästä
DIR-three

መዓልታት
mäQalt-at
day-Pl

መጺኡ
mäs

˙
iP-u

PerfS.come-SM.3MSg

ነይሩ።
näyr-u
Past.be-SM.3MSg

‘He had come for three days.’

In (163a), nɨ marks the oblique expression of a recipient/beneficiary argument,

n1-d1k
¯
a-tat ‘to orphans’. In (163a) and in (163b), n1 functions as an objective case

marker. It is prefixed on the determiner n-ät-a (assimilated form of n1-P1ta) and

the quantifier n1-kul-u, and the definite objects, n-ät-a banana ‘the banana’ and n1-
kul-u gänzäb-u ‘all his money’, are indexed on the verb through object suffixes. In

(163c) n1– marks an oblique expression of a goal (locative) semantic role n1-Pert1ra
‘to Eritrea’. In (163d), n1 codes a temporal adjunct expression, n1-sälästä mäQalt-at
‘for three days’. Oblique and adjunct expressions cannot be indexed on the verb

through verbal suffixes.

An obliquely expressed beneficiary argument, as in (163a), can also be ex-

pressed applicatively (164). The applied object is portrayed by a definite referent

n1-Pom d1k
¯
a-tat ‘the orphans’, and the verb bears an object suffix for this argument.

(164) እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሰብኣይ
säbPay
man

ነቶም
n-ät-om
Obj-Det-3MPl

ዘኽታማት
zäk

¯
tam-at

orphan-Pl

ኩሉ
kul-u
all

ገንዘቡ
gänzäb-u
money-Poss.3MSg

ወፍዪሎም።
Pawäfiy-u-lom
PerfS.donate-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MPl

‘The man donated all his money to the orphans.’

In general, the applied object cannot be associated with indefinite, non-specific,

non-distinct and non-referential arguments. A referent of an applied object is indi-

viduated through an obligatory definiteness or specificity feature in Tigrinya. In-

dividuation bestows on the participants discourse worthiness in order to emerge as

applied objects, that is, as the most topical object functions in the discourse event.

Since recipient and beneficiary arguments correspond to inherently sentient and

human referents, and are considered as highly prominent in the discourse event in

comparison to referents of a base object that co-occurs with them, they are com-

monly cast as applied objects.

A distinctness semantic requirement is stipulated in coding a goal argument

applicatively. A locative noun that denotes a vast, indistinct or non-discrete location

cannot appear as a goal applied object. Thus, the goal locational argument in (163c)

cannot be coded applicatively, as in (165).
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(165) *ንኤርትራ/ነታ
n1-Pert1ra/n-ät-a
*Obj-Eritrea/Obj-Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ከይዱዋ
käyid-u-wa
PerfS.go-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

ኣሎ።
Pal-o
Pres.be-SM-3MSg

‘He has gone to *Eritrea/the woman.’

Since the referent of the locative argument Pert1ra ‘Eritrea’ is not a discrete and

restricted point of reference, it cannot constitute a convenient filler for the applied

object argument with verbs that denote telic or punctual activities such as arriving

or going. A goal argument can be coded as an applied object only if it has a se-

mantic disposition to be affected by the action of an agent. An agent can affect a

locative argument that has a concrete, distinct and restricted referent by engaging

in a punctual and telic activity such as arriving at and/or going to a location. A

concrete and distinct goal referent such as n-ät-a säbäyti ‘the woman’ can be coded

applicatively, since it is an animate, definite and distinct referent thus and can be

affected by the actions of the agent argument in the event of going. In contrast, with

a location argument that has a vast area a referent can be coded as an applied object

with verbs denote duration and spread such as invading, occupying, filling etc.

Similarly, the adjunct temporal concept in (163d) cannot be expressed applica-

tively (166). Since a temporal adjunct does not denote a distinct or specific partic-

ipant or argument, it cannot be coded applicatively.

(166) *ነተን
n-ät-än
Obj-Det-3FPl

ሰለስተ
sälästä
three

መዓልታት
mäQalt-at
day-Pl

መጺኡ-ለን
mäs

˙
iP-u-wä/län

PerfS.come-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FPl
ነዪሩ።
näyir-u
Past.be-SM.3MSg

‘He had come for the three days.’

6.3.2 Beneficiary n1, mɨP1nti and s1lä

The prepositions n1, mɨP1nti and s1lä ‘for’, ‘for the sake of’ or ‘on behalf of’ mark

an oblique expression of a beneficiary or purpose/reason role. The preposition n1

is more frequent and productive in marking a beneficiary than the other two, and it

specifies an intended possessor beneficiary, while mɨP1nti and s1lä are prototypical

purpose/reason prepositions and also relate to an ethical/emotional beneficiary. The

beneficiary and purpose/reason expressions are rendered more precise through seri-

alization with the light verb bähalä, which literally means ‘he said’. In this context
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the verb Pil-a, a simple perfective form, is interpreted as ‘she intended, devoted,

dedicated’, and functions as a subordinating serial verb. The light verb supplies

the notion of ‘goodwill or good intention’ to the prepositional expressions, as is

illustrated in (167).

(167) a. ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af

book

ንዮናስ
n1-Yonas
Dir-Yonas

(ኢላ)
(Pil-a)
(PerfS.say-SM.3FSg)

ገዚኣቶ።
gäziP-a-to
PerfS.buy-SM.3FSg-OM1.3MSg

‘She bought the book (as she intended) for Yonas.’

b. ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af

book

ምእንቲ
m1P1nti
BEN

ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

(ኢላ)
(Pil-a)
(PerfS.say-SM.3FSg)

ገዚኣቶ።
gäziP-a-to
PerfS.buy-SM.3FSg-OM1.3MSg

‘She bought the book (as she intended) for/on behalf of Yonas.’

c. ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af

book

ስለ
s1lä
BEN

ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

(ኢላ)
(Pil-a)
(PerfS.say-SM.3FSg)

ገዚኣቶ።
gäziP-a-to
PerfS.buy-SM.3FSg-OM1.3MSg

‘She bought the book (as she intended) for/on behalf of Yonas.’

As example (167a) shows, since the verb meaning buy allows the theme object

to be redirected to another participant, then n1 can code a beneficiary possessor

argument, and it gives the reading that Yonas is going to have/possess the book.

With mɨP1nti in (167b) and s1lä in (167c) the notion of an ethical beneficiary is

more prominent than a possessor beneficiary. In this sense, Yonas is perceived as

a beneficiary; either Saba buys the book on behalf of him, i.e. she does the buying

which he was supposed to do, or she buys the book since she knows it pleases him.

On the other hand, the prepositions mɨP1nti and s1lä are more often used than

n1 with verbs that do not allow the intended possessor reading, as is illustrated in

(168).
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(168) a. ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af

book

ምእንቲ/ስለ/?ን-ዮናስ
m1P1nti/s1lä/?n1-Yonas
BEN/BEN/?Dir-Yonas

(ኢላ)
(Pil-a)
(PerfS.say-SM.3FSg)

ተሰኪማቶ።
täsäkim-a-to
PerfS.carry-SM.3FSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Saba carried the book for/on behalf of Yonas.’

b. ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ምእንቲ/ስለ/?ን-ዮናስ
m1P1nti/s1lä/?n1-Yonas
BEN/BEN/?Dir-Yonas

(ኢላ)
(Pil-a)
(PerfS.say-SM.3FSg)

ብዙሕ
b1zuh

˙a-lot
ደኺማ።
däk

¯
im-a

PerfS.be.tired-SM.3FSg

‘Saba got tired/toiled a lot for/on behalf of Yonas.’

c. ብዙሓት
b1zuh

˙
at

Many

ጀጋኑ
ǧäganu
heroes

ስለ/ምእንቲ/ን-ኤርትራ
s1lä/m1P1nti/?n1-Pert1ra
BEN/BEN/?Dir-Eritrea

(ኢሎም)
(Pil-a)
(PerfS.say-SM.3MPl)

ሞይቶም።
moyt-om
PerfS.die-SM.3MPl

‘The heroes died for/on behalf of Eritrea.’

Since the verb in (168a) does not allow the referent of the theme object to be

redirected to another participant, n1 cannot express a possessor beneficiary reading,

but can give a marginally acceptable ethical beneficiary reading. When n1 attaches

to definite noun phrases, it acts more like a case marker than a preposition. Since

both Yonas and Eritrea are definite nouns, n1 can be interpreted as a case marker, but

since the verb does not carry a verbal suffix for this object, the case marker reading

is not possible. The competition between the case and prepositional readings makes

n1 less acceptable as an oblique marker with definite nouns. It is more accepted as

a prepositional marker when it is used together with the subordinating serial verb

Pil-a. On the other hand, mɨP1nti and s1lä can express an ethically affected or a

beneficiary argument with these verbs. Similarly, the stative verb däk
¯
im-a ‘she got

tired’ (168b) and the intransitive verb moyt-om ‘they died’ (168c) cannot entail

transfer of possession, thus the prepositions can only express ethical beneficiaries.

There is no one-to-one correspondence between the applicative and the oblique

expression of the beneficiary argument on either the semantic or discourse levels.

In the first place, the oblique expression has an unequivocal beneficiary reading,

whereas the applicative expression is polysemous, as is illustrated in (169).
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(169) a. ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ንወዳ
n1-wäd-a
Obj-boy-Poss.3FSg

መጻሕፍቲ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
-ti

book.Pl

ገዚኣትሉ።
gäziP-a-tlu
PerfS.buy-SM.3FSg-OM2.3MSg

‘Saba bought books for/from her son .’

b. ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ንሰብኣያ
n1-säbPay-a
Obj-man-Poss.3MSg

እንጀራ
P1nǧära
bread

በሊዓትሉ።
bäliQ-a-tlu
PerfS.eat-SM.3FSg-OM2.3MSg

‘Saba ate bread for/on her husband.’

c. ብዙሓት
b1zuh

˙
at

Many

ጀጋኑ
ǧäganu
hero.Pl

ንኤርትራ
n1-Pert1ra
Obj-Eritrea

ሞይቶም-ላ/ዋ።
moyt-om-la/wa
PerfS.die-SM.3MPl-OM2/OM1.3FSg

‘The heroes died for/on Eritrea.’

With transitive predicates the applied object can have a beneficiary, malefi-

ciary, locative, goal, path or source semantic role reading, depending on the mean-

ing of the verb used. For example, the applicative expression in (169a) yields ben-

eficiary and source readings, and in (169b) beneficiary and maleficiary readings.

With intransitive verbs, since different suffixes are employed to code beneficiary

and maleficiary/affected arguments, there is no ambiguity between these readings,

as in (169c). Further, given a suitable context that enhances the beneficiary reading,

the applicative expression is more expressive and determined than the oblique ex-

pression. As we have discussed earlier, the oblique expressions with the beneficiary

argument are somewhat coarse. In fact, they are rendered more focused through se-

rialization of a light verb. In addition, as with all applicative expressions, the ben-

eficiary applied object is highly topical. Since the beneficiary argument coincides

with animate and human referents which render the beneficiary argument worthy of

discourse topicalization, it frequently emerges in the applicative coding. Moreover,

the applicative expression codes a maleficiary argument which cannot be expressed

obliquely, as Tigrinya lacks a preposition for the oblique coding of this semantic

role.

6.3.3 Purpose/reason n1, mɨP1nti and s1lä

The purpose/reason semantic role is marked with the same prepositions, n1, mɨP1nti
and s1lä, as the beneficiary argument. The directional preposition n1 is more pro-

ductive in coding a reason semantic role in main clauses than mɨP1nti and s1lä. As

Luraghi (2003:45), remarks the notions of purpose and reason are difficult to dis-

tinguish. She defines purpose as “an entity, often a state of affairs, aimed at by

the intentional action of an agent”, and she states that “the reason that motivates
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an agent to act is cognitively equivalent to the purpose of the action.” Thus, rea-

son is perceived as the state of affairs that motivates an agent to act. Further, their

coding and meaning tend to overlap cross-linguistically. As Luraghi (2003) points

out “direction expression can be re-interpreted as denoting purpose, on account of

a metaphorical equation of human intention with directional motion.” The debate

regarding the semantic role overlap between beneficiary and purpose arguments in

Chicheŵa pertains to this ambiguity (Alsina and Mchombo 1990:501).

(170) a. Yêsu
1-Jesus

a-ná-f-ér-a
1S-PST-die-APPL-FV

anathu
2-people

ônse.
1-all

‘Jesus died for all people.’

b. Mtolankhâni
1-journalist

a-na-thámáng-ir-á
1S-PST-run-AP-FV

chíphadzûwa.
7-beauty-queen

‘The journalist ran for the beauty queen.’

Baker (1988b:21) argues that the applied objects in (170) have reason/motive

readings to substantiate his hypothesis that intransitive verbs do not allow a benefi-

ciary applied object reading in Chicheŵa. Alsina and Mchombo (1990:501) oppose

such analyses, and argue that these examples unequivocally mark a beneficiary ap-

plied object.

Beneficiary, goal and purpose arguments can be distinguished by the semantic

properties of their referents. Beneficiary and goal arguments are associated with

distinct and concrete referents, whereas purpose/reason arguments to a greater ex-

tent correspond to abstract entities that denote events or states of affairs. According

to Hegarty (2003:892) “[...] a reason is a reason for a particular event or state in

the world, or it is a purpose of an agent, or it has a connection to the world, but

it is otherwise propositional in character, and is not a spatiotemporally delineated

part of the world”. In contrast, he states that “Everyday concrete objects have high

world immanence since they have spatiotemporal boundaries and interact causally

with other objects”. Owing to such semantic properties a reason-denoting expres-

sion is typically coded as an adjunct subordinate clause, and cannot be selected by

a predicate.

In Tigrinya beneficiary and goal arguments are amenable to applicative coding,

whereas purpose/reason roles are not. The examples in (171) illustrate obliquely

coded purpose semantic roles.

(171) a. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ምእንቲ/ን-ገንዘብ
m1P1nti/n1-gänzäb
BEN/Dir-money

ኢዩ
Piy-u
Pres.be-SM.3MSg

ዝሰርሕ።
z1-sär1h

˙Rel.Imperf.3-work.SM.MSg

‘Yonas works for money.’
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b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ተመሃራይ
tämäharay
student

ንመርመራ
n1-märmära
Dir-exam

የጽንዕ
y-äs

˙
1n1Q

Imprf.3-study-SM.MSg
ኣሎ።
Pall-o
Pres.exist.SM.3MSg

“The student is studying for an exam.’

c. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓኪም
h
˙
akim

doctor

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ንመርመራ
n1-märmära
Dir-test

ደም
däm
blood

ልኢኹዋ።
l1Pik

¯
-u-wa

PerfS.send-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘The doctor sent the woman for a blood test.’

d. (ን)ዕረፍቲ
n1-Q1räfti
DR-vacation

ከይዱ።
käyd-u
PerfS.go-SM.3MSg

‘He went for/on a vacation.’

e. ንኣኼባ
n1-Pak

¯
eba

PURP-meeting

ይዳለው
y1-daläw
Imprf.3-prepare.SM.MSg

ኣሎ።
Pall-o
Pres.exist-SM.3MSg

‘He is preparing for/to a meeting.’

f. (ን)መርዓ
n1-märQa
PURP-wedding

ጓሉ
gwal-u
girl-Poss.3MSg

ዓዲሙና።
Qadim-u-na
PerfS.invite-SM.3MSg-OM1-1Pl

‘He invited us for his daughter’s wedding.’

In (171a) the reason semantic role reading is acquired from the implied mean-

ing, i.e. the motivation of getting or acquiring money which causes the agent to

engage in a certain state of affairs or activity, rather than the object money per
se. Similarly, in the rest of the examples, exam (171b), blood test (171c), vacation

(171d), meeting (171e) and wedding (171f) are perceived as reasons that motivate

the agent to engage in the activities described by the verbs. In the oblique coding,

an abstract goal semantic role reading may also be implied with verbs of motion

such as käydu ‘he went’ (171d).

However, as we have already mentioned, since the states of affairs that fill the

reason semantic role are commonly abstract and non-individuated entities, reason

expressions are not amenable to applicative coding. As the following examples

show, the applicative expression of a reason semantic role sounds peculiar, since the

entities that function as applied objects are allotted undue discourse salience, and

such high discourse salience is normally a characteristic of semantically concrete
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and referential elements.

(172) a. *ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money

ሸቂሉሉ።
šäqil-u-lu
PerfS.work-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘Yonas worked for the money.’

b. *ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መርመራ
märmära
test

ደም
däm
blood

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ልኢኹሉ።
l1Pik

¯
-u-lu

PerfS.send-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘He sent the woman to a blood test.’

c. *ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መርዓ
märQa
wedding

ጓሉ
gwal-u
girl-Poss.3MSg

ንዓና
n1-Qa-na
Obj-PRO-1Pl

ዓዲሙሉ
Qadim-u-lu
PerfS.invite-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

ኣሎ።
Pall-o
Pres-exist-SM.3MSg

‘He has invited us for/to his daughter’s wedding.’

The applicative expressions of the semantic roles in (172) reflect inappropriate

assignment of discourse salience for entities that do not have a semantic disposition

to become individuated. In order for arguments to be coded as applied objects, they

must be distinct from each other as well as the general background. Thus, entities

that do not have this disposition cannot be coded as applied objects. This clearly

reflects the discourse motivation of the applicative coding.

However, with verbs such as tädaläwä and täqäräbä ‘he became ready, he got

prepared’ the goal of preparation is equivalent to a purpose by virtue of their mean-

ing. In this sense, the purpose reading overlaps with that of an abstract goal argu-

ment, and this can be expressed applicatively, as in (173).

(173) a. ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ዋዕላ
waQla
conference

ይዳለዉሉ
y1-daläw-u-lu
Imperf.3-prepare-SM.MPl-OM2.3MSg

ኣለዉ።
Pallä-wu
Pres-exist-SM.3MPl

‘They are preparing for the conference.’
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b. ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መርዓ
märQa
wedding

ተቐሪቦምሉ
tä-qärib-om-lu
DT-PerfS.be=ready-SM.3MPl-OM2.3MSg

ኣለዉ።
Pallä-wu
Pres-exist-SM.3MPl

‘They have become ready for the wedding.’

The events meeting and wedding are perceived as goals to which the agent

directs the preparatory activities, i.e. the agent is engaged in activities that he/she

hopes will lead to the successful realization of these states of affairs.

6.3.4 Locative Pab

The locative preposition Pab ‘on’, ‘in’ or ‘at’ denotes a spatial concept without

indicating a particular spatial relation with respect to the object’s location. Various

spatial relations are complemented through relational words such as l1Qli ‘top’, t1h
˙
li

‘under’, w1̌st
˙
i ‘inside’, q1dmi ‘front’, d1h

˙
ri ‘behind’, godni ‘side’, yäman ‘right’,

s
˙
ägam ‘left’, etc. However, without these relational items, Pab is interpreted by

default as ‘on’ or ‘in’, depending on the meaning of the location noun it modifies,

as in (174).

(174) a. ዓሳ
Qasa
fish

ኣብ
Pab
Loc

(ውሽጢ)
(w1̌st

˙
i)

(inside)

ባሕሪ
bah

˙
ri

sea

ይነብር።
y1-näb1r.
Imperf.3-live.SM.MSg

‘Fish live in (the) sea.’

b. ነታ
n-ät-a
Det-Det-3FSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af

book

ኣብ
Pab
Loc

(ልዕሊ/ትሕቲ)
(l1Qli/t1h

˙
ti)

(top/under)

ጣውላ
t
˙
awla

table
ኣንቢሩዋ።
Pambir-u-wa
PerfS.place-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘He placed the book on (top of /under) a table.’

c. እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ነፋሪት
näfar-it
airplane-F

ኣብ
Pab
Loc

ልዕሊ
l1Qli
over

እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ከተማ
kätäma
city

ዘምቢያ።
zämbiy-a
PerfS.hover-SM.3FSg

‘The airplane hovered over the city.’

d. ኣብቲ
Pab-t-i
Loc-Det-3MSg

ሓዲሽ
h
˙
addǐs

new.M

ስራሕ
s1rah

˙work

ብዙሕ
b1zuh

˙a-lot/many

ኣድሂቡ
Padhib-u
PerfS.focus-SM.3MSg

ኣሎ።
Pal-o
Pers.exist-SM.3MSg

‘He has been focusing a lot on the new work.’
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In (174a) the Pab without the relational items is interpreted as ‘in’ since it refers

to the inner location bah
˙
ri ‘sea’ to denote a habitat. The use of the relational item

w1̌st
˙
i ‘inside’ specifies this default meaning further. Similarly, in (174b) Pab is in-

terpreted as ‘on’ without the relational items, since the top level surface of a ‘table’

is normally taken to be its default spatial relation. In contrast, in (174c) the locative

marker cannot be used without the relational term l1Qli ‘over’, since with this verb,

the main spatial relation is not the default surface location. The locative preposition

can also mark a metaphorical locative argument, as in (174d).

In Tigrinya, applicative coding differentiates between a location where one of

the participants is located, and a location where the event as a whole takes place.

A semantic role denoting a participant’s location can be expressed as an applied

object, whereas a semantic role denoting a location of an event cannot occur as an

applied object, as in (175).

(175) a. ኣብ
Pab
Loc

ዓራት
Qarat
bed

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book

ኣንቢሩ።
Panbir-u
PerfS.put-SM.3MSg

‘He put a book on a bed.’

b. ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ዓራት
Qarat
bed

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book

ኣንቢሩሉ።
Panbir-u-lu
PerfS.put-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘He put a book on the bed.’

c. ኣብ
Pab
Loc

ዓራት
Qarat
bed

(ኮይኑ)
(koyn-u)
(PerfS.be-SM.3MSg)

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book

ኣንቢቡ።
Panbib-u
PerfS.read-SM.3MSg

‘He read a book (being) in bed.’

d. *ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ዓራት
Qarat
bed

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book

ኣንቢቡሉ።
Pambib-u-lu
PerfS.read-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘He read a book in bed.’

The locative argument in (175a) is inherently lexicalized in the meaning of

the verb and its referent serves as the location of the referent of the theme object

mäs
˙
h
˙
af ‘book’. The same concept can be expressed using the applicative expression

in (175b). Here the applied object has high discourse salience. The location of the

event in (175c) is however not inherently lexicalized in the meaning of the verb. An

event location becomes more specified by serialization with the light verb koyin-u
‘he being/ he staying’ which has a function similar to that of a gerundive phrase

in English. The insertion of a serial verb serves as a diagnostic for argument and

adjunct locative PPs in Tigrinya. Adjuncts allow an optional serialization with light
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verbs, while arguments do not. The locative semantic roles in (175d) cannot be

coded applicatively since Qarat ‘bed’ is a location where the event of reading took

place. But, had the locative referent been an animate entity, the construction could

have been grammatical for a beneficiary reading.5 However, event locations that are

applied to intransitive verbs can appear in applicative constructions, as in (176).

(176) a. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ኣብታ
Pab’t-a
Loc’Det-3FSg

ዓራት
Qarat
bed

(*ኮዪኑ)
(*koyin-u)
(*PerfS.be-SM.3MSg)

ደቂሱ።
däqis-u
PerfS.sleep-SM.3MSg

‘Yonas slept (*being) on the bed.’

b. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ዓራት
Qarat
bed

ደቂሱላ/ዋ።
däqis-u-wa/la
PerfS.sleep-SM.3MSg-OM1/OM2.3FSg

‘Yonas slept on the bed/Yonas slept the bed.’

The event in (176a) cannot be modified by the serial light verb koyinu, indicat-

ing the argument status of the locative participant. Thus, the locative argument can

be expressed applicatively (176b). The referent of the applied locative argument is

more salient than the referent of the obliquely expressed argument. Moreover, in

the applicative it is possible to encode a topical locative argument perceived as a

mere location with OM2, and a locative argument that is perceived as an affected

location with OM1.

The applicative expression codes locative arguments that are salient and fore-

grounded in the discourse context. A generic statement of a habitual locative rela-

tion as in (174a) cannot be expressed in applicative constructions. In the following

examples (177) the referent of the locative argument is the topic of discussion, thus

it is coded as an applied object.

(177) a. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ነታ
n-ät-a
Det-3FSg

ጽርይቲ
s
˙
1r1y-ti

clean-F

ጣውላ
t
˙
awla

table

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book

ኣንቢሩላ።
Pambir-u-la
PerfS.place-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘Yonas placed a book on the clean table.’

5It seems that whether a locative semantic role can appear as applied object or not has to do also

with clause types. In Tigrinya adjuncts that commonly do not appear in applicative expressions within

a main clause can be expressed as applied objects in dependent clauses and modifying phrases such

as relative clauses. This deserves research in its own right. We hope it will be investigated further in

the future.
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b. እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ነፋሪት
näfar-it
airplane-F

ነታ
nä-t-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ከተማ
kätäma
city

ዘምቢያታ።
zämbiy-a-ta
PerfS.hover-SM.3FSg-OM1.3FSg

‘The airplane hovered over the city.’

c. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ሕዲሽ
h
˙
addǐs

new.M

ስራሕ
s1rah

˙job

ብዙሕ
b1zuh

˙a-lot/many
ኣድሂቡሉ
Padhib-u-lu
PerfS.focus-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

ኣሎ።
Pal-o
Pres.exist-SM.3MSg

‘Yonas has been focusing a lot on the new job.’

As can be seen from the examples in (177) only definite locative arguments can

be cast as applied objects. In (177a) the referent of the locative argument ‘table’ is

more topical than the base object of the verb. The locative object controls pronom-

inal marking and is moved in front of the indefinite theme object. The applicative

expression in (177b) marks an affected locative object. The referent of the locative

argument ‘city’ is perceived as being thoroughly scrutinized by the airplane; for

example, in order to conduct a search or to spy on those in the city. The affected

locative object reading in (177b) can only be gained through the applicative cod-

ing. The metaphorical location in (177c) is topical in the discourse, thus it becomes

worthy of being coded as an applied object.

6.3.5 Allative nab

The preposition nab ‘to/towards’ canonically marks the oblique expression of a goal

semantic role, as in (178a). A preposition or a case marker that denotes movement

to a certain place is identified as an allative marker (Blansitt 1988:174). However,

a goal semantic role can also be marked with the directional preposition or be real-

ized as a bare nominal when it codes spatial referents such as gäza ‘house/home’,

t1mh1rti ‘school’, r1ba ‘river’, Q1daga ‘market’, kätäma ‘city’ etc. that are associ-

ated with certain conventional activities (178b), and identifiable names of locations,

as in (178c).
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(178) a. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ኵዕሶ
kwQ1so
ball

ን/ናብ
n1-/nab
Dir/ALL

መንደቕ
mändäq̄

wall
ድርቢዩዋ።
därbiy-u-wa
PerfS.throw-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Yonas threw the ball gainst (the) wall.’

b. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ንጓሉ
n1-gwal-u
Obj-girl-Poss.3MSg

(ን/ናብ)
(n1-/nab)
(Dir/ALL)

ቤት
bet
house

ትምህርቲ
t1mh1rti
education

ሰዲዱዋ።
sädid-u-wa
PerfS.send-SM.3MSg-OM1-3FSg

‘Yonas sent his daughter to school.’

c. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

(ን/ናብ)
(n1-/nab)
(Dir/ALL)

ኦስሎ
Oslo
Oslo

ከይዱ።
käyd-u
PerfS.go-SM.3MSg

‘Yonas went to Oslo.’

Both dative and allative prepositions can be used in all these examples (178).

The prepositional markers are obligatory with generic location nouns such as

mändäq̄ ‘wall’. The definite theme object kwQ1so ‘ball’ is case marked and also

indexed on the verb. In (178b) and (178c) the goal argument can be marked either

by the allative nab or the directional preposition n1-, or it can be coded as a bare

noun. The allative and the directional expressions have slightly different meaning.

For example, in (178b) the oblique expression with the directional preposition, n1-
bet t1mh1rti ‘to school’ implies that the girl is sent to the school where she pursues

her studies, but the expression with the allative preposition implies that she is sent

to an unspecified school. This is similar to the distinction ‘to school’ vs. ‘to the

school’ in English.

The applicative expression codes goal arguments that are perceived as affected

participants in an event. Commonly, goal arguments that are associated with ref-

erents that serve as endpoints for moving entities are found in applicative coding.

Wider locational settings that serve as referents for goal arguments do not usually

appear as applicative objects, as can be seen in example (179).

(179) a. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መንደቕ/ወዲ
mändäq̄/wäddi
wall/boy

ኵዕሶ
kwuQ1so
ball

ድርቢዩሉ።
därbiy-u-lu
PerfS.throw-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘Yonas threw a ball to the wall./ Yonas threw a ball at/to a boy’
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b. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ጓል/*ንኦስሎ
gwal/*n1-Oslo
girl/*Obj-Oslo

ከይዱዋ።
käyd-u-wa
PerfS.go-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Yonas went at the girl/*Oslo.’

In (179a) the applicatively coded goal object is perceived as an essential part

of the discourse. Semantically, it also expresses an affectedness notion which can-

not be attained from its oblique counterpart (178a). The oblique expression codes

in a neutral way the fact that the referent of the goal argument is the endpoint to-

wards which the theme object moves. In the applicative expression, however, the

goal object is perceived as the intended target. The applied goal argument of a tran-

sitive verb is coded with OM2 since it is an indirectly/incidentally affected object

(179a). The agent affects the goal by moving towards it or throwing another en-

tity to it. However, with intransitive verbs since the interaction involves only two

participants, the moving entity and the goal, the moving entity is perceived as the

principal medium that affects the goal object. Thus, it is coded as an implicated

object with OM1 (179b). Since the referent of a setting/location goal such as Oslo

is unlikely to be affected by the moving entity, it cannot be coded as an applied

object. In contrast, a goal argument with a clearly individuated referent that serves

as an endpoint or a target can be coded as an applied object. Moreover, the sentient

quality of an argument is also a relevant feature for its applicative coding. Since

the referent of the goal argument gwal ‘girl’ (179b) is both a distinct endpoint and

a sentient entity, it qualifies for applicative coding.

6.3.6 Ablative kab

An oblique expression of a source semantic role is marked with the ablative prepo-

sition kab ‘from’. The term ablative designates a preposition or case marker that

codes a location from which something is removed or moved away. Example (180)

illustrates an oblique expression of a source/ablative semantic role.

(180) ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ካብቲ
kab-t-i
ABL-Det-3MSg

ጻሕሊ
s
˙
ah

˙
li

pot

ጸብሒ
s
˙
äbh

˙
i

stew

ወሲዳ።
wäsid-a
PerfS.take-SM.3FSg

‘Saba took stew from the pot.’

The source argument may arise as a result of a directive meaning of verbs, for in-

stance, wäsädä ‘take’, wäs
˙
äPä ‘exit/go out’, fälfälä ‘surge/flow’, Pam1lät

˙
ä ‘escape’

or mäs
˙
Pä ‘come’. These verbs include in their meaning an intrinsic orientation of

the motion they describe. The source argument can also occur with verbs that do not
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inherently indicate motion or directionality, for instance, täšäkämä ‘carry’ (181a)

and ‘eat’ (181b). The ablative can also mark adverbial adjuncts of time. With time

expressions it denotes a commencement of an action or state, as in (181c).

(181) a. ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ዕንጨይቲ
Q1nč

˙
äyti

wood

ካብ
kab
ABL

ሩባ
ruba
river

ክሳብ
k1sab
up-to

ገዛ
gäza
house

ተሰኪማቶ።
tä-säkim-a-to
DT-Perf.carry-SM.3FSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Saba carried the wood from the river up to the house.’

b. ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ካብቲ
kab-t-i
ABL-Det-3MSg

ጸብሒ
s
˙
äb1h

˙
i

stew

በሊዓ።
bäliQa
PerfS.eat-SM.3FSg

‘Saba ate from the stew./ Saba ate some of the stew.’

c. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ካብ
kab
ABL

ትማሊ
t1mali
yesterday

ጀሚሩ
ǧämmir-u
PerfS.start-SM.3MSg

ኣብዚ
Pab-zi
Loc-Prox.3MSg

ኣሎ።
Pal-o
Pres.be-SM.3MSg

‘Yonas has been here since yesterday.’

In (181a) the ablative preposition marks a source semantic role that corresponds

to a location which is the starting point for the carrying event, and the preposition

k1sab ‘up to or until’ marks the endpoint of the distance covered. The source se-

mantic role is not entailed by the verb’s meaning. Also in (181b) the ablative codes

a source argument which is not entailed by the verb. In (181c) the ablative preposi-

tion codes a temporal adjunct expression. The ablative relation can also imply the

existence of a location that something is moved to (i.e. a goal), as in (182).

(182) ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ዕንጨይቲ
Q1nč

˙
äyti

wood

ካብ
kab
ABL

ገዛ
gäza
house

ንደገ
n1-dägä
Dir-outside

ኣውጺኣቶ።
Pa-w1s

˙
iP-a-to

Caus-exit-SM.3FSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Saba took the wood out of the house.’

As with other semantic roles that we have already discussed, the applicative

expression of a source semantic role is also related to the notions of affectedness

and topicality. The notion of affectedness is partly implied by the meaning of verbs

that denote events that may involve a source argument. Let us compare the follow-
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ing verbs with regard to the meaning of the source semantic role that they can be

associated with (183).

(183) a. ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ጻሕሊ
s
˙
ah

˙
li

pot

ጸብሒ
s
˙
äb1h

˙
i

stew

ወሲዳትሉ።
wäsid-a-tlu
PerfS.take-SM.3FSg-OM2.3MSg

‘Saba took stew from the pot.’

b. ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ሽግር
š1gg1r
problem

ብእዋኑ
b1-P1wan-u
Instr-Time-3MSg

ኣምሊጣትሉ።
Pamlit

˙
-a-tlu

PerfS.escape-SM.3FSg-OM2.3MSg

‘Saba escaped from the problem in time.’

c. ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ገዛ
gäza
house

ብዙሕ
b1zuh

˙a-lot

ርስሓት/ኣቑሑት/?ዕንጨይቲ
r1sh

˙
at/Paq̄uh

˙
ut/?Q1nč

˙
äyti

garbage/equipment/?wood
ኣውጺኣትሉ።
Pa-w1s

˙
iP-a-tlu

Caus-PerfS.exit-SM.3FSg-OM2.3MSg

‘Saba withdrew/took out a lot of garbage/equipment/?wood from the house.’

d. *ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ሩባ
ruba
river

ዕንጨይቲ
Q1nč

˙
äyti

wood

ክሳብ
k1sab
up-to

ገዛ
gäza
house

ተሰኪማትሉ።
täsäkim-a-tlu
PerfS.carry-SM.3FSg-OM2.3MSg

‘?Saba carried wood for the river up to the house.’

In these examples (183), the referent of the source argument is conceptualized

as a container, an event or a building from which something moves out or is re-

moved. The entity that is moved or removed is initially contained inside the referent

of the source argument. The stew is contained in the pot (183a), Saba is found in the

middle of the problem (183b), and the house contained the garbage or equipment

(183c). The applicative expression of a source argument seems to fit when the items

that are removed or moved away are perceived as conventional components of the

referent of a source argument. Thus, a house can be perceived as a conventional

location for garbage and equipment, since garbage can be produced daily inside

the house, and equipment, which in the Tigrinya sense includes all items used in a

household such as furniture and appliances, normally are found in the house. On the

other hand, the intended referent of the source argument ruba ‘river’ in (183d) is not

conceptualized as a location which contains the things that are carried away from
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it. As the translation shows, it codes a beneficiary reading. It is the starting point

of the distance that the wood is transported over. The verb täsäkämä ‘he carried’ it-

self does not entail the notion of a source argument. These kinds of adjunct notions

cannot appear in an applicative coding. Similarly, the temporal adjunct in (181c)

cannot be expressed applicatively. The reason that these semantic role concepts are

not suitable in the applicative coding has to do with semantic requirements such as

delimitation and distinctness that these entities lack.

Applicative coding makes a distinction between an incidentally affected and

directly affected source applied object. Such a distinction cannot be expressed

through oblique coding. In general, since the orientation of the motion involving

source applied objects is ‘away’ from the referent of the source argument, the source

is not conceptualized as implicated. With goal applied objects, on the other hand,

since the orientation of the motion is ‘towards’ the referent of the goal argument,

those that show a disposition to be affected by the moving entity can be coded as

implicated/directly affected applied objects with OM1. Nonetheless, there are some

verbs that code the source argument as an implicated participant when it coincides

with an animate referent or is a source in the real sense of the word. For example,

with the verb täq̄äbälä ‘he received’ the oblique expression is employed when the

referent of the source argument is a location or is a distantly located human referent

(184a), while the applicative coding is used when the source argument has a human

referent that is capable of acting as a direct medium to make the message or item

reach the recipient, as in (184b).

(184) a. ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ካብ
kab
ABL

ኣስመራ/ኣቦኣ
Pasmära/PaboP-a
Asmara/father-Poss.3FSg

መልእኽቲ
mälP1k

¯
ti

message/letter

ተቐቢላ።
täq̄äbil-a
PerfS.receive-SM.3FSg

‘Saba received a letter/message from Asmara/her father.’

b. ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ነቦኣ/*ነስመራ
n-äboP-a/*n-äsmära
Obj-father-Poss.3FSg/*Obj-Asmara

መልእኽቲ
mälP1k

¯
ti

message/letter
ተቐቢላ-ቶ/ትሉ።
täq̄äbil-a-to/tlu
PerfS.receive-SM.3FSg-OM1/OM2.3MSg

‘Saba received a letter/message from her father/*Asmara./ Saba recieved a

letter/message for/on behalf of her father/*Asmara.’

The obliquely expressed source argument in (184a) is perceived as the origin

(location) or sender (human) of the item that is received. However, the referent of

the applied object in (184b) is mainly interpreted as someone who directly delivers

a message/letter either by communicating or handing it over to the recipient, and the
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referent of the applied object may not necessarily be the source of the letter/message

itself. That is why the non-human source referent ‘Asmara’ cannot function as a

referent of an applied object. The applied object must be coded as an implicated

object (OM1) which signals the direct transfer of an item from the source to the

recipient.

Another example of a verb that codes a source applied object as an implicated

object is qäd1h
˙
ä ‘draw/take out’. When the entity that is drawn out from the referent

of the source argument is perceived as a component of the source, as blood to the

body of a person (185a), and water to the well (185b), the applied object can also be

coded as an affected object. But it cannot be coded as an affected object if the drawn

entity is not conceptualized as a component of the referent of a source argument,

as water in relation to a jar (185c).

(185) a. እቲ
P1-ti
Det-3MSg

ሓኪም
h
˙
akim

doctor

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ሕምምቲ
h
˙
1m1m-ti

sick-FSg

ደም
däm
blood

ቅዲሑ-ዋ/ላ።
qädih

˙
-u-wa/la

PerfS.draw-SM.3MSg-OM1/OM2.3FSg

‘The doctor drew blood from the (F) patient.’

b. ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ዔላ
Qela
well

ብዙሕ
b1zuh

˙a-lot-of

ማይ
may
water

ቅዲሑ-ዋ/ላ።
qädih

˙
-u-wa/la

PerfS.draw-SM.3MSg-OM1/OM2.3FSg

‘He drew a lot of water from the well.’

c. ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ዕትሮ
Q1tro
jar

ብዙሕ
b1zuh

˙a-lot-of

ማይ
may
water

ቅዲሑ-ላ/*ዋ።
qädih

˙
-u-la/*wa

PerfS.draw-SM.3MSg-OM2/*OM1.3FSg

‘He drew a lot of water from the jar.’

The non-affected source object reading (185) is comparable to an oblique cod-

ing of a source semantic role, except for the difference in its discourse function, i.e.

the applicatively coded source argument is more topical than an obliquely coded ar-

gument. On the other hand, the affected source object reading in (185a) and (185b)

can only be attained from the applicative expression.

Like applied objects that bear a beneficiary, goal or source semantic role, a

source applied object is more prominent in the discourse context than an obliquely

coded source argument.
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6.3.7 Instrumental bɨ

The preposition bɨ ‘with, by’ serves to mark an oblique expression of an instrument

(186a), a path (186b), an agent (186c), a cause (186d) or a reason (186e) semantic

role. It also marks manner (186f) and temporal (186g) adjunct expressions.

(186) a. Instrument
ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ዕትሮ
Q1tro
jar

ብሳዕሪ
b1-saQri
Instr-grass

ደቢኣቶ።
däbiP-a-to
PerfS.seal-SM.3FSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Saba sealed the jar with grass.’

b. Path

እቲ
P1-i
Det-3MSg

ሰራቒ
säraq̄-i
thief-M

ብማዕጾ
b1-door
Instr-door

ወጺኡ።
wäs

˙
iP-u

PerfS.exit-SM.3MSg

‘The thief exited/went out through the door.’

c. Agent

ብዙሓት
b1zuh

˙
at

many

እንስሳታት
P1ns1sa-tat
animal-Pl

ብሃዳኖ
b1-hadano
Instr-hunters

ተቐቲሎም።
tä-qätil-om
DT-PerfS.kill-SM.3MPl

‘Many animals have been killed by hunters.’

d. Cause

ኣብ
Pab
Loc

ኣፍሪቃ
Pafriqa
Africa

ብዙሓት
b1zuh

˙
at

many

ቆልዑ
qolQu
baby.Pl

ብዓሶ
b1-Qaso
Instr-malaria

ይመውቱ።
y1-mäww1t-u
Imperf.3-die-MPl

‘Many children die from malaria in Africa.’

e. Reason

ብቅንዕናኣ
b1-q1nQ1na-Pa
Instr-honesty-Poss.3FSg

ፈትየያ።
fät1y-ä-ya
PerfS.like-SM.1Sg-OM1.3FSg

‘I liked her for her honesty.’

f. Manner

ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ብታህዋኽ
b1-tahwak

¯Instr-haste

ወጺኡ።
wäs

˙
iP-u

PerfS.exit-SM.3MSg

‘He exited/went out hastily.’
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g. Temporal
ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ስራሕ
srah

˙
1

work

ብኽልተ
b1-k1ltä
Instr-two

ስዓት
s1Qat
hour

ወዲኡዎ።
wädiP-u-wo
PerfS.finish-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Yonas finished the work within/in two hours.’

Marantz (1984:246) defines a typical instrumental argument as an “inanimate

tool used by the actor in performing an action”. In this sense only an instrument

that functions as a tool, as in (186a), belongs to the typical instrumental category.

According to Gruber (1965) “the instrumental phrase cannot ordinarily be used

without the subject being an agent’’. This eliminates instances where an instrument

is coded as a subject.

Instrumental semantic roles can be incorporated in the meaning of a verb, as

in these examples: däbiPä ‘he closed/sealed up’, Qabäsä ‘he plugged/suffocated’,

h
˙
anäqä ‘he strangled’, s

˙
ämädä ‘he trapped’, etc. Such roles therefore function as

oblique arguments when they are overtly realized in a clause. Instrumental argu-

ments can also appear with verbs such as bälQä ‘he ate’ and s
˙
äh
˙
afä ‘he wrote’,

where the instrumental argument is less central to the meaning of these verbs. As

Koenig et al. (2003:81) remark, instrumental participants function as arguments re-

gardless of whether they fulfill semantically obligatory or optional roles. This claim

is supported by the applicative coding of the instrumental semantic role. Applica-

tive constructions do not discriminate between instrumental semantic roles that are

inherently lexicalized in the meaning of a verb and those which are added as event

participants. Indeed, all such roles can be coded as applied objects, as in (187).

(187) a. ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ሳዕሪ
saQri
grass

ዕትሮ
Q1tro
jar

ደቢኣትሉ።
däbiP-a-tlu
PerfS.seal-SM.3FSg-OM2.3MSg

‘Saba sealed the jar with grass.’

b. ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ክሻፋ
k1̌safa
binoculars

ኣዕዋፍ
PaQwaf
birds

ርእያትሉ።
r1Py-a-ltu
PerfS.see-SM.3FSg-OM2.3MSg

‘Saba saw birds with the binoculars.’

The instrumental argument in (187a) is semantically required by the verb,

whereas the instrumental argument in (187b) is not, but is nevertheless allowed by

the event that the verb denotes. Both instrumental arguments are coded as applied
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objects through the non-affected object suffix OM2. The two types of instrumental

roles are treated in the same way in applicative coding, which suggests that in both

sentences the instrumental roles function as arguments.

Instrumental applied arguments, however, cannot be coded as affected objects.

Since instrumental participants are conceptualized as intermediaries, they cannot

be affected by the actions performed by the agent. In contrast, locative and goal

applied arguments can be conceptualized as endpoints of a moving entity, and can

therefore be coded as affected objects. For example, when a locative or a goal se-

mantic role is applied to an intransitive verb, since the referent of the agent/theme

argument acts directly upon the referent of the applied locative or goal argument,

the applied object is coded as an affected object. With instrumental arguments such

conceptualization is not possible, as shown in (188).

(188) a. እተን
P1t-än
Det-3FH

ዓባይ
Qabay
elderly.F

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman.Sg

በቲ/ኣብቲ
b-ät-i/Pab-t-i
Instr-Det-3MSg/Loc-Det-3MSg

ሙርኩስ
m1rkus
stick.Sg

ደው
däw
stand

ኢለን
Pil-än
PerfS.stay-SM.3FH

ኣለዋ።
Palä-wa
Pres.exist-SM.3FH

‘The elderly woman has stood up with/on the stick.’

b. እተን
P1t-än
Det-3FH

ዓባይ
Qabay
elderly.F

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman.Sg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ምርኩስ
m1rkus
stick.Sg

ደው
däw
stand

ኢለናሉ/ኦ
Pil-än-alu/Po
PerfS.stay-SM.3FH-OM2/OM1.3MSg

ኣለዋ።
Palä-wa
Pres.exist-SM.3FH

‘The elderly woman has stood up with the stick./ The elderly woman has stood

up on the stick.’

In (188a) the ‘stick’ can be coded as an instrumental or a locative oblique ar-

gument by using the relevant preposition, b1 for the instrumental and Pab for the

locative. Both the instrumental and locative arguments can be coded applicatively

(188b). The instrumental reading is gained only from OM2, but the locative can be

associated with both OM1 and OM2, coding an affected and non-affected applied

object, respectively.

Moreover, non-human referents that denote tools and body parts can serve as

fillers of instrumental arguments in oblique phrases. However, referents of body-

parts cannot serve as applied objects (189).
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(189) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መምህር
mäm1hr
teacher

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg
ብቢሮ/ብኢዱ
b1-biro/b1-Pid-u
Instr-pen.Sg/Instr-hand.Sg-Poss.3MSg

ጽሒፉዋ።
s
˙
1h
˙
if-u-wa

PerfS.write-SM.3MS-OM1.3FSg

‘The teacher wrote the book with a pen/his hand.’

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መምህር
mäm1hr
teacher

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ቢሮ/*ኢዱ
biro/*Pid-u
pen.Sg/*hand.Sg-Poss.3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book
ጽሒፉላ።
s
˙
1h
˙
if-u-la

PerfS.write-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘The teacher wrote a book with the pen/*his hand.’

The oblique expression can be associated with the biro ‘pen’ or the Pid-u ‘hand’

as the referent of the instrumental argument (189a), but an applied object can only

be associated with a distinct and referential instrument, therefore, body part referent

Pid-u ‘hand’ is not acceptable (189b), since it has a mereological relation to the

subject referent.

The oblique expression of an instrumentalized human argument can be coded

with the instrumental preposition, but only with a causative verb form. Thus, an

instrumentalized human argument can only be interpreted as a causee argument

rather than an instrument, as in (190).

(190) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መምህር
mäm1hr
teacher

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book

ብተመሃሮ
b1-tämähar-o
Instr-student-Pl

ኣጽሒፉዋ/*ጽሒፉዋ።
Pa-s

˙
1h
˙
if-u-wa/*s

˙
1h
˙
if-u-wa

Caus-PerfS.write-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg/*PerfS.write-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘The teacher made the students write the book.’

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መምህር
mäm1hr
teacher

ነቶም
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3MPl

ተመሃሮ
tämähar-o
student-Pl

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book
ኣጽሒፉዎም/*ጽሒፉሎም።
Pa-s

˙
1h
˙
if-u-wom/*s

˙
1h
˙
if-u-wom

Caus-PerfS.write-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MPl/*PerfS.write-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MPl

‘The teacher made the students write a book.’

A correct reading of an instrumental oblique expression that has human refer-

ents is acquired from the causative verb form (190a). The causee argument can also

be coded as a core object through the OM1 that attaches to a causative verb (190b).
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6.3.8 Topic/comment b1zaQba

The preposition b1zaQba ‘about’ marks topic and stimulus semantic roles. The topic

relation can be considered as a subsidiary notion of the instrumental, since b1zaQba
is composed of the instrumental preposition b1 and the noun zaQba, which can be

translated as ‘issue’, ‘subject’, ‘topic’, etc. With verbs of communication the topic

semantic role refers to the subject matter of communication (191a) and (191b), and

with verbs of cognition and emotion it refers to the stimulus of mental or psycholo-

gial processes (191c) and (191d).

(191) a. ብዛዕባ
b1zaQba
about

ጓሉ
gwal-u
daughter-Poss.3MSg

ሓቲቱና።
h
˙
atit-u-na

PerfS.ask-SM.3MSg-OM1.1Pl

‘He asked us about his daughter.’

b. ብዛዕባ
b1zaQba
about

እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ወዲ
wädi
boy

ኣዕሊልና።
PaQlil-na
PerfS.chat-SM.1Pl

‘We chatted/discussed about the boy.’

c. ብዛዕባኻ
b1zaQba-k

¯
a

about-2MSg

ብዙሕ
b1zuh

˙a-lot

ሓሲበ።
h
˙
asib-ä

PerfS.think-SM.1Sg

‘I thought a lot about you.’

d. ብዛዕባኻ
b1zaQba-k

¯
a

about-2MSg

ተሻቒለ።
täšaq̄il-ä
PerfS.worry-SM.1Sg

‘I am worried about you.’

In (191a) the daughter and in (191b) the boy are understood as the subject matter

of the communication events. With verbs of cognition and emotion such as h
˙
asib-ä

‘I thought’ and täšaq̄ilä ‘I am worried’ the topic semantic role is perceived to be

the object of thought or the stimulus, as in (191c) and (191d).

With some of these verbs the instrumental preposition can alternatively be used

to code the topic semantic role. Let us consider the examples in (192).

(192) a. በቲ
b1-t-i
Instr-Det-3MSg

ወዲ
wädi
boy

ኣዕሊልና።
PaQlil-na
PerfS.chat-SM.1Pl

‘We chatted/discussed about the boy.’

b. ብኣኻ
b1-Pak

¯
a

Instr-2MSg

ብዙሕ
b1zuh

˙a-lot

ሓሲበ።
h
˙
asib-ä

PerfS.think-SM.1Sg

‘I thought a lot of you.’
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c. ብኣኻ
b1-Pak

¯
a

Instr-2MSg

ተሻቒለ።
täšaq̄il-ä
PerfS.worry-SM.1Sg

‘I am worried about you.’

The expression with the instrumental preposition has a slightly different nu-

ance. It entails a direct topic or stimulus. For example, in (192a) the boy himself

is the topic of discussion, while in (191b) the topic/stimulus has an indirect mean-

ing, i.e. some issue concerning the boy is perceived to be the topic/stimulus of the

perception or the emotion experienced by the subject referent. The two readings

given in (192b) and in (191c) can be compared to the English readings yielded by I
thought of you and I think about you, respectively. Similarly, the meaning in (192c)

implies that the subject referent is worried about the person themselves, whereas in

(192c) the subject referent is worried about issues concerning the person.

The stimulus/topic semantic reading can also be conveyed through the applica-

tive coding, as in (193).

(193) a. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas

ንጓሉ
n1-gwal-u
Obj-daughter.Sg-Poss.3MSg

ሓቲቱላ።
h
˙
atit-u-la

PerfS.ask-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘Yonas asked/enquired about/for his daughter.’

b. ነቲ
nä-t-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ወዲ
wädi
boy.Sg

ኣዕሊልናሉ።
PaQlil-na-lu
PerfS.chat-SM.1Pl-OM2.3MSg

‘We chatted/gossiped about the boy.’

c. ንዓኻ
n1-Qak

¯
a

Obj-2MSg

ሓሲበካልካ።
h
˙
asib-ä-ka/lka

PerfS.think-SM.1Sg-OM1/OM2.2MSg

‘I thought about/of/for you.’

d. ተሻቒለልካ/*ካ።
tä-̌saq̄il-ä-lka/*ka
DT-PerfS.worry-SM.1Sg-OM2/*OM1.2MSg

‘I am worried about/of/for you.’

The applied object (193a) can be interpreted as a topic or a beneficiary argu-

ment, and the verb can only allow OM2 for both readings. In (193b) the applied

object has a topic argument reading marked by OM2. However, with the verb in

(193c) the topic/stimulus applied object reading is expressed via OM1, and it im-

plies only the direct topic/stimulus reading, i.e. the person himself is the referent of

the topic argument. The OM2 expresses a beneficiary applied object. On the other

hand, the verb in (193d) only allows OM2 to code both the direct stimulus and the

beneficiary argument readings.
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6.3.9 Comitative m1s

The preposition m1s ‘with’ marks a comitative/accompaniment semantic role (194).

According to Luraghi (2003:28), a “prototypical comitative involves an animate

agent performing an action together with another animate individuated entity, con-

ceived as performing the same action”. The comitative prepositional phrase can

function as an argument or adjunct modifier of agentive predicates. The follow-

ing examples illustrate that there are important syntactic and semantic differences

between comitative arguments and comitative adjuncts.

(194) a. ምስ
m1s
Com

ወዳ
wäd-a
boy-Poss.3FSg

መጺኣትና።
mäs

˙
iP-a-tna

PerfS.come-SM.3FSg-OM1.1Pl

‘She came to us with her son.’

b. ምስ
m1s
Com

ወዳ
wäd-a
boy-Poss.3FSg

ተማጒታ።
tämagwit-a
PerfS.argue-SM.3FSg

‘She argued with her son.’

c. ምስ
m1s
Com

ወዳ
wäd-a
boy-Poss.3FSg

ኣዕሊላ።
PaQlil-a
PerfS.chat-SM.3FSg

‘She chatted with her son.’

In (194a) the comitative argument is not inherently conceptualized in the mean-

ing of the verb mäs
˙
iPa ‘she come’, whereas in (194b) and (194c) the comitative

argument is entailed by the meaning of the verbs ‘argue/dispute’ and ‘chat’.

In Tigrinya, only verbs that entail a gesture or a reciprocal action allow the ap-

plicative coding of comitative arguments. The comitative applied argument plays

the role of a reciprocating partner, as in (195). The referents of the applied comi-

tative arguments that are allowed by inherently associative verbs are necessary for

the relevant situation to exist, whereas with other types of predicates, the comitative

participants are not necessary for the event to exist. These latter types of comitative

arguments can only be expressed obliquely. The referent of the comitative applied

object is perceived as a subsidiary partner, since the subject referent is perceived

as having a leading role in the activity. The comitative applied object is coded with

OM1, which indicates its affectedness status owing to its engagement in the activity

described by the verb.

(195) a. ንወዳ
n1-wäd-a
Obj-boy-Poss.3FSg

መጺኣቶ።
mäs

˙
iP-a-to

PerfS.come-SM.3FSg-OM1.3MSg

‘She came to/*with her son.’
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b. ንወዳ
n1-wäd-a
Obj-boy-Poss.3FSg

ተማጒታቶ።
tämagwit-a-to
PerfS.argue-SM.3FSg-OM1.3MSg

‘She argued with her son.’

c. ንወዳ
n1-wäd-a
Obj-boy-Poss.3FSg

ኣዕሊላቶ።
PaQ1lil-a-to
PerfS.chat-SM.3FSg-OM1.3MSg

‘She chatted with her son.’

The applicative expression in (195a) cannot express the comitative applied ob-

ject reading, but it is grammatical on the goal reading. On the other hand, the ap-

plicative expressions in (195b) and (195c) code a comitative argument.

As these examples show, oblique expressions can add comitative participants

whenever they are semantically appropriate in an event. However, applicative ex-

pressions can only code comitative arguments that are required in the event de-

scribed by the verb. Thus, the oblique coding of a comitative role has a wider scope

than the applicative coding of the same role.

6.4 Primary applicative coding

Certain applicatively expressed semantic arguments cannot be obliquely coded. For

example, in Tigrinya, maleficiary, possessor and experiencer semantic arguments

can only be expressed as applied objects. Tigrinya does not have prepositions for

the oblique coding of a maleficiary or an experiencer argument. Similarly, even

though possessive verbs are derived from locative expressions, an applied verb that

has a locative copula as its basis is exclusively grammaticalized to code a possessor

argument. In the remainder of this section we will illustrate primary applicative

expressions of the maleficiary, possessor and experiencer arguments.

6.4.1 Maleficiary

(196) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሰብኣይ
säbPay
man

ነታ
nä-t-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ቅጭኣ
q1č

˙
1P-a

bread-Poss.3FSg
በሊዑላ።
bäliQ-u-la
PerfS.eat-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘The man ate her bread on the woman.’
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b. ነታ
nä-t-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money

ጠፊኡዋ።
t
˙
äfiP-u-wa

PerfS.disappear-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘The woman, money disappeared on her.’

c. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሰብኣይ
säbPay
man

ነታ
nä-t-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book
ወሲዱላ።
wäsid-u-la
PerfS.take-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘He took away a book from the woman.’

The suffix OM2 is interpreted as coding a maleficiary applied object (196a).

The meaning of the transitive verb bäliQu ‘he ate’ and the possessive marker on the

theme object ‘bread’ promote the maleficiary rather than the beneficiary reading of

the applied object. Since the verb ‘eat’ cannot be subcategorized for a maleficiary

oblique argument, the maleficiary reading is admitted only through the applica-

tive coding. In (196b), since losing money is perceived as a disadvantage, the verb

t
˙
äfiPu ‘he disappeared’ bears the suffix OM1 for a maleficiary/affected applied ob-

ject. The verb may also bear OM2 to code a beneficiary or a source applied object.

The maleficiary and beneficiary arguments cannot be expressed obliquely. On the

other hand, the source argument can be expressed in an oblique phrase, as in kab
gäza ‘from a house’ and kab ǧ1ba ‘from a pocket’. Similarly, in (196c) the suffix

OM2 that the verb wäsidu ‘he took’ bears can have beneficiary, maleficiary and

source applied object readings. The beneficiary and source arguments can also be

expressed obliquely, but the maleficiary argument cannot.

6.4.2 Possessor

(197) a. ንሳባ
n1-Saba
Obj-Saba

ከልቢ
kälbi
dog

ኣሎዋ።
Pall-o-wa
Pres.exist-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Saba has a dog./Lit. A dog exists for Saba.’

b. *ከልቢ
kälbi
dog

ኣብ
Pab
Loc

ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ኣሎ።
Pall-o
Pres.exist-SM.3MSg

‘A dog exists in/on Saba.’

When the locative copula verb Pall-o ‘be, exist’ bears the suffix OM1, it yields

a possessive reading (197a). The possessor object can only be expressed in an ap-

plicative construction. The oblique paraphrase of the possessive phrase gives a loca-
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tive reading, and in (197b) the expression is meaningless since the human referent

Saba cannot serve as a filler of a locative argument in this context. However, when

the referent of the possessor argument is replaced by a referent that denotes a loca-

tion, it results in a semantically correct oblique expression, but has a locative rather

than a possessive reading (198).

(198) a. ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ገዛ
gäza
house

ማዕጾ
maQs

˙
o

door

ኣሎዋ።
all-o-wa
Pres.exist-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘The house has a door./Lit. The house, a door exists for it.’

b. ኣብታ
Pab-t-a
Loc-Det-3FSg

ገዛ
gäza
house

ማዕጾ
maQs

˙
o

door

ኣሎ።
Pall-o
Pres.exist-SM.3MSg

‘There is a door in the house./Lit. In the house a door exists.’

The applied object has a possessor argument reading in (198a). However, the

oblique coding has a locative argument reading (198b). Therefore, since the ap-

plicative and the oblique expressions code different semantic arguments, they can-

not be regarded as paraphrases of each other. The applicative codes a possessor

argument with locative copula verbs, while the oblique codes a locative argument.

6.4.3 Experiencer

As was already discussed in section (4.4) object experiencer arguments are regarded

as instances of applied objects. The applicative construction is the only means to

express these arguments, as in (199)

(199) a. ጸሚዪኒ።
s
˙
äm1y-u-ni

PerfS.become=quiet-SM.3MSg-OM1.1Sg

‘I feel lonely./Lit. It became quiet for/to me.’

b. ስራሕካ
s1rah

˙
-ka

deed-Poss.2MSg

ገሪሙኒ።
gärim-u-ni
PerfS.suprise-SM.3MSg-OM1.1Sg

‘Your deed/action/work surprised me.’

The object suffix OM1 in (199a) and (199b) is coreferential with the unex-

pressed experiencer object arguments. Since Tigrinya lacks a preposition to mark

this semantic relation, the same experiencer object as the ones in (199) cannot be

coded obliquely. Table 6.1 summarizes the different applicative and oblique mark-

ers that Tigrinya employs to code semantic arguments.
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semantic role Oblique case objective case Pronominal Suffix
indefinite theme ø ø ø

definite theme ø n1 OM1

recipient n1- n1- OM1

beneficiary n1-, s1lä, mɨP1nti n1- OM2

incidental locative Pab n1- OM2

implicated locative Pab n1- OM1

incidental allative nab, n1- n1- OM2

implicated allative nab, n1- n1- OM1

incidental source kab n1- OM2

implicated source kab n1- OM1

instrumental b1- n1- OM2

incidental path b1- n1- OM2

implicated path b1- n1- OM1

agentive b1- ø ø

cause b1- ø ø

means b1- ø ø

manner b1- ø ø

reason s1lä n1, mɨP1nti n1- OM2

topic b-1zaQba- n1- OM2

comitative/accompaniment m1s- n1- OM1

maleficiary ø n1- OM1

possessor ø n1- OM1

experiencer ø n1- OM1

Table 6.1: Applicative and Positional Coding

6.5 Conclusion

Tigrinya has distinct prepositions for coding most of the applicatively expressed

semantic arguments. However, not all obliquely coded semantic relations can be

coded applicatively, and vice versa. Generally, applicatively coded arguments coin-

cide with semantically distinct and definite referents, whereas referents of obliquely

expressed arguments or adjuncts are not specified for particular semantic proper-

ties, i.e. oblique arguments are not constrained to be definite or animate in order

to be obliquely expressed. However, applicative expressions require the referents

of applied objects to be highly individuated. Depending on the type of semantic

role, the referents of the applied argument possess semantic features such as def-

initeness and animacy which make them worthy of being cast as applied objects.

In addition, for some semantic arguments such as maleficiary, possessor and ex-

periencer, the applicative construction is a basic coding strategy since there are no

distinct prepositions for coding these arguments obliquely.
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CHAPTER 7

Morphosyntactic approaches

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter we aim to show how the morphosyntactic properties of applicative

constructions are accounted for in some major linguistic theories. As this study

employs LFG as its theoretical framework, we will discuss this approach in detail –

specifically LMT, the sub-theory within LFG which deals with argument-function

mapping issues. In addition, we will also touch upon the Relational Grammar (RG)

and Government and Binding (GB) approaches to this phenomenon.

Following Peterson (2007) we will designate these theories as morphosyntac-

tic approaches since the structure and properties revealed by applied objects are

perceived to be morphosyntactic in nature. Applied objects are characterized by

structural or functional relations in contrast to discourse relations. Moreover, these

approaches refer to both syntactic information (e.g. word order or phrase structure)

and morphological information (e.g. case and verbal affixes) in order to identify

symmetric and asymmetric relations in grammar even though these approaches dif-

fer on the kind of information they assume as fundamental, and the way they use and

interpret this information. For example, in GB syntactic configurations are basic,

whereas morphology is supplementary, in the sense that it is used to check infor-

mation which is already present in a syntactic representation (D-structure) (Zaenen

and Engdahl 1994:185). For example, lexical entries are provided with subcatego-

rization information, i.e. the type and number of arguments they take, but since the

197
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same information is also contained in the D-structure, this information becomes

redundant. The subcategorization information provided in the lexical entry is use-

ful for building a syntactic representation (D-structure) that contains the same in-

formation as the lexicon. On the other hand, in LFG none of this information is

taken as basic, thus syntactic and morphological information constrain each other.1

Therefore, the term morphosyntactic is used to emphasize the role of morphology

in syntactic analysis (Matthews 2007:254). Conventionally, the term designates a

morphological operation that affects the argument structure of a verb either by al-

tering the mapping of grammatical functions to semantic participants or by altering

the meaning of semantic participants.

With respect to applicative constructions, these approaches usually attempt to

describe the syntactic category of the applied object by parameterizing properties

that are assumed to distinguish between different grammatical relations (identified

as direct and indirect objects in RG) or functions (identified as primary and sec-

ondary objects in LFG). The parameters of variation that are postulated to form a

single property of objecthood are composed of syntactic and morphological coding

properties. For this reason, these approaches give a lot of weight to the morphosyn-

tactic properties or processes that bring about the applicative phenomenon. The

change in discourse construal which motivates the use of an applicative expression

and the semantic change that is associated with some applicative readings has been

given little attention, however. We will take up the discourse effect of applicative

constructions in chapter 9. These formalisms differ in terms of the grammatical pro-

cesses they postulate as the basic properties in order to predict object asymmetry. In

GB the asymmetry between different objects is assumed to result from difference

in Case or thematic role assignment, whereas in both RG and LFG it is perceived as

a difference in grammatical function category. Nevertheless, RG and LFG differ in

their views on grammatical functions.

7.2 Morphosyntactic vs. morphosemantic operations

Some authors distinguish between two types of operations identified as morphosyn-
tactic vs. morphosemantic (Ackerman 1992) or morphosyntactic vs. morpholexical
(Sadler and Spencer 1998). The term morphosyntactic refers to processes that affect

only the syntactic expression of arguments without affecting their meaning. The op-

1A general description of how the lexicon and morphology are employed by these approaches is

found in Zaenen and Engdahl (1994).
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erations that are associated with them are identified as meaning preserving. In con-

trast, the term morphosemantic and morpholexical are used for operations that also

alter (by adding, deleting or identifying arguments) the Lexical Conceptual Structure
(LCS) or the lexical semantic representation proper (Levin and Rappaport Hovav

2008b:250). LCS is taken to be the aspect of meaning which is relevant to grammar,

but is not expected to contain information about how semantic participants are pro-

jected onto syntax. According to Levin and Rappaport Hovav (2008b:2), it refers

to “the set of recurring meaning components which determine the range of argu-

ment alternations a particular verb can participate in”. This is distinguished from a

predicate argument structure (PAS) which refers to the number of arguments that a

predicate projects when it appears in actual constructions in its full inflectional and

derivational forms, and contains information about how these arguments are pro-

jected into syntax (Bresnan 1982a, Marantz 1984, Grimshaw 1990). According to

Sadler and Spencer (1998:209), the morpholexical vs. morphosyntactic distinction,

and the traditional dichotomy derivation (creating different lexemes) vs. inflection

(creating distinct forms of the same lexeme) correspond to some extent, even though

in some cases they do not perfectly coincide.

Linguistic phenomena such as dative shift, applicative, locative alternation,

locative inversion, passive, causative, resultative etc., which in most of the liter-

ature are conventionally regarded as morphosyntactic processes, can also have a

morphosemantic effect in a construction. The causative usually effects change in

meaning, and can be identified as a meaning changing operation, while the passive

is a meaning preserving operation. There is, however, a discrepancy with respect

to the placement of the dative shift, a phenomenon similar to the applicative in

its function. Levin and Rappaport Hovav (2008a) as well as Sadler and Spencer

(1998) classify the dative shift as a morphosyntactic operation, whereas Ackerman

and Moore (2001) and Krifka (2004) consider it to be a morphosemantic operation.

This disagreement seems to arise for two reasons. First, both the applicative and da-

tive shift are complex processes that can incur either change depending on the lan-

guage and the verb class or meaning they operate on. Bresnan and Nikitina (2003)

argue that non-dative shifted and dative shifted constructions can reflect variations

in emphasis, discourse prominence and/or semantics depending upon which type

of ditransitive verbs they operate. For example, alternations with the verb give af-

fect only the predicate’s argument structure, thus effecting change of emphasis or

discourse prominence. In contrast, with the verb send the construction codes also a

difference of meaning. The expression with the dative PP codes a goal argument as
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in Mary sent the mail to her friend/Oslo, while the one with the dative NP codes

a possessor argument Mary sent her friend/*Oslo the mail, (Bresnan and Nikitina

2007, Levin and Rappaport Hovav 2008a). Second, scholars seem to disagree on

the degree of meaning change that these operations can bring about. Some view

the meaning difference of a predicate with a dative PP and one with a dative NP as

just a subtle nuance of the same meaning, and others argue that the subtle meaning

difference constitutes a separate LCS (Krifka 2004).

Levin and Rappaport Hovav (2008a) claim that morphosemantic and mor-

phosyntactic processes are coded with distinct affixes. This assumption seems to

be supported by the passive and causative operations, which, in most languages,

are coded with distinct morphemes. However, Kroeger (2007) argues that Indone-

sian provides evidence against this. He points out that the -kan suffix in Indonesian

can have different effects on the argument structure of a predicate. It can effect se-

mantic and/or syntactic modifications. Its morphosyntactic function is observed in

ditransitive verbs which mark beneficiary applicatives whose primary object bears

a beneficiary role. Its morphosemantic function involves a variety of meanings. Its

most salient function is to produce monotransitive verbs with the semantic structure

CAUSE–BE–AT when is associated with intransitive verbs that denote motion and

change of state.

A similar effect is observed in Tigrinya. The suffixes OM1 and OM2 can be

compared in terms of the morphosyntactic vs. morphosemantic distinction. OM2

usually effects morphosyntactic modification, whereas OM1 can mark modification

of both types, as illustrated bellow (200).

(200) a. እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ናብ/*ን
nab/*n1/
ALL/*DIR

እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ገዛ/ቆልዓ
gäza/qolQa
house/child

ጎዪያ።
gäyiy-a
PerfS.run-SM.3FSg

‘The woman ran to(ward) the house/child.’

b. እታ
P1t-a
(Obj-)3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ቆልዓ/*ገዛ
qolQa/*gäza
child/*house

ጎዪያትሉ።
goyiy-a-tlu
PerfS.run-SM.3FSg-OM2.3MSg

‘The woman ran for the child/*house.’

c. እታ
P1t-a
(Obj-)3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ቆልዓ/*ገዛ
qolQa/*gäza
child/*house

ጎዪያቶ።
goyiy-a-to
PerfS.run-SM.3FSg-OM1.3MSg

‘The woman ran/chased the child/*house.’

Neither example (200b) nor (200c) can be interpreted as an alternative expres-

sions to (200a) for coding a goal applied object. Example (200a) shows that only
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the allative reading is allowed in an oblique expression. The directional preposition

yields an objective case reading when it is associated with definite/animate refer-

ents, thus it cannot mark an oblique expression of the beneficiary. The applicative

is a basic construction for coding a beneficiary argument with intransitive verbs, as

in (200b). Moreover, the application of a beneficiary argument (marked with OM2)

does not change the meaning of the base verb. On the other hand, the application of

an affectee object through the OM1 changes the initial meaning of the verb. In the

resulting applicative expression (200c) the applied verb denotes running with the

intention of catching someone who is running away from the pursuer. The applied

object argument can only be filled with referents that have the ability to run. There-

fore, the suffix OM1 not only augments the number of arguments in the predicate’s

argument structure, but also changes the LCS.

Assigning a certain grammatical process to a morphosyntactic or morphose-

mantic operation may involve a theoretical commitment in some of theoretical ap-

proaches. For example, in GB the assumption that alternating constructions (e.g.

the dative PP and NP dative expressions of a recipient argument) encode the same

meaning leads to a derivational representation of the phenomena. This also applies

to the incorporation theory formulated by Baker (1988a) to account for operations

such as the applicative that are signaled by morphology. However, since LFG cre-

ates a separate level of representation that interfaces between the semantic repre-

sentation of participants and their syntactic manifestations, the distinction between

morphosyntactic and morphosemantic phenomena is already embodied in the the-

ory. The different syntactic realizations of semantic arguments are not configura-

tionally tied to each other in this formalism. In the remainder of this chapter we will

discuss how the three approaches view the applicative phenomenon and how they

analyze it.

7.3 Relational grammar approach

Relational Grammar (RG), like LFG, diverged from the mainstream of generative

grammar, and in particular, from standard transformational grammar (TG), an early

version of generative grammar developed by Chomsky (1957, 1965). RG was de-

veloped to find for alternative ways to account for relation-affecting constructions

in a non-transformational way. Postal and Perlmutter laid much of the groundwork

of RG in the early 1970’s (Perlmutter and Postal 1974). A complete form of the the-

ory appeared in publication in 1983 in a collection of papers such as Aissen (1983),
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Chung (1983), Dryer (1983), Perlmutter and Paul (1983) edited by Perlmutter. As

its name indicates, RG is portrayed as the theory of grammatical relations (such

as subject, direct object and indirect object). Grammatical relations are viewed as

primitive notions of the theory in terms of which rules, principles and constraints

are formulated. Even though RG has waned in popularity, since it has influenced a

lot of current approaches, including LFG, it will be worthwhile to review some of

the core issues that the theory raises with regard to applicative constructions. More-

over, since RG has emphasized phenomena affecting grammatical relations from its

outset, it has made an enormous contribution to our understanding of constructions

such as the passive, dative shift and the applicative.

The main goal of the theory is to show that a derivational relationship holds

between alternating sentences. RG seeks to give a cross-linguistic characteriza-

tion of these issues. A considerable number of studies have been conducted to ac-

count for such phenomena, for example, applicatives in Indonesian (Chung 1976),

Chicheŵa (Trithart 1976, 1983), Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi 1980, Gary and Keenan

1977, Dryer 1983), Luyia and Mashi (Gary 1977), Tzotzil, Mayan (Aissen 1983)

and Halkomelem (Gerdts 1980, 1988); passives in Turkish and Russian (Perlmut-

ter and Postal 1977); antipassives in French (Postal 1977), and a cross-linguistic

perspective of impersonal passives and unaccusatives (Perlmutter 1978), among

others.

RG seeks to account for the primitive grammatical relations that elements in a

clause may have. A P(predicate) is a relation assumed by predicates, a TERM is a

relation assumed by arguments such as the Subject (SUBJ or 1), the Direct Object

(DO or 2) and the Indirect Object (IO or 3), and an Oblique is a relation assumed

by adjuncts (Blake 1990, Van Valin 2001). The numbering system (1, 2 and 3)

is used to describe the relationship between predicates and arguments. Arguments

are ordered hierarchically as 1 > 2 > 3> ... > non-terms (Oblique, Chômeur). The

subject is identified as the highest grammatical relation, and the hierarchy codes

a decrease in prominence. Moreover, RG stipulates a special relation known as

Chômeur for a term that has lost its term properties or has become idle or retired

assuming a non-term relation, as stated in the Motivated Chômeur Law (Perlmutter

and Postal 1974). This relation arises when a grammatical relation assumed by a

certain dependent of a clause is taken up by another dependent of the same clause

in the succeeding level of derivation, as stated in the Relational Annihilation Law

in (201) (Perlmutter and Postal 1974).
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(201) When an NP, NPi, assumes the grammatical relation borne by another NP,

NPj (i ≠ j), then NPj ceases to bear any grammatical relation whatsoever.

Such NPj are called ‘Chômeur’.

The theory assumes a consistent mapping between semantic roles and initial

grammatical relations as proposed by the Universal Alignment Hypothesis (Perl-

mutter and Postal 1983). Accordingly, the initial term relations 1, 2 and 3 map to

the agent, the theme/patient and the recipient, respectively, while the non-terms,

oblique and adjunct, map to the beneficiary, locative, instrumental, etc. at the ini-

tial level. The theory assumes a number of syntactic representations that indicate the

derivational levels or strata in which some of the grammatical relations go through

revaluation (Rosen 1984). In this process grammatical relations assume a new re-

lation either by advancement (i.e. assuming a higher grammatical relation) or de-

motion (i.e. assuming a lower grammatical relation). For instance, passive (202b)

incurs advancement by causing 2 to become 1, and demotion by causing 1 to be-

come a Chômeur (202c). Dative shift (203b) involves advancement causing 3 or an

oblique relation to become 2, and demotion causing 2 to become a Chômeur (203c).

(202) a. The monkey ate the banana. (active)

b. The banana was eaten by the monkey. (passive)

c. eat
P
P

the monkey
1
CHÔMEUR

the banana
2
1

=analysis
initial
final

(203) a. The baboon gave the banana to the monkey. (PP recipient)

b. The baboon gave the monkey the banana. (NP recipient)

c. give
P
P

the baboon
1
1

the banana
2
CHÔMEUR

the monkey
3
2

=analysis
initial
final

The theory does not pose a separate level of representation for lexical semantics.

Grammatical relations at the initial level of representation (i.e. initial grammatical

relations) are motivated on semantic grounds. As a result, there is no clear distinc-

tion between semantic roles and initial grammatical functions. The analysis of a

construction that does not reflect a canonical mapping is derivationally accounted

for by starting from the initial level. RG, like GB, posits a derivational relationship

between pairs of sentences. Consequently, the theory assumes that there is meaning

equivalence between the pairs that are assumed to be related by derivation.

The more RG included empirical data from various languages, the more the

theory become confronted with conflicting conclusions about the nature and status
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of the objects it postulates, and about how these should be represented in a linguistic

theory. In particular, the variations observed in applicative data across languages

were instrumental in the reformulation and change of important rules and principles

proposed by RG’s.

Chung’s (1976) account of dative constructions in Bahasa Indonesia is con-

sidered to be the first printed account of RG’s standard approach to applicatives.

The constructions that Chung designates as dative are comparable to applicatives

elsewhere. According to Chung the dative sentence in Bahasa Indonesia codes a

beneficiary or a dative argument as a DO. The dative or beneficiary object is ad-

vanced from an initial IO which occurs with the dative preposition kepado ‘to’ or the

benefactive preposition untuk ‘for’. She formulates a dative rule which is assumed

to account for the creation of dative/beneficiary DOs from dative/beneficiary IOs.

The dative rule causes the IO to lose its prepositional marking and the verb to ac-

quire the benefactive suffix -kan instead, as in (204) (Chung 1976:41).

(204) a. Saja
I

mem-bawa
Trans-bring

surat
letter

itu
the

kepada
to

Ali.
Ali

‘I brought the letter to Ali.’

b. Saja
I

mem-bawa-kan
Trans-bring-Ben

Ali
Ali

surat
letter

itu.
the

‘I brought Ali the letter.’

In (204a) Ali is initially identified as the IO, whereas in (204b) it is advanced

to DO. The dative rule deprives the initial DO surat ‘letter’ of its object properties,

and thus causes it to become a Chômeur.

Chung (1976:42) established some diagnostics to show that the permuted dative

object is indeed the true DO. She states that DOs have the ability to appear as a bare

or prepositionless NP, to occur in immediate adjacency with the verb, to become a

subject in passivization, to be reflexivized with the subject, to be preposed, to con-

trol equi deletion and be relativized. Since the dative object in dative constructions

controls these properties, it is analyzed as DO, whereas the initial DO becomes a

Chômeur since the dative rule bars it from acquiring these properties.

Later, Gary and Keenan (1977) challenged the Chômeur analysis in their well-

known work on applicatives in Kinyarwanda. They also posited two direct object

relations in this language, consequently challenging the Stratal Uniqueness Law of

Perlmutter and Postal (1977) which states that no more than one NP in a clause can

bear the same grammatical relation at the same level of derivation. They maintain

that Kinyarwanda has an obligatory dative rule which promotes the IO to DO with-
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out entailing a demotion of the underlying or initial DO, as shown in (205) (Gary

and Keenan 1977:91).

(205) a. Yohani
John

y-oher-er-eje
he-sent-R-asp

Maria
Maria

ibaruwa
letter

‘John sent Maria a letter.’

b. Yohani
John

y-oher-er-eje
he-sent-R-asp

ibaruwa
letter

Maria.
Maria

‘John sent Maria a letter.’

c. Yohani
John

y-a-yi-mw-oher-er-eje.
he-past-it-her-sent-R-asp

‘John sent it to her.’

As examples (205a) and (205b) show, both objects appear as bare NPs, without

any case or prepositional markers, and both can occur in the immediate postverbal

position. As example (205c) shows, both objects can simultaneously be indexed on

the verb. Both objects can be advanced to a subject relation in passivization and be

topicalized through relativization. Thus, Gary and Keenan (1977) argue that there

are two DOs in Kinyarwanda double object constructions.

However, Gary and Keenan’s claim has raised debate among researchers in RG

and outside it. Perlmutter and Postal (1983) argue against the two DO analysis. In

their opinion, since the two objects are not distinguished by structural or/and mor-

phological coding, the double object constructions in Kinyarwanda are ambiguous

in their reading. For example, they analyze sentence (205a) as corresponding to

a clause in which 3 is advanced to 2 and sentence (205b) to a clause that codes

initial 2 and 3 in which none of these is advanced. They also point out that in a

passive construction, the recipient advances from 3 directly to 1 without forcing 2

to become a Chômeur. This kind of observation led Perlmutter and Postal (1983) to

abandon the Chômeur law which demands that all demotions are to the Chômeur re-

lation. Instead, they propose a new demotion rule for symmetrical languages where

the advancement of 3 to 2 allows the initial 2 to retreat to 3. Even though their

proposal can account for object variations found in symmetrical and asymmetrical

Bantu languages, as has been noted by Bresnan and Moshi (1993), it does not offer

a unified account of applicative constructions. Firstly, variations that arise due to

different semantic roles within a language and across languages must be specified

on a rule-by-rule basis, which can result in numerous advancement rules. Secondly,

even though Perlmutter and Postal assume that the patient and recipient objects are

somehow distinct, they do not offer any mechanism that can distinguish between

them.
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Similarly, Dryer (1983) and Polinsky (1995) maintain that DO and IO are dis-

tinct grammatical relations in Kinyarwanda, contrary to the claim made by Gary

and Keenan (1977). Dryer identifies subtle differences between the two objects.

For example, these objects show different grammatical behavior in double object

clauses with morphological causative and advanced locatives. When an advanced

locative co-occurs with an underlying DO, the underlying DO assumes a Chômeur

relation; but when the advanced locative co-occurs with a benefactive object, the

benefactive retains its object properties. Moreover, when both a DO and an IO ap-

pear in a clause, the IO tends to precede the DO, and when affixes for both objects

are incorporated in the verb stem, the affix that coincides with DO precedes that of

IO’s. Dryer (1983) points out that the object relations that appear indistinct in Kin-

yarwanda are a small set of double object constructions that involve an underlying

theme object and a benefactive object.2 Thus, he claims that Gary and Keenan’s

argument is based on double object constructions that involve only these objects.

In these constructions the DO and the IO are very similar in their syntactic proper-

ties; however, according to Dryer this cannot be used as grounds for assuming that

they are the same grammatical relation. Moreover, he maintains that the range of

properties that are employed as diagnostics of objecthood do not characterize the

DO alone, but that they can also be shared by the IO.

Later, Dryer (1986) introduced primary object (PO) and secondary object (SO)

categories on a level with the DO and IO relations. The PO and SO are comparable

to the OBJ and OBJ2 proposed by Bresnan (1982a) in LFG. Dryer (1986) employs a

monostratal analysis of double object constructions. He argues that some languages

are best accounted for in terms of the PO and SO distinction, and others in terms of

the DO and IO distinction. According to him, the IO and DO distinction is based

more on semantic notions, while that between PO and SO is based on discourse

notions, irrespective of the semantic roles they bear (Dryer 1986:841). Languages

that make the distinction between PO and SO treat the recipient/beneficiary object

argument of ditransitive clauses and the undergoer/patient argument of monotran-

sitive clauses alike. On the other hand, languages that make the DO and IO distinc-

tion code only the theme argument of ditransitive clauses like the undergoer/patient

argument of monotransitive clauses. The former corresponds to the primative and
secundative and the latter to the directive and indirective alignment types accord-

2In Dryer’s terminology the benefactive object category is used as a cover name for object rela-

tions that may bear a recipient, a beneficiary or a goal semantic role. These objects are also known

as dative arguments.
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ing to Haspelmath (2004, 2008) and Malchukov et al. (2007). Dryer (1986:811)

points out that some languages do not exhibit the kind of alternation that languages

such as English and Bahasa Indonesia have. He says that French employs a sin-

gle construction to express a notional IO (i.e. an object with either a recipient or a

beneficiary semantic role). French expresses the recipient/beneficiary argument in

a way similar to how such argument is expressed in the English non-dative shifted

construction. Languages such as French therefore lack an IO advancement, and

they reflect a DO and IO alignment. Some languages may not have prepositional

markers to express notional IOs (recipients and beneficiaries), thus object relations

are expressed in a basic double object clause. In RG these languages are thought

to have obligatory 3 to 2 advancement, and they reflect the PO and SO alignment.

Haspelmath (2008:3) also recognizes a third type known as the neutral alignment.

In this alignment type, both the theme and the recipient arguments are similar in

their coding and grammatical properties.

The PO and SO distinction accounts for the fact that when the IO is advanced

to DO, the notional (theme/patient) object still retains some of the DO properties

of objecthood, and thus does not assume a Chômeur relation. Dryer (1983, 1986)

allows a Chômeur analysis or a kind of demotion that he calls an ‘antidative’ of the

IO in languages that mark this relation as an adpositional oblique. The Chômeur

analysis is illustrated with the active-passive alternation in Swahili (206) and the

ditransitive coding in English (207) .

(206) Swahili: active-passive alternation (Dryer 1986:835-36)

a. active
Jony
John
SUBJ

a-li-m-p-a
he-PAST-give-her-ASP

mkunga
nurse
PO(IO)

ZWADI.
present
SO(DO)

‘John gave the nurse the present.’

b. passive
Mkunga
nurse
SUBJ

a-li-p-ew-a
she-PAST-give-PASS-ASP

ZWADI
present
SO(DO)

na
by
Chômeur

Johni.
John

‘The nurse was given the present by John.’

(207) English: ditransitive (Dryer 1986:821)

John
Initial
Final

gave
SUBJ
SUBJ

the book
DO(SO)
DO(PO)

to
IO(PO)
Chômeur

Mary.
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The PO in (206a) corresponds to the notional IO. In Dryer’s analysis, this clause

is considered basic. Another interesting point about Dryer’s analysis is the relation

assigned to the notional DO, as in (206b). Dryer argues that since the passive verb

cannot agree with an object, this object cannot be analyzed as PO, thus it is analyzed

as the SO. In the antidative analysis, he considers the clause where the recipient is

expressed as DO/PO to be the basic or initial one, similar to the Swahili structure

(206a). For this reason, he analyzes the recipient argument in the non-dative shifted

clause as a demoted or a Chômeur relation, as in (207). In RG subcategorizable

object arguments cannot be analyzed as obliques since this relation is assigned to

non-terms or adjuncts.

In languages that reflect symmetrical object relations the adoption of the PO

and SO distinction does not solve the puzzle of objects that appear to be similar. In

many languages, there are no sufficient and convincing grammatical properties that

differentiate them. Nevertheless, since formal theories such as RG and LFG posit

a uniqueness principle to block the occurrence of two or more objects that have

the same relational or functional properties, they assume that these objects can be

discerned in some way. On the other hand, since their similarity is more salient than

their difference, there are linguists who recognize the neutral status of symmetric

objects. For instance, Haspelmath (2008:98) argues against Dryer’s (1983, 1986)

claim of distinct object relations in Kinyarwanda and other similar languages. He

states:

Unfortunately, this claim is immune to falsification in practical terms: There

is no way one could exhaustively examine all possibly relevant constructions

to determine whether they privilege one of the two arguments, so one can

always claim that there is probably some construction with respect to which

R and T differ, even though it hasn’t been discovered yet.

Moreover, Baker (1988a), Marantz (1984) and Bresnan and Moshi (1990) criti-

cize RG for not being able to capture properties that applicative constructions have

in common both within a language and across languages. In this theory, it is as-

sumed that the differences reflected in applicatives with beneficiaries, locatives,

instrumentals, etc., are due to different applicative rules. Therefore, the theory pos-

tulates multiple independent rules to handle the variants. With regard to this Bres-

nan and Moshi (1990:61) say:
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Unfortunately, this approach does not capture the relationships between these

various object properties: it must be specified rule-by-rule whether 2’s [DO’s]
or both 2’s and 3’s [IO’s] are referenced.

Nevertheless, RG made important contributions to language description and

analysis. Many linguistic theories make direct or indirect reference to RG in their

theoretical formulations. As we shall see in the remainder of this chapter, most of

the diagnostics that many theories employ to identify symmetry/asymmetry prop-

erties in grammatical relations were first established by RG owing to Chung’s 1976

research on Bahasa Indonesia.

7.4 Government and Binding approach

Government and Binding (GB) was the most influential theory developed by Chom-

sky (1981). In GB Chomsky proposed a major revision to the generative theory

he had developed in successive versions since the 1950’s (Chomsky 1957, 1965).

The main endeavor of the theory is to investigate the aspect of grammar which is

common to all languages. This aspect of grammar is known as Universal Gram-

mar (UG). GB assumes a modular approach which is characterized by derivation.

UG is assumed to have two components: levels of representation and a system of

constraints (Black 1997b). A syntactic representation in GB consists of four differ-

ent levels: 3 underlying or D(eep)-structure, S(urface)-structure, Phonetic Form (PF)

and Logical Form (LF). This model is schematized in Figure 7.1 based on Chomsky

(1986:68) (see also Black (1997a)).

Figure 7.1: The GB model

3Originally, Chomsky (1981:17) devised a model of UG which consists of three components: the

rules of syntax and the two types of interpretive rules, one that links S-structure to PF and another

that links S-structure to LF. Syntax consists of a base that generates the D-structure. The base in turn

consists of a lexicon and a categorial component. Transformational rules convert the D-structure to

S-structure. Moreover, the S-structure is indirectly associated to PF and LF through the systems of

interpretive rules.
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The base component generates an infinite class of D-structures. The D-structure

is the most influential component of the GB module. It is similar to the initial level

of analysis in RG. It functions as an abstract representation of the semantically rel-

evant grammatical relations such as logical subject and logical object (Chomsky

1986:67). The D-structure functions as the interface between the store of lexical

knowledge and the syntactic representation (Zaenen and Engdahl 1994). The lex-

icon contains information on s(emantic)-selection or thematic (θ) roles, i.e. infor-

mation about the type and number of arguments that a lexical item can be subcate-

gorized for.

A generalized transformational rule of the type move-α transforms the D-

structure into a representation similar to the actual surface form, the S-structure. The

rule move-α replaced the detailed and specific transformational rules which charac-

terized earlier versions of generative grammar. The variable ‘α’ stands for the type

of category that is moved or rearranged. In GB move-α results in co-indexing two

positions in the S-structure indicating the original position and the destination of

the moved element (see example 208b). Move-α is postulated to guide all kinds of

processes that affect default syntactic structures. In theory, it is assumed to allow

anything to move anywhere since illegal movements are taken care of by a system

of constraints which restrict the movements.

The S-structure cannot be interpreted by itself. It is spelled out through the

interpretive rules which are components of PF. PF is a representation of the acoustic

and articulatory systems. The transformational component move-α also operates on

the S-structure in order to derive the representation of the LF which is an interface

between the syntactic representation and the conceptual systems of the human brain.

For example, it deals with semantic interpretations that are concerned with anaphora

and scope. In general, the Chomsky (1981) GB model depicts the association of

form and meaning.

GB’s approach to applicative constructions is credited to the work of Baker

(1988a,b, 1990, 1996). The primary purpose of Baker’s work is to explain the

interaction between syntax and morphology, and especially to establish the role

of morphology within GB. Baker’s approach stresses syntactic explanation over

morphological explanation. The applicative construction provides relevant data to

elucidate the interaction between morphology and syntax. Baker characterizes the

applicative operation as a head movement where the applicative morpheme is an-

alyzed as an adposition that moves from its structural position to incorporate into

the verb, and thus the noun phrase that is associated with the applied object is li-
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censed at its original position (D-structure). This is the position for oblique objects

that bear a thematic role such as recipient, goal or beneficiary. This special type

of transformational rule is known as incorporation and it is considered as a special

instance of move-α to account for the movement or rearrangement of a lexical (X0)

category rather than a phrasal (X') category. Baker (1988a:1) defines incorporation

as “a process by which one semantically independent word comes to be “inside”4

another”. Baker argues that the applicative phenomenon complies with the same

principles that other movements in syntax obey. He considers passives, antipas-

sives, causatives and possessor ascension as instances of incorporation where in

most cases the incorporating element is the head (a verb or a noun) and the incor-

porated element is the head of its phrase. Example (208) illustrates the process of

preposition incorporation in the derivation of the applicative expression (this rep-

resentation is adapted from Baker (1988a:230-231)).

(208) a. VP

V NP
theme

PP

P NP
goal/ben

b. VP

V

V Pi

APPL

PP

ti NP
goal/ben

NP
theme

Baker assumes that an applicative expression (208b) is derived from an under-

lying structure (208a) which is similar to an oblique phrase with the same thematic

role in S-structure. In the applicative version, the prepositional element leaves a

trace in the position it moves from in order to preserve the structural representation

of the argument relationship. In this a way, the movement of a lexical category is

4The double quotation is originally used by the author for the purpose of emphasis.
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constrained since the trace serves as a device to express ‘proper government’ in ac-

cordance with GB’s Empty Category Principle (ECP) (Chomsky 1981:60), which

states that traces must be governed. Consequently, the verb requires a PP sister at

every syntactic level.

Baker (1988b) explains language internal and cross-language variations in ap-

plicative constructions as differences in thematic role and case assignments. He as-

sumes that in Chicheŵa the asymmetrical behavior of beneficiary and instrumental

applicatives results from a difference in the assignment of the respective thematic

roles at D-structure, and consequently of the assignment of case. He further ob-

serves that in Chicheŵa there are significant structural differences between bene-

ficiary and instrumental applicatives. In beneficiary applicatives, only the applied

object can be expressed through object prefixes on the verb; however, in instrumen-

tal applicatives either object, basic or instrumental, may be indexed through object

prefixes on the verb. In addition, either of the objects in instrumental applicatives

can be relativized; the beneficiary applied object, however, cannot be relativized.

Another structural difference is reflected in their word order. The beneficiary ap-

plicative is required to be adjacent to the verb, whereas either of the objects in

instrumental applicatives can be placed immediately after the verb. Based on this

observation Baker (1988b:362) claims that the instrumental role is assigned as the

NP sister of the verb in the same way as theme and patient roles, while the benefi-

ciary is marked as a PP sister of verb, as the structures in (209) show.

(209) a. VP

V PP

P NP
ben/goal

NP
theme

b. VP

V

P NP
instr

NP
theme
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A beneficiary PP is assumed to be a lexical argument of a ditransitive verb,

thus it receives its θ-role assignment from the verb at D-structure. Therefore, Baker

(1988a:360) hypothesises that for the beneficiary the nature of θ-role assignment is

indirect (209a) since it is the PP, not the NP, that receives its θ-role from the verb,

whereas for the instrumental the nature of the θ-role assignment is direct (209b)

since the verb marks the instrumental NP directly. These differences in D-structure

representation determine their behavior in applicatives, as is reflected in (210).

(210) a. Beneficiary Applicative

VP

V+Pi PP

ti NP
goal/ben

NP
theme

b. Instrumental Applicative

VP

V+Pi NP
instr

NP
theme

When the beneficiary P moves, it leaves a trace in order to preserve the D-structure

representation of a lexically determined thematic structure. On the other hand, when

the instrumental P is moved, it need not leave a trace since it does not assign a θ-

role of its own. Since the instrumental role is not a lexically determined argument

of the verb, it is directly assigned by the verb to the instrumental NP. As a result,

the applicative expression of the instrumental argument preserves the D-structure

representation (209b).

In addition, Baker (1988b:365) proposes that the asymmetric properties of the

assignment of beneficiary and instrumental θ can also be explained from the case

assignment point of view. In GB, it is assumed that in order for the structures in

(210) to be well-formed, the relevant NPs must receive case. There are two types of
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case that an NP may acquire: structural and inherent (refer to Butt (2006:55-71) for

a detailed discussion). Both nominative and accusative are referred to as structural
cases. A structural case is assigned at S-structure independently of thematic roles.

Inherent case is assigned at D-Structure and is closely associated with thematic

roles. Languages may employ morphological case or adpositions in order to mark

a recipient/goal or beneficiary argument of ditransitive verbs. The UTAH (Unifor-

mity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis) principle formulated by Baker (1988a:46)

states that, “Identical thematic relationships between items are represented by iden-

tical structural relationships between those items at the level of D-structure.” Ac-

cordingly, he defines D-structures as “pure representation of thematically relevant

Grammatical Functions (=GF-theta)”. The nominative case is assigned to the NP

which is the specifier of VP, while the accusative case is assigned to the NP which is

sister of V. Consequently, grammatical functions such as subject, object and oblique

are described in terms of their structural configurations. In this way, Baker (1988a)

aims to show that grammatical functions are not primitive concepts in grammar

unlike what is assumed in RG and LFG.

The applicative phenomenon poses problems for the case assignment theory.

Both S-structure representations in (210a) and (210b) contain two bare NPs which

must receive abstract case. However, verbs in languages like Chicheŵa can assign

structural case (i.e. accusative, objective or absolutive) to only one NP. Baker thus

attempts to account for how the second NP may receive case. In accordance with GB

theory, he postulates that since verbs also have the ability to assign inherent case,

the second object may get this type of case. He assumes that verbs in Chicheŵa may

assign inherent case, in addition to structural case, and thus applicative construc-

tions may employ either of these case systems to account for the well-formedness

of the two bare NPs. He specifies which of the NPs is assigned structural case and

which one is assigned inherent case in beneficiary and instrumental applicatives.

He explains that at S-structure (210a) the trace of the moved preposition gov-

erns the beneficiary applied object; however, since a trace does not have lexical

properties, it does not have case features, thus it cannot assign case. Moreover, since

the beneficiary applied object is not directly θ-marked by the verb at D-structure

(209a), it cannot receive inherent case from the verb. Therefore, according to Baker

(1988b:376), the only legitimate case option left for the beneficiary applied object

is the structural case, since the requirement for the assignment of this case, that the

verb governs the NP at S-structure, is fulfilled. Then, the basic object of the verb

receives the inherent case, since it is θ-marked by the verb at D-structure. In other
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words, the beneficiary applied object acquires structural case by virtue of adjacency

requirements, and the basic object loses its right to have structural case because,

in beneficiary applicatives, this object is displaced from its canonical post-verbal

position, and is therefore regarded as an adjunct. This analysis is similar to RG’s

account of the Chômeur relation.

In contrast, the instrumental NP is θ-marked by the verb at D-structure (210b).

As a result, just like the patient NP, it receives a lawful inherent case. Furthermore,

they can both receive structural case at S-structure (209b), since both are governed

by the verb. Therefore, there are two ways in which instrumental and patient NPs

may acquire case. In a structure where the instrumental NP comes immediately after

a verb, it is assigned structural case, and the theme NP gets inherent case, or vice

versa when their word order is reversed.

Even though Baker’s theory succeeds in explaining the variations reflected in

word order and object marking in Chicheŵa with regard to beneficiary and instru-

mental applicatives, it has been challenged for making incorrect predictions in ex-

plaining the asymmetry displayed by different applied objects in Chicheŵa and

across the Bantu typological split. Alsina and Mchombo (1990) reject Baker’s the-

ory of theta asymmetry based on extraction facts, intransitive base verbs and loca-

tive applicatives. Baker (1988b) assumes that beneficiaries and instrumentals would

diverge with respect to extraction based on the D-structure difference he proposed.

He predicts that in beneficiary applicative clauses, only the theme/patient object

can be extracted, but the beneficiary resists extraction. In instrumental applicative

clauses, on the other hand, both the instrumental and the theme/patient objects can

be extracted. However, Alsina and Mchombo (1990:496) observe that a beneficiary

argument can be extracted in passive clauses in Chicheŵa. Moreover, supporting

Bresnan and Moshi’s (1993) observation, Alsina and Mchombo (1990:496) point

out that Kichaga, as a symmetrical Bantu language, seems to disallow extraction of

a beneficiary object in active clauses, but allows it in passive clauses. Thus, Alsina

and Mchombo (1990) assert that extraction is possible in the structural configura-

tion that Baker (1988b) proposed as evidence of asymmetric properties in Bantu

applicatives.

Moreover, Alsina and Mchombo (1990) point out that Baker makes an incorrect

prediction about the formation of beneficiary applicatives from intransitive base

verbs. Baker (1988b) predicts that, in Chicheŵa, beneficiary applicative markers

cannot attach to intransitive verbs since intransitive verbs (verbs which are not lex-

ically subcategorized for an object) cannot assign structural case and the beneficiary
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applicative suffix does not have a case feature. Instrumental applicative markers can

assign structural case, however, since instrumental applicative suffixes bear case

features. Alsina and Mchombo (1990) state that the general tendency is that bene-

ficiary and instrumental applicatives reflect varied properties when they attach to

transitive verbs that optionally omit the patient/theme arguments with an interpre-

tation of an indefinite, generic or prototypical object. In beneficiary applicatives,

transitive verbs do no allow the patient/theme arguments to optionally be omitted

(211a) and (211b); however, this is possible with instrumental applicatives (211c)

and (211d) (Alsina and Mchombo 1990:500).

(211) a. beneficiary
mlēnje
1-hunter

a-ku-lémb-ér-a
1 SM-Pres-write-Appl-FV

mfúmú
9-chief

*(chimangirīzo)
7-essay

‘The hunter is writing for the chief.’ (OK with ‘an essay’)

b. beneficiary
msōdzi
1-fisherman

a-ku-phík-ír-a
1 SM-Pres-cook-Apll-FV

aná
2-children

*(nyêmba)
10-beans

‘The fisherman is cooking for the children’ (OK with ‘beans’)

c. Instrumental
mlēnje
1-hunter

a-ku-lémb-ér-a
1 SM-Pres-write-Apll-FV

nthēnga
9-feather

(chimangirīzo)
7-essay

‘The hunter is writing (an essay) with a feather.’

d. Instrumental
msōdzi
1-fisherman

a-ku-phík-ír-a
1 SM-Pres-cook-Appl-FV

mthîko
3-ladle

(nyêmba)
10-beans

‘The fisherman is cooking (beans) with the ladle.’

Alsina and Mchombo (1990:501–502) also dismiss Baker’s assumption that the

meaning of applicatives with basic intransitive verbs has a noticeable reason/motive

reading rather than a beneficiary reading. They argue that beneficiary and rea-

son/motive applicative constructions reflect significant differences. Although rea-

son/motive arguments can allow the applicative suffix (lír) and can be expressed

as bare NPs (212a), they cannot be indexed with object markers (wá) (212b) and

cannot be expressed as subject functions in passive clauses (212c).

(212) a. Chitsîru
7-fool

chi-ku-lír-ír-a
7 SM-Pres-cry-Apll-FV

mǎntha
6-fear

‘The fool is crying for fear.’

b. *Chitsîru
7-fool

chi-ku-wá-lír-ǐr-a
7 SM-Pres-6 OM-cry-Apll-FV

(mǎntha)
6-fear
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c. *mǎntha a-ku-lír-ír-ǐdw-a (ndí chitsîru)

6-fear 6 SM-Pres-cry-AP-Pass-FV by 7-fool

On the other hand, beneficiary applicatives do allow object markers (213a)

and the beneficiary argument can be associated with the subject in passive clauses

(213b).

(213) a. Yêsu
1-Jesus

a-ná-wá-f-er-a
1 SM-Past-2 OM-die-Apll-FV

(anthu).
2-people

‘Jesus died for them (the people).’

b. Ānthu
2-people

a-ná-f-ér-dw-a
2 SM-Past-die-Apll-Pass-FV

(ndí
by

Yêsu).
1-Jesus

‘The people were died for (by Jesus).’

Based on that observation, Alsina and Mchombo (1990) conclude that, in

Chicheŵa, beneficiary applicatives can be formed out of intransitive bases. In fact,

such counterexamples prompted Baker (1996) to change his claim from a general

restriction on intransitive bases for beneficiary applicatives to a restriction on un-

accusative bases (refer to chapter 5 for more discussion concerning applicative for-

mation from intransitive verbs).

Baker (1988b) also assumed that beneficiary and locative applicatives appear

similar in their structure. Alsina and Mchombo (1990) demonstrate that locatives

are more similar to instrumental applicatives in word order, object marking, rel-

ativization and indefinite object deletion, than they are to beneficiaries. The only

behavior that the locative and the beneficiary have in common is that both argu-

ments can appear as subjects in passivisation. Baker (1988b) claims that locatives,

like beneficiaries, are θ-marked by a preposition, thus they receive structural case

which allows them to display object properties.

Moreover, Baker’s claim that the applied verb in asymmetrical languages such

as Chicheŵa has no potential to assign a structural case, while the applied verb in

symmetrical languages such as Kichaga can assign structural case cannot account

for the asymmetric properties reflected in the Bantu typological divide in a unified

manner. Baker assumes that since grammatical processes such as object marking

and passivization absorb the verb’s structural case, they affect only one object, the

applied object, in asymmetrical languages, whereas in symmetrical languages they

may affect both objects. In this way, the capability of an object to display object

properties is associated with structural case. He assumes that since in Chicheŵa

the beneficiary marker can assign only inherent case, there is only one object that
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displays object properties. On the other hand, in languages such as Kinyarwanda,

since the beneficiary marker has a potential to assign an additional structural case,

both objects may display object properties in applicative constructions. Bresnan

and Moshi (1993) argue that even though Baker’s (1988b) proposal can explain

many of the asymmetrical properties in Bantu applicatives, it fails to explain sev-

eral similarities in languages such as Chicheŵa and Kichage. For example, in both

languages, the beneficiary applied object is required to be adjacent to the verb. The

behavior of their beneficiary and locative applicatives is similar in terms of word

order and long-distance extraction. Consequently, Baker’s proposal cannot explain

similarities such as these.

To sum up, by accounting for grammatical relation changing phenomena as in-

stances of incorporation, Baker wants to emphasize that structural configurations

are responsible for changes in government or case relations. Consequently, he ar-

gues that grammatical functions such as subjects and objects cannot be considered

as primitive concepts in syntactic theory, contrary to what RG and LFG postulate.

In the next section we will consider how applicatives are accounted for in LFG.

7.5 LFG’s LMT approach to applicatives

Lexical Mapping Theory (LMT) is a special sub-theory within the LFG framework

which was developed in subsequent studies by Levin (1988), Bresnan and Kanerva

(1989), Bresnan and Moshi (1990), Alsina (1990), Alsina and Mchombo (1993) and

Zaenen (1993) in order to account for constructions that reflect a non-canonical as-

sociation of thematic roles to grammatical functions. LMT is a theory of correspon-

dence between thematic structures and grammatical functions. LFG assumes that

alternative mappings arise from constraints that are simultaneously imposed by the

constituent, functional, thematic and discourse structures of an expression and the

principles that relate them. Mapping principles deal with the relatedness of these

parallels, and, at the same time, independent representations of a sentence. The two

types of correspondence principles that have been dealt with extensively in the LFG

literature are: constituent structure (c-structure) to functional structure (f-structure)

mapping and argument structure (a-structure) to f-structure mapping. The former

was discussed in chapter 3, and the latter will be the theme of this section.

The purpose of adding an independent a-structure representation to LFG’s ar-

chitecture is to provide more semantic information which is not sufficiently ac-

counted for by the c-structure and f-structure representations. It is assumed that
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lexical entries of predicators provide information concerning the thematic struc-

ture of arguments, mainly about their syntactic realization, and LMT works out the

pattern of correspondence between thematic roles and grammatical functions.

LMT proposes a radically different idea from the derivational approaches dis-

cussed in sections 7.3 and 7.4. The theory employs syntactic underspecification as a

mechanism for factorizing the mapping possibilities available for the arguments of

a predicator. Moreover, it provides mapping principles and well-formedness con-

ditions that determine the association of semantic roles and grammatical functions.

Below we will discuss the most relevant components of LMT.

7.5.1 Argument structure and thematic roles

In LFG the a-structure has been identified as a distinct level of representation that

mediates or interfaces between semantics and syntax. As stated in Zaenen and Eng-

dahl (1994:192) as well as Bresnan (2001:304), an a-structure has both semantic

and syntactic dimensions. These dimensions correspond to the semantic valency

and syntactic valency distinctions discussed earlier in chapter 5.1. On the semantic

dimension, the a-structure is the representation of the core participants in events

(states, processes, activities) designated by a single predicator. Commonly this in-

formation is represented by a predicator with its core participant roles listed inside

angled brackets, as in (214).5 Participant roles are labeled with generalized the-

matic/semantic role names such as agent, theme/patient, beneficiary/recipient, goal,
locative etc.

(214) a. pound <agent, theme>

b. freeze <theme>

Standard LMT assumes that the thematic roles inside the angled brackets are or-

dered according to a presumably universal hierarchy.6 Bresnan and Kanerva (1989)

adopt the thematic hierarchy in (215) which was first proposed by Kiparsky (1987).

5Some researchers in LFG (Butt 1995, 1997, Broadwell 1998) have also adopted Jackendoff’s

(1990) lexical semantics representation formalism known as Lexical Conceptual Structure (LCS).

The a-structure proposed by them is elaborated and enriched with semantic information which is

indexed to syntactic realization at f-structure.
6What is referred to as standard LMT here is the version which was first developed by Levin

(1988) and then enriched by Bresnan and Kanerva (1989). The theory was further extended in subse-

quent research on Bantu applicative constructions (Bresnan and Moshi 1990, Alsina and Mchombo

1993).
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(215) Agent < Beneficiary < Recipient/Experiencer < Instrumental <
Patient/theme < Locative

The agent is ranked as the most prominent role and the locative as the least

prominent role in the hierarchy. However, there is no broad consensus among lin-

guists on how certain roles should be ordered, nor on the use of discrete semantic

role labels such as agent, theme/patient, beneficiary/recipient etc. in the a-structure.

It is beyond the scope of this work to discuss the various proposals for a thematic

hierarchy, but it would suffice to say that the universality of this thematic hierar-

chy is strongly debated (refer to Butt (2006) for a detailed discussion). In fact, Butt

(2006:122) points out that current work on LMT makes no crucial reference to the

thematic hierarchy, since linking between thematic roles and grammatical functions

is achieved through a feature system. For example, Zaenen (1993) and Kibort (2004,

2007, 2008) do not assume a universal thematic hierarchy. Some studies have also

proposed a language specific hierarchy, for example, Huang (1993) for Chinese

and Nazareth (2007) for Tigrinya, in order to accommodate the object properties

reflected by these languages. Some researchers, for example Dowty (1991), ques-

tion the use of discrete semantic role labels for capturing information on semantic

participants arguing that semantic participants should be viewed as a set of semantic

entailments of the predicate, not as discrete thematic roles which are part of the lex-

ical entry of verbs (Dowty 1991). Researchers such as Zaenen (1993) and Alsina

(1990) follow Dowty using the general labels such as proto-agent, proto-patient

properties, etc. to identify different semantic participants.

In the syntactic dimension, the a-structure is the representation of the minimal

information about predicates which is necessary for deriving their syntactic depen-

dents (Bresnan and Zaenen 1990, Zaenen and Engdahl 1994). In other words, it

codes syntactically subcategorized arguments, thus it serves as a syntactic valence

register. According to Alsina (1990:6), since the a-structure is sensitive to seman-

tics, the syntactic structure of a predicate, i.e. the types and number of arguments it

takes, is indirectly constrained by its semantics. However, since the semantic con-

tent of the a-structure is the minimal information about lexical semantics required

by syntax, the a-structure is fundamentally a lexico-syntactic construct, not a se-

mantic one (Bresnan 2001, Bresnan and Zaenen 1990, Zaenen and Engdahl 1994).

The following schema (216) (taken from Bresnan 2001:304) summarizes the de-

scription of the a-structure outlined above.
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(216) A-structure representation

lexical semantics

↓
a-structure

↓
syntactic structure

The syntactic realization of thematic roles is represented by a feature system.

Lexical arguments of predicates are underspecified along the [±r] and [±o] features

with respect to the syntactic functions to which they can be linked. This set of

features cross-classifies both grammatical functions and thematic roles. According

to Bresnan and Kanerva (1989), the grammatical functions SUBJ, OBJ, OBJθ and

OBLθ are decomposed into natural classes along the [±r] and [±o] features, as in

Table 7.1.

–r +r
–o SUBJ OBLθ

+o OBJ OBJθ

Table 7.1: Decomposition of grammatical functions

The semantically unrestricted [–r] functions SUBJ and OBJ can be linked to

arguments that bear any thematic role or can appear with no thematic role. The se-

mantically restricted [+r] functions OBJθ and OBLθ are linked to arguments that

bear specific semantic roles. The θ subscript is a variable for each instance of the

thematic role to which these grammatical functions are restricted, for example, an

OBJben, OBJinstr, OBJloc etc. depending on language specific constraints. Simi-

larly, an OBLθ function is also restricted in terms of the semantic roles it may bear.

Such a function is overtly marked by a morphological case or a preposition which

indicates its restrictedness to the semantics of that particular case or preposition.

For example, an overtly expressed agent argument in a passive clause can appear

as an OBLagent. The [–o] feature codes SUBJ and OBLθ as non-objective functions,

and the [+o] feature codes both OBJ and OBJθ as objective functions.

Grammatical functions with the most minus features are unmarked, and those

with most plus features are marked. SUBJ is the least marked function since it is

specified with two minus features, [–r] and [–o], and the OBJθis a most marked

function since both its syntactic specifications, [+r] and [+o]. This results in the
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following (217) ranking of grammatical/argument functions on the basis of their

relative markedness (Bresnan 2001:309).

(217) Partial ranking of grammatical functions

SUBJ > OBJ, OBLθ> OBJθ

Furthermore, thematic roles are also cross-classified along the [±r] and [±o]

features to indicate whether they are responsive to semantic restrictions in linking

with grammatical functions. The feature [±r] indicates whether a semantic role has

a preference in linking to a restricted grammatical function or not. The feature [±o]

codes a semantic role’s affinity in linking to an object-like function or not, i.e. to

functions that reflect a complementation property. The notion of the [–o] feature

is comparable to the external argument in GB and to the initial subject in RG, and

the notion of [–r] is comparable to the internal argument in GB and initial object in

RG. The assignment of syntactic features to thematic roles is determined by basic

principles which are stated in (218) (Bresnan and Zaenen 1990, Bresnan 2001).

(218) Syntactic classification of thematic roles
Patientlike roles: [–r]

Secondary patientlike roles: [+o]

All other roles: [–o]

These principles are stated in a general manner so that they can have a wide

scope of application across languages. Nevertheless, there are some studies that

provide more specific principles known as the theory of intrinsic and default clas-
sifications depending on the particular role involved (Bresnan and Kanerva 1989,

Bresnan and Moshi 1990, Alsina and Mchombo 1993). For example, the intrinsic

classifications for the agent, the theme and the locative roles are stated in (219).

(219) Intrinsic Classification of specific roles

a. agent

ag

|
[-o]

b. theme and patient

th/pt

|
[–r]

c. locative

loc

|
[–o]

The agent then receives a [–o] syntactic classification to indicate that it cannot

map to objective or object-like functions. It can be linked either to a subject function
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or to an oblique or null function (i.e. with an overtly realized agent argument or un-

realized agent argument in passive predicates, respectively). Since it lacks patient-

like properties, it cannot initially receive the [–r] classification. Even though the

agent principle is valid for many languages, there are some languages which code

agents in certain constructions as non-subjects. For example, agentive objects are

reported to exist in Tagalog (Kroeger 1993:50) and in Norwegian (Lødrup 1999).7

The patient/theme semantic role can be linked to either a subject function (e.g. with

passive and unaccusative predicates) or an object function (e.g. with basic transi-

tive clauses), thus it receives the [–r] syntactic classification to indicate that it must

be expressed as an unrestricted grammatical function. Locative arguments must be

linked to non-object functions. They usually appear as obliques (i.e. restricted to

the OBLloc function in many languages), but in languages that possess locative in-

version constructions, they can also map to subject functions.

Alsina and Mchombo (1993) provide additional role classification principles in

order to account for the applicative and dative phenomena. Applied roles receive

the [–r] classification when they reveal more patient-like properties than the theme

arguments that co-occur with them. This classification allows applied roles to be

mapped to the OBJ function. They also propose the alternative classification [+o]

for applied roles that reflect secondary patientlike properties, and these link to the

restricted object function OBJθ. These principles are given in (220).8

(220) Applied role classification (Alsina and Mchombo 1993:26)

θ or θ

| |
[–r] [+o]

In symmetrical applicative languages more than one thematic role can reflect

patient like properties, thus two of them can receive the [–r] classification; however,

in asymmetrical applicative languages only one of them gets the [–r] classification.

Bresnan and Moshi (1993) propose the Asymmetrical Object Parameter (AOP) to

be stated as a condition on a-structure in order to indicate the variation in applicative

constructions.

7Lødrup (1999) states that even though agentive objects are exceptional in world languages, such

data appear to be problematic to restricted theories such as the LMT. This issue is discussed in Bresnan

(1994) and Lødrup (1999).
8The symbol θ is used as a variable for semantic roles. Here it represents the semantic roles that

can appear as applied arguments.
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(221) Asymmetrical Object Parameter (Bresnan and Moshi 1993:75)

* θ . . . θ

| |
[–r] [–r]

The above parameter requires that only one semantic role be classified as [–r]

in asymmetrical applicative languages such as Chicheŵa. On the other hand, in

symmetrical languages such as Kichaga and Kinyarwanda where this restriction is

lacking, the assignment of two [–r] features is possible. Bresnan and Moshi (1990)

argue that symmetrical applicative languages lack the AOP. The Kichaga symmet-

rical applicatives that Bresnan and Moshi (1990) considered involve theme and

beneficiary (i.e. ethical beneficiary, in contrast to a prototypical recipient) seman-

tic roles, and both reveal patient-like properties. Either of the semantic roles can

appear as a subject in passive clauses, and both can be marked through object af-

fixes. However, word order distinguishes between these object arguments. The pre-

ferred word order is with the beneficiary object adjacent to the verb. Since in these

languages immediate adjacency to the verb is postulated as a primary objecthood

property, the applied beneficiary role is prioritized for the [–r] classification. The

theme role may receive either [–r] or [+o] depending on whether it occurs in active

or passive predicates. Since in active predicates the assignment of two [–r] features

will violate the well-formedness condition known as the biuniqueness condition,

which states that lexical roles must associate with a unique function, the theme role

receives [+o] instead of [–r]. In passive predicates both semantic roles receive the

[–r] classification since one of them will map to the subject and the other to the ob-

ject function. As argued in Kibort (2007, 2008) this type of analysis of symmetric

applicatives reflects a serious setback, since assigning the theme argument differ-

ent syntactic specifications in the active and the passive may suggest that the active

and the passive are represented in two different a-structures. However, the active

and the passive structures differ in the way their syntactic arguments are associ-

ated with grammatical functions, rather than in their syntactic specifications. This

is discussed further in Section 7.5.3.

Now that we have discussed the main components of a-structure, we will show

how these are put together to compose an a-structure representation. As was stated

earlier, in the standard version of LMT according to Bresnan and Kanerva (1989),

Bresnan and Moshi (1990), Alsina and Mchombo (1993), Bresnan and Zaenen

(1990) and Zaenen and Engdahl (1994), a-structure consists of a predicate with
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its argument roles ordered according to a presumed universal thematic hierarchy,

and each associated with a syntactic specification indicated by features, as in (222).

(222) a. pound ⟨ agent,
[–o]

theme
[–r]

⟩ b. freeze ⟨ theme
[–r]

⟩

The transitive predicate pound has two arguments which are semantically iden-

tified as an agent and a theme. The agent role is ranked higher than the theme ac-

cording to the thematic hierarchy in (215). The theme is lexically underspecified

as a [–r] role since it has patient-like properties, and the agent is specified as [–o]

according to the syntactic classification of roles given (218) and (219). The unac-

cusative predicate freeze has one argument semantically identified as a theme, thus

it receives the syntactic classification feature [–r].

This version of LMT does not make a distinction between argument positions

and participant/semantic roles, and thus it does not provide a separate lexical se-

mantics representation as schema in (216) shows. The a-structure commonly em-

ployed in standard LMT looks like the one given in example (222) where seman-

tic/thematic role labels are used inside the angled brackets. However, in much ear-

lier LFG representations, the angled brackets contained variables over arguments,

and semantic role labels and grammatical functions are represented in a separate

tier outside the brackets, as in (223) (Bresnan 1982c:6).

(223)

(SUBJ) (OBJ)

| |
‘LOVE ( arg1 , arg2 )’

(agent) (theme)

In more recent work Bresnan (2001:307) employed variables over the argument

roles of a predicate (224). However, Bresnan (2001) does not give separate repre-

sentations of argument roles and semantic roles. Information concerning semantic

roles is implicitly coded in the ordering of the variables according to the Universal

Thematic Hierarchy (215), which is an explicit order of semantic roles, and through

the assignment of syntactic classifications to the variables.
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(224) a. put < x y z >

[–o] [–r] [–o]

b. pound < x y >

[–o] [–r]

c. freeze < x >

[–r]

However, researchers such as Mohanan (1994:15), Ackerman (1990:12),

Alsina (1996:37), Ackerman and Moore (2001:40) and Falk (2001:105), among

others, argue against the direct representation of semantic role information at a-

structure. Falk (2001:105) represents the semantic role information on a separate

level designated as θ-structure, and the a-structure is represented by variables over

argument positions, as in example (225).

(225)
θ-structure ‘place [agent patient/theme location]

↓ ↓ ↓
a-structure ⟨ x , y , z ⟩

Based on these proposals, Kibort (2004, 2007, 2008) proposes an extension of

LMT which recognizes distinct tiers for argument positions and participant roles in

a-structure, which will be presented in Section 7.5.3.

So far, the a-structure we have illustrated contains the minimal lexical infor-

mation of a predicate that is necessary for the projection of semantic roles onto

syntactic/grammatical functions. The a-structure is not yet associated with the fi-

nal syntactic functions that a particular predicate selects in its valency or syntactic

argument slots. The mechanisms for mapping the a-structure to final grammatical

functions will be the topic of the following section.

7.5.2 A-structure to grammatical function mapping principles

Once the syntactically relevant information that allows the mapping of semantic

roles onto grammatical functions is identified and is built up into an a-structure,

linking principles are applied in order to associate the semantic roles with the most

compatible grammatical functions. The basic principles for mapping a-structure
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onto grammatical functions are formulated as follows (paraphrased from Bresnan

(2001:311)):

(226) a. Subject roles:

i. θ̂ specified as [–o] is mapped onto SUBJ when initial in

the a-structure; otherwise:

ii. θ specified as [–r] is mapped onto a SUBJ.

b. Other roles are mapped onto the lowest compatible functions

according to the markedness hierarchy of grammatical func-

tions.9

The symbol θ̂ refers to the most prominent semantic role of a predicator, also

designated as the ‘logical subject’ (Bresnan 2001:307). These linking principles ap-

peal to the markedness property of grammatical functions portrayed in (217). The

SUBJ is the least marked function, decomposed as [–o] and [–r]. Since the most

prominent role with the [–o] specification corresponds to the agent role (according

the thematic role hierarchy (215) and the intrinsic classification of agent (219a),

principle (226ai) determines the default mapping of the agent role to the SUBJ

function (Mohanan 1994:37). When this role is not available, the semantic role

classified as [–r] maps onto a SUBJ by principle (226aii). The remaining roles in

the a-structure map onto the lowest compatible function according to the marked-

ness hierarchy. In this sense, the markedness hierarchy according to which these

mapping principles are formulated determines the default mapping of thematic ar-

guments to grammatical functions. The mapping principles are further constrained

by two important well-formedness conditions (Bresnan 2001:311) – the biunique-
ness condition and the subject condition.

(227) The biuniqueness condition: Each a-structure role must be associated with

a unique function, and conversely.

(228) The subject condition: Every predicate must have a subject.

The biuniqueness condition requires that each expressed thematic role be asso-

ciated with only one grammatical function, and every expressed grammatical func-

tion be associated with only one thematic role. LFG stipulates multiple restricted

objects and obliques since these are further individuated by their semantic roles

(Bresnan and Kanerva 1989:25). The subject condition expresses that every pred-

icate must have a subject. In the early version of LMT, the subject condition was

9See 217 for markedness hierarchy.
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stipulated to apply cross-linguistically. However, recent work on LMT takes the

condition as a language specific constraint and dispenses with it when it deals with

languages that contain subjectless constructions (Kibort 2004).

According to the mapping principles discussed above, the predicates pound and

freeze will show the mapping pattern given below (229).

(229) a. Transitive

pound < agent theme >

[–o] [–r]
| |

SUBJ OBJ

b. Intransitive

freeze < theme >

[–r]
|

SUBJ

The agent argument of the active predicate pound is intrinsically specified as

[–o], meaning that it may associate with the non-objective functions, either the sub-

ject or the oblique functions (229a). Since it is the most prominent thematic role in

the default context, it maps to the SUBJ function. According to principle (226a), the

theme semantic role maps to the OBJ, since it is the next lower compatible function

in the markedness hierarchy. On the other hand, the a-structure for the predicator

freeze (229b) has a theme role with a [–r] specification as its sole argument, thus

this maps to the SUBJ by principle (226aii).

The above principles determine the default mapping of thematic arguments to

grammatical functions. The arguments of a predicator are partially specified for

the syntactic functions they may associate with. This indicates that the same argu-

ment may associate with a different grammatical function in a morphosyntactically

and/or morpholexically altered predicate. In the following section we will illustrate

how LMT accounts for the alternative mapping of arguments to syntactic functions

reflected in the passive and the applicative constructions.

7.5.3 Alternative mappings

LMT provides lexical (redundancy) rules that explain and derive the non-default

mapping of thematic arguments to grammatical functions. Lexical rules are ex-

pressed as conditions or constraints on a-structure. An important characteristic of

LFG is that it represents syntax as a monotonic process, and thus there is no deriva-

tion of one structure from another as expressed by the “The Principle of Direct Syn-

tactic Encoding” (Bresnan 2001:76). Syntactic mapping is a structure-preserving
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operation, thus it can only add information, but cannot change or destroy it. LFG

achieves monotonicity by removing all relation changing processes from the syn-

tax, and by situating them in the lexicon. This is possible since argument-function

mapping issues are local, and thus only affect the a-structure of the predicate. As a

result, all syntactic alternations are treated as morpholexical processes. In the stan-

dard version of LMT, syntactic alternations are viewed as operations that affect the

assignment of grammatical functions to semantic roles without altering the lexical

semantics or the a-structure of a predicator. For example, in the active-passive al-

ternation, the same underlying predicate argument structure is lexically associated

with alternative sets of grammatical functions, as in (230).

(230) Active-Passive alternation

a. active

pound < agent theme >

[–o] [–r]
| |

SUBJ OBJ

b. passive

pound < agent theme >

[–o] [–r]
| |
Ø SUBJ

The passive and active a-structures contain the same semantic participants, an

agent and a theme. The only difference is the way these semantic participants are

mapped to grammatical functions. In the passive a-structure, as expressed in the

passive lexical rule (231), the most prominent (θ̂) thematic role is suppressed (or is

associated with a lower function), and since the argument with the [–o] syntactic

specification is no longer available for mapping, the thematic role with the [–r]

feature maps to the SUBJ according to the mapping principles (226) and the subject

condition.

(231) Passive lexical rule:

θ̂

|
Ø

The symbol ‘Ø’ is used to express the notion that the most prominent argument

of the predicator is suppressed in passivization. Notice that the passive rule does

not express that the agent argument can also be demoted to a non-core grammati-

cal function known as an oblique agent (OBLag). Bresnan (2001:310) indicates (in
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parentheses) that the agent argument may be linked to an ‘argument adjunct’; how-

ever, she does not further specify the grammatical function category to which this

argument can be assigned.

The applicative phenomenon is another central issue that has received consid-

erable attention in the theoretical formulation of LMT. The applicative process is

characterized as an operation that affects the mapping of semantic participants to

grammatical functions. Bresnan and Moshi (1993:73) define the applicative rule

as an operation that “adds a new theta role to the theta structure of the verb”, as

schematized in (232).

(232) Applicative lexical rule:

Ø
⇓

<θ ... θappl ... >

The above lexical rule expresses the notion that a semantic role which initially

is not subcategorized for by a base verb is introduced into the argument structure

of a predicator. The θappl notation stands for all the semantic roles that an applied

argument may bear such as recipient, beneficiary, goal, locative, instrumental, etc.

However, Bresnan and Moshi’s characterization does not encompass the various

degrees of predicate relationships that applied participants may have to base verbs.

In some cases, the applicative operation can only result in remapping or rearranging

an already existing semantic participant of a base verb to a different grammatical

function (see chapter 4.1). In this situation, there is no new semantic role that is

brought into the a-structure; rather, a core argument that in a default expression

is associated with a different grammatical function, is associated with the applied

object in the applicative predicate. Therefore, the applicative rule in (232) needs to

be restated as in (233), so that it accurately addresses the applicative operation’s

effect on the syntactic arguments, rather than the semantic participants, in the a-

structure.

(233) Revised applicative lexical rule:

Ø/Argobl

⇓
<Arg1 ... Argappl ... >

[–o/–r] [–r/+o]
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This lexical rule expresses that the applicative operation introduces an applied

argument into the a-structure which can be syntactically classified as [–r] in lan-

guages where the applied argument reveals primary patient-like properties, or as

[+o] in languages where the applied argument reveals secondary patient-like prop-

erties. The applicative operation either brings about a new core argument or central-

izes a peripheral argument which is identified as an applied argument. This argu-

ment can link either to an OBJ or to an OBJθ depending on the language in question.

The applied arguments introduced by the applicative lexical rule are syntacti-

cally classified according to the specification given in (220). Applied roles such as

a beneficiary or a recipient can only be classified as [–r] in asymmetrical type lan-

guages such as Chicheŵa. The English dative-shifted construction is also accounted

for in the same way as a beneficiary/recipient in Chicheŵa. In both languages the

object functions that are associated with these roles display primary object proper-

ties with respect to word order and passivization, and in Chicheŵa also with respect

to object marking, whereas the theme/patient role does not display these properties,

thus is classified as [+o]. The pattern of linking a beneficiary role to a grammatical

function in asymmetrical languages such as Chicheŵa is illustrated in (234).

(234)

pound-for < agent ben theme >

[–o] [–r] [+o]
| | |

SUBJ OBJ OBJθ

Some languages have a reverse type of asymmetry where applied arguments

bearing certain semantic roles are restricted with respect to some primary object-

hood properties. In most cases, even though the applied arguments have the ability

to trigger applicative marking (and/or pronominal object markers) on the verb, they

may not be accessible for the subject function in passivization. For example, the ap-

plied goal/recipient argument in a double object construction with the ditransitive

verb song ‘give’ in Mandarin Chinese (Huang 1993:359), the beneficiary arguments

with the applied predicate gäzi-u-la ‘he bought for her’ in Tigrinya (Nazareth 2007,

2008) and the locative argument with unaccusative applicative verbs in Chicheŵa

(Bresnan and Moshi 1993:83) cannot be associated with the subject function in

passivization. Thus these receive the [+o] classification as illustrated in (235).
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(235) a. recipient/goal in Mandarin Chinese

give-to < agent theme recip >

[–o] [–r] [+o]
| | |

SUBJ OBJ OBJθ

b. beneficiary in Tigrinya

buy-for < agent theme ben >

[–o] [–r] [+o]
| | |

SUBJ OBJ OBJθ

c. locative in Chicheŵa

fall-in < theme loc >

[–r] [+o]
| |

SUBJ OBJθ

In languages with symmetric applicatives the a-structure is not restricted by the

AOP (221), thus both the applied argument and the theme argument can in principle

receive a [–r] syntactic specification. However, assigning two [–r] specifications to

semantic roles that correspond to object functions will lead to a violation of the

function-argument biuniqueness condition since LFG, like RG, does not allow two

identical grammatical functions to appear in the same clause (236a). Bresnan and

Moshi (1990:78) propose that in beneficiary applicative constructions in Kichaga

the beneficiary role is to be specified as [–r], while the theme role can be either [–r]

or [+o]. In an a-structure with an active predicate the theme role receives the [+o]

classification (236b). On the other hand, in an a-structure with a passive predicate

the theme role is specified as [–r] and thus either of the [–r] specified roles can

be mapped to the subject function since symmetric applicatives reflect alternating

passive structure (236c) (Alsina 1996).
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(236) a. active applicative predicate

eat-for < agent ben theme >

[–o] [–r] [–r]
| | |

SUBJ OBJ OBJ*

b. active applicative predicate

eat-for < agent ben theme >

[–o] [–r] [+o]
| | |

SUBJ OBJ OBJθ

c. passive applicative predicate

eat-for < agent ben theme >

[–o] [–r] [–r]
| | |
Ø SUBJ OBJ or

OBJ SUBJ

Even though the theory proposed by åBresnan and Moshi (1990) can in prin-

ciple account for typological differences between asymmetrical and symmetrical

languages such as Chicheŵa and Kichaga, due to theory internal principles in LFG,

the analysis of beneficiary applicatives in symmetrical languages appears to be sim-

ilar to the analysis of beneficiary applicatives in asymmetrical languages. In LMT

the typological differences between symmetrical and asymmetrical applicative lan-

guages is stated in terms of the AOP, which expresses that symmetrical applicative

languages lack this parameter. However, in the analysis provided for Kichaga, the

theme object, in spite of the primary object properties it reveals in having the ability

to appear as a subject of a passive predicate and being marked by object affixes,

is prevented by the well-formedness condition from getting the [–r] feature. Thus,

as Kibort (2007, 2008) points out, Bresnan and Moshi’s analysis requires a non-

monotonic change of information which assigns a different feature for the theme

semantic role in the active and the passive predicates. This is not desirable in LFG,

as this framework requires a lexical rule to be a monotonic operation in that it can-

not change or delete a pre-specified syntactic feature. Moreover, Kibort (2008:315)

argues that the active and passive variants of predicates do not normally arise from
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differences in a-structure, but rather from a difference in the association of argu-

ments to grammatical functions. In this respect, Bresnan and Moshi’s analysis ap-

pears to depart from the basic characterization of the active-passive alternation.

Kibort (2004, 2007, 2008) proposes an extension to standard LMT in order to

address issues such as the mapping of semantic participants to grammatical func-

tions in symmetrical applicatives. She proposes to separate argument positions from

the representation of semantic roles based on her observation of alternative pairs of

sentences in which a set of semantic roles compete for the same argument position

in mapping to grammatical functions. Even though alternative expressions employ

the same predicate and same number of arguments, they usually code slightly dif-

ferent meanings. This can only be reflected if the two components are kept distinct.

Her study takes up a proposal which has been adopted by Zaenen (1993), Mohanan

(1990) and Ackerman and Moore (2001), among others, to model semantic par-

ticipants and syntactic arguments at different levels of representation rather than

collapsing both concepts in the argument structure (237).

(237)

x b y ← participant roles
| | |

give ⟨ arg1 arg2 arg3 ⟩ ← argument structure
[–o] [–r] [+o] ← syntactic specification

In this a-structure, the variables x, y and b refer to the three key participants that

reflect proto-agentive, proto-patientive and proto-beneficiary/recipient properties,

respectively, as entailed by ditransitive predicates. This mapping pattern is found

in English dative-shifted and Chicheŵa applicative constructions.

In addition, Kibort (2004, 2007, 2008) argues that, in the a-structure, it is not the

semantic roles that should be ordered, but rather it is the syntactic representation of a

predicate, which is its syntactic valency, that should remain constant. The semantic

participants are allowed to change order in order to align with the argument that

reflects a correct syntactic specification in a given morphosyntactic context. She

assumes the following valency template to be available for a base predicate (238).

(238) ⟨ arg1

[–o/–r]
arg2

[–r]
arg3

[+o]
arg4

[–o]
... argn

[–o]
⟩

The variables arg1, arg2, arg3, etc., are placeholders for the syntactic arguments

of a predicate. The argument slots are ordered from left to right according to LFG’s

ranking of grammatical functions based on their markedness value as shown in Ta-

ble 7.1. In the model proposed by Kibort (2007), each argument slot (238) is associ-
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ated with the syntactic specification of grammatical functions (i.e. the atomic values

[+/– r/o]) rather than the resolved/final grammatical functions. The a-structure of

an actual predicate contains only arguments selected by it as its syntactic valency.

The semantic participants entailed by an applied predicate in symmetrical applica-

tive languages correspond to two object positions, i.e. arg2 and arg3 specified as

[–r] and [+o], respectively. The applied participant and the theme participant are

allowed to map to either of the argument positions one at a time (239) (Kibort

2008:329).

(239) Realignment of symmetric objects

a. Beneficiary primary
agent ben theme

| | |
⟨ arg1 arg2 arg3 ⟩

[–o] [–r] [+o]

b. Theme primary
agent theme ben

| | |
⟨ arg1 arg2 arg3 ⟩

[–o] [–r] [+o]

Since according to the valency template (see 238) proposed by Kibort (2007)

there can be only two argument slots specified as [–r], the beneficiary and the theme

semantic roles cannot receive the [–r] feature at the same time. In addition, the ben-

eficiary and the theme cannot be linked to the same argument position to assume

the primary object function. In this respect, Kibort’s analysis is similar to how ob-

jects in symmetrical applicatives are accounted for by standard LMT in the sense

that only one semantic participant can be realized as a primary object function in a

predicate. However, her representation differs from the one in standard LMT since

either the beneficiary (239a) or the theme (239b) can be linked to the primary ob-

ject function, although in separate a-structures. Since in symmetrical applicative

languages either the applied or the theme participant can be mapped to the subject

function in passive clauses, Kibort seems to suggest that the realization of the bene-

ficiary as a passive subject results from the a-structure in (239a) and the realization

of the theme as a passive subject results from the a-structure in (239b).
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Even though Kibort’s proposal avoids the non-monotonic change of the initially

assigned [–r] feature for the theme/patient role to [+o] in beneficiary symmetrical

applicatives, it reflects the classical problem of LMT since the two patient-like se-

mantic participants must map to distinct object functions regardless of the similarity

in the syntactic properties they reflect. LFG, like RG, attempts to resolve this prob-

lem by assuming that there are some subtle grammatical properties that distinguish

between the two objects in applicative constructions, and therefore they should be

linked to distinct grammatical functions.

7.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we have outlined important facets of three linguistic theories, RG,

GB and LFG, which have made substantial contributions in the description and

analysis of syntactic alternations such as passivization, dative alternation and ap-

plicatives. We have discussed LMT, a linking theory integrated into the LFG frame-

work, in more detail since the theory is employed in accounting for applicative data,

which is our main concern. The basic concept of a-structure is comparable to the

D-structure in GB and the initial stratum in RG. It is similar to D-structure in the

sense that it codes the syntactically relevant arguments of a predicate ranked ac-

cording to their prominence, and it distinguishes between external ([–o]) and in-

ternal ([–r]) arguments. However, unlike D-structure, which represents θ-roles in

terms of structural configuration, a-structure is an independent level of representa-

tion implemented through the constraint based architecture of LFG. In contrast to

RG, the LFG a-structure acts as an interface between two independent levels of lin-

guistic representation, the set of semantically entailed arguments of a predicate and

surface grammatical functions, whereas, in RG, all levels of representation, initial,

intermediate and final, model the same kind of linguistic information, i.e. grammat-

ical relations such as SUBJ and OBJ which are considered as the only primitives of

the theory. The surface grammatical relations are derivationally tracked from the

representation in the initial stratum. Therefore, LMT differs from these two theo-

ries since it accounts for linguistic constructions that are conventionally known as

alternations in a non-derivational manner. Consequently, it does not assume that

there is meaning equivalence between the expressions that are related to each other

by derivation in RG and GB.

LMT gives an adequate representation of the lexical semantics of alternation

phenomena. Moreover, recent proposals have improved the theory’s applicability
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to a wide range of alternations. For example, the extension proposed by Kibort

(2004, 2007, 2008) that separate the levels of representation for argument positions

and lexical participants, allows the semantic participants to freely re-associate to ar-

gument positions given as valency slots of predicates. In this manner, it is possible

to reflect the polysemy registered by alternative expressions caused by morphose-

mantic phenomena. However, as was discussed above, the analysis of symmetri-

cal applicatives has some empirical consequences for the theory. LMT postulates

strict categorial classes which are implemented through the assignment of binary

features. As a result, semantic participants that reflect similar syntactic properties

are nevertheless associated with distinct grammatical functions that are compatible

with these features. For example, the semantic participant that is associated with the

argument slot pre-specified as [+o] is analyzed as a restricted function even though

it displays sufficient primary patient-like properties that would qualify it to map to

the [–r] argument position. In the following chapter we aim to show how the feature

decomposition method is problematic by confronting it with data from Tigrinya.





CHAPTER 8

Tigrinya objects and LMT

8.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter (7) we outlined how the morphosyntactic properties of ap-

plied objects are accounted for in RG, GB and LFG. We discussed how object

functions are analyzed in these theories. In our discussion, we gave particular at-

tention to LMT, the special theory in LFG that provides mapping principles and

morphosyntactic rules in order to account for the argument-function patterns re-

flected in various constructions. The current work aims to investigate objects in

constructions in Tigrinya applicatives using the basic theoretical apparatus pro-

posed in LFG. The LFG literature identifies two types of applicative constructions:

symmetrical and asymmetrical. In the symmetrical type both objects reflect mor-

phosyntactic properties which are characteristic of a monotransitive object, whereas

in the asymmetrical type only one of the objects, and most likely the applied object,

assumes the morphosyntactic properties of a monotransitive object. As we noted in

the previous chapter, symmetric applicatives do not get a satisfactory analysis in

LMT. Even though both objects in symmetric applicatives reflect similar primary

object properties with respect to the diagnostics that are widely employed to distin-

guish between primary and secondary objects, since LFG requires that each of the

arguments in the a-structure be associated with a unique grammatical function, the

two objects are assumed to be somehow distinct.

In this chapter we will confront LMT with data from Tigrinya applicatives. We

239
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will elaborate upon the preliminary analysis of Tigrinya applicative constructions

presented in Nazareth (2007, 2008). We aim to analyze how objects behave un-

der certain grammatical diagnostics in order to determine the category of objects

in Tigrinya ditransitive and applicative constructions. We will analyze applicative

constructions with respect to coding strategies such as word order, case marking

and pronominal indexation. In addition, we will investigate the kind of properties

the different objects reflect when they are subjected to grammatical processes such

as passivization and relativization.

8.2 Objecthood diagnostics

Objecthood diagnostics refer to a set of grammatical processes that are assumed

to jointly reflect symmetry or asymmetry between objects. These are postulated to

distinguish, on the one hand, between objects and other grammatical functions such

as subjects and obliques, and on the other hand, between different types of objects.

Some languages show grammatical phenomena that specifically target or prefer a

certain type of object over another; however, as Andrews (1985:120) points out,

since there are fewer grammatical processes that distinguish between subtypes of

objects than there are processes distinguishing objects from subjects, it is difficult

to tell whether the variation in the coding features of object-like NPs reflects dif-

ferences in their grammatical relations. In addition, grammatical processes that can

reliably distinguish between different types of objects in one language may not be

equally significant in another language.

In chapter 7 we pointed out that most of the standard objecthood tests were

established by Chung (1976:42) in her analysis of benefactive applied objects in

Bahasa Indonesia. She argues that direct objects can be distinguished from indirect

objects by certain syntactic operations that specifically earmark them. The syntactic

processes identified by her include the ability of appearing as a bare (preposition-

less) NP, becoming the subject in passivization, and being coreferential with the

subject in reflexivization, and being preposed, extracted and relativized. In addi-

tion to these, Bresnan and Moshi (1990) identify diagnostics such as immediate

adjacency with the verb, controlling verbal affixation, deletion of unspecified ob-

jects and reciprocalization as primary objecthood tests. Bresnan and Moshi assume

that these diagnostics are the basis for a single parameter of variation to explain

the typological split between symmetric and asymmetric applicatives in Bantu. In

symmetric applicatives two objects possess these properties, while in asymmetric
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applicatives only one object has these properties.

In LMT the object that displays a significant proportion of these properties is

assigned the syntactic feature [–r] and the object that does not show these properties

is assigned the feature [+o]. Supporting this proposal, Alsina (1996:674) terms the

formulations of these studies the theory of object asymmetries, and argues that the

underlying properties of objects are responsible for primary objecthood. Moreover,

he claims that the type of passive found in a language correlates with indepen-

dently observable coding behaviors such as object pronominal markers and word

order. That is to say, the arguments that correspond to objects that control verbal

affixes and appear immediately adjacent to the verb also have the ability to ap-

pear as subjects in passive clauses. Diagnostics such as these have been applied as

standard tests of object symmetry/asymmetry in many languages within different

frameworks.

In the following sections, we will investigate object categories in Tigrinya with

respect to coding strategies such as word order, case and pronominal marking. We

will consider different verbs since applied objects tend to behave differently de-

pending on the type of verb they appear with. In addition, we are going to investigate

how objects respond to grammatical processes such as passivization, relativization

and clefting.

8.2.1 Word order, case marking and pronominal affixes

Tigrinya uses a complex interplay of word order, case and verbal affixes to code

grammatical functions. A basic discussion of Tigrinya clause structure is given in

chapter 2.5. Here we aim to investigate the word order, case marking and pronomi-

nal affixes that characterize objects in double object and applicative constructions.

Let us begin by reviewing how objects are coded in monotransitive clauses. Ex-

ample (240), repeated from (63), exhibits the basic word order, SOV, that codes a

pragmatically neutal reading of the clause.

(240) a. ብዕራይ
b1Qray
bull.MSg

ላም
lam
cow.FSg

ርእዩ።
r1Py-u
PerfS.see-SM.3MSg

‘A bull saw a cow.’

b. *ላም
lam
cow.FSg

ብዕራይ
b1Qray
bull.MSg

ርእዩ።
r1Py-u
PerfS.see-SM.3MSg
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c. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ብዕራይ
b1Qray
bull.MSg

ነታ
n-äta
Obj-Det.3FSg

ላም
lam
cow.FSg

ርእዩዋ።
r1Py-u-wa
PerfS.see-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘The bull saw the cow.’

d. ነታ
n-äta
Obj-Det.3FSg

ላም
lam
cow.FSg

እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ብዕራይ
b1Qray
bull.MSg

ርእዩዋ።
r1Py-u-wa
PerfS.see-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘The bull saw the cow.’

As illustrated by (240a), subjects are unmarked for case and the verb obligatorily

agrees with its subject. Like the subject, indefinite objects are also unmarked for

case, and they cannot be cross-referenced on the verb with object suffixes. When

objects do not bear any case marking that distinguishes them from subjects, they

obligatorily occur in a fixed position. As example (240b) shows, switching their

order results in an ungrammatical clause. On the other hand, definite objects are

case marked and are cross-referenced on the verb with the object pronominal suffix,

as in (240c). Objects that are distinctly marked by case marking and pronominal

suffixes can be alternatively reordered in order to render various pragmatic readings

such as contrastive focus, contrastive topic and topicalization. For example, cross-

referenced objects can be topicalized by fronting them, as in (240d).

In Tigrinya, object markers are admitted on the condition of definiteness. A

verb bears a pronominal object marker either for an object that it is initially subcat-

egorized for, or for an object that is admitted through object verb suffixes, and in

both cases, the objects must be definite. Therefore, the object markers are associ-

ated with individuated or salient objects in a discourse context. In multiple object

constructions, there is a tendency for the object with the recipient/beneficiary role to

be prioritized for pronominal marking, since these objects usually tend to be asso-

ciated with individuated human referents (Hopper and Thompson 1980). However,

there is also a possibility for a non-recipient object with a higher discourse promi-

nence to be selected for pronominal marking over a human argument (Dalrymple

and Nikolaeva 2007). This is a situation we observe in clauses with prototypical

ditransitive verbs in Tigrinya. As was discussed in chapter 5.3.2, objects reflect

properties which are quintessential for the class of verbs that are subcategorized

for them. For example, objects of prototypical ditransitive verbs do not behave in
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the same way as applied objects of basic transitive verbs. Therefore, we will con-

sider examples from various classes of verbs.

Recipient objects in ditransitive constructions

A prototypical ditransitive clause involves a subject which bears an agent role, an

object with a recipient role and another object with a theme role (refer to section

4.4.1 for a detailed description of these constructions). Commonly, the recipient

argument tends to be realized as a definite object and the theme argument as an

indefinite object. An indefinite theme object cannot bear the objective case marker,

not can it be co-referenced with a verbal suffix (see section 2.5). On the other hand,

the noun phrase that is associated with the recipient argument bears the objective

case marker n1- regardless of whether the argument has indefinite or definite refer-

ents, but only definite recipient arguments can be indexed on the verb with OM1.

We should also note that a definite object in a monotransitive clause and a definite

object in a ditransitive clause are coded with the same suffix type. Example (241)

illustrates a double object ditransitive clause.

(241) እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer.Sg

ነተን
n-ät-än
Obj-Det-3FPl

ከብቲ
käbti
cattle

ሳዕሪ
saQri
grass

ሂቡወን።
hib-u-wän
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FPl

‘The farmer gave the cattle grass.’

This word order can be identified as the unmarked or neutral word order since none

of the constituents bear special emphasis or stress. Moreover, this order reflects

the discourse hierarchy of grammatical functions since discourse functions such as

topic and focus are syntactically encoded. In the neutral word order, grammatical

functions are ordered according to their decreasing discourse topicality. A subject

that corresponds with specific and referential arguments occurs at the default topic

position, which is the initial position in the clause. This is followed by a definite

recipient object, and an indefinite theme object is ordered last, i.e. between the

recipient and the verb.

In addition, the language allows various permutations of the default word order

to encode variation in information structure. Switching the positions of the two

objects does not affect the grammaticality of the sentence (Raz 1980, Weldu 2004);

however, it changes the information structure of the clause. For example, the theme

object in (242) assumes a contrastive focus reading.
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(242) እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer.Sg

ሳዕሪ
saQri
grass

ነተን
n-ät-än
Obj-Det-3FPl

ከብቲ
käbti
cattle

ሂቡወን።
hib-u-wän
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FPl

‘The farmer gave the cattle grass.’

As long as the two objects are coded differently in terms of case marking, they

can appear in any order with respect to each other. In both examples (241) and

(242) the object bearing a recipient semantic role is marked with the objective case,

whereas the object bearing the theme role is unmarked. Consequently, the verb

carries an object pronominal suffix for the recipient object. This differential coding

strategy helps to distinguish between the theme and the recipient objects.1 Fronting

the indefinite theme object brings about a difference in information structure roles.

The NP that corresponds with the theme object is pronounced with a pitch accent

and is set apart from the other segments by a boundary tone. The contrastive reading

suggests that there is a contextually salient set of alternatives other than grass that

the hearer may think that the cattle could have been given as food. Thus, the speaker

stresses that it was ‘grass’, and not something else, that the farmer gave to the cattle.

Another word order possibility is one in which the definite recipient object is

placed clause initially in order to explicitly foreground it, thus giving it the status

of an emphatic or marked topic, as in (243).

(243) ነተን
n-ät-än
Obj-Det-3FPl

ከብቲ
käbti
cattle

እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer.Sg

ሳዕሪ
saQri
grass

ሂቡወን።
hib-u-wän
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FPl

‘The cattle, the farmer gave them grass.’

Fronting of definite objects marks a change in the default discourse topic. Normally,

it is the subject which is the most topic-worthy element, and thus it assumes the

primary topic function in the unmarked clause or in the default ordering of discourse

functions. However, in this clause, it is the recipient object that is syntactically

marked as the highly topical element. The postposed subject assumes a contrastive

topic reading which may be paraphrased as ‘it is the farmer, not somebody else,

that gave grass to the cattle’.

1Raz (1980) identifies similar word order patterns in Tigre, an Abyssinian Semitic language

closely related to Tigrinya. In this language, the two objects are not ordered in relation to each other.
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However, the relative word order freedom becomes fixed under certain morpho-

logical coding circumstances. Such a situation is known as ‘word order freezing’,

and has been observed in languages such as Hindi and Korean (Mohanan 1992,

1990, Lee 2001, 2003), among others. Freezing refers to an exceptional enforce-

ment of fixed word order in free word order languages, and it typically occurs when

grammatical elements lack morphological markers to distinguish their function or

their category (e.g. the order of a definite subject and an indefinite object in a Tig-

rinya monotransitive clause), or when they are identically marked as is the case of

the two objects in a ditransitive clause. In Tigrinya the ordering of the two objects

becomes fixed in the presence of a definite theme object. In this situation both ob-

jects are marked with the objective case, thus the theme object obligatorily precedes

the recipient object, as in (244).

(244) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer.Sg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ሳዕሪ
saQri
grass

ነተን
n-ät-än
Obj-Det-3FPl

ከብቲ
käb1ti
cattle

ሂቡወን።
hib-u-wän
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FPl

‘The farmer gave the cattle the grass.’

b. ?እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer.Sg

ነተን
n-ät-än
Obj-Det-3FPl

ከብቲ
käb1ti
cattle

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ሳዕሪ
saQri
grass

ሂቡወን።
hib-u-wän
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FPl

‘The farmer gave the cattle to the grass.’

c. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer.Sg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ሳዕሪ
saQri
grass

ነተን
n-ät-än
Obj-Det-3FPl

ከብቲ
käb1ti
cattle.Pl

ሂቡዎ።
hib-u-wo
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘The farmer gave the grass to the cattle.’

The example in (244a) shows the fixed order of a definite base object and a re-

cipient object. Switching the order of the objects as in (244b) does not make the

sentence ungrammatical, but it can make it sound pragmatically strange. In this re-

versed order, the grass is understood as the recipient and the cattle as the theme

argument, a meaning which may be acceptable in a fairytale world. In these exam-

ples, both objects possess high topic-worthiness, therefore both have a potential to

be coded with a pronominal suffix. Thus, the object that the interlocutor wants to
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emphasize is expressed with pronominal suffixes and codes higher discourse topi-

cality. Example (244c) codes the theme object as the most topical object. In cases

where both the theme and the recipient object reflect the same agreement values,

the verbal suffix becomes ambiguous and does not clearly identify which object is

being coded. Therefore, with respect to pronominal marking, the objects display

symmetric properties.

The ‘freezing’ situation is also observed in a ditransitive clause that codes a

definite theme object and an indefinite recipient object. Similar to the previous ex-

amples, in this situation both objects are marked also with the objective case, but

only the theme object possesses the topic-worthiness necessary in order to be cross-

referenced on the verb. As example (245) shows, in this pattern the theme object

must precede the recipient object, and is marked on the verb.

(245) እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሃብታም
habtam
rich.Sg

ንኹሉ
n1-k

¯
ul-u

Obj-all.M

ገንዘቡ
gänzäb-u
money-Poss.3MSg

ንድኻታት
n1-d1k

¯
a-tat

Obj-poor-Pl
ሂቡዎ።
hib-u-wo
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘The rich person gave all his money to poor people.’

However, in a ditransitive clause where neither of the objects is definite, the order

of the two objects becomes flexible, similar to the situation observed in example

(242). Both orders, i.e, recipient object > theme object and theme object > recipient

object, are possible and code the same meaning with differing information structure

role. Word order variation is possible because the indefinite theme is unmarked for

case, whereas the recipient is marked for case, as in (246).

(246) a. መንግስቲ
mäng1sti
government

ወርሒ
wärh

˙
i

month

ወርሒ
wärh

˙
i

month

ንድኻታት
n1-d1k

¯
a-tat

Obj-poor-Pl

ስድራቤታት
s1drabet-tat
family-Pl

ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money

ይህብ።
y1-h1b
Imperf3-give.SM.MSg

‘Every month the government gives money to poor families.’

b. መንግስቲ
mäng1sti
government

ወርሒ
wärh

˙
i

month

ወርሒ
wärh

˙
i

month

ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money

ንድኻታት
n1-d1k

¯
a-tat

Obj-poor-Pl

ስድራቤታት
s1drabet-tat
family-Pl

ይህብ።
y1-h1b
Imperf3-give.SM.MSg

‘Every month the government gives (to) poor families money.’
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In (246a), the recipient object precedes the theme object. This is a discourse neu-

tral structure in which grammatical functions are ordered according to their topic

prominence from left to right. The recipient argument is ordered higher than the

theme since it is typically associated with animate referents, and thus has higher

topic-worthiness than the indefinite theme. In (246b), the theme object is pre-posed

before the recipient, and this position codes a contrastive focus reading of the theme

object.

Based on these observations, we can conclude that the various ordering possi-

bilities in Tigrinya indicate that there is no verb–adjacency requirement that struc-

turally binds either of the objects. In this situation, Tigrinya codes symmetric ob-

jects that can occur equally well in either position, without affecting the grammati-

cality of ditransitive clauses. Since the two objects are marked differently in terms

of case, they can be easily identified when they are placed in different discourse

marked positions in order to express various information structure. However, there

is an exception to this which we have described as ‘freezing’ where identically

coded objects are distinguished by a fixed word order. In this situation even though

the recipient is restricted to occur before the verb, that does not guarantee it a pri-

mary object status since both objects have equal access to pronominal suffixes.

With regard to word order restrictions in ditransitive clauses, the two objects

may appear symmetric, since they can be coded in either position. Nevertheless,

since in Tigrinya immediate verb adjacency is not posited as a constraint for pri-

mary object coding, then word order may not be used as a strong argument to deter-

mine the symmetric properties of these objects. Even so, since both objects can be

pronominally marked depending on their definiteness value, both objects demon-

strate primary object properties simultaneously.

In terms of case marking, the prepositional marker n1- is used to code objects

that bear various semantic relations and that may have different syntactic functions.

It is used as a case marker for definite core objects that bear a theme or recipient

role. It can also be interpreted as a semantically restricted preposition to express the

recipient argument reading regardless of whether it is definite or not. This may sug-

gest that when the recipient argument is expressed as an indefinite object, and thus is

not cross-referenced on the verb, it may be considered to have an oblique function.

However, since definite recipient arguments, similar to theme arguments, trigger

verbal marking, this casts doubt on their obliqueness since pronominal marking is

considered as a property of core grammatical functions. In contrast, other seman-

tic relations such as the locative and the instrumental possess distinct prepositions
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that mark their oblique function, and they are identified with a n1- prepositional

marker only when they function as core objects. Moreover, since with respect to

case and pronominal marking, a definite recipient object is very similar to a defi-

nite theme object, we assume that recipients are semantically required arguments

of the verb. Recipient objects reflect morphosyntactic properties which are similar

to those reflected by theme objects in monotransitive clauses. As we will see later

(section 8.2.2), grammatical tests such as passivization also confirm the functional

symmetry of these objects in prototypical ditransitive constructions in Tigrinya.

Objects in applicatives with transitive bases

In double object applicative constructions, beneficiary, locative and instrumen-

tal objects reveal significant differences from recipient objects with respect to

their coding properties. In general, objects in double object clauses reflect sim-

ilar word order patterns when they are not specially marked or emphasized. In

the neutral order, when recipient, beneficiary/maleficiary, locative and instru-

mental objects co-occur with indefinite theme objects, they appear in this order:

SUBJ>OBJrecip/ben/loc/instr>OBJtheme>V, and the object pronominal suffix cor-

responds with the recip/ben/loc/instr object. However, double object clauses that

code definite theme objects reflect different constraints, depending on the semantic

role reading of the applied objects. They also differ in the constraints they adhere to

in admitting object pronominal suffixes. As was discussed earlier in chapter (4.3),

an applied object with a beneficiary, a maleficiary, a goal, a source, a locative or an

instrumental semantic role is marked with a different verbal suffix (OM2) than the

one employed for recipient and theme objects (OM1). The verb obligatorily bears

the suffix OM2 for objects that bear applied semantic roles. However, the verbal

suffix OM1 can mark either the recipient or the theme object depending on the

discourse reading the speaker intends to express. In the following section we will

analyze the asymmetric properties of objects with respect to word order, pronom-

inal suffixes and case marking in beneficiary, locative and instrumental applica-

tive constructions. Let us first consider the beneficiary applicative constructions in

(247).

(247) a. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ንሓዉ
n1-h

˙
aww-u

Obj-brother-Poss.3MSg

ዓጋዜን
Qagazen
deer.Sg

ሃዲኑ-ሉ።
hadin-u-lu
PerfS.hunt-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘Yonas hunted his brother a deer.’
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b. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ዓጋዜን
Qagazen
deer.Sg

ንሓዉ
n1-h

˙
aww-u

Obj-brother-Poss.3MSg

ሃዲኑ-ሉ።
hadin-u-lu
PerfS.hunt-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MS

‘Yonas hunted his brother a deer.’

As with recipient objects, applied beneficiary objects come before indefinite theme

objects in a discourse neutral clause (247a). The applied object NP is marked with

the objective case n1-, whereas the indefinite theme object is not marked for case.

The verb obligatorily bears the applicative suffix OM2 for the beneficiary argument.

Example (247b) illustrates that the order of the beneficiary and theme objects can

also be switched in order to code a different information structure. In this structure,

the theme object expresses a contrastive focus reading. Therefore, as with ditransi-

tive double object constructions, there is no structurally implied position that code

a primary and secondary objects in double object constructions with beneficiary

applied objects.

The double object clause with a beneficiary object does not reflect the word

order freezing situation which is observed in ditransitive clauses with the co-

occurrence of two definite objects. Examples (248a) and (248b) show that the two

objects can switch order even though they bear the same case marking.

(248) a. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det.3FSg

ዓጋዜን
Qagazen
deer.Sg

ንሓዉ
n1-h

˙
aww-u

Obj-brother-Poss.3MSg
ሃዲኑ-ሉ።
hadin-u-lu
PerfS.hunt-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘Yonas hunted the deer for his brother.’

b. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ንሓዉ
n1-h

˙
aww-u

Obj-brother-Poss.3MSg

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det.3FSg

ዓጋዜን
Qagazen
deer.Sg

ሃዲኑ-ሉ።
hadin-u-lu
PerfS.hunt-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘Yonas hunted the deer for his brother.’

c. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det.3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman.Sg

ንሳባ
n1-Saba
Obj-Saba.F

ሒዙ-ላ።
h
˙
iz-u-la

PerfS.seize-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘Yonas seized the woman for Saba./ Yonas seized Saba for the woman.’
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It is possible to switch the order of the two objects because these objects require

different forms of pronominal markers, and the one which appears on the applied

verb will always cross-reference with the beneficiary object, thus the verbal suffix

will not ambiguously code the theme object. In addition, when the theme and the

beneficiary objects code different gender agreement values, they can switch order,

since the object whose agreement value matches that of the applied verb will be

resolved as the beneficiary object. However, since the word order is not fixed, when

the clause codes two objects with identical agreement values, either of the referents

can be understood as a beneficiary argument, as in (248c). Thus, in this situation

only the discourse context can decipher the role played by each referent.

The various ordering options code varying information structure readings. As

we have seen before, the focus element canonically occurs in the immediate prever-

bal position in Tigrinya. In (248a) thus, the applied beneficiary assumes a focus dis-

course function, whereas in (248b) it is the theme object that has this function. These

utterances are appropriate in different discourse contexts. Lambrecht (1998:282)

suggests that wh-questions, which he also designates as information questions, can

be used to identify the information structure of a clause when the open proposition

that results from removing the question expression from a sentence is pragmatically

presupposed in the discourse. For example, the utterance with a focused beneficiary

(248a) can arise as a reply to the question in (249a), and the utterance with a focused

theme (248b) can arise as a reply to the question in (249b).

(249) a. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det.3FSg

ዓጋዜን
Qagazen
deer.Sg

ንመን
n1-män
Obj-who

ሃዲኑሉ፧
hadin-u-lu
PerfS.hunt-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘Who did Yonas hunt the deer for?’

b. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ንሓዉ
n1-h

˙
aww-u

Obj-brother-Poss.3MSg

እንታይ
P1ntay
what

ሃዲኑሉ፧
hadin-u-lu
PerfS.hunt-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘What did Yonas hunt for his brother?’

The question words n1-män ‘to whom’ and P1ntay ‘what’ are replaced by the benefi-

ciary object n1-h
˙
aww-u ‘for his brother’ (249a) and the theme object nä-ta Qagazen

‘the deer’ (248a), respectively. The speaker assumes that the addressee can iden-

tify the deer, and also assumes that the addressee knows that Yonas has a brother.

Consequently, since the brother and deer are already established as topics in the

question clauses, they appear as old information in the respective response clauses,

(248a) and (248b). These question words appear in the default focus position in a

neutral question clause. In this position the information represented by the question
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word is not emphasized or pragmatically marked. The question word in (249a) bears

the objective case marker n1- since this form is used to request information about

object referents.2 The verb can bear the suffix OM2 for the beneficiary argument

whether the questioned entity is a beneficiary (249a) or a theme (249b). The fact

that the verb can bear an object suffix for a beneficiary in a clause that questions it,

indicates that the OM2 can also correspond to a focus element. In contrast, the verb

cannot bear a pronominal suffix for a questioned theme object, as in (250).

(250) ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ንሓዉ
n1-h

˙
aww-u

Obj-brother-Poss.3MSg

እንታይ
P1ntay
what

ሃዲኑ*ዎ/*ዋ፧
hadin-u-*wo/*wa
PerfS.hunt-SM.3MSg-*OM1.3MSg/3FSg

‘What did Yonas hunt for his brother?’

The question word P1ntay ‘what’ questions the identity of the referent of the theme

object which is new information in the discourse. However, in a clause where the

questioned object is a beneficiary, the verb can bear the suffix OM1 for a definite

theme object, as in (251).

(251) ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det.3FSg

ዓጋዜን
Qagazen
deer.Sg

ንመን
n1-män
Obj-who

(ኢሉ)
(Pil-u)
(PerfS.intending-SM.3MSg)

ሃዲኑዋ፧
hadin-u-wa
PerfS.hunt-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg/3FSg

‘(Intending) for whom did Yonas buy the deer ?’

Moreover, the question word referring to the beneficiary object can be option-

ally embedded under an adjunct clause headed by the light verb Pil-u ‘intend-

ing/thinking’ to express a purposive reading (see section 6.3.2 for more discussion).

This purposive clause is also known as a converb construction which expresses a

gerundive reading without being marked overtly with a conjunctor to indicate its

dependency. The fact that the question word referring to the beneficiary can be em-

bedded under the purposive converb clause indicates that it has an adjunct function.

The sentence that can be evoked as a reply to the question in (251) reflects similar

information structure the question clause, as can be seen in (252). When the verb

bears an object suffix for the theme argument, the theme object is topical; therefore,

the nominal that corresponds the beneficiary argument is constrained to appear af-

2The content question word used for subjects, i.e. män ‘who’, is unmarked for case.
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ter it. Similar to a beneficiary question word, the nominal that codes the beneficiary

object can also be optionally embedded under a converb adjunct clause.

(252) a. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det.3FSg

ዓጋዜን
Qagazen
deer.Sg

ንሓዉ
n1-h

˙
aww-u

Obj-brother-Poss.3MSg
(ኢሉ)
(Pil-u)
(PerfS.intending-SM.3MSg)

ሃዲኑዋ።
hadin-u-wa
PerfS.hunt-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Yonas hunted the deer for his brother.’

b. *ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ንሓዉ
n1-h

˙
aww-u

Obj-brother-Poss.3MSg

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det.3FSg

ዓጋዜን
Qagazen
deer.Sg

ሃዲኑዋ።
hadin-u-wa
PerfS.hunt-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘*Yonas hunted the deer to his brother (3FSg agreement with recipient).’

c. ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ንሓዉ
n1-h

˙
aww-u

Obj-brother-Poss.3MSg

ኢሉ
Pil-u
PerfS.intending-SM.3MSg

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det.3FSg

ዓጋዜን
Qagazen
deer.Sg

ሃዲኑዋ።
hadin-u-wa
PerfS.hunt-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Yonas hunted the deer (, intending it) for his brother.’

Placing a beneficiary that is not controlled by the verb before a definite theme object

results in an ungrammatical clause, as in (252b). However, moving an embedded

beneficiary from the focus position does not bring about the same effect, as is shown

in (252c). In (252b), since the beneficiary and the theme are coded identically in

terms of case, they are constrained to appear in a determined position. However, as

example (252c) shows, the beneficiary can move from its canonical focus position

only when it is embedded under the converb clause, and in this structure it cannot be

confused with the theme object. This test shows that the beneficiary has an adjunct

function when the theme object controls the object pronominal suffix.

In contrast, embedding the beneficiary argument in a converb clause when the

verb bears a suffix for it results in an ungrammatical expression (253), therefore

the adjunct expression is ungrammatical when the beneficiary is controlled by the

verb.
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(253) ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det.3FSg

ዓጋዜን
Qagazen
deer.Sg

ንሓዉ
n1-h

˙
aww-u

Obj-brother-Poss.3MSg
(*ኢሉ)
(*Pil-u)
(*PerfS.intending-SM.3MSg)

ሃዲኑሉ።
hadin-u-lu
PerfS.hunt-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘Yonas hunted his brother the deer (*intending it for him).’

When the beneficiary is indexed on the verb, it has a core object status, and thus it

cannot be embedded in an adjunct converb clause.

The verb hadänä ‘he hunted’ is not lexically subcategorized for a beneficiary

argument, thus the beneficiary argument cannot be associated with a core object

function when the verb does not bear the appropriate applicative suffix for it. There-

fore, we assume that the NP that is associated with the beneficiary argument in

(252a) has an adjunct function. Since the beneficiary, like the recipient argument,

can be marked with the preposition n1- whether it is expressed as applied object or

not, we cannot determine from the case marker alone whether it has a core object

or an oblique/adjunct function. Therefore, the obliqueness of the beneficiary can

be made explicit by embedding it under the purposive/beneficiary light verb Pil-u
‘he thought/intended’. This test seems to make a clear distinction between a core

and an oblique/adjunct expression of the beneficiary. As example (252a) shows,

the expression of the beneficiary argument forms a constituent of the embedded

small clause headed by the converb. Expressing the beneficiary as an adjunct under

a converb makes its meaning more apparent and determined. In contrast, as can be

observed from example (253), the beneficiary applied object cannot be embedded

in a dependent clause headed by a converb.

To sum up, the beneficiary argument is coded as a core object when the verb

bears the suffix OM2 for it. In this structure, the beneficiary object is case marked

with the objective case n1-. When the verb is not marked as an applied verb, the

marker n1- is employed as a preposition to mark the semantic relation of the ben-

eficiary role in an oblique expression. In the beneficiary applicative construction,

there is no verb adjacency requirement that implicates one of the involved objects

as a primary object since either of the objects can occur in the preverbal position.

However, on the basis of object marking, the beneficiary applied object can be el-

igible for the primary object function, since it is obligatorily marked on the verb.

Before coming to a definitive conclusion however, we will analyze its behavior

with regard to other grammatical tests such as passivization, a task which will be

undertaken later. In the remainder of this section we will analyze object properties
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of locative and instrumental applied objects with respect to word order, case and

pronominal marking.

The basic word order of constituents in locative and instrumental applicative

constructions adheres to the basic word order observed in the double object con-

structions that we have discussed previously. Typically, the locative, as in (254a

and 254b), or the instrumental applied object, as in (254c) and (254d), occurs be-

fore the theme object in a pragmatically neutral expression. The locative and in-

strumental applied objects appear in the default topic position and the theme object

in the default focus position. The referents of the applied objects are definite and

individuated. The examples in (254) illustrate this pattern.

(254) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መምህር
mämh1r
teacher.Sg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ሰደቓ
sedeq̄a
desk.Sg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg
ኣንቢሩሉ።
Panbir-u-lu
PerfS.put-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘The teacher put a book on the desk.’

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer.Sg

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

በዓቲ
bäQati
cave.Sg

እኽሊ
P1k

¯
li

grain
ሓቢኡላ።
h
˙
abiP-u-la

PerfS.hide-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘The farmer hid some grain in the cave.’

c. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSs

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer.Sg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ማሕረሻ
mah

˙
reša

plough

ግራቱ
g1rat-u
land-Poss.3MSg

ሓሪሱሉ።
h
˙
aris-u-lu

PerfS.plough-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘The farmer ploughs his land with the plough.’

d. እቲ
P1ti
Det.3MSg

ሰብኣይ
säbPay
man.Sg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det.3MSg

ፋስ
fas
ax.Sg

ዕንጨይቲ
Q1nč

˙
äyti

wood.Sg
ፈሊጹሉ።
fälis

˙
-u-lu

PerfS-chop-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘The man chopped wood with the ax.’

The verb is obligatorily marked with the suffix OM2. Consequently, it cannot alter-

natively code the theme object, since this would result in a non-applicative expres-

sion of the locative and the instrumental arguments. The nominals that code these
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applied semantic roles are marked by the objective case n1- , but the oblique expres-

sions are coded by different prepositions that distinctly express the locative and the

instrumental semantic relations. The applicative and the oblique expressions code

different discourse construals, as we can see from the conversation in (255).

(255) a. ኣብ’ቲ
Pab’ti
Loc’Det.3MSg

ጣውላ
t
˙
awla

table.Sg

ኮይና
koyy1-na
PerfS.be-1Pl

ክንሰርሕ
k1-n-sär1h

˙Purp-Imper1-work.SM.Pl
ኣይንኽእልን
Pay-n1-k

¯
1Pl1-n

Neg-Imper1-be=able.SM.Pl-Neg

ኢና።
Pi-na
Pers.be-SM.1Pl

‘We cannot work on the table. Lit. we cannot work being on the table.’

b. ንምንታይ፧
n1-m1ntay
for-what

‘Why?’

c. ምኽንያቱ፡
m1k

¯
n1yatu

because

ሳባ
Saba
Saba.F

ምሳሕ
m1sah

˙lunch

ቀሪባትሉ
qärib-a-tlu
PerfS.prepare-SM.3FSg-OM2.3MSg

ኣላ።
Pall-a
Pres.be=loc-SM.3FSg

‘Because Saba has prepared lunch on it.’

In the clause that opens the discourse the speaker uses an oblique phrase to express

the locative argument (255a), whereas replying to the question in (255b) the speaker

employs an applicative expression (255c). In (255c), the whole clause presents new

information. The subject and the theme object are obligatory, but the expression

of the applied object is dropped since it is obvious from the previous discourse.

This sentence is elicited when the speaker reports an event that the listener has not

heard about before; however, the speaker assumes that the listener can identify the

referents of the subject and the applied object. The applied object is given as old

information, and thus does not overtly appear in the clause, but the subject Saba

and the theme object lunch are given new information, foci, in (255c).

Moreover, the fact that applied objects with locative and instrumental roles can-

not be focused through a content question word, i.e. such as where, demonstrates

that these applied objects tend to appear as discourse topics. Content question words

that target information about a location and an instrument are marked with preposi-

tions that express the semantic relations, as in (256) and (258), and in the response

clauses these semantic relations appear as oblique expressions, as in (257a) and

(259a).
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(256) እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መምህር
mämh1r
teacher.Sg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ኣበይ/ኣብ
Pabäy/Pab
where/on

ምንታይ
m1ntay
what

ኣንቢሩዎ፧
Panbir-u-wo
PerfS.put-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘The teacher, where (on what) did he put the book?’

(257) a. ኣብ
Pab
on

ሰደቓ
sedeq̄a
desk.Sg

(ኣንቢሩዎ)።
Panbir-u-wo
PerfS.place-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘He put it on a desk.’

b. *ነቲ
n-ät-i
Det-3MSg

ሰደቓ
sedeq̄a
desk.Sg

ኣንቢሩሉ።
Panbir-u-lu
PerfS.put-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘On the table he put it.’

(258) እቲ
P1ti
Det.3MSg

ሰብኣይ
säbPay
man.Sg

ዕንጭይቲ
Q1n1č

˙
äy1ti

wood.Sg

ብምንታይ
b1-m1ntay
Instr-what

ፈሊጹ፧
fälis

˙
-u

PerfS.chop-SM.3MSg

‘The man, with what did he chop wood?’

(259) a. በቲ
b-ät-i
Instr-Det.3MSg

ፋስ
fas
ax.Sg

(ፈሊጹ)።
fälis

˙
-u

PerfS.chop-SM.3MSg

‘He chopped it with the ax.’

b. *ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det.3MSg

ፋስ
fas
ax.Sg

ፈሊጹሉ።
fälis

˙
-u-lu

PerfS.chop-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘With the ax, he chopped it.’

The verb can optionally be left out in the response sentences (257a) and (259a).

This type of focus is known as argument focus since the inquired information is

provided by a single constituent (Lambrecht 1998:226-232). The applicative ex-

pression in (257b) or (259a) cannot be given as a reply to the focus question about

the referent of the locative or the instrumental participants. In contrast, the applica-

tive expression can be elicited as a response to a question that focuses a predicate

(260). In the response, the speaker can choose between the applicative (261a) and

the oblique (261b) expressions.

(260) እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መምህር
mämh1r
teacher.Sg

እንታይ
P1ntay
what

ገይሩ፧
gäyr-u
PerfS.do-SM.3MSg

‘The teacher, what did he do?’
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(261) a. ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ሰደቓ
sedeq̄a
desk.Sg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ኣንቢሩሉ።
Panbir-u-lu
PerfS.put-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘He put a book on the desk.

b. ኣብቲ
Pab-t-i
Loc-Det-3MSg

ሰደቓ
sedeq̄a
desk.Sg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ኣንቢሩ።
Panbir-u
PerfS.put-SM.3MSg

‘He put a book on the desk.’

Sentence (261a) or (261b) can be evoked as a response to the question in (260).

Since the entire clause provides new information, the whole expression is focused.

The expressions of the locative and theme argument as well as the verb are obliga-

tory in this clause. In the applicative expression, the locative is expressed as a highly

affected object in the event denoted by the verb, and thus highly topical in the dis-

course (261a), while in the oblique expression, the locative argument is perceived

as a mere location where the book is placed, and it is singled out from the other

elements to be salient in the discourse (261b). The difference between the applied

and oblique expressions of the locative argument is not their discourse referentiality

or identifiability, because in both expressions the locative argument has a definite

or a presupposed referent. Rather their difference lies in the degree of affectedness

and topicality. In the applicative expression, the discourse is about the locative ob-

ject rather than the theme object. The referent of the applied argument occupies a

central point in the verbal event, and thus as directly affected by the verbal event.

The indefinite theme object can also be placed before the locative and the instru-

mental applied objects in order to render a contrastive focus reading of the theme

object, as in (262).

(262) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
aräs1tay

farmer.Sg

እኽሊ
P1k

¯
li

grain

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

በዓቲ
bäQati
cave.Sg

ሓቢኡላ።
h
˙
abiP-u-la

PerfS.hide-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘The farmer hid grain in the cave.’

b. እቲ
P1ti
Det.3MSg

ሰብኣይ
säbPay
man.Sg

ዕንጨይቲ
Q1nč

˙
äyti

wood.Sg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ፋስ
fas
ax.Sg

ፈሊጹሉ።
fälis

˙
-u-lu

PerfS-chop-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘The man chopped wood with the ax.’
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The focus element is strongly accented. This kind of expression can emerge, for

example, in a context where a speaker attempts to correct a false presupposition

previously made by another speaker. The elements in focus P1k
¯
li ‘grain’ (262a) and

Q1nč
˙
äyti ‘wood’ (262b) stand in opposition to the false information given by the

first speaker; for example, if the speaker presupposes that it was sand instead of

grain that was hidden in the cave, and stone instead of wood that was chopped with

the ax. In Tigrinya, the copula verb P1y- ‘be’ can be inserted after the focus element

in order to give it more emphasis. The resulting construction is comparable to a cleft

sentence in English. As the examples in (263) show, the pragmatic focus reading of

the fronted theme object is boosted when it is used along with the copular element

(see section 2.5, p. 65 for more examples of cleft sentences).

(263) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
aräs1tay

farmer.Sg

እኽሊ
P1k

¯
li

grain

እዩ
P1y-u
Pres.be-SM.3MSg

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

በዓቲ
bäQati
cave.Sg

ሓቢኡላ።
h
˙
abiP-u-la

PerfS.hide-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘It is grain that the farmer hid in the cave.’

b. እቲ
P1ti
Det.3MSg

ሰብኣይ
säbPay
man.Sg

ዕንጨይቲ
Q1nč

˙
äyti

wood.Sg

እዩ
P1y-u
Pres.be-SM.3MSg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj.Det-3MSg

ፋስ
fas
ax.Sg

ፈሊጹሉ።
fälis

˙
-u-lu

PerfS.chop-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘It is wood that the man chopped with the ax.’

The subject and the applied object can also be focused in the same way by insertion

of the copular verb after the element that is focused.

The locative/instrumental applicative constructions reveal a different word

order constraint than double object clauses with the recipient/beneficiary object

clauses when the clause involves a definite theme object. In double object con-

structions that involve a recipient object and a definite theme object, the word order

freezes and the theme object is obligatorily positioned before the recipient object.

When a beneficiary applied object co-occurs with a definite theme object, the word

order remains flexible. However, in the locative/instrumental applicative construc-

tions a definite theme object cannot be placed before the locative/instrumental ap-

plied objects, but has to occur after it, as in (264). Thus, their word order freezes

though it has a different freezing pattern than that of the recipient and definite theme

objects.
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(264) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
aräs1tay

farmer

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

በዓቲ
bäQati
cave

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

እኽሊ
P1k

¯
li

grain
ሓቢኡላ።
h
˙
abiP-u-la

PerfS.hide-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘The farmer hid the grain in the cave.’

b. እቲ
P1ti
Det.3MSg

ሰብኣይ
säbPay
man

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det.3MSg

ፋስ
fas
ax.Sg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ዕንጨይቲ
Q1nč

˙
äyti

wood
ፈሊጹሉ።
fälis

˙
-u-lu

PerfS.chop-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘The man chopped the wood with the ax.’

When the definite theme object and the applied object are ordered in such a way,

they do not code any special pragmatic meaning. In contrast, as we have observed

earlier, a definite theme object may precede a recipient/beneficiary object to code

a pragmatically neutral reading.

In conclusion, the locative/instrumental applied object and the theme object are

not coded by their position with respect to the applied verb. In the unmarked clause,

the theme object appears in the immediate preverbal position and the applied ob-

ject appears in the preceding position. The language allows these objects to switch

order in order to code a pragmatically marked reading. The word order in these con-

structions becomes fixed when the applied object co-occurs with a definite theme

object as the theme object is constrained to appear on the preverbal position. In

terms of case marking, since the objective case marker can be associated with any

applied object and also with definite theme objects, it cannot give us information

on object asymmetry. For this reason, it is unable to distinguish between primary

and secondary objects. It can distinguish between an applicative and an oblique

expression of the locative and the instrumental semantic roles, since an oblique

expression that codes these semantic roles is not marked with the objective case

n1-. The oblique expressions of the locative and instrumental semantic roles are

identified with distinct prepositions. With respect to object pronominal marking,

the locative and instrumental objects take precedence for verbal marking over the

theme object, as do beneficiary applied objects. Due to this property, the applied

object may be analyzed as a primary object. However, we refrain from giving a

conclusive answer before we analyze their behavior with respect to passivization

below (section 8.2.2). In the following sections, we will conduct additional syntac-

tic tests in order to investigate the primary and secondary properties of the objects
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in double object constructions.

8.2.2 Passivization

Siewierska (1984:10) points out that after morphological coding, passivization is

the second most widely accepted test of transitivity and direct objecthood. Similar

to the applicative (chapter 5 discusses the relevance of transitivity for the applica-

tive phenomena), passivization has been dealt with in relation to transitivity in most

linguistic theories. The applicative is assumed to increase the transitivity of a clause

by adding a core object, whereas the passive is assumed to reduce transitivity of the

clause by suppressing the actor/agent argument and by expressing the argument that

shows the most patient-like property as a subject. The reason why passivization is

proposed as a criterion to distinguish between objects in double object and applica-

tive constructions is that it is assumed to reveal asymmetry by targeting the object

with the most patient-like property for the subject function. Consequently, the ob-

ject that is associated with the argument that shows this disposition is analyzed as

a primary object, and the object that associates with the argument that lacks this

property is analyzed as a secondary object. Languages differ as to how many of

the semantic roles coded in double object or applicative clauses can be targeted by

passivization.

Bresnan and Moshi (1993) and Alsina (1996) relate the passive type that a lan-

guage may have to independent coding properties such as word order and pronomi-

nal marking. Alsina (1996:674) argues that the underlying properties of a language

manifested in passive typology are the same as those manifested by the descriptive

properties of a language, i.e. restrictions on word order and pronominal marking.

It is hypothesized that languages that have a double object construction where the

two objects involved have equal access to agreement marking also have an alter-
nating passive type, which means that the arguments that the two objects bear can

be also expressed as subjects in a passive clause. Consequently, the two objects

can be designated as primary objects. On the other hand, if the verb prioritizes only

one object for pronominal marking, this language has a non-alternating passive type

(Alsina 1996). According to Bresnan and Moshi (1993), Alsina (1996), and many

others, in languages with non-alternating passive type it is the applied argument that

shows the readiness to be associated with the subject in a passive clause. Bresnan

and Moshi (1993) call the languages that show this pattern asymmetric applicative
languages. This is the predominant pattern, especially in Bantu languages. As we

are going to see in Tigrinya, however, the passive type found in the language is not
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necessarily correlated with the independent coding properties of the language.

As demonstrated in the previous section either of the objects of double object

clauses with prototypical ditransitive verbs can be marked through object pronom-

inal markers, whereas in double object clauses that contain applied verbs suffixed

with OM2, only one object, the applied object, is obligatorily coded through an

object pronominal suffix. Therefore, with regard to pronominal marking both ob-

jects in double object clauses with prototypical ditransitive verbs can be analyzed

as primary objects, whereas in double object clauses that code applied verbs suf-

fixed with OM2 only the applied object can be analyzed as a primary object. In this

section we will investigate how objects behave under passivization.

Passivization in prototypical ditransitive clauses

In Tigrinya the semantic roles associated with both objects in prototypical ditransi-

tive clauses can be expressed as subjects in passive clauses (Nazareth 2007, 2008),

as in (265).

(265) a. እቶም
P1t-om
Det-3MPl

ተመሃሮ
tämähar-o
student-Pl

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-ti

book-Pl

ተዋሂቦም።
tä-wahib-om
DT-PerfS.give-SM.3MPl

‘The students are given books.’

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-ti

book-Pl

ንተመሃሮ
n-1tämähar-o
Obj-student-Pl

ተዋሂቡ።
tä-wahib-u
DT-PerfS.give-SM.3MSg

‘The books are given to students.’

This alternating passive type is found in constructions with ditransitive verbs such

as wähabä ‘he gave’ and Qadälä ‘he distributed’ that are initially subcategorized for

two object arguments. Both arguments can function as subjects in a passive con-

struction. Example (265a) codes the recipient argument as a subject, and example

(265b) codes the theme argument as a subject.

Another strong piece of evidence for symmetrical objects is the ability of the

passive verb to admit an object pronominal suffix for the remaining patient-like ar-

gument. This property is absent from asymmetric type languages such as Chicheŵa

(Bresnan and Moshi 1993, Alsina and Mchombo 1993). However, as example (266)

shows, it is possible in Tigrinya.3

3Note that the plural marking on the inanimate nounmäs
˙
h
˙
af-ti ‘books’ is interpreted as a collective

number in this example, and thus it agrees with a singular determiner and a singular verbal suffix form.

The collective reading of plural inanimate nouns is discussed in section 2.3.1, p. 20.
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(266) a. እቶም
P1t-om
Det-3MPl

ተመሃሮ
tämähar-o
student-Pl

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-ti

book-Pl
ተዋሂቦምዎ።
tä-wahib-om-wo
DT-PerfS.give-SM.3MPl-OM1.3MSg

‘The students are given the books.’

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-ti

book-Pl

ነቶም
n-ät-om
Obj-Det.3MPl

ተመሃሮ
n-1tämähar-o
student-Pl

ተዋሂቡዎም።
tä-wahib-u-wom
DT-PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MPl

‘The books are given to the students’

In example (266a), the recipient role is expressed as a subject and the theme is

expressed as an object. Consequently, the verb bears a subject pronominal affix that

corresponds with the recipient, and an object pronominal suffix that corresponds

with the theme object.4 Example (266b) shows the reverse, a case in which the

theme role is expressed as a subject and it is coded through the subject agreement

suffix, while the recipient is expressed as an object and it is coded with the object

pronominal suffix. The fact that the passive verb can also admit a pronominal object

marker for the theme object when the recipient is expressed as a subject, and for the

recipient object when the theme semantic role is expressed as a subject, shows that

the theme in (266a) and the recipient in (266b) are core objects. Therefore, Tigrinya

has a fully alternating passive type in double object constructions that code theme

and recipient objects, and thus both objects exhibit primary object properties also

with respect to passivization.

Passivization in applicatives with transitive bases

Even though the beneficiary, the locative and the instrumental semantic roles have

precedence for pronominal marking in applicative constructions, these cannot be

expressed as subjects in the passive. Rather, it is the theme argument that is associ-

ated with the subject in the passive. For example, in (267a) the theme argument is

realized as a subject, and the subject verbal suffix corresponds with it. In the passive,

a definite subject normally occurs clause initially, and the determiner that specifies

it cannot bear the objective case. The definite/individuated beneficiary object can

4This sentence can also have a reflexive reading ‘The students gave themselves to the books.’
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be marked with the object pronominal suffix OM2. The beneficiary argument can

only realized as an object in the passive, as in (267).

(267) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ንዮናስ
n1-Yonas
Obj-Yonas.M

ተገዚኡሉ።
tä-tegezi-u-lu
DT-perf.buy-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘The book was bought (for) Yonas.’

b. *ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ተገዚኡዎ።
tä-tegezi-u-wo
DT-perf.buy-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Yonas was bought to the book.’

In example (267a) the theme argument is coded as a subject and the beneficiary as

an object. The noun that corresponds with the theme argument, mäs
˙
h
˙
af ‘book’, is

specified by the nominative or unmarked determiner form, and the subject verbal

suffix corresponds with it. The noun that corresponds with the beneficiary argu-

ment, Yonas, bears obligatory objective case, and it corresponds with the object

suffix OM2. In contrast, when we attempt to code the beneficiary as a subject and

the theme as an object, as example (267b) shows, the clause becomes ill-formed.

The verb is suffixed with the affected object marker OM1 to code the theme ar-

gument. As a result, the sentence expresses an awkward meaning which can be

interpreted as ‘Yonas has subjected/submitted himself to the book’. Thus, the ben-

eficiary reading does not come about when the passive verb codes the beneficiary

as a subject and the theme as an object.

Similarly, as illustrated in (268a) and (269a), the passive clause codes the theme

argument as a subject, and the locative and the instrumental arguments as objects.

The locative and the instrumental objects are topicalized (fronted) when they co-

occur with an indefinite theme subject. Consequently, the fronted locative and in-

strumental can be optionally marked with the objective case. Since these objects are

the sole topic elements in these passive clauses, the indefinite subject is postposed

in the focus position.

(268) a. እታ/ነታ
P1t-a/n-ät-a
Det-3FSg/Obj-Det-3FSg

ሰደቓ
sedeq̄a
desk.Sg

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-ti

book.Pl
ተነቢሩላ
tä-näbir-u-la
DT-PerfS.put-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

ኣሎ።
Pall-o
Pres-be=loc-SM.3MSg

‘The desk (F), books have been put on it.’

b. *እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ሰደቓ
sedeq̄a
desk.Sg

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-ti

book.Pl

ተነቢራ
tänäbir-a-tlu
DT-PerfS.put-SM.3FSg
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ኣላ።
Pall-a
Pres-be=loc-SM.3FSg

‘The desk has been put books on.’

(269) a. እታ/ነቲ
P1t-a/n-ät-a
Det-3FSg/Obj-Det-3FSg

ማሕረሻ
mah

˙
räša

plough

ግራት
g1rat
land

ተሓሪሱላ።
tä-h

˙
aris-u-la

DT-PerfS.plough-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘The plough, land was plowed with it.’

b. *እታ
P1t-a
Det.3FSg

ማሕረሻ
mah

˙
räša

plough

ግራት
g1rat
land

ተሓሪሳ።
tä-h

˙
aris-a

DT-Perf-plough-SM.3FSg

‘The plough has been plowed land with.’

These transitive passive verbs can only code the theme argument as a subject.

Therefore, the referents of the theme arguments mäs
˙
h
˙
af-ti ‘books’ (268a) and g1rat

‘land/field’ (269a) are expressed as subjects in these examples. The subject suffix

in the passive verb cannot cross-reference a locative or an instrumental argument.

As a result, the expression of the locative sedeq̄a ‘desk’ and of the instrumental

mah
˙
räša ‘plough’ as subjects of the passive predicates become ungrammatical, as

in (268b) and (269b), respectively.

With respect to passivization, beneficiary, locative and instrumental applied ob-

jects do not display primary patient-like properties, whereas the theme object does.

As was discussed earlier, according to object pronominal marking, the beneficiary,

the locative and the instrumental can be analyzed as primary objects. Applied ob-

jects have precedence over theme objects for pronominal marking since they are

obligatorily suffixed on the applied verb. Therefore, the two diagnostics, passiviza-

tion and pronominal marking, seem to detect uncorrelated object properties in these

applicative clauses. This may indicate that grammatical processes such as pronom-

inal marking and passivization do not converge to constitute a single underlying

primary property of objects cross-linguistically.5

As we argued in chapter 5.3.1, applicative clauses in Tigrinya code two types

of transitivity traits: one pertaining to inherent verbal root transitivity and another

pertaining to discourse motivated clause level transitivity. Passivization, to a large

5As we have demonstrated in the previous section, adjacency to the verb cannot also be taken as

a diagnostic in Tigrinya, since object coding is not strictly contingent on structural position in this

language.
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extent, concerns object arguments whose patient-like property or affectedness is

inherently present in the lexical meaning of the verbal root, for example, objects

in double object constructions with prototypical ditransitive verbs (detailed infor-

mation is given in section 4.4). This notion of transitivity is semantic in nature.

On the other hand, pronominal object marking concerns object arguments that are

associated with discourse individuated referents (refer to chapter 4.2 for more in-

formation on pronominal marking of objects). For example, in Tigrinya pronominal

marking involves only definite and specific referents (refer to section 2.5 for general

information on grammatical function coding). According to Siewierska (1984:8),

the discourse oriented notion of transitivity which was pioneered by Hopper and

Thompson (1980) does not rely on passivization in order to determine the transi-

tivity property of a clause. Tigrinya employs pronominal marking to code object

arguments that show various semantic relations which are comparable on the basis

of discourse transitivity, rather than on the basis of semantic transitivity.

In double object clauses, Tigrinya makes a formal distinction between object

arguments that are inherently lexicalized in the meaning of a verb, coding them

with OM1, and those which are not inherent arguments of the verb, coding them

with OM2 (refer to section 5.3.2, p. 150 for a detailed discussion on this topic). In

applicative constructions with intransitive bases, the suffix OM2 identifies applied

objects that reflect similar semantic relations to applied objects coded by applica-

tive clauses formed out of transitive verbs. However, the OM1 has a different in-

terpretation in applicative clauses with intransitive base verbs. In applicatives of

intransitive bases OM1 identifies ethically affected or maleficiary objects which

behave like applied objects marked with OM2 in applicatives of transitive bases,

except with some verbs of movement that code applied objects with a goal semantic

reading, and these have a prototypical patient-like property.

In addition, like intransitive predicates, either of the markers OM1 or OM2 can

code applied objects with passive predicates of transitive verbs, as in (270).

(270) a. እታ/ነታ
P1t-a/n-ät-a
Det-3FSg/Obj-Det-3FSg

ሰደቓ
sedeq̄a
desk.Sg

መጽሓፍቲ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-ti

book.Pl
ተነቢሩዋ/ላ
tä-näbir-u-wa/la
DT-PerfS.put-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg/OM2.3FSg

ኣሎ።
Pall-o
Pres-be=loc-SM.3MSg

‘The desk (F), books have been put on it.’

b. እቲ/ነቲ
P1t-a/n-ät-a
Det-3MSg/Obj-Det-3MSg

ማሕረሻ
mah

˙
räša

plough

ግራት
g1rat
land
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ተሓሪሱዎ/ሉ
tä-h

˙
aris-u-wo/lu

DT-PerfS.plough-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg/OM2.3MSg

ነይሩ።
näy-u
Past-be-SM.3MSg

‘The plough (M), land was plowed with it.’

The suffixes OM1 and OM2 code different sense of affectedness. With OM1 the

applied object is perceived as an argument that has been acted upon. However,

with OM2, the applied object is perceived as a mere location or an instrument that

was involved in the event without giving emphasis to its engagement in the event.

This complexity suggests that we cannot simply assume that objects coded with

OM1 are primarily affected objects belonging to one category, and those coded with

OM2 are secondarily affected objects belonging to a different category. This is be-

cause OM1 does not consistently code object arguments that reflect a prototypical

patient-like property. It can also be associated with object arguments that are per-

ceived as affected by being at the center of the discourse event. Yet, since they are

not prototypically affected arguments, they lack a disposition to appear as subjects

in a passive clause. For this reason, pronominal markers cannot uniformly catego-

rize applied objects in terms of discourse or semantic affectedness.

Passivization in applicatives with intransitive bases

In 5.3.2 we discussed intransitive verbs that admit the suffixes OM1 and OM2 to

code different semantic relations. Depending on the semantics of the intransitive

base verb, applied objects may reflect various transitivity properties. For example,

unaccusative verbs such as mäwätä ‘he died’, t
˙
äff1Pä ‘it/he disappeared/got lost’,

wädäq̄ä ‘it/he fell’, mäk
¯

äk
¯

ä ‘it/he melted’ däqäsä ‘he slept’, etc. can admit OM1

for ethically affected maleficiary objects or OM2 for ethically affected beneficiary

objects, as in (271a). The applied arguments of unaccusative verbs such as these

cannot be expressed as subjects in passive clauses, as shown in (271b).

(271) a. (ን)እታ
(n1-)P1-a
(Obj-)Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሰኽራም
säk

¯
1ram

drunken

ሰብኣያ
säbPay-a
husband-Poss.3FSg

ጠፊኡ-ዋ/ላ።
t
˙
äfiP-u-wa/la

PerfS.disappear-SM.3MSg-(OM1/OM2).3FSg

‘(The) her drunken husband disappeared on/for the woman.

b. *እታ
P1-a
Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ተጠፊኣ።
tä-t

˙
äfiP-a

DT-PerfS.disappear-SM.3FSg

‘*The woman was disappeared.’
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Example (271a) illustrates the two applied object readings: the negatively affected

or maleficiary reading and the positively affected or beneficiary reading, coded with

OM1 and OM2, respectively. The notion of affectedness expressed by the applied

clause does not result from a transitive event, i.e. the verbal event does not code an

instigator participant that carries out an activity to affect the maleficiary participant.

The maleficiary argument is perceived as an affected participant in the abstract or

ethical sense. As a result, the applied argument of such verbs cannot be expressed

as a subject in a passive clause (271b).

On the other hand, unergative verbs such as gwäyäyä ‘he ran’, bäs
˙
s
˙
1h
˙

ä ‘he ar-

rived’, däyäbä ‘he climbed’, käyädä ‘he went’, etc. admit the suffix OM1 for a goal

applied object which is perceived as the end point of the transfer of location, or

the OM2 for a beneficiary applied object, as in (272a). For these verbs, the goal

arguments can be expressed as passive subjects (272b). Thus, applicative clauses

that involve motion verbs reflect genuine transitivity since they code an agent ar-

gument that is perceived as the initiator and an goal argument that is as perceived

the endpoint.

(272) a. እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ሰብይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ቆልዓ
qolQa
child

ጐይያቶ/ትሉ።
gwäyy-a-to/tlu
PerfS.run-SM.3FSg-OM1/OM2.3MSg

‘The woman chased the child./ The woman ran for the child.’

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ቆልዓ
qolQa
child

ተጎዪ።
tä-goyyiy-u
DT-PerfS.run-SM.3MSg

‘The child has been chased/run after .’

In example (272a) the sense of affectedness coded by this verb is transitive in the

semantic sense. This clause codes an instigator argument (the runner) whose action

affects the goal argument (the one being chased). Due to this notion of affectedness,

the clause reflects a prototypical transitivity property, and thus the goal argument

can be expressed as the subject of the passive clause (272b).

According to the behavior of applied objects which we have observed in ap-

plicative clauses formed out of different types of base verbs (i.e. ditransitive, tran-

sitive and intransitive), we argue that, in Tigrinya, passivization and pronominal

object markers do not compose a single underlying property of primary objects.

These contradicting results suggest that the set of grammatical processes that are

assumed to uniformly indicate primary objecthood may not be pointing to the same

grammatical property of a language. Therefore, in order to categorize objects in

terms of primary or secondary objects, one needs first to determine which of these
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grammatical processes – passivization or pronominal marking – must be posited as

a property of primary objecthood. Indeed, the contradicting results from these tests

led some researchers to argue against the use of passivization as a diagnostic of

primary objecthood. According to Börjars and Vincent (2008) since passivization

involves a ‘a complex interaction between structural position and semantics’, it may

be argued that it cannot be a reliable test of grammatical functions. They maintain

that objects should be distinguished on the basis of purely syntactic phenomena that

involve them. Before we put forward our own conclusions on this matter, we would

like to investigate whether objects of double object constructions behave differently

with respect to relativization.

8.2.3 Relativization

Relativization is expected to distinguish between objects in languages that restrict

relative clause formation to a particular type of object. However, if a language al-

lows both objects of double object or applicative constructions to have access to

relativization, then this language is said to have the property of symmetric objects.

Moreover, since relativization is expected to affect only core grammatical func-

tions, in languages that employ the applicative coding, an oblique argument can be

relativized only when it is expressed via applicative morphology in order to first

make a core object out of it (Donohue 1996, Donohue and Donohue 2004). Thus,

relativization can be used to diagnose the core object status of applied arguments.

Keenan and Comrie (1977) and Comrie (1989) established an accessibility hierar-

chy (273) in terms of which they state universal constraints on the admittance of

grammatical functions to relative clause formation.

(273) subject > object > non-direct object > possessor

The intuition behind this is that if relativization is allowed at some point in the hier-

archy, then it is also allowed at other positions higher than (to the left of) that point.

For example, there cannot be a language that relativizes objects, but not subjects,

or relativizes possessors, but not objects. This general tendency has led linguists to

employ relativization as a test of primary objecthood in languages that restrict rel-

ative clause formation to only one object position. It is assumed that in a language

that gives access to the applied object only, the applied object is analyzed as being

higher in the hierarchy than the theme object, thus it assumes the primary object

function. Otherwise, if it is the theme object that is relativized, then this object is

analyzed as the primary object. The objects that do not relativize are analyzed as
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secondary objects. In the following section we will investigate the properties of

applied objects with respect to relativization in double object and applicative con-

structions. An introductory discussion on modification with relative clauses can be

found in section 2.3.7, p. 38.

In Tigrinya, relativization is indicated through a relative particle z1-which is the

outermost prefix that marks the relativized verb. The relative clause is prenominal,

i.e. it precedes the head noun, as is expected in a SOV language such as Tigrinya.

The relative verb form marks which accessibility position is being relativized. In the

following examples the string that is enclosed within the square brackets constitutes

the relative clause (274).

(274) a. እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

[ተስፋይ
Tesfay
Tesfay

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg
ዝሃባ/*ቦ]
z1-hab-a/*o
Rel-PerfH.give.SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg/*3MSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

መጺኣ።
mäs

˙
iP-a

PerfS.come-SM.3FSg

‘The woman that Tesfay gave the book to (her) came.’

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

[ተስፋይ
Tesfay
Tesfay

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman.Sg

ዝሃባ/*ቦ]
z1-hab-a/*o
Rel-PerfH.give.SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg/*3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

እዚ
P1z-i
DetProx-3MSg

ኢዩ።
Py-u
Pres.be-SM.3MSg

‘The book that Tesfay gave the woman is this one.’

In Tigrinya, both objects of a ditransitive double object construction can be rela-

tivized. The recipient object is relativized in (274a), and the theme object is rel-

ativized in (274b). The relative predicate bears a subject pronominal suffix that

corresponds with the embedded subject Tesfay. The determiner which occurs at the

leftmost edge specifies the relativized head noun, and thus it concords with the

agreement values of the object suffix on the relative verb and the subject suffix on

the main verb. The relativized recipient object is obligatorily marked on the relative

verb. The clause becomes ungrammatical if the relative verb bears an object suf-

fix for the theme argument (note the object suffix marked with the star symbol in
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(274a)). On the other hand, when the relativized head noun is the theme argument,

the relative predicate can alternatively code the recipient or the theme argument

with the object pronominal suffix (274b). This can be explained based on the dou-

ble function of the prepositional marker n1- (see section 8.2.1, p. 247). Since the

marker n1- serves as an objective case marker and as a selected preposition to mark

the semantic relation of the recipient and the beneficiary arguments, the relativized

recipient is ambiguously coded as a core object and as an object of a preposition.

As we are going to see in the following discussion, we observe the same restric-

tion when the theme object is relativized in the presence of a beneficiary argument

(275). However, since source, locative and instrumental arguments possess distinct

prepositions, they are easily identified when they are coded as obliques in relative

clauses. Below we demonstrate the relativization of the beneficiary/source (275a)

and theme (275b) arguments.

(275) a. እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

[ተስፋይ
Tesfay
Tesfay

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg
ዝገዝአላ/*ኦ]
z1-gäz1P-ä-la/*o
Rel-PerfH.buy-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg/*OM1.3MSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

እዚኣ
P1zi-Pa
ProxPro-3FSg

እያ።
P1y-a
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3FSg

‘The woman who Tesfay bought the book for/from is this one.’

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

[ተስፋይ
Tesfay
Tesfay

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman.Sg

ዝገዝአላ/ኦ]
z1-gäzP-ä-la/o
Rel-PerfH.buy-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg/OM1.3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

እዚ
P1z-i
DetProx-3MSg

እዩ።
P1y-u
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3MSg

‘The book which Tesfay bought for the woman is this one.’

c. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

[ተስፋይ
Tesfay
Tesfay

ካብ’ታ
kab-’t-a
ABL-Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman.Sg

ዝገዝኦ/*ላ]
z1-gäz1P-o/la
Rel-PerfH.buy-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg/*OM2.3FSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg
እዚ
P1z-i
DetProx-3MSg

እዩ።
P1y-u
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3MSg

‘The book which Tesfay bought from the woman is this one.’
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As example (275a) shows, when the beneficiary is relativized, the object suffix on

the relative verb must agree with it, as with the relativization of the recipient il-

lustrated above (274a). Consequently, the expression becomes ungrammatical if

the object suffix cross-references the theme argument. The referent of the rela-

tivized noun can also be interpreted as having a source argument reading. When

the relativized head noun corresponds with the theme argument (275b), the relative

verb can alternatively code the theme or the beneficiary/source arguments with the

pronominal suffix. However, with the relative verb coding the theme object, we

cannot get the source argument reading. Instead the source must be coded as an

oblique expression to express the reading of a source semantic role, as is illustrated

in (275c). This can be taken as an indication that the beneficiary also has an oblique

function when the relative verb codes the theme object. Thus, it supports the anal-

ysis of n1- as a prepositional marker when the verb does not bear a suffix for the

beneficiary argument.

As with the recipient, the beneficiary and the source, when the relativized head

noun bears a locative semantic role the object verbal suffix obligatorily cross-

references it (276a).

(276) a. እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

[ተስፋይ
Tesfay
Tesfay

ነቲ
n-ä-ti
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg
ዘንበረላ/*ዘንበሮ]
z-ä-n1bärä-la/*z-ä-nn1bär-o
Rel-Caus-PerfH.sit.SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg/*Rel-Caus-PerfH.sit.SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg
ሰደቓ
sedeq̄a
desk.Sg

እዚኣ
P1zi-Pa
DetProx-3FSg

እያ።
P1y-a
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3FSg

‘The desk that Tesfay put the book on is this one.’

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

[ተስፋይ
Tesfay
Tesfay

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ሰደቓ
sedeq̄a
desk.Sg

ዘንበረላ/*ዘንበሮ]
z-ä-nn1bärä-la/*z-ä-nn1bär-o
Rel-Caus-PerfH.sit.SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg/*Rel-Caus-PerfH.sit.SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg
መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book

እዚ
P1z-i
DetProx-3MSg

ኢዩ።
P1y-u
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3MSg

‘The book that Tesfay put on the desk is this one.’

c. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

[ተስፋይ
Tesfay
Tesfay

ኣብ’ታ
Pab-’t-a
Loc-Det-3FSg

ሰደቓ
sedeq̄a
desk.Sg
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ዘንበሮ/*ዘንበረላ]
z-ä-nn1bär-o/*z-ä-nn1bärä-la
Rel-Caus-PerfH.sit.SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg/*Rel-Caus-PerfH.sit.SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg
መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

እዚ
P1z-i
DetProx-3MSg

ኢዩ።
P1y-a
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3MSg

‘The book which Tesfay put on the desk is this one.’

Moreover, when the relativized head noun corresponds with the theme argument,

the locative can also be expressed as an applied object on the relative verb (276b).

However, if the verbal suffix on the relative verb corresponds with the theme ob-

ject, the locative is expressed as an oblique, similar to the source argument (276c).

Therefore, the relativized clause can code an applied locative as long as the relative

verb bears a suffix for it, and in this structure, either of the objects can be relativized.

In contrast, the instrumental argument behaves differently with respect to rel-

ativization. When the relativized argument is an instrumental applied object, the

relative verb obligatorily bears the object suffix for it. However, when the rela-

tivized argument is a theme, the instrumental argument is expressed in a preposi-

tional phrase (277).

(277) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

[ተስፋይ
Tesfay
Tesfay

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ገረብ
gäräb
tree.Sg

ዝቘረጸሉ/*ዝቘረጻ]
z1-q̄wä-räs

˙
ä-lu/*z1-q̄wä-räs

˙
-a

Rel-PerfH.cut-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg/*Rel-PerfH.cut.SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg
ፋስ
fas
ax.Sg

እዚ
P1z-i
DetProx-3MSg

ኢዩ።
P1y-u
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3MSg

‘The ax with which Tesfay cut the tree is this one.’

b. *እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

[ተስፋይ
Tesfay
Tesfay

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ፋስ
fas
ax.Sg

ዝቘረጻ/ዝቖረጸሉ]
z1-q̄wäräs

˙
-a/z1-q̄wäräs

˙
-ä-lu

Rel-PerfH.cut.SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg/Rel-PerfH.cut-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg
ገረብ
gäräb
tree.Sg

እዚኣ
P1zi-Pa
ProxPro-3FSg

እያ።
P1y-a
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3FSg

‘The tree that Tesfay cut for/with the ax is this one.’

c. እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

[ተስፋይ
Tesfay
Tesfay

በቲ
b-ät-i
Instr-Det-3MSg

ፋስ
fas
ax.Sg
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ዝቘረጻ]
z1-q̄wäräs

˙
-a

Rel-PerfH.cut.SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

ገረብ
gäräb
tree.Sg

እዚኣ
P1zi-Pa
ProxPro-3FSg

እያ።
P1y-a
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3FSg

‘The tree which Tesfay cut with the ax is this one.’

In (277a) the relativized head noun corresponds with the instrumental argument,

thus the relative verb bears an applicative suffix for the instrumental argument.

This is the only possible structure for coding two core object arguments in the rel-

ative clause. Consequently, when the relativized head noun corresponds with the

theme argument, the relative verb cannot bear an applied suffix for the instrumental

object (277b). Therefore, only the instrumental argument can be relativized, since

relativizing the theme forces the instrumental argument to be expressed obliquely

(277c).

As these examples show, relativization reflects a different type of object asym-

metry than the pattern we observed in passivization. Both objects of prototypical

ditransitive clauses, recipient and theme objects, can be relativized. Similarly, ben-

eficiary, source and locative applied objects, and theme objects that co-occur with

them can also be relativized. However, the instrumental applied object behaves

differently from other applied objects with respect to relativization. In clauses with

instrumental applied objects only the instrumental object can be relativized. If the

theme object is relativized, the instrumental argument is obligatorily expressed in

an oblique phrase. Therefore, according to relativization only the instrumental ap-

plied object would be considered to be a primary object.

The applied argument admitted by an intransitive base verb can also be rela-

tivized, as the following examples show (278).

(278) a. እታ
P1-a
Det-3FSg

[ሰብኣያ
säbPay-a
husband-Poss.3FSg

ዝጠፍኣ/ላ]
z1-t

˙
äfiP-a/la

Rel-PerfH.disappear.SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg/OM2.3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

እዚኣ
P1z-a
ProxPro-3FSg

ኢያ።
P1y-a
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3FSg

‘The woman who her husband disappeared on/for her is this one.’

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

[እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ሰብይቲ
säbäyti
woman
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ዝጎየየቶ/ሉ]
z1-gäyäy-ät-o/lu
Rel-PerfH.run-SM.3FSg-OM1.3MSg/OM2.3MSg

ቆልዓ
qolQa
child

እዚ
P1z-i
DetProx-3MSg

ኢዩ።
P1y-u
Pres.IDcop.be-SM.3MSg

‘The child who the woman ran after is this one.’

In examples (278a) and (278b) the intransitive relative verbs bear object suffixes

for the applied objects. In (278a) the relativized intransitive verb can bear either

OM1 to express the maleficiary reading or OM2 to express the beneficiary read-

ing. Similarly, in example (278b) the relativized verb can bear OM1 to code goal

object or OM2 to code a beneficiary object, and these arguments correspond to the

relativized head noun which is the subject of the main clause.

To sum up, according to the results from relativization, Tigrinya has symmet-

rical applicative constructions with beneficiary, source and locative applied ob-

jects, but instrumental applicative clauses reveal an asymmetric property, since

only instrumental objects are extractable through relativization. Thus, the property

revealed by beneficiary, source, locative and instrumental applied objects under

relativization does not correlate with the property revealed by passivization. As we

noted in section 8.2.2, none of these object arguments can be expressed as subjects

in passive clauses. However, the property reflected with beneficiary, source and

locative applied objects with respect to relativization does converge with the prop-

erty revealed with respect to pronominal marking. Even though the theme object

is extractable by the relativization strategy, it cannot control object marking on the

verb, since this would result in oblique coding of the argument that otherwise may

appear as an applied object. Therefore, even though relativization in Tigrinya pre-

dicts the core object status of the two objects in applicative constructions, it doe not

predict the asymmetric properties that objects reflect under passivization. This is be-

cause relativization indistinctively applies to all objects in applicative clauses with

the exception of the theme object in instrumental applicatives. Given its function

as a topicalization strategy, relativization codes the relative topicality of objects,

being a base or an applied object. Therefore, it can apply to any object that has the

ability to be expressed as a core object.
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8.3 Which primary object property?

In section 8.2 we observed that the set of diagnostics that we have employed do

not reliably predict correlated grammatical properties of objects. Grammatical tests

such as case marking, pronominal suffixation and passivization do not seem to de-

tect the same grammatical properties of objects in the Tigrinya applicative data we

have investigated. In the discussion of transitivity (chapter 5.3.1), we pointed out

that the degree of affectedness that object arguments display is a crucial factor for

their involvement in passive expressions. In Tigrinya, passivization tends to involve

object arguments which are semantically denoted in the meaning of the base verb.

Thus, it is exclusively reserved for undergoer arguments that are perceived as be-

ing genuinely or directly affected by the event described by the verb. In this sense,

passivization necessitates semantic affectedness of object arguments, a notion that

is particularly associated with the lexical semantics of the verb.

With respect to passivization, Tigrinya has symmetrical and asymmetrical dou-

ble object constructions. Double object constructions that involve prototypical di-

transitive verbs reflect a symmetrical pattern, since either of the object arguments

(i.e. the theme or the recipient) can be realized as the subject of a passive clause.

Nevertheless, even though both objects have the semantic property of affectedness

required for indexation with OM1, the object suffix that is associated with primary

patient-like arguments, only one object at a time can be selected for verbal suffix-

ation. The object that is selected is perceived to have a high degree of discourse

topicality, which in turn suggests that object pronominal suffixes should be identi-

fied as markers of topicality. An analysis that regards verbal marking of objects as

an indication of primary objecthood may wrongly equate the discourse topicality of

objects with their semantic affectedness. The fact that these objects are marked with

the object suffix form - OM1 rather than OM2 indicates that they are semantically

affected objects, but the fact that only one of them is picked for verbal affixation

suggests that the selected object has high discourse topicality.

On the other hand, double object clauses that involve applied arguments show

an asymmetrical pattern. Since applied arguments are not lexically predicted as af-

fected arguments of a verb, they do not display a genuine patient-like property, and

thus cannot undergo passivization. In these clauses, only the theme argument can

be realized as the subject of a passive clause. However, since applied objects are

expressed as the most topical objects in discourse, they are prioritized for pronom-

inal marking and coded as nominal objects (as opposed to prepositional objects).
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In double object applicative clauses, applied objects are identified with the verbal

suffix OM2 which typically marks indirectly affected objects. OM2 contains the

prepositional particle ል/l1- which marks the semantic restrictedness of applied ar-

guments (a repertoire of the different forms of OM1 and OM2 is given in section

4.3). Jackendoff (1990:294) employs the term ‘discourse patient’, as opposed to

semantic patient, to characterize an object that reflects a comparable grammatical

property to that of an applied object.

In the standard LMT analysis object arguments that show a primary patient-

like property under passivization are assigned the syntactic classification [-r] which

leads them to be linked with the unrestricted object, i.e. OBJ (refer to section 7.5.1,

p. 223). The arguments that do not passivize are assumed to show a secondary

patient-like property, and thus they receive the feature classification [+o], which

leads them to be associated with the restricted object (OBJθ). However, the method

of binary feature decomposition [+/-r] and [+/-o] that LMT employs does not seem

to capture the manifold properties that objects reflect in various grammatical pro-

cesses. This flaw in LMT is especially reflected in the analysis of Tigrinya sym-

metrical constructions where the two object arguments show similar affectedness

properties with respect to some diagnostics, and yet are coded as distinct objects

by the complex interplay of coding strategies. LMT employs the object categories

OBJ, described as [-r], and OBJθ, described as [+o], to capture their distinctness,

but by doing so it loses track of their similarity. In the remainder of this section,

we will elaborate further upon the different grammatical processes on the basis of

which objects are analyzed as primary or as secondary objects. We will particularly

focus on the two notions of affectedness, semantic and discourse, which we assume

are the motivations for the variability of objects in symmetrical and asymmetrical

constructions in Tigrinya.

8.3.1 Affectedness of symmetrical objects

As we noted in section 7.5.3, p. 232) in connection with symmetrical languages

such as Kichaga and Kinyarwanda, since classifying two object arguments as [-r]

in an active predicate will lead to a violation of the well-formedness condition, it is

proposed that the theme argument alternatively receives the [+o] feature, which will

lead to its mapping to the restricted object (OBJθ). Nevertheless, even though such

an analysis fixes the violation of the biuniqueness condition that requires unique

arguments to be associated with to unique grammatical functions, it does not take

into consideration the ability of the theme object to passivize.
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Since passivization is not sufficient to predict the difference that is assumed

to exist between these seemingly symmetric objects, other grammatical clues are

needed to show their distinctness. For instance, there is one grammatical clue in

Tigrinya that can suggest that objects in symmetrical constructions assume distinct

functions. In terms of case marking patterns, it is the theme object that reflects sim-

ilar coding behavior to the object of a monotransitive clause. In monotransitive and

ditransitive clauses, the theme object acquires case marking only when it is definite,

whereas case marking of recipient objects in ditransitive clauses does not depend

on definiteness. Both definite and indefinite recipient objects are obligatorily case

marked with the objective case n1-. This may suggest that recipient arguments are

lexically specified to appear as case marked objects, and therefore can be analyzed

as semantically restricted objects (OBJθ). This leaves the option for OBJ to be re-

stricted to the theme/patient role also. As a result, as Börjars and Vincent (2008)

have proposed for English ditransitive clauses, since all objects appear to be re-

stricted to a particular semantic role, there is no need to distinguish between OBJ

and OBJθ.

However, this analysis is at odds with the theoretical assumptions laid out in

LMT, since the OBJθ classification is reserved for non-passivizable arguments. For

Börjars and Vincent (2008) this issue becomes irrelevant, since they rule passiviza-

tion out as a diagnostic of grammatical relations, arguing that it interacts with word

order and semantics in the English ditransitive clause. In their view, it cannot be

regarded as reliable test of grammatical relations. For example, they point out that

in the English ditransitive clause passivization selects the first noun phrase as the

real object that reflects similar properties to the object of a monotransitive clause.

In the Tigrinya ditransitive clause, however, passivization is not conditioned by

phrase position, since either of the object arguments can be realized as a subject

in a passive clause regardless of the semantic role they bear. As we discussed in

section 8.2.2, in Tigrinya, passivization reveals an important distinction between

directly/genuinely affected and indirectly/incidentally affected objects; therefore,

it should be regarded as a meaningful test of transitivity or affectedness. Based on

this observation, we argue that the OBJθ classification can neither properly describe

the theme nor the recipient object in Tigrinya. As the various syntactic realizations

of the recipient object show, the recipient does not appear to be semantically re-

stricted in the normal sense. Even though the prepositional marker n1- is obligatory

for the recipient, it does not uniquely identify the recipient. This case marker is

also associated with definite theme objects and applied objects, as was discussed
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in section 6.3.1. Therefore, this marker cannot be regarded only as a semantic case

for recipient objects.

Moreover, the two patient-like arguments of ditransitive clauses are distinctly

coded through a complex interplay of word order, case marking and pronominal

suffixes. However, the binary feature decomposition method that LMT employs to

differentiate objects cannot adequately capture the interaction of the coding strate-

gies. Using the binary feature decomposition, we cannot express the fact that both

objects in ditransitive clauses are primary patient-like objects, and yet they are also

distinct, without resorting to the OBJθ function. The interaction of the object coding

strategies which was discussed in section 8.2.1 is summarized in Table 8.1.6

Context 1 indef. OBJrecip indef. OBJtheme

Case ( n1-) + -
Verbal suffix (OM1) - -
Word order > or >

Context 2 def. OBJrecip indef. OBJtheme

Case ( n1-) + -
Verbal suffix (OM1) + -
Word order > or >

Context 3 def. OBJtheme indef. OBJrecip

Case ( n1-) + +
Verbal suffix (OM1) + -
Word order >!

Context 4 def. OBJtheme def. OBJrecip

Case ( n1-) + +
Verbal suffix (OM1) + or +
Word order >!

Table 8.1: Coding pattern of objects in ditransitive clauses

Context 1

The two objects can be distinguished, since an indefinite OBJrecip is marked with

case, while an indefinite OBJtheme is not. Moreover, the two objects can also switch

their positions in order to derive a pragmatically marked reading. However, since

both objects are indefinite, they cannot be pronominally marked. In Context 1, the

OBJtheme can be analyzed as the primary object (OBJ) since it resembles the in-

definite/unmarked object of a monotransitive clause, whereas the OBJrecip can be

6The symbol ‘>’ represents a precedence relation and the symbol ‘>!’ represents an obligatory

precedence relation.
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assumed to be a restricted object (OBJθ) due to its prepositional marking, as illus-

trated in (279).

(279) Indefinite theme and recipient objects

theme recip

| |
OBJ OBJθ

Context 2

In this context, since OBJrecip is definite, it acquires pronominal marking. As in

Context 1, the objects can switch their order since they are identified with different

case patterns: OBJrecip is marked, whereas OBJtheme is unmarked. There are vari-

ous alternative ways in which the two objects can be analyzed based on the marking

patterns. If we take pronominal marking as a signal of primary objecthood, then the

OBJrecip would assume the primary object function (OBJ), and the theme object

would be restricted (OBJθ) since it is not preferred for pronominal marking (280a).

On the other hand, if pronominal marking is interpreted as a signal of discourse top-

icality, the recipient can retain the OBJθ function, and in addition, it can be analyzed

as a topic object (280b).

(280) Indef. theme object and def. recipient object

a. Recipient analyzed as OBJ and

Topic

theme recip

| |
OBJθ OBJ

|
Topic

b. Recipient analyzed as OBJθ and

Topic

theme recip

| |
OBJ OBJθ

|
Topic

Notice, however, that these objects are given the restricted and unrestricted inter-

pretations based on different grammatical properties. In (279) the restricted object

analysis of the OBJrecip is based on its obligatory case marking, whereas in (280a)

the restricted object analysis of the theme argument is based on its not being pre-

ferred for pronominal marking. In contrast, in Context 1 the theme object is ana-

lyzed as OBJ since it resembles the indefinite object of a monotransitive clause, as

it does not involve case marking and pronominal indexation. Yet, the same prop-

erties are interpreted as motivating the restricted status of the theme argument in
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(280a). For the time being, we can say that for Context 2 the second option (280b)

appears to be the optimal analysis. Here the grammatical function of the objects is

resolved on the basis of their semantic restrictedness. The theme object is analyzed

as OBJ since it is not inherently associated with the prepositional marker. On the

other hand, pronominally marked objects can be analyzed as discourse topics.

Context 3

In this context, since the theme object is definite, it involves case marking and

pronominal indexation. In this pattern, both objects are identified with the same case

marker, and as a result their word order becomes fixed. The theme object reflects

a case marking and pronominal suffix pattern similar to that of a definite object

of a monotransitive clause, and therefore, it can be analyzed as a primary object

(281a). Moreover, since the definite theme object has precedence for pronominal

indexation, it can be analyzed as a topical object.

(281) Definite theme object

a. Theme analyzed as OBJ and Topic

theme recip

| |
OBJ OBJθ

|
Topic

b. Theme analyzed as OBJθ and

Topic

theme recip

| |
OBJθ OBJθ

|
Topic

An alternative interpretation could be that both objects become OBJθ since

both bear the same case marker, as in (281b). This analysis infers that an un-

marked/indefinite object and a marked/definite object of a monotransitive clause

assume different grammatical functions. However, since in Tigrinya these objects

do not show further different grammatical properties on the basis of their definite-

ness status, the coding difference cannot be taken as a signal of their difference in

grammatical function. This discussion will be taken up later in section 8.3.3.

Context 4

In this context both objects are definite, and thus are marked for case. Further, they

are coded by a fixed word order as in Context 3. However, in Context 4 either of
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the objects can be selected for pronominal marking, depending on the discourse

topicality they are accorded. The object that has high discourse topicality will be

selected for pronominal marking, and accordingly the marked object can assume

the primary object function (OBJ) and also be the topic of the discourse, whereas

the object that is dispreferred for pronominal marking can appear as OBJθ. This is

represented in (282).

(282) both definite objects

a. Theme analyzed as OBJ and Topic

theme recip

| |
OBJ OBJθ

|
Topic

b. Recipient analyzed as OBJ and

Topic

theme recip

| |
OBJθ OBJ

|
Topic

The analysis of the grammatical function of the objects is resolved on the basis

of their discourse status, i.e. the object that is marked on the verb is taken to be

a primary object (OBJ). However, these analyses do take into consideration the

prepositional marker of these objects. If we consider case marking, then we get the

following patterns (283).

(283) both definite

a. Recipient analyzed OBJθ and

Topic

theme recip

| |
OBJ OBJθ

|
Topic

b. Both analyzed as OBJθ

theme recip

| |
OBJθ OBJθ

The analysis (283a) treats the recipient object as an OBJθ function due to its in-

herent case marking. Similarly, due to its case marking the definite theme object

can also be assumed to be restricted. Consequently, both object arguments may be

restricted functions, as in (283b). Moreover, either object can assume a topic func-

tion for being cross-referenced on the verb. These contexts illustrate the difficulty
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of identifying the OBJ and OBJθ function in the Tigrinya ditransitive clause. Either

of the objects can assume OBJ or OBJθ, due to the alternative interpretation that the

coding strategies (case marking and pronominal suffixation) acquire on the basis

of their definiteness status and discourse topicality. The ambiguity arises because

of the overlapping analysis given to the markers, as in the following:

• n1- is inherent case which marks the semantic role of the recipient object

• n1- is a structural case which identifies a definite object of a monotransitive

clause

• object verbal suffixes signal primary objecthood

• object verbal suffixes signal discourse topicality

The descriptive facts in Tigrinya reveal that the marker n1 is a semantic case for the

recipient object which distinguishes it from the theme object in the contexts where

the theme object does not bear this marker. In LFG, objects that are obligatorily

marked with semantic case are analyzed as OBJθ – the grammatical function given

to a secondary patient-like argument. On the other hand, since in monotransitive

clauses n1- associates only with a definite theme object, it is taken as marking indi-

viduation, not semantic restrictedness. Thus, in monotransitive clauses both realiza-

tion – marked/definite and unmarked/indefinite – of the theme object are resolved

as OBJ (refer to section 8.3.3 for further discussion). When we carry this reason-

ing over to ditransitive clauses, the OBJrecip that triggers verbal agreement can be

considered to have an OBJ function. In this case, we can interpret the n1- marker as

a polysemous preposition which functions as a semantic case marker for recipient

arguments and as a marker of accusative definite objects.

On the other hand, if we take the passivization property of the recipient object

into consideration, neither of the object arguments should be identified as OBJθ.

The restricted object category cannot capture the fact that both object arguments

reflect primary patient-like traits. Therefore, we conclude that as it is currently laid

out in LMT the object classifications as OBJ and OBJθ cannot properly account for

the property of symmetric objects in Tigrinya ditransitive clauses.

8.3.2 Affectedness of asymmetrical objects

In applicative constructions, only the theme argument can become a subject in pas-

sive clauses. Thus, with respect to passivization, only the theme object can be re-

garded as the OBJ function. The applied object is obligatorily cross-referenced on
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the verb through the applicative suffix (OM2), and it is also obligatorily marked

with the case marker n1-. The case marker is not inherently related to applied ob-

jects, since the semantic roles that are associated with applied objects are marked

with distinct prepositions when they are expressed as prepositional phrases. The

coding pattern of objects in double object applicative clauses is summarized in Ta-

ble 8.2.

Context 1 indef. OBJtheme OBJben

Case ( n1-) - +
Verbal suffix (OM2) - +
Word order > or <

Context 2 def. OBJtheme OBJben

Case ( n1-) + +
Verbal suffix (OM2) - +
Word order > or <

Context 3 def.OBJtheme OBJben

Case ( n1-) + +
Verbal suffix (OM1) + -
Word order >!

Context 4 indef. OBJtheme OBJinstr/loc

Case ( n1-) - +
Verbal suffix (OM2) - +
Word order > or <

Context 5 def. OBJtheme OBJinstr/loc

Case ( n1-) + +
Verbal suffix (OM2) - +
Word order <!

Context 6 def. OBJtheme OBLinstr/loc

Case ( n1-) + -
Prep. ( Pab , b1-) - +
Verbal suffix (OM1) + -
Word order > or <

Table 8.2: Coding pattern of applied objects

Contexts 1, 2 and 3

The default word order is the one in which the beneficiary object precedes the

theme object, but the objects can also switch position in order to express a prag-

matically marked meaning. However, when the verb bears the suffix for the theme

object, their word order becomes fixed. The beneficiary object bears the preposi-

tional marker n1- even when it is not cross-referenced on the verb. Since the theme
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object and the beneficiary object are coded with different forms of verbal suffixes,

they do not reflect the ambiguity found in ditransitive clauses.

(284) Beneficiary applied objects

a. Pronominalization

ben theme

| |
OBJ OBJθ

|
Topic

b. Passivization

ben theme

| |
OBJθ OBJ

|
Topic

In (284a), the beneficiary argument can be regarded as a non-restricted function

because it is obligatorily marked on the verb. However, since it cannot undergo

passivization, it can also be analyzed as a restricted function, as in (284b). In these

patterns, only the beneficiary applied object can be associated to the topic function.

Contexts 4, 5 and 6

The applied objects which bear locative, source and instrumental roles canoni-

cally appear before an indefinite theme object, but they can switch position with

the theme object when they code a pragmatically marked meaning. However, in a

context with a definite theme object, their word order becomes fixed. The n1- case

marker is associated with the applied objects only when they are cross-referenced

on the verb. Since applied objects are obligatorily cross-referenced on the verb,

they can be analyzed as primary objects, as in (285a).
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(285) Instr, loc and source applied arguments

a. Pronominalization

instr/loc/source theme

| |
OBJ OBJθ

|
Topic

b. Passivization

instr/loc/source theme

| |
OBJθ OBJ

|
Topic

When the verb marks the theme object, the applied semantic roles are expressed

with distinct prepositions that mark their semantic relations. The asymmetrical pat-

tern reflected by objects in applicative clauses is manifested by their behavior in

passivization and also the type of verbal suffix with which they are associated.

The suffix OM2 marks non-passivizable applied objects. Therefore, based on these

properties, these applied objects should assume the OBJθ function, as in (285b).

Moreover, since they have highly individuated referents, they are also analyzed as

discourse topics.

In standard LMT, since applied objects are obligatorily marked through the ap-

plied suffix, and verbal marking is interpreted as a behavior of primary objects,

applied objects are thought to assume the OBJ function. The fact that the object

argument that is selected for passivization does not correspond to the argument pri-

oritized for pronominal marking further indicates that diagnostics such as passiviza-

tion and pronominal/case marking do not detect correlated grammatical properties

of objects.

The properties which distinguish OBJ from OBJθ in the symmetrical construc-

tions are different from those used to identify similar categories in the asymmet-

rical constructions. In the asymmetric applicative, the object argument’s ability to

passivize and the type of verbal suffixes that are associated with non-passivizable

objects support the OBJ vs. OBJθ distinction according to the theoretical assump-

tions maintained in LMT. However, in the symmetrical constructions, since pas-

sivization cannot distinguish between the two object functions, we have attempted

to ascertain whether such a distinction may be based on the complex interplay of

word order, case and pronominal marking. However, since restrictions on coding

strategies can acquire alternative interpretations, these strategies are not well suited

to identify the OBJ vs. OBJθ functions. Nevertheless, the complex coding interplay

shows that the two objects in ditransitive clauses are identifiable even though their

distinctness cannot be properly classed into the OBJ and OBJθ functions. The fact
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that the object classified as OBJθ cannot simultaneously be analyzed as affected

object indicates that LMT cannot properly account for the properties of objects in

symmetric constructions. On the other hand, the object properties reflected in asym-

metrical applicatives can be easily accounted for in LMT if we assume that applied

objects correspond to restricted objects (OBJθ). The pattern reflected in asymmet-

rical applicatives suggest that in Tigrinya only object arguments that are semanti-

cally denoted as affected objects in the verbal event can be analyzed as primarily

patient arguments, whereas applied objects are perceived as discourse patients, and

by virtue of their verbal coding they assume a topic discourse function.

8.3.3 Affectedness of monotransitive objects

In Tigrinya, definite objects trigger both case and pronominal suffix marking,

whereas indefinite objects do not. This is discussed under the phenomenon of

differential object marking (DOM) (refer to chapter 9 for detailed discussion on

this topic). In monotransitive clauses, the marked/definite objects and the un-

marked/indefinite objects do not reflect differences in syntactic behavior. For ex-

ample, both objects can participate in an object control construction such as the

purposive complement. In this structure, the subject of the purposive dependent

clause is interpreted as the object of the main clause, regardless of whether the ob-

jects are indefinite/unmarked (286a) or definite/marked (286b).

(286) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ንጉስ
n1gus
king.Sg

ሓንቲ
h
˙
a-nti

one-F

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman.Sg

ናብኡ
nab-u
to-3MSg

ክትቐርብ
k1-t-q̄är1b
Purp-Imperf.3-approach.SM.FSg

ጸዊዑ።
s
˙
äwiQ-u

PerfS.call-SM.3MSg

‘The king called a/one woman to approach him.’

b. እቲ
P1-i
Det-3MSg

ንጉስ
n1-gus
king.Sg

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman.Sg

ናብኡ
nab-u
to-3MSg

ክትቐርብ
k1-t-q̄är1b
Purp-Imperf.3-approach.SM.FSg

ጸዊዑዋ።
s
˙
äwiQ-u-wa

PerfS.call-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘The kind called the woman to approach him.’

Both the indefinite object and the definite object of the matrix verb are understood

to be the subject of the dependent purposive verb k1-t-q̄är1b ‘she to approach’. This

suggests that, in Tigrinya, case marking and pronominal coding of objects do not

signal differences in grammatical function, or in other words, they do not indicate
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a primary object status. In addition, patient/theme arguments are associated with

the passivized subject regardless of whether these have definite or indefinite ref-

erents. This suggests that in both instances the objects may be associated with the

undergoer arguments which are implied in the lexical meaning of the verb. Instead,

case/pronominal marking of objects in monotransitive clauses indicate a difference

in the information structure reading of objects. The unmarked object correspond

to objects that have non-topical referents, whereas the marked ones are associated

with objects that have topical referents.

Næss (2004) argues against the claim that DOM is motivated by a degree of

individuation or the referential properties of the referents of marked objects. She

maintains that variation in object marking signals affectedness of objects in the

sense of being participants in verbal events. According to her, affectedness of ob-

jects is based on semantic considerations. Marked/definite objects code a higher

degree of affectedness than unmarked/indefinite objects. Yet, as the Tigrinya data

show, marked/definite objects do not seem to be semantically more involved or af-

fected than indefinite/unmarked objects in the semantic sense. For example, when

we compare the readings of a clause with an indefinite object (287a) and a clause

with a definite object (287b), we do not get an opposition to the effect that in (287a)

the participant is partially affected, and in (287b) it is completely affected. On the

contrary, there is no such difference in affectedness.

(287) a. ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ማይ
may
water

ሰትያ።
sätt1y-a
PerfS.drink-SM.3FSg

‘Saba drank water.’

b. ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ማይ
may
waster

ሰትያቶ።
sätt1y-a-to
PerfS.drink-SM.3FSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Saba drank the water.’

The utterance with an indefinite object (287a) expresses the mere fact that Saba

drank water without specifying which water is being drunk and how much of it

is being drunk. On the other hand, the use of the definite object (287b) marks

a discourse reading of referentiality or individuation since the definite form ex-

presses that the speaker and the listener share information about which water is

being drunk by Saba. Moreover, the utterance with the definite object does not ex-

press a semantically restricted reading, e.g. that all of the water is being drunk. In

these monotransitive clauses, case marking and pronominal indexation do not dif-

ferentiate objects in terms of their syntactic functions, but rather in terms of their
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discourse functions. Both instances of these objects assume the same grammatical

function as primary object (OBJ), but they assume different discourse functions.

The indefinite/unmarked ones correspond to a focus discourse function, and the

marked/definite ones to a topic discourse function.

On the other hand, in Tigrinya, when the verb bears the suffix OM2 for the

object, we get a semantically restricted reading of the object in question. In (288),

the referent of the object is perceived as being partially affected.

(288) ሳባ
Saba
Saba

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ማይ
may
water

ሰትያትሉ።
sätt1y-a-tlu
PerfS.drink-SM.3FSg-OM2.3MSg

‘Saba drank from the water.’

Turkish expresses a similar partitive reading with the ablative case (Çetinoǧlu and

Butt 2008). As was shown earlier, in Tigrinya applied objects that are coded with

OM2 reflect a lower degree of affectedness than those coded with OM1. They also

reflect a contrasted semantic behavior under passivization, that is, objects coded

by OM2 resist passivization. Therefore, OM2 marks restricted or secondary objects

(OBJθ). As with the objects coded with OM1, objects coded with OM2 correspond

to individuated referents, thus they are discourse topic objects. This fact indicates

that semantic affectedness and discourse affectedness are grammaticalized in Tig-

rinya, and they are not always correlated.

8.3.4 Conclusion

The kind of asymmetrical pattern reflected in Tigrinya applicative clauses indi-

cates that controlling a verbal suffix may not be regarded as a property of primary

objecthood. Pronominal object marking has other motivations than merely iden-

tifying categories of objects in Tigrinya. Only definite and individuated referents

are identified with case and pronominal marking, and these objects are accorded

discourse salience. Therefore, applied objects, by virtue of their pronominal cod-

ing, are accorded a topic discourse status. However, since the semantic roles they

bear are not semantically lexicalized as affected object arguments, these applied ar-

guments are not accessible for passive expression. Thus, they are characterized as

secondary patient-like arguments. Similarly, case marking in Tigrinya cannot sys-

tematically distinguish between primary and secondary objects since a core object

that bears the objective case n1- may bear any semantic relation – theme, recipi-

ent, beneficiary, instrumental or locative. Like pronominal marking, objective case

marking in monotransitive clauses arises when the object is definite. The objective
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case marker serves to differentiate a topical object from a topical subject. On the

other hand, when an object is more topical than the subject, it occurs clause ini-

tially, i.e. the default position of a topical subject. In this position the objective case

marker becomes optional, which is a tendency observed in possessor and experi-

encer applicative expressions (more discussion on this is found in section 4.4.6).

Furthermore, word order cannot differentiate between objects in terms of pri-

mary and secondary functions in Tigrinya. Neither base nor applied objects are

contingent on verb adjacency. When objects have the right marking conditions in

terms of case and verbal suffixes, they can occur in alternative positions to code var-

ious information structures. Moreover, since relativization applies equally to both

objects, it cannot be used as a diagnostic of primary and secondary objecthood,

even though their extractability evidences their status as core objects. Further, the

symmetry that relativization indicates in beneficiary, source and locative applica-

tive constructions contradicts their behavior with respect to passivization. Since

relativization is not sensitive to object affectedness, it applies to all core objects

alike. Nevertheless, the restrictions on admitting object suffixes on relative verbs

conform to restrictions on admitting object suffixes on main verbs. The clause that

embeds the relative clause codes an applied object only when the relative verb bears

a suffix for it. If the relative verb bears an object suffix for the theme object, then

the main clause cannot code an applied object. Even with extracted theme objects,

the relative verb must bear the suffix for the applied object in order for the main

clause to express an applied object reading. When the relative verb bears an object

suffix for a theme argument, the applied semantic role which otherwise may be

expressed as an applied object, would appear as an oblique expression. Similarly,

in applicative clauses the main verb obligatorily bears the applicative suffix for the

applied object to give it core object status, but not necessarily primary object status.

Therefore, since passivization is the only grammatical process that is sensitive

to an object affectedness, we postulate passivization to be the primary property

of affected objects. Hence, objects that undergo passivization will be regarded as

primary objects, and objects that do not reveal this property will be analyzed as

secondary objects. In the case of symmetrical objects, since passivization cannot

distinguish between the primary and secondary objects, this study concludes that the

object classification OBJ and OBJθ cannot account for the symmetrical objects. In

the following section, we will demonstrate the linking pattern of objects in Tigrinya

according to the linking principles laid out in LMT.
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8.4 Tigrinya applicatives according to LMT

In the previous section, we established passivization as a property of primary ob-

jecthood in Tigrinya. Passivization reveals that Tigrinya has a symmetric pattern

in ditransitive applicatives and an asymmetric pattern in applicatives formed out

of transitive base verbs. The symmetric applicatives typically involve recipient and

goal applied objects, whereas the asymmetric applicatives involve beneficiary, mal-

eficiary, source, locative and instrumental semantic roles, among others. In the fol-

lowing sections, we will demonstrated how LMT deals with the applicative patterns

found in Tigrinya. Asymmetric applicatives can be straightforwardly accounted

for by using the alternative linking specifications given in Alsina and Mchombo

(1990:25-26) and the general principles of standard LMT proposed by Bresnan

and Kanerva (1989) and Bresnan and Moshi (1990) (these are referred to in sec-

tion 7.5.1, p. 222–223). However, as was pointed out earlier (chapter 7.5.3, p. 232)

symmetric applicatives present a problem not only for the standard version of LMT

developed by Bresnan and Kanerva (1989), Bresnan and Moshi (1990) and Alsina

and Mchombo (1990) but also for the model proposed by Kibort (2004, 2007, 2008).

In the following sections, we will show how LMT handles the various types of ap-

plicative patterns found in Tigrinya.

8.4.1 Linking pattern in symmetric applicatives

Symmetric applicatives contain two arguments that reflect primary patient-like

properties, as they can function as subjects in passivization (this was illustrated

in sections 4.4.1, 5.3.2 and 8.2.2). In Tigrinya, this pattern characterizes ditran-

sitive applicatives that code an object with a recipient or a goal semantic role in

addition to the theme object. In the standard version of LMT, semantic roles that

alternate between unrestricted grammatical functions, i.e. SUBJ and OBJ, in active

and passive transitive clauses receive the feature [–r] as their syntactic specifica-

tion. According to Alsina and Mchombo (1990) semantic roles such as recipient

and beneficiary that traditionally are associated with the indirect object relation are

semantically restricted from acquiring the alternative feature classification [+o].

Bresnan and Moshi (1990:72) endorse this description, and they state in a footnote

that these semantic roles must appear as unrestricted because they are inherently

more topical than other object roles. In Tigrinya even though this description can

account for the pattern reflected in applicative clauses with a recipient and a goal

semantic role, it cannot apply to a beneficiary applicative clause since beneficiary
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applicatives reflect an asymmetric pattern. The beneficiary semantic role cannot be

associated with the subject in passive constructions (refer to section 8.4.2 for more

information on the pattern of objects in asymmetric applicatives).

Tigrinya symmetric applicatives are not adequately analyzed in standard LMT

for the same theoretical reasons which we discussed in chapter 7.5.3 with regard

to symmetric applicatives in languages such as Kichaga. Below (289) we give the

representation for Tigrinya symmetric applicatives for the sake of illustration.

(289) a. Active ditransitive predicate

give-to/load-on ⟨ agent theme recip/goal ⟩
[–o] [–r] [–r]
| | |

SUBJ OBJ* OBJ

b. Passive ditransitive predicate

give-to/load-on ⟨ agent theme recip/goal ⟩
[–o] [–r] [–r]
| | |
Ø SUBJ OBJ or

Ø OBJ SUBJ

As was discussed earlier, in standard LMT, the assignment of two [-r] features for

object roles (289a) is ruled out on the basis of the bi-uniqueness condition, whereas

it is allowed in the passive applied predicate as shown in (289b), since one of the

arguments with [-r] feature will be mapped to the subject function. Thus, according

to Bresnan and Moshi (1990), in order to satisfy the bi-uniqueness condition the

theme semantic role must get the alternative [+o] classification in the active ap-

plied predicate. However, this analysis contradicts the empirical evidence of theme

arguments, both the fact that they passivize and also that they possess patient-like

properties with respect to pronominal marking. Kibort (2008:329) assumes that her

proposed extension to LMT can mend such a drawback in the analysis of sym-

metric applicatives. However, we argue that Kibort’s analysis does not provide a

proper characterization of symmetric applicatives in Tigrinya. As is illustrated in

the following representation (290), in Kibort’s method semantic roles change order

in order to realign to the argument position that holds the correct syntactic specifi-

cation in the morphosyntactic context to which they are applied.
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(290) Kibort’s symmetric applicative

agent goal theme

agent recip theme

agent theme goal

agent theme recip

| | |
⟨ arg1 arg2 arg3 ⟩
[–o] [–r] [+o]
| | |

SUBJ OBJ OBJθ

Either the theme or the recipient/goal semantic role can map to the argument po-

sition specified as [–r]. However, it should be noted that since the model does not

allow two positions to be simultaneously specified as [–r] in a given morphosyn-

tactic context, whenever one of the object semantic roles maps to the unrestricted

position [–r], the other one is restricted to map to the second object position speci-

fied as [+o]. According to this model, the two objects cannot show primary object

properties simultaneously. Therefore, Kibort’s model cannot adequately represent

symmetric applicatives in Tigrinya. In fact, Kibort does not provide examples to

show in which morphosyntactic contexts (the recipient/beneficiary and the theme

map to [–r ] and [+o] argument positions, respectively, and vice versa) such repre-

sentations can be applicable. Moreover, it is not clear why the two object roles in

symmetric applicatives should alternatively map to the [+o] function, even though

both of them simultaneously reflect a patient-like property. Aligning either of the

semantic roles to the [+o] description is not empirically motivated in symmetric ap-

plicatives such as those found in Tigrinya. For this reason, as with standard LMT,

the representation proposed by Kibort cannot adequately characterize symmetric

applicatives in Tigrinya.

8.4.2 Linking pattern in asymmetric applicatives in LMT

In Tigrinya, double constructions that involve a beneficiary, a maleficiary, a source,

a locative or an instrumental applied object reveal asymmetric properties. Even

though the object that corresponds with these applied roles is obligatorily marked on

the verb through the suffix OM2, these semantic roles cannot be associated with the

subject in the passive. Furthermore, the fact that they employ a different pronominal

suffix type than is associated with theme and recipient objects (OM1), suggests

that they do not reflect a prototypical patient-like property. For this reason, these
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applied roles get the restricted [+o] specification, whereas the theme role in these

constructions gets the unrestricted [–r] specification, since they reveal a patient-

like property by being able to be associated with the subject in a passive clause.

The linking pattern of these asymmetric applicatives is shown in (291).

(291) a. Applied active predicate

V ⟨ agent theme/exp ben/mal/loc/instr ⟩
[–o] [–r] [+o]
| | |

SUBJ OBJ OBJθ

b. Applied passive predicate

V ⟨ agent theme/exp ben/mal/loc/instr ⟩
[–o] [–r] [+o]
| | |
Ø SUBJ OBJθ

As was mentioned earlier, it should be noted that Bresnan and Moshi (1990:72)

propose that the beneficiary and the recipient roles cannot be specified with the

[+o] classification. They assume that since these arguments inherently have topical

and individuated referents, they occupy a higher position in the topicality/thematic

hierarchy. However, this cannot apply to applied beneficiaries in Tigrinya. Applied

beneficiaries are not initial arguments of the main verb, but nevertheless they are

related to it pragmatically or through the discourse context, and therefore are ex-

pressed as a topical element in the discourse. Yet since they do not code a proto-

patient property that allows them to passivize, they cannot be analyzed as primary

objects. Only the theme argument possesses this property. This asymmetric pat-

tern shows that discourse prominence may not necessarily correlate with semantic

prominence, as was discussed in sections 5.3 and 5.3.1. In Tigrinya, the notion of

affectedness is rooted in the lexical semantics of the verb. Only arguments that reg-

ister the magnitude of changes associated with the event described by the verb are

perceived as prototypically affected objects. On the other hand, beneficiary, source,

locative or instrumental arguments control verbal suffixes not because they code a

more patient-like property than the theme argument, but because they are expressed

as prominent participants in the discourse. The same syntactic specification [+o] is

given to the applied roles in the passive representation (291b), and thus they are

always linked to restricted objects (OBJθ).
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Interestingly, passive predicates that code such applied arguments reflect a sim-

ilar pattern to that of applicatives that involve unaccusative base verbs. In both con-

structions, applied arguments cannot be associated with the subject in the passive.

Moreover, the two predicates can alternatively allow the suffixes OM1 and OM2

to express implicatively affected and ethically affected readings of the applied ob-

ject, respectively. For example, transitive predicates such as ኣንበረ Panbärä ‘he

placed/put/set’ and ቆረጸ qoräs
˙
ä ‘he cut’ can only allow the suffix OM2 to code

an applied object, as in Panbir-u-la ‘he put on it.F’ and qoris
˙
-u-la ‘he cut with/from

it.F’ (this pattern of coding is summarized in Table 5.1). In contrast, their respec-

tive passive forms, such as ተነበሩላ/ዋ tä-näbir-u-la/wa ‘It has been put on it.F’ and

ተቆሪጹላ/ዋ täqoris
˙
-u-la/wa ‘it has been cut with/from it.F’, allow either OM1 or

OM2 with different readings of affectedness. The object coded with OM1 is per-

ceived as being directly or implicatively affected, whereas the object coded with

OM2 is understood as being incidentally or ethically affected. Similarly, applica-

tive predicates formed out of unaccusative verbs can allow either of the suffixes to

make a comparable semantic distinction. Nevertheless, although these applied ar-

guments are perceived as directly affected objects, and are coded through the suffix

OM1 since they are not inherently lexicalized patient arguments of the base verb,

they are specified as restricted [+o] arguments. The linking pattern of applicatives

with intransitive bases is given the following section.

8.4.3 Linking pattern in applicatives of intransitive bases

Applied arguments that are added to intransitive applied predicates can get either

the [-r] or [+o] specification. Usually, it is assumed that applied arguments of unac-

cusatives cannot undergo passivization, whereas applied arguments of unergatives

can. In Tigrinya, there is a certain class of unaccusative verbs that can be coded as

passive predicates, but since the state that the applied argument undergoes is not

brought about or caused by the action of an agent, the applied semantic roles cannot

be expressed as subjects. The passive predicate of such verbs bears a subject suffix

for an impersonal subject and an object suffix for the applied object. There are also

certain unaccusative predicates that cannot be passivized at all. These do not have

passive predicate forms. On the other hand, unergative verbs can be passivized,

but not all unergative verbs can express applied arguments as subjects in the pas-

sive. Applied predicates that are formed out of unergative predicates that lexicalize

agent-like participants and applied participants that have a characteristic of affect-

edness can be passivized, and thus can express the applied arguments as subjects in
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the passive. Mostly, applied arguments coded by unergative predicates of motion

verbs can undergo passivization. However, unergative predicates that code partic-

ipants that perform actions or undergo states that only involve themselves, cannot

code applied arguments as subject in passivization. For more discussion on this

topic refer to section 5.3.2, p. 150.

Unaccusative applied predicates such as ደቂሱዋ/ላ däqis-u-wa/la ‘He slept on

her’, መዪቱዋ/ላ mäyit-u-wa/la ‘He died on it[fem]/for her ’, ወዲቑዋ/ላ wädiq̄-u-
wa/la ‘it has been fallen upon/on/for’, ፈሊሑዋ/ላ fälih

˙
-u-wa/la ‘it boiled on/for

her’ and መኺኹዋ/ላ mäk
¯
ik
¯
-u-wa ‘it melted on/for her’ may bear the object suf-

fixes -wa or -la, which in this study are designated as OM1 and OM2, respectively.

Depending on the semantics of the unaccusative verb it attaches to, OM1 may code

an affected goal, or it may code an ethically affected applied object which bears a

maleficiary semantic role. On the other hand, OM2 expresses a mere beneficiary,

source, locative or instrumental semantic role reading without indicating that these

are in some way affected. An active applied predicate with an unaccusative base

verb codes a patient-like argument as a subject, and applied arguments as objects.

Bresnan and Zaenen (1990:52) propose that the basic patient-like argument of the

unaccusative verb gets the [–r ] syntactic classification to enable it to map to the

subject, similar to the pattern of a passive predicate. On the other hand, since nor-

mally the applied argument does not link to the subject in a passive, the applied

semantic roles of an unaccusative base verb are specified as [+o] so that they are

associated to a restricted object (OBJθ), as is shown in (292).

(292) Unaccusative active applied predicate

V ⟨ theme ben/mal/loc/instr ⟩
[–r] [+o]
| |

SUBJ OBJθ

Unaccusative verbs such as ደቀሰ däqäsä ‘he slept’ and መወተ mäwätä‘he died

on/for her’ which code a sentient experiencer argument have passive predicate

forms. However, the passive counterparts ተደቂሱዋ/ላ tä-däqis-u-wa/la ‘it has been

slept on it’ and ተመዪቱዋ/ላ tä-mäyit-u-wa/la ‘it has been died for her’ cannot ex-

press an applied argument as a subject. The subject marker in these predicates cor-

responds with an athematic subject, i.e. a null ‘pro’ subject. Sometimes, the sub-

ject suffixes in these predicates can correspond to a cognate subject argument, as in

‘Sleep has been slept on it’ or ‘Death has been died for her’. Yet since most cognates
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are usually indefinite elements, they do not overtly appear in the active unaccusative

clause. However, in the passive clause they appear as placeholders of the subject

argument position. The original subject argument, i.e. the person that sleeps or dies,

remains unexpressed or is suppressed by the passive operation. The object verbal

suffix corresponds with the applied object. The applied object may bear a benefi-

ciary, a maleficiary or a locative semantic role depending on the semantics of the

base verb. Such clauses stylistically express sarcasm or irony. Unaccusative verbs

that code arguments with referents that have the ability to affect others, such as

ወዲቑ wädiq̄-u ‘He/it fell’ behave like unergative verbs. In the passive ተወዲቑ tä-
wädiq̄-u ‘he has been fallen upon’, the subject suffix corresponds with the applied

argument. The applied argument is perceived to undergo a state that is caused by

an agent-like argument, as in ‘ብወተሃድራት ሓደጋ ተወዲቑ b1-wätähadärat h
˙
adäga

tä-wädiq̄-u ‘he has been ambushed (attacked) by soldiers’. We propose that such

predicates be treated like unergative predicates. The mapping pattern of the applied

object of unergative applicatives is schematically shown (294b). However, passive

forms of unaccusative verbs that code non-sentient arguments, as in *ተፈሊሑ tä-
fälih

˙
-u ‘it has being boiled’7, *ተመኺኹ tä-mäk

¯
ik
¯
-u ‘it has been melted’ are not

allowed in the language. In (293) we illustrate the linking pattern of passivized

unaccusative predicates.

(293) Unaccusative impersonal passive applied predicate
V – ⟨ theme/exp ben/mal/loc/instr ⟩

[–r] [–r] [+o]
| | |

SUBJ Ø OBJθ

Tigrinya does not have an impersonal pronoun like the English it. Impersonal sub-

jects are coded through the third person masculine singular subject suffix. There-

fore, we analyze the subject suffix of these predicates as marking an impersonal

subject. It supplies the agreement values for a null ‘pro’ subject, as is the case in

pro-drop languages. Since the argument coded with the subject suffix does not cor-

respond to any of the semantically (i.e. a theme) or morphosyntactically (i.e. an

applied argument) entailed arguments of the unaccusative predicate, it is speci-

fied with the [–r] feature, a specification which is assigned to athematic arguments.

Since athematic arguments are semantically vacuous, they cannot be listed within

the argument structure together with the semantically meaningful arguments (Bres-

nan 2001:309). Thus, as the representation in (293) shows, the nature of a non-

7‘boil’ is not in the causative form, thus cannot reflect a causative reading here.
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thematic argument is signaled by representing it outside the argument structure, i.e.

outside the angled brackets. In this representation, the initial argument of the un-

accusative verb is suppressed, and since the applied object cannot be mapped to

the subject in passivization, it is given the [+o] specification so that it appears as a

restricted object OBJθ.

As was discussed in section 5.3.2, unergative applied predicates such as

ሓንቢሱላ h
˙
anbäs-u-la ‘He swam for/in/with/for her/it.F’, ኣጣቒዑላ Pat

˙
aq̄1Q-u-la

‘He clapped with/for her/it.F’, ፋጺዩላ fas
˙
äyä ‘He whistled at/with/for her/it.F’,

ሰጊዱላ sägäd-u-la ‘He bowed at her’ admit applied objects through the suffix OM2,

and since they cannot semantically lexicalize an affected applied object, they do

not allow the suffix OM1. When these predicates are passivized, as in ተሓንቢሱላ

tä-h
˙
anbäs-u-la ‘It has been swum for/in/with/for her/it.F’, ተጣቒዑላ tä-Pat

˙
aq̄1Q-u-

la ‘It has been clapped with/for her/it.F’, ተፋጺዩላ tä-fas
˙
äyä ‘It has been whistled

at/with/for her/it.F’, ተሰጊዱላ tä-sägäd-u-la ‘It has been bowed at her’, the subject

suffix codes an impersonal subject similar to the unaccusative passives we dis-

cussed above. On the other hand, the applied object is expressed through the applied

object suffix (OM2) on the passive predicate, and thus it holds the feature [+o] to

allow it to be linked with a restricted object only, whereas the initial argument of

these unergative predicates get the [–o] specification which is typical of agent-like

arguments. The following representation illustrates the mapping pattern of active

(294a) and passive (294b) unergative applied predicates.

(294) a. Mapping in unergative applied predicate

V ⟨ agent ben/mal/loc/instr ⟩
[-o] [+o]
| |

SUBJ OBJθ

b. Mapping in passive unergative applied predicate

V – ⟨ agent ben/mal/loc/instr ⟩
[–r] [–o] [+o]
| | |

SUBJ Ø OBJθ

In contrast, unergative verbs such as ስሒቑዋ/ላ s1h
˙
iq̄-u-wa/la’ ‘he laughed

at/about/with her/it/F’, ጎዩዋ/ላ goyyiy-u-wa/la ‘he ran after/for/with/on’, መጺኡዋ/ላ

mäs
˙
i P-u-wa/la ‘he came to/for her’, ብጺሑዋ/ላ bäs

˙
ih
˙
-u-wa/la ‘he arrived at/for

her/it.F’ and ከዪዱዋ/ላ kä(yä)d-u-wa/la ‘he went to/for her’ can code a patient-like
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applied argument to expresses a goal semantic role through the suffixes OM1. These

goal arguments are specified as [–r], which allows them to alternate between an

object and a subject in active and passive clauses, respectively. On the other hand,

semantic roles such as beneficiary, maleficiary, locative, instrumental and reason,

that can be applied through the suffix OM2 to these unergative verbs, cannot appear

as subjects in passive predicates. Thus, these unpassivizable roles are specified as

[+o], and they reflect the unergative pattern given in (294a). Passivizable unergative

applicatives are modeled as in (295).

(295) a. Active unergative applied predicate

V ⟨ agent goal/patient ⟩
[-o] [-r]
| |

SUBJ OBJ

b. Passive unergative applied predicate

V ⟨ agent goal/patient ⟩
[-o] [-r]
| |
Ø SUBJ

As the discussion above shows, object variability in intransitive applicatives re-

sults from the semantic property of the initial argument of the base verb and the

nature of the event that the verb codes. In other words, it is not enough to have an

agent-like argument in order to code an affected applied object. The event involved

or the action that the agent-like argument performs must also be transferrable or

transmittable to affect the applied object argument. This is reflected, for instance,

in the distinction between unergative predicates such ሳዕሲዑላ/*ዋ saQsiQ-u-la/*wa
‘he danced on/for her/it.F’ and ስሒቑዋ/ላ s1h

˙
iq̄-u-wa/la’ ‘he laughed at/about/with

her/it/F’. With the former verb the event is not transferrable, and thus the verb can-

not code an undergoer goal applied argument. Thus, the meaning *he danced at her
is blocked, whereas since in with latter verb the event is transmittable, the verb can

code an undergoer applied object to express the sense he laughed at her .
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8.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have discussed morphosyntactic properties of applied objects

with respect to various object diagnostics. We have considered some of the standard

object diagnostics, such as word order, case marking, pronominal object suffixes,

passivization, relativization and clefting to determine the grammatical status of ob-

jects in applicative double object constructions. It is assumed that the object that is

primarily implicated in these grammatical processes has the status of primary ob-

ject. After analyzing applicative clauses that result from different verb classes, how-

ever, we have found that only passivization shows a significant contrast between

objects. Word order appears to be governed by information structure constraints.

Grammatical functions are ordered according to their discourse prominence from

left to right. Switching the order of objects affects neither the grammaticality of the

clause, nor the grammatical function status of the object, but it changes the informa-

tion structure reading of the grammatical functions. When the various grammatical

functions are coded distinctly in terms of case and pronominal object suffixes, they

can leave their default position in order to render various pragmatically marked

readings. This tendency indicates that the primary and secondary grammatical sta-

tus of objects cannot be determined on the basis of their relative position with re-

spect to the verb, since verb adjacency is not a property of primary objecthood in

Tigrinya. Moreover, we have also argued that case marking and verbal affixation

of objects do not signal the primary and secondary functions of objects, although

they do confirm their core object status. Similarly, since both objects, in applicative

double object constructions can be relativized and clefted, these diagnostics cannot

help to identify primary and secondary objects in Tigrinya.

Passivization reveals that Tigrinya has both symmetrical and asymmetrical ap-

plicative constructions. Double object constructions that involve prototypical di-

transitive verbs such as give, distribute, teach and tell involve symmetrical objects.

In these constructions the two objects exhibit the morphosyntactic behavior of a

single object of a monotransitive clause. In section 8.4.1, we noted that symmet-

ric applicatives pose a problem for LMT, both the standard version developed by

Bresnan and Kanerva (1989), Bresnan and Moshi (1990), Alsina and Mchombo

(1993) and Bresnan (2001) and the extended version proposed by Kibort (2007,

2008). According to the analysis given by Bresnan and Moshi (1990), even though

in principle the two semantic roles that are associated with objects in symmetric

applicatives can be assigned a [–r] feature in order to allow them to be linked to a
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subject in passive predicates, since the assignment of two [–r] features to seman-

tic roles would violate the biuniqueness condition, this is ruled out in practice, and

instead the theme/patient semantic is assigned the [+o] on an ad hoc basis.

In her revised version Kibort (2008) suggested that syntactic specifications

should be assigned to fixed positions in the argument structure window (see (238)),

instead of to individual semantic roles. In this way, her model does not posit the

universal thematic role hierarchy as a principle in linking semantic roles to gram-

matical functions. Instead, she proposes that the argument slots in the argument

structure should be ordered according to the markedness hierarchy of grammati-

cal functions, as shown in (217). In this way, semantic roles will freely align to

grammatical functions that bear the right syntactic feature specification in a given

morphosyntactic context. Nevertheless, as we have pointed out earlier, this proposal

does not solve the issue of symmetric objects in Tigrinya ditransitive clauses. As we

can see from the assignment of the syntactic specification in (238), only one object

position gets the [–r] feature, and thus the semantic roles that correspond to objects

can be associated with this position only alternatively. Such an analysis does not

reflect the syntactic properties that objects show in symmetric applicatives. Since,

according to passivization, both object semantic roles reflect patient-like proper-

ties, it remains unclear which of the semantic roles link to which position, to [–r]

or [+o]. In Kibort’s model these semantic roles seem to be linked to either [–r] or

[+o] in an arbitrary fashion.

In this study, we do not intend to suggest a revision to the binary feature de-

composition method employed in LMT in order to accommodate symmetric ap-

plicatives. We agree with Börjars and Vincent’s (2008) observation that “Failing a

genuinely viable proposal involving different features, for the present we conclude

that the way forward is not to be found by devising new binary feature sets.” How-

ever, the different coding patterns that identify symmetrical objects can be imple-

mented by using the general constraint specifications system in LFG. The different

conditions under which objects are coded can be stated as constraints to identify

objects in symmetric applicatives. As we shall see in chapter 10, the two objects

are identified as OBJ and OBJgoal, and these are associated with the theme argu-

ment and the recipient argument, respectively. The two objects can be assigned the

affectedness property, and at the same time their distinctness can be stated through

constraints. This is possible because in XLE, the computational platform for im-

plementing LFG grammars, enables complex interaction of constraints declared at

different levels of the grammar. In this way, we can state that OBJgoal is associated
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with a passivizable argument via a lexical rule, and at the same time retaining its

semantic contentfulness. Therefore, in our analysis, we do not assume that OBJgoal

is an instance of OBJθ. We wish to propose a third category of object that does not

reflect semantic affectedness, and therefore does not passivize. This object category

is identified as OBJappl.

The second type of applicative construction codes asymmetric objects. In these

constructions, only one object, i.e. the base object, exhibits the morphosyntactic

property of the single object of a monotransitive clause. This type of asymmetry is

uncommon, since what is expected is that the applied object has a primary object

property, whereas in Tigrinya it reflects a secondary object property. The applied

object can bear a beneficiary, a locative, a goal, a source or an instrumental seman-

tic role. These semantic roles will never be associated with the subject in passive

clauses. Therefore, according to pronominal marking, the applied object would be

considered the primary object in these applicative types, but because these cannot

be passivized we consider them to be linked to a restricted object (OBJθ). Based

on these observations, we have argued that pronominal object marking in Tigrinya

indicates the topical status of objects, rather than identifying them as primary or

secondary objects. The fact that the applied object is cross-referenced on the verb

demonstrate that it functions as a core object, and thus cannot be analyzed as an

oblique. The only diagnostic that consistently indicates the affectedness of objects

is passivization, and with respect to this, only the theme argument assumes a pri-

mary object function. Therefore, we propose that in Tigrinya the applied object of

asymmetric applicative clauses is analyzed as a restricted object.





CHAPTER 9

Object topicality and DOM in

Tigrinya

9.1 Introduction

In chapter 6 we observed that applicatively expressed discourse participants possess

a higher degree of salience than their obliquely expressed counterparts. In this chap-

ter, we will elaborate on the discourse properties of applied arguments discussed in

(Nazareth 2007). We will discuss applicative coding in relation to Differential Ob-

ject Marking (DOM) Nazareth (2008). We maintain that the criteria that determine

DOM in monotransitive clauses also determine object marking in double object

and applicative clauses. In Tigrinya when a double object clause involves two def-

inite objects that display similar affectedness properties, either of the objects can

be indexed on the verb depending on which participant is topical in the discourse

context. In applicative clauses formed out of transitive bases applied objects are

prioritized for verbal indexation since they correspond to salient referents in the

discourse. This behavior indicates that DOM is motivated by discourse salience.

We will adopt the theory of DOM and information structure proposed by Dal-

rymple and Nikolaeva (2005, 2007, 2011) in order to account for the topicality of

objects in double object and applicative clauses. Dalrymple and Nikolaeva maintain

that there is a correlation between grammatical functions and information structure

roles. Based on their observation of data from Ostyak and Chatino, they argue that

303
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topical objects assume primary object (OBJ) status, whereas the non-topical (focus)

objects are associated with secondary objects (OBJθ). However, Tigrinya appears to

be different from these languages in the way grammatical functions are associated

with a topic role in information structure. As was illustrated in 8.3.2, in asymmet-

rical applicative constructions, applied objects do not reflect primary patient-like

properties, but they are prioritized for verbal indexation since they correspond to

most salient discourse participants.

This chapter will be organized in the following way. In section 9.2 the concept

of DOM will be presented, and it will be illustrated by examples from different lan-

guages. In section 9.3 we will discuss factors that are assumed to motivate DOM.

In section 9.4 we will show the pattern of alignment between marked objects and

topic information structure roles in clauses that involve ditransitive, transitive and

intransitive base verbs. Finally, in section 9.5 we will give some concluding re-

marks.

9.2 Differential Object Marking

Differential Object Marking is a designation given to the phenomenon where ob-

jects are variably marked (Comrie 1979, Khan 1984, Bossong 1985, 1991, Croft

1988, Aissen 2003, Næss 2004). The term was first used by Bossong (1985) in his

investigation of the phenomenon in Romance and Semitic languages. However, the

phenomenon itself had been discussed previously in relation to a wide range of un-

related languages long before Bossong. For example, it was noted by Gair (1970) in

reference to Sinhalese (in which only animate objects are case marked), by Comrie

(1977) in reference to Uralic languages, by Givón (1978) in reference to Hebrew (in

which only definite objects are obligatorily case marked), by Farkas (1978) in ref-

erence to Romanian (in which only pronouns and proper nouns referring to animate

entities acquire case marking), and by Khan (1984) in reference to several Semitic

languages which employ case marking and/or pronominal indexation to mark dis-

course prominent objects which may correspond to animate, definite or specific

referents depending on individual languages. Khan notes that in Amharic, a lan-

guage closely related to Tigrinya, definiteness and discourse prominence trigger

case and pronominal marking in direct objects. Morimoto (2002) observes that in

Bantu languages animacy and definiteness/specificity determine pronominal mark-

ing of objects.

Some studies indicate that the motivation for DOM goes beyond the mere mark-
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ing of the semantic features humanness, animacy, definiteness or specificity. For

instance, Khan (1984:470) observes that object markers in Semitic languages are

conditioned not only by the inherent individuation or salience status of the nominals

that code object referents, but also by the discourse status of the clause that contains

them. Dalrymple and Nikolaeva (2005, 2011) express a similar view in a recent

study that proposes an information structure approach to DOM. They maintain that

marked objects are associated with the information structure role of topic and un-

marked objects with non-topic (2011:14). Most of the time, the semantic features

(animacy, definiteness, and specificity) that are associated with marked objects tend

to characterize topic objects as well. Languages may employ case marking and/or

pronominal indexation to code objects with such semantic features. Below we give

examples from languages that employ either case marking, pronominal indexation,

or both strategies for DOM. The Turkish example (296) shows that a noun phrase

bears an accusative case marker -u when referring to a definite object (296a), and

is unmarked when referring to an indefinite object (296b).

(296) Turkish: accusative case with definite objects (Comrie 1989:132)

a. definite object

Hasan
Hasan

öküz-ü
ox-Acc

aldi
bought

‘Hasan bought the ox.’

b. indefinite object

Hasan
Hasan

bir
a

öküz
ox

aldi
bought

‘Hasan bought an ox.’

The Swahili example in (297) illustrates that an animate object triggers pronom-

inal indexation on the verb (297a), while an inanimate object does not produce such

an effect (297b).

(297) Swahili: Verbal indexation with animate objects (Vitale 1981:123-124)

a. animate object

Juma
Juma

a-li-m-piga
SM-PAST-OM-hit

risasi
bullet

tembo
elephant

jana
yesterday

usiku.
night

‘Juma shot an/the elephant last night.’
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b. inanimate object
risasi
bullet

i-li-piga
SM-PAST-hit

mti
tree

karibu
near

na
us

sisi.

‘The bullet struck the tree near us.’

Amharic employs both case marking and pronominal indexation to mark def-

inite objects. Amberber (2005) notes that the accusative case is obligatory with

definite objects, but the object pronominal marker is optional.

(298) Amharic: case and pronominal indexation with definite objects Amberber
(2005:298-299)

a. definite object
lämma
Lemma

t
˙
ärmus-u-n

bottle-DEF-ACC
säbbär-ä(-w)
Perf.break-SM.3MSg(-OM.3MSg)

‘Lemma broke the bottle.’

b. indefinite object
lämma
Lemma

Pand
one

t
˙
ärmus

bottle
säbbär-ä
Perf.break-SM-3MSg

‘Lemma broke one/a bottle.’

Khan (1984:472) gives a slightly different account of case marking in Amharic.

In the Biblical texts he analyzed, he notes that case marking is obligatory only

when the noun phrase is formally determined and is associated with textually and

discourse prominent referents. Further, it occurs more frequently with human ref-

erents than with non-prominent inanimate referents. Moreover, he observes that,

in Amharic, verbal indexation is optional with non-finite verbs (e.g. gerundive or

converbs), but it is obligatory with ‘peak’ verbs.1

In Tigrinya DOM is determined by definiteness/specificity. Pronominal index-

ation and case marking can occur simultaneously as in Amharic. In (299a) the defi-

nite object is case marked n-, and also indexed on the verb -to, whereas the indefinite

object is unmarked (299b).

(299) Tigrinya: case marking and verbal indexation

a. definite object
እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ላም
lam
cow.FSg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ብዕራይ
b1Qray
bull.MSg

1Peak verbs are described as finite verbs that express the culmination of events or actions, or close

a chain of events or actions in a clause (Khan 1984:484).
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ርእያቶ።
r1Py-a-to.
perfS.see-SM.3FSg-OM1.3MSg
‘The cow saw the bull.’

b. indefinite object
እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ላም
lam
cow.FSg

ብዕራይ
b1Q1ray
bull.MSg

ርእያ።
r1P1y-a.
perfS.see-SM.3FSg

‘The cow saw a bull.’

In some constructions, including the possessive and experiencer verb construc-

tions, the case maker (objective case) becomes optional, as was discussed earlier

(see 4.4.6, and p. 383 and 385 in section 10.6.3). In these constructions the object

obligatorily appears in clause initial position. In Tigrinya this tendency is observed

when the object referent is more semantically prominent than the subject referent,

and when the subject is athematic and the object is the only referential and salient

entity. This tendency is similar to the object-subject reversal construction that Mo-

rimoto (2009) identifies in Kinyarwanda and Kirundi.

Most previous studies discuss DOM in connection with case marking. More-

over, they treat it with reference to the direct or accusative object of a monotran-

sitive clause (Comrie 1979, Khan 1984, Bossong 1985, Croft 1988, Aissen 2003,

Næss 2004). Dalrymple and Nikolaeva’s (2011) approach is exceptional because

their investigation of this phenomenon also covers objects in double object and

applicative clauses, and includes case-marking and verbal indexation.

9.3 The function of DOM

In functional typological literature there are alternative views concerning the func-

tion of DOM. Some propose that DOM has a discriminatory function which is mo-

tivated by the need to distinguish between an object and a subject, for example,

when an object reflects prominence properties (animacy/definiteness) that are not

typical of an object, but are inherently present in a subject (Van Valin 1992). Others

assume that DOM via case marking has an indexing or coding function that aims to

indicate a property that the marked object possesses, and the unmarked object lacks.

However, these views have little to say about the function of DOM manifested via

pronominal indexation or through both case marking and pronominal indexation.

In functional typological research it is assumed that DOM, especially when it

involves case-marking, has a discriminatory function in the sense that it serves to
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mark object arguments with semantic properties (e.g. animacy and definiteness)

which are typical of subjects (Comrie 1975, 1977, 1979, 1989, Silverstein 1976,

1981, Aissen 2003). Normally, in a default clause where subjects and objects are

unmarked, subjects are associated with arguments that are high in prominence fea-

tures, whereas objects are associated with arguments that are low in prominence

features. According to this view, DOM signals a deviation from the norm or from

the prototype. In line with this perspective, Aissen (2003) formulates an optimality

theory model to capture the markedness pattern that characterizes this phenomenon.

Her analysis predicts the relative markedness of objects based on the degree of

prominence on the dimensions of animacy and definiteness (300).

(300) a. Animacy Scale (Aissen 2003:442)

Human > Animate > Inanimate

b. Definiteness Scale (Aissen 2003:444)

Pronoun > Name > Definite > Indefinite Specific > NonSpecific

These animacy and definiteness scales indicate that the higher a direct object

occurs in the hierarchy, the more likely it is to be case marked. Here, the emphasis is

on the correlation between grammatical functions and the semantic conditions that

induce grammatical marking. Aissen characterizes the type of relationship where

subjects are likely to be high in prominence and objects are low as “markedness

reversal”. It denotes that the semantic features that are marked for subjects are un-

marked for objects, and vice versa. The relative markedness of grammatical func-

tions is expressed through “harmonic alignment” of the relational hierarchy (given

in 300) either on the animacy or the definiteness dimension. For example, the har-

monic alignment for the definiteness features (300b) is schematized in (301).

(301) Aissen (2003:445)

*Su/Pron
*Obj/Non-spec

>>
>>

*Su/Name
*Obj/Def-Spec

>>
>>

*Su/Def-Spec
*Obj/Name

>>
>>

*Su/Non-spec
*Obj/Pron

In the harmonic alignment, each element in the hierarchy of grammatical func-

tions is associated with each element in the hierarchy of animacy/definiteness to

generate sub-hierarchies which express the relative markedness of each such asso-

ciation. Thus, the double arrows represent the harmonization/association of the two

dimensions on the basis of which the sub-hierarchies are generated. The asterisks

indicate markedness constraints. For instance, in this harmonic alignment the most
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highly ranked constraints ban pronominal subjects and nonspecific objects from be-

ing overtly marked, for example, for morphological case. This diagram shows that

subjects positioned on the left-most edge of the hierarchy are more marked than

those at the right-most edge, while the opposite holds for objects. The main point

behind such a representation of DOM is to underline the function of grammatical

marking, i.e. in order to differentiate subjects from objects. Consequently, since

definite objects are functionally similar to subjects in terms of prominence, they

carry grammatical marking that contrasts them with subjects.

Næss (2004:1190) argues that Aissen’s analysis of DOM in terms of marked-

ness reversal contradicts the established notion of transitivity, as well as some basic

assumptions of markedness theory. Næss (2004, 2007) proposes a notion of tran-

sitivity consistent with that maintained by Hopper and Thompson (1980) which

was also discussed earlier in this work (see p. 141, chapter 5.2). According to this

view a prototypical transitive clause is one which involves a highly affected ob-

ject, and unlike the analysis given by functional typologists, this is considered as

the prototypical object. Næss (2004:1191) considers this notion of transitivity as

crucial to the definition of direct objects which are regarded as being affected by a

verbal action. Following Hopper and Thompson, she argues that there is a correla-

tion between affectedness and individuation, as an action can be transferred more

effectively to an individuated referent than to a non-individuated one. The reason

that animate, definite or specific objects tend to attract grammatical marking is that

these have highly individuated referents, and thus are highly affected.

However, Næss recognizes that regarding marked objects as prototypical ob-

jects in turn conflicts with standard markedness theory (2004:1192). In order to

settle this conflict she proposes that DOM should be regarded as marking affect-

edness by involvement in the verbal event, and not individuation as manifested by

definiteness or animacy (2004:1202). Næss claims that Aissen’s theory of marked-

ness reversal applies only when participants are defined in relation to the verbal

event (2004:1210). According to Næss, the properties that characterize the relation

of the unmarked subject and the unmarked object in a prototypical transitive con-

struction are the following: an unmarked subject is controlling and non-affected

and an unmarked object is affected and non-controlling. She states that a devia-

tion from this pattern is reflected in the formal coding, for example, manifested by

DOM. Næss further assumes that affectedness is the basic property of unmarked

objects by virtue of their involvement in the verbal event.

Therefore, in our view the kind of affectedness property that DOM is signal-
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ing in marked objects has to be different from that of basic affectedness. If the

unmarked object is considered as being affected without implying that it lacks se-

mantic properties such as animacy and definiteness, it means that objects are inher-

ently perceived as being affected because of the transitive entailment of the verb.

Consequently, DOM cannot be taken as indicating variation in object affectedness.

On the other hand, if we consider affectedness as a matter of degree or gradience, it

would mean that affected unmarked objects are less affected than marked affected

objects. Næss seems to imply this, since she assumes that formal marking does

not imply functional marking (e.g. definiteness), and thus formally marked objects

are highly affected/individuated prototypical objects. The manifestation of DOM in

Tigrinya suggests the need to distinguish between inherent affectedness and indi-

viduation. Let us consider the contrast between the formally unmarked and marked

object in Tigrinya (302).

(302) a. ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money

ወዲአ።
wädiP-ä
Perf-finish-SM.1Sg

‘I ran out of money./Lit. I finished money.’

b. እቲ/ነቲ
P1t-i/n-ät-i
Det-3MSg/Obj-Det-3MSg

(ዝሃብካኒ)
(z1-hab-ka-nni)
(Rel.perfH.give-SM.2MSg-OM1.1Sg)

ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money

ወዲአዮ።
wädiP-ä-yo
Perf-finish-SM.1Sg-OM1.3MSg

‘I finished/used up the money (which you gave me).’

The transitive clause in (302a) codes two participants, the pronominally ex-

pressed first person subject and the object argument gänzäb ‘money’. The object

argument is understood as affected by the verbal action since the money that the

speaker owned before is no longer available to him/her. The speaker is not inform-

ing the addressee about some specific money that he/she identifies from earlier

discourse. Thus, it is a kind of generic expression. However, the clause with the

marked object (302b) is about some certain money that the addressee can identify.

The relative clause modification makes the identifiability of the object referent to

the addressee even more explicit. The verb wädiPä ‘he finished’ cannot express a

partitive or partial affectedness reading (in the sense that the money is not all used

up). The partitive reading is incompatible with the meaning denoted in this verb.

Therefore, the objects cannot be contrasted in terms of affectedness to say that the
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unmarked object (302a) is affected, but the marked object is even more highly af-

fected (302b). The difference that DOM is indicating is the relative salience in terms

of object individuation in the discourse context, but also, interestingly, the objective

case marker become optional with the relativized object, which signals its greater

discourse salience in this clause.

We noted in chapters 4.4.5 (page 288) and 8.3.3 that Tigrinya expresses partial-

affectedness by means of the suffix OM2 when the semantics of the verb is com-

patible with the partitive reading. Usually this reading is possible with verbs that

allow allative semantics; for example, ወሲዱሉ wäsid-u-lu ‘he took from it/him’ in

contrast to ወሲዱዎ wäsid-u-wo ‘he took it/him’, በሊዑሉ bäliQu-lu ‘he ate from it’

in contrast to በሊዑዎ bäliQu-wo ‘he ate it’, and ሰትዩሉ säty-u-lu ‘he drank from it’

in contrast to ሰትዩዎ sätiy-u-wo ‘he drank it’. This constraint is illustrated in (303).

(303) a. ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money

ወሲዱሉ።
wäsid-u-lu
Perf.finish-SM.1Sg-OM2.3MSg

‘I took from the money.’

b. ነቲ
nät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

(ዝሃብካኒ)
(z1-hab-ka-nni)
(Rel.PerfH.give-SM.2MSg-OM1.1Sg)

ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money

ወሲዱዎ።
wäsidu-u-wo
Perf-finish-SM.1Sg

‘I took the money (which you gave me).’

Therefore, in Tigrinya degree of affectedness is expressed by means of the two

types of verbal suffix forms, rather than through the contrast between the unmarked

and the marked forms. The object indexed through OM1 is perceived to be more af-

fected than the one indexed through OM2. The phenomenon of marking partial vs.

total affectedness by means of different markers is not unique to Tigrinya. Çetinoǧlu

and Butt (2008) discuss a type of differential coding in Turkish which resembles

the degree of affectedness expressed by the two suffix forms in Tigrinya. In Turk-

ish objects of psych verbs marked with dative case express partial affectedness,

and objects of verbs of consumption marked with the ablative case express high

affectedness.

Functional typology studies suggest an alternative interpretation of DOM which

considers case marking as an indexing/coding function. Case markers are taken to

be coding a specific semantic reading of an argument. According to De Hoop and
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Narasimhan (2005) this applies to both inherent case (prepositional) markers and

structural case (nominal) markers. They say, for example, that the dative case tends

to mark goal and experiencer arguments, the ergative marks volitional or control-

ling arguments, and the accusative marks patient arguments. According to Hopper

and Thompson (1980), DOM featured by case marking signals individuation or high

transitivity property. However, De Hoop and Narasimhan (2005:323) also note that

case marking plays both roles (i.e. discriminatory and indexing) in many languages.

Based on this observation, they propose an argument strength model which inte-

grates both functions. Argument strength distinguishes between strong arguments

and their weak counterparts, and it is measured by discourse prominence. In their

view, differential marking involves strong arguments, i.e. subjects and objects.

Most literature that proposes these alternative functions as motivations for

DOM do not elaborate on the role of pronominal marking, which is also a cross-

linguistically attested strategy for DOM. In addition, these notions are formulated

based on the relative markedness of the subject and the object, and say little about

the relations between objects in multiple object constructions. Since some lan-

guages employ case marking while others alternatively employ pronominal index-

ation in DOM, these may be viewed as alternative strategies.2 However, it is also

widely observed that some languages employ both case marking and pronominal

indexation in this phenomenon. Indeed, Tigrinya is one of them. These two strate-

gies should not be regarded as having an overlapping function, in the sense that they

are doubly marking a single feature, for as we have seen, Tigrinya data manifest an

interesting interdependence between the two markers. Furthermore, the different

patterns that arise from the absence and presence of case marking and pronominal

indexation encode different grammatical properties.3

Dalrymple and Nikolaeva (2011:14) argue that the various criteria, such as se-

mantic features (humanness, animacy, definiteness, specificity) or discourse promi-

nence (as manifested by individuation), that are proposed as motivations for gram-

matical marking could not explain the cross-linguistic variations manifested in

DOM since previous studies considered a limited set of features. They claim that

the information structure approach they propose can account for most of the vari-

ations that previously examined features cannot adequately account for. In their

2Nichols (1986), for example, discusses dependent marking (case) and headmarking (verbal in-

dexation) as alternative strategies.
3For a detailed discussion on the interdependence of case marking and pronominal indexation in

Tigrinya, refer to chapter 8.3.1, and Nazareth (2007, 2008).
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view, DOM indicates variation in information structure which concerns topic ob-

jects. They also maintain that DOM has a different functional motivation than what

has been proposed by functional typological studies. According to Dalrymple and

Nikolaeva (2011:15), “DOM was originally motivated by the need to highlight

similarities between subjects and topical objects, which tend to be grammatically

marked, as opposed to nontopical objects.” Hence, they assert that DOM codes a

property which is common to subjects and to some objects, but less common to

noncore grammatical functions.

Similarly, based on his observation of Tukang Besi, an Austronesian language

of central Indonesia, Donohue (2001:236) argues that the function of the applica-

tive morpheme is to indicate that the argument it refers to has greater discourse

salience or topic continuity than otherwise would be expected of it in a neutral

discourse context. He observes a significant interaction between applicativization

and relativization that supports the core status as well as the topic status of applied

objects. He states that in order to topicalize an oblique argument by means of a

relative clause, that argument must assume core object status by means of the ap-

plicative process (Donohue 1996:160). As was discussed in chapters 6 and 8.3, a

similar tendency is observed in the Tigrinya applicative construction. An argument

that is normally associated with a non-core grammatical function, is coded as an ap-

plied object through verbal indexation and objective case when it corresponds to a

discourse salient referent. Moreover, only applicatively coded peripheral semantic

roles have access to relativization, as the relativization test we employed in chapter

8.2.3 shows.

In the following section we will discuss the relatedness of information structure

roles and DOM.

9.3.1 Information structure roles: topic and focus

Halliday (1967:199) uses the label information structure as a definitional element of

theme. He defines theme as the discourse component of grammar concerned with

the information structure of the clause. Lambrecht (1998:2) uses the term infor-
mation structure in his influential book entitled Information structure and semantic
form: Topic, focus and the mental representations of discourse. Lambrecht remarks

that this term (as opposed to other rubrics such as “theme”, “information pack-

aging” (Chafe 1976) and “discourse pragmatics” (Vallduv́ı 1992)) emphasizes the

structural/formal characteristics of the discourse/pragmatic analysis. He defines in-

formation structure as:
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That component of sentence grammar in which propositions as con-

ceptual representations of states of affairs are paired with lexicogram-

matical structures in accordance with the mental states of interlocutors

who use and interpret these structures as units of information in given

discourse contexts. (Lambrecht 1998:5)

Information structure is a formal/structural representation of the pattern of propo-

sitions in a clause. According to Lambrecht (1998:6), speakers organize the mes-

sage of their utterance into components, namely: (i) presupposition and assertion,

the portions of propositions which represent what is already familiar and known to

the addressee, and what is not familiar and known; (ii) identifiability and activation,

the assumptions that the speaker maintains at the time of utterance about the men-

tal representation of discourse referent in the addressee’s mind; and (iii) topic and
focus, the speaker’s evaluation of what is predictable or unpredictable concerning

the relations between propositions and their elements in a given discourse. These

different units of information structure are related to each other. Presupposition and

assertion correspond to old information and new information, respectively, which

in turn is related to topic and focus.

Lambrecht (1998:118) defines topic as the entity that the proposition expressed

in an utterance is about. According to him, this definition is related to the defini-

tion of the subject in traditional grammar in the sense that the aboutness that relates

an entity to a proposition has been regarded as a property of the subject. Nonethe-

less, he maintains that the two concepts, topic and subject, do not always converge.

Grammatical subjects may not always correspond to topics, and vice versa. He

argues that syntactic arguments other than the subject can assume the role of a

topic, and a clause can also code several topics (Lambrecht 1998:146). Lambrecht

(1998:206) defines focus as the element coinciding with new information which is

added to the pragmatic presupposition. He argues against the notion of focus given

by Chafe (1976), who considers focus as a complement of topic or new information

about the topic. According to Lambrecht, sentences always convey new informa-

tion, i.e. they must always have a focus, but the new information cannot always

be about a topic, since sentences do not necessarily code a topic. Therefore, focus

must be regarded independently of topic.

Dalrymple and Nikolaeva (2011:45) describe information structure as the main

function of language, which aims to facilitate exchange of information or communi-

cation. Speakers structure their utterances in a discourse situation according to what

they perceive as the addressee’s current state of knowledge. The speaker’s evalua-
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tion of information according to what is already known to the addressee (old knowl-

edge), and what is novelty (new knowledge) is linguistically indicated. Dalrymple

and Nikolaeva (2011:45) state that “ [...] propositions can receive different formal

expression (are packaged) in accordance with what the speaker assumes to be old

or new information for the addressee”. According to Lambrecht (1998:6), clause

constituents that convey information structure roles tend to be formally marked for

this function; for example, by the position they hold in a clause, morphological in-

flections (case, verbal indexation) or prosody. Similarly, Dalrymple and Nikolaeva

(2011:45) maintain that DOM is a formal coding of the information structure role

that corresponds to a topic object. According to them, even though differentially

coded objects tend to correspond to prominent or salient referents (such semantic

features as animate, definite or specific), such properties alone do not grant them

topic status.

Nikolaeva (2001:26) designates the information structure role pertaining to the

object as a secondary topic in order to distinguish it from the information structure

role designated as a primary topic that may be assumed by the subject in a clause that

realizes both. Nikolaeva defines secondary topic as “an entity such that the utter-

ance is construed to be ABOUT the relationship between it and the primary topic”.

As this definition implies, the realization of the secondary topic depends on the ex-

istence of a primary topic. Dalrymple and Nikolaeva do not assume, however, that

primary topic and secondary topic are ordered with respect to each other in terms

of salience. The classification as primary topic and secondary topic may be well mo-

tivated in discourse situations where there are two topical elements: one associated

with a subject and another with the object; however, these categories cannot neatly

describe the discourse situation where there is only one topic which corresponds to

the object. For example, Tigrinya applicative clauses with intransitive verbs code

the applied object as the only salient entity in the discourse. In such as clause the

object corresponds to the primary topic role. It is beyond the scope of this thesis

to provide a thorough discussion of information structure roles. Our aim is rather

to provide a preliminary discussion of objects and the information structure roles

with which they may be associated.

A vast body of research predicts a correlation between grammatical agreement

and discourse functions (Givón 1976, Rude 1986, Bresnan and Mchombo 1987,

Comrie 2003, Morimoto 2009). Givón’s (1976) typological study has proven to

be particularly influential. Givón systematically explained various diachronic data

and demonstrated that agreement markers evolved from topic pronouns to clitic
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pronouns and finally to redundant agreement markers. Following Givón, Bresnan

and Mchombo (1987) propose a “theory of agreement” in order to account for the

function of subject and object verbal markers in Chicheŵa within the framework of

LFG. Their approach has influenced a wide body of research in LFG. Bresnan and

Mchombo’s study of Chicheŵa subject and object verbal markers does not directly

address DOM, but since their aim is to account for the distribution of grammati-

cal agreement and pronominal incorporation, their work has some relevance to the

discussion of DOM, on the one hand, and information structure roles, on the other.

Bresnan and Mchombo convincingly demonstrate that subject pronominal affixes

are ambiguous markers of grammatical and anaphoric agreement, whereas object

pronominal suffixes are only topic/anaphoric markers. In Chicheŵa, subject ver-

bal affixes are obligatory and the subject nominal may not always be present in the

clause. On the other hand, object verbal affixes only occur under certain conditions.

When the verb does not bear an agreement marker for the object, the object nominal

must be present in the clause. The object nominal becomes optional in the presence

of object pronominal affixes. Therefore, the discourse function that they assume for

the pronominally marked object resembles the information structure role assumed

by the differentially marked object.

9.3.2 Verbal indexation: agreement vs. anaphoric marking

Givón (1976:149) argues that agreement and anaphoric marking are essentially the

same process and that they cannot be distinguished either diachronically or syn-

chronically. His proposal regarding the differences between the pronominal and

nominal structure found in the imperfective and perfective verb conjugation systems

in Semitic languages has been influential in Semitic studies. Tigrinya, like other

Semitic languages, has two types of verb conjugation system: the imperfective and

the perfective (see chapter 2.4.1). The imperfective verb conjugation is known as a

prefix system even though it displays partial agreement specification as a prefix and

partial specification as a suffix. However, in the perfective verb form the subject

pronominal marker is a suffix. This is illustrated in Table 9.1.

As these examples show, the person, gender and number markers in the perfec-

tive historic and perfective simple forms are all suffixes. On the other hand, in the

imperfective forms the person marker is a prefix and the gender-number markers

are suffixes. The suffix morphemes in the perfective simple forms, and partially

in the perfective historic and imperfective forms are similar to the agreement mor-

phemes found in independent person pronouns. For example, -u in ንሱ n1s-u ‘he’,
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Perfective Imperfective
Values Perf. Historic Perf. Simple
3MSg ሰበረ ሰቢሩ ይሰብር

säbär-ä säbir-u y1-säbbär
PerfH.break-SM.3MSg PerfS.break-SM.3MSg Imperf.3-break.SM.MSg

3MPl ሰበሩ ሰቢሮም ይሰብሩ
säbär-u säbir-om y1-säbb1r-u
PerfH.break-SM.3MPl PerfS.break-SM.3MPl Imperf.3-break-SM.MPl

Table 9.1: Prefix and suffix subject markers

and -om in ንሳቶም -n1sat-om ‘them (M)’ code the same values in perfective sim-

ple verbs indicating their etymological relationship to independent pronouns. How-

ever, -u marks third person plural subjects in perfective historic and imperfective

verb forms as well. This indicates that agreement morphemes in these verb forms

are incompatible with the agreement morphemes in independent personal pronouns

(See chapter 2.3.2 for a complete list of agreement morphemes in pronouns).

Furthermore, there is a close resemblance between object verbal suffixes and

agreement morphemes in independent pronouns (see Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 in

section 4.3 for a complete list of the object suffixes OM1 and OM2, respectively).

Object pronominal marks are suffixes, including in the imperfective verb forms.

The comparability can be observed from the forms given in Table 9.2.4

Perfective Imperfective
Perf. Historic Perf. Simple
ሰበሮ ሰቢሩዎ ይሰብሮ
säbärä-o säbir-u-wo y1-säbbär-o
PerfH.break.SM.3MSg -OM1.3MSg PerfS.break-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg Imperf.3-break.SM.MSg-OM3MSg
ሰበሩዎም ሰቢሮምዎም ይሰብሩዎም
säbär-u-wom säbir-om-wom y1-säbbär-u-wom
PerfH.break-SM.3MPl-OM1.3MPl PerfS.break-SM.3MPl-OM1.3MPl Imperf.3-break-SM.MPl-OM1.3MPl

Table 9.2: Suffix object markers

Similarly, the second set of pronominal suffixes (OM2) bears the same agree-

ment morpheme as the OM1 forms (See Table 4.2 in chapter 4.3). In addition to

agreement morphemes, OM2 is marked with the prepositional particle -l- which to-

gether with the agreement morphemes, constitute the OM2 form. This particle is

etymologically related to dative personal pronouns which are evident in Semitic

languages such as Tigre and Ge’ez. For example, the marker -la in säbirä-u-la “he

broke (something) for/on her’, which codes a beneficiary or an adversely affected

4In some of the forms epenthetic segments such as -w- appear between the subject and the object

pronominal suffixes; these are motivated by syllabic constraints on word formation in Tigrinya.
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object, can be identified in the Tigre feminine singular third person pronoun P1g-
l-a ‘to her (dative)’ which, in turn, is formed out of the dative preposition P1g-l-
‘to/for/in order to’ and the pronominal suffix -a ‘3FSg’.

The morphological similarity between independent pronouns and object

pronominal affixes in Tigrinya seems to support Givón’s claim that pronominal

affixes evolved from topic pronouns/anaphoric pronouns to agreement markers. It

is beyond the scope of this thesis to outline the historical development of agreement

markers in Tigrinya. Suffice it to say that the conjugation systems in the two per-

fective verb forms, as well as that of the imperfective verb form, reflect different

grammaticalization processes in Tigrinya.

Bresnan and Mchombo (1987) argue that the fact that anaphorically linked ar-

guments and pronominal affixes in a discourse are required to show gender, num-

ber and person agreement indicates the anaphoric function of pronominal affixes.

In languages like Tigrinya, object pronominal markers are triggered by semantic

features such as definiteness or specificity which are also properties of salient or in-

dividuated object referents. In accordance with Bresnan and Mchombo’s proposal,

the object verbal marker should be assumed to be a topic marker rather than a gram-

matical agreement marker. On the other hand, the subject marker is obligatory, and

it can correspond to a non-referential and non-topical subject. For example, Lam-

brecht (1998:137) argues that in a context where the whole predicate is focused, the

subject is not a topic since the whole proposition is covered by the focus discourse

function. The subject marker functions as an anaphoric marker when it corresponds

to topical subject NPs in a discourse. We will illustrate this by way of examples

from a real discourse context as in (304).

(304) a. ኣብ
Pab1

Loc

ማዕዶ፡
maQ1do
distance

ሓደ
h
˙
adä

one.MSg

ምትሃት
m1t1hat1
ghost

ዚመስል
z-i-mäs1l1
Rel-Imperf.SM.3-resemble.SM.MSg

ጻዕዳ
s
˙
aQ1da

white.Sg

ነገር
nägär1
thing.Sg

ረኣኹ።
räPa-k

¯
u

PerfH.see.SM.1Sg

‘At a distance, I saw a white thing which resembled a ghost.’

b. ናባይ
nab-ay1

to-Pro.1Sg

ምስ
m1s1

when

ቀረበ
qäräbä

PerfH.near-SM.3MSg

ግን፡
g1n1

but

ጀለብያ
ǧäläb1ya
djellaba

ዝለበሰ
z1-läbäs-ä
Rel-PerfH.wear-SM.3MSg

ቆልዓ
qol1Qa
child.Sg

ምኻኑ
m1-k

¯
an-u

VN-be-Poss.3MSg

ተገንዘብኩ።
tä-gän1zäb1-ku
PerfH.realize-SM.1Sg

‘But when it neared me, I realized that it was a child who wore a djellaba

(robe).’
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(Source: Hadas Ertra 2007, Issue 17, no.13)

In this discourse, the antecedent of the referent coded via the subject verbal

suffix (SM.1Sg) that the verbs räPa-k
¯
u ‘I saw’ and tä-gän1zäb1-ku ‘I realized’ bear

is not overtly realized. The referent can only be recovered from the discourse con-

text. Since the text is a narrative discourse and is told in the first person, the speaker

is backgrounded in the discourse, and is therefore coded through the incorporated

pronoun. Thus, the pronominal suffix has an anaphoric function here.

The evidence that Bresnan and Mchombo (1987:652) take to support their argu-

ment for the anaphoric function of pronominal affixes is ‘locality’. They state that in

order “to satisfy the completeness and coherence conditions [such] argument func-

tions (SUBJ, OBJ, etc.) must be expressed syntactically within the phrase structures

headed by the predicator, or expressed morphologically on the head itself, or else

remain unexpressed”. Morphologically expressed argument functions are anaphor-

ically or functionally controlled by structures outside the clause that contains the

predicator that bears affixes for them. They stress that only anaphoric agreement

relations can be non-local to the agreeing predicator. Under these conditions, then,

the subject pronominal suffix (SM.1Sg) in the first sentence (304a) functions as

an anaphor or a topic marker since it agrees with an argument which is not locally

present in the same clause.

In the same sentence (304a), the object argument is new information in this

discourse context. The numeral h
˙
adä ‘one.M’ introduces an indefinite object, and

the verb does not bear a suffix for it. The object is required to be in the same clause as

the predicator and assumes a focus discourse function. The second sentence (304b)

consists of a dependent and an independent clause which are demarcated by the

sentence adverbial ‘but/however’. The dependent and independent clauses denote

old and new information, respectively. The verb ‘near-SM.3MSg’ in the dependent

clause contains a subject incorporated pronoun which corresponds to the object

antecedent h
˙
adä m1t1hat1 z-i-mäs1l1 s

˙
aQ1da nägär1- ‘a white thing which resembles

a ghost’, which is mentioned in the previous discourse (304a). The independent

clause on the other hand, adds new information about the object ǧäläb1ya z1-läbäs-
ä qol1Qa m1-k

¯
an-u ‘that it was a child who wore a djellaba’, and thus the main verb

‘PerfH.realize-SM.1Sg’ does not bear an object suffix, it only contains a subject suffix

which refers to the narrator. The object of the main clause is coded as a subject via

the subject suffix on the relative verb. Therefore, as is illustrated in these examples,

the subject and the object pronominal affixes have an anaphoric function, and link

to topic NPs or even to another incorporated pronoun in a discourse.
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The subject pronominal affixes can also function as grammatical agreement

markers. In Tigrinya, applicative constructions which involve psych verbs code

non-referential subjects through the subject verbal affix. When there is an overt

subject phrase in the clause, the construction shows a subject-object reversal word

order pattern, i.e. O(S)V, where the salient object is obligatorily preposed before a

non-referential/athematic subject, as in (305).

(305) a. ሕጂ፡
h
˙
1ǧi

now

(ኣነ/ንዓይ)
(Panä/n1-Qay1)
(Pro.1Sg/Obj-Pro.1Sg)

ደኹሙኒ
däk

¯
im-u-ni

PerfS.tire-SM.3MSg-OM1.1Sg

ኣሎ።
Pall-o
Pres.exist-SM.3MSg

‘Now, I am tired./ Lit. Now, it has tired me.’

b. ሕጂ፡
h
˙
1ǧi

now

(ኣነ/*ንዓይ)
(Panä/*n1-Qay1)
(Pro.1Sg/*Obj-Pro.1Sg)

ደኺመ
däk

¯
im-ä

PerfS.tire-SM.1Sg

ኣለኹ።
Pallä-k

¯
u

Pres.exist-SM.1Sg

‘Now, I am tired.’

Example (305a) shows that the main verb däk
¯
im-u-ni ‘tired-it-me’ and the loca-

tive auxiliary verb Pall-o ‘Loc.be/exist.it’ code a non-referential or athematic sub-

ject through the ‘3MSg’. The object suffix corresponds to an experiencer object

argument. In such constructions, either the nominative or objective case can be

employed to mark the object nominal. In Tigrinya, topical objects are often marked

with the nominative case, which makes them comparable to subjects. In contrast,

in the non-applicative clause (305b) the objective pronoun is ungrammatical since

the experiencer argument is expressed as a subject via the verbal suffix.

In the following section we will discuss the correspondence between differ-

entially coded object functions and information structure roles in applicative and

double object clauses in Tigrinya.

9.4 DOM and information structure roles

As was mentioned earlier, DOM in Tigrinya involves case marking and pronominal

affixation. In section 9.3 we discussed two different interpretations – discrimina-

tory and coding – of the function of DOM. In the discriminatory function view,

marking arises from the need to distinguish between arguments that possess sim-

ilar properties. Since salience is assumed to be a typical property of a subject, a

salient object is identified by some sort of marking in order to distinguish it from

the subject. In contrast, according to the coding/indexing function view, marking

is assumed to index certain properties of objects that their unmarked counterparts

lack. These functional interpretations are often given for case marking, but rarely
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for pronominal indexation. In addition, these interpretations have little to say about

languages which employ both strategies. In section 9.3.2 we discussed studies that

associate pronominal indexation with discourse topicality, such as those of Givón

(1978) and Bresnan and Mchombo (1987:652).

Based on our observation of Tigrinya, we argued that case marking and pronom-

inal indexation have separate functions. Double marking signals double function,

and thus when these strategies are involved in the same language, they must not be

thought of as alternative strategies. As was discussed in chapter 8.2, coding strate-

gies such as word order, pronominal indexation and case marking work together

to identify grammatical function. Additionally, they signal the presence or the ab-

sence of certain grammatical properties. For example, a difference in word order

signals a difference in the pragmatic reading of object referents, and the presence

of pronominal indexation indicates salience of objects. In section 8.3, we discussed

the different grammatical function analyses that an object argument may yield if

we posit pronominal indexation or case marking as properties of primary object-

hood in isolation. This supports our proposal that these strategies identify different

grammatical properties of objects. In the following section, we will motivate the

alignment of object functions with the topic information structure role. In this work

we will only represent the alignment of the marked object to topic roles. We will not

consider the alignment of the subject or of the unmarked object. We assume that

marked objects can associate with TOPIC1 or TOPIC2. Marked objects that co-

occur with a prominent/salient subject will align to TOPIC2, and marked objects

that appear in a clause where there is no thematic subject will align to TOPIC1.

9.4.1 Alignment in monotransitive clauses

In chapter 8.3.3 we demonstrated that, in Tigrinya, DOM does not correlate with a

difference in the grammatical function of objects. Thus, the unmarked object and

the marked object assume the same grammatical function. Instead we argued that

marking differences correlate with topicality or definiteness of objects. We repeat

example (302) in (306) in order to restate this point.

(306) a. ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money

ወዲአ።
wädiP-ä
Perf-finish-SM.1Sg

‘I ran out of money./Lit. I finished money.’

b. ነቲ
nät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

(ዝሃብካኒ)
(z1-hab-ka-nni)
(Rel.PerfH.give-SM.1Sg-OM1.3MSg)

ገንዘብ
gänzäb
money
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ወዲአዮ።
wädiP-ä-yo
Perf-finish-SM.1Sg-OM1.3MSg

‘I finished/used up the money (which you gave me).’

As was discussed in chapter 8.3.3 and 9.3, both in the clause with the unmarked

object (306a) and in the clause with the marked object (306b), the object gänzä

‘money’ is affected, in the sense that in both cases it is consumed. However, these

two structures are contrasted, as the indefinite/unmarked object codes a general

sense that the speaker ran out of money. Hence, the money that has been used up

is not identifiable by the addressee. In contrast, in the marked structure the ad-

dressee identifies the money that has been used up. Thus marking does not indicate

a difference in the basic semantic affectedness of the object argument, but rather

their discourse individuation. Therefore, in monotransitive clauses the unmarked

and marked objects assume the same grammatical function (OBJ), but are corre-

lated with different information structure roles: the unmarked is non-topic/non-

individuated and the marked is topic/individuated. Definite objects of monotransi-

tive verbs are marked with the suffix OM1, which indicates semantic affectedness

of the argument. The linking pattern between semantic roles and object functions is

given in chapter 8.3.3. Below, we add the information structure role of the marked

object to the representation (307).

(307) Alignment in monotransitive clauses

unmarked marked

patient patient
| |

OBJ OBJ

|
TOPIC2

In Tigrinya we assume that the topicality of objects is indicated by pronominal

marking. There are two facts that support this reasoning, namely the optionality of

case marking and the obligatoriness of pronominal marking in the coding of definite

objects. Case marking is optional when the object referent is the most salient entity

in a clause. This tendency was discussed in relation to applicative clauses formed

out of intransitive verbs where the referents of applied objects are more prominent

or reflect a higher animacy property than the subject referent. For example, a pos-
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sessor object is rated higher on the animacy/prominence scale than a possessee sub-

ject in possessive applied constructions, and an experiencer object that co-occurs

with an athematic subject is semantically prominent (see chapters 4.4.7 and 4.4.6).

On the other hand, pronominal markers are obligatory as in all other applicative

constructions. We repeat example (140b) in (308) in order to restate these points.

(308) (ን)ኣስቴር
(n1-)Paster
(Obj-)Aster.F

ጨኒቑዋ።
č
˙
äniq-u-wa

PerfS.(become-tense)-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Aster is stressed/worried./ Lit. It has become tense to Aster.’

In this expression, the experiencer is the only semantic argument of the applied

predicate. The subject is athematic, and is indexed through the third person mascu-

line singular subject verbal suffix. This clause has OV order, and such clause initial

objects get optional case marking. The subject pronominal suffixes occur regardless

of whether the subject itself occurs overtly, or not. In clauses where the object is

the only prominent/salient argument, the marked object assumes the TOPIC1 role,

as shown in (309):

(309) Alignment in applicative of intransitive bases
marked

experiencer
|

OBJexper

|
TOPIC1

The predicates in these constructions are not base transitive verbs. They are ap-

plied verbs formed out of unaccusative/intransitive bases. Therefore, the object ar-

guments that these predicates are subcategorized for are associated with restricted

objects which bear labels for the semantic role they are restricted to; for exam-

ple, the experiencer objects will be identified as OBJexper, and the possessor as

OBJposs.

9.4.2 Alignment in ditransitive clauses

We assume that the same criteria that motivate DOM in monotransitive clauses

also motivate marking of objects in ditransitive clauses. Pronominal indexation is

obligatory, and only salient/definite objects control pronominal marking. The goal
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object controls pronominal marking only when it is definite. On the other hand,

objects in ditransitive clauses are governed by different case marking constraints

than objects in monotransitive clauses. Goal/recipient objects are obligatorily case

marked independently of the definiteness status of their referents. In some situa-

tions, case marking can also be optional for definite/salient goal objects (similar to

theme objects in monotransitive clauses). The ditransitive clauses in (310) illustrate

the coding of an indefinite and a definite goal object. The theme object is indefinite

in both sentences.

(310) a. መንግስቲ
mäng1sti
government.Sg

ንዘኽታማት
n1-zäk

¯
tam-at

obj-orphan-Pl

ሓገዝ
h
˙
agäz

aid/help

ሂቡ።
hib-u
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg

‘The government gave aid/help to orphans.’

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer.Sg

ነተን
n-ät-än
Obj-Det-3FPl

ከብቲ
käbti
cattle

ሳዕሪ
saQri
grass

ሂቡወን።
hib-u-wän
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FPl

‘The farmer gave the cattle grass.’

In (310a) the goal object bears the prepositional case marker n1-, but since both

objects are indefinite, neither of them can control pronominal marking. In (310b)

the definite goal object is indexed on the verb and bears the same case maker as

the indefinite goal object. Due to the fact that goal objects (both definite and indef-

inite) must be case marked in Tigrinya, we assume that the OBJgoal is semantically

restricted to the goal/recipient reading, and thus the theme bears the OBJ function.

In clauses where both objects are definite, the object suffix is associated with

the object that is most salient in the discourse. In such clauses the order of the two

objects becomes fixed, as is shown in (311).

(311) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer.Sg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ሳዕሪ
saQri
grass

ነተን
n-ät-än
Obj-Det-3FPl

ከብቲ
käbti
cattle

ሂቡወን።
hib-u-wän
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FPl

‘The farmer gave the cattle the grass.’

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሓረስታይ
h
˙
arästay

farmer.Sg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ሳዕሪ
saQri
grass

ነተን
n-ät-än
Obj-Det-3FPl

ከብቲ
käbti
cattle

ሂቡዎ።
hib-u-wo
PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘The farmer gave the grass to the cattle.’
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In (311a) the pronominal marker agrees with the goal object, whereas in (311b) it

agrees with the theme object. In these examples, since the two objects have different

agreement values, the markers are unambiguous. When the two objects reflect the

same gender, number and person agreement values, the clause becomes ambiguous.

The agreement suffix is understood to mark the definite theme object when the goal

object is indefinite (312a), but when both objects are definite, either of them can be

interpreted to agree with the verb (312b).

(312) a. ሳባ
saba
Saba.F

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ንሰብ
n1-sä

Obj-person.Sg

ሂባቶ።
hib-a-to
PerfS.give-SM.3FSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Saba gave the book to someone. Lit. Saba gave the book to a person.’

b. ሳባ
saba
Saba.F

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ንዮንስ
n1-yonas
Obj-Yonas.M

ሂባቶ።
hib-a-to
PerfS.give-SM.3FSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Saba gave the book to Yonas./Saba gave Yonas the book.’

In (312b) we can only decipher what has been marked by reference to the actual

discourse context, and thus the pronominal marker would code the most salient

object. The theme object is optionally case marked when the referent of the theme

is equally semantically prominent/salient as the goal object, as is shown in (313).

(313) ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

(ን)ጓሉ
n1-gwal-u
Obj-daughter-Poss.3MSg

ንወዱ
n1-wdi
Obj-son

ዓርኩ
Qark-u
friend-Poss.3MSg

ሂቡዋ/*ዎ።
hib-u-wa/*wo
perfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg/*3MSg

‘Yonas gave his daughter to his friend’s son.’

In this context, the verb obligatorily agrees (-wa) with the theme object. The clause

becomes ungrammatical if the verb agrees with the goal object (-wo).

Based on the pattern discussed above and the proposals for the alignment of

semantic roles to grammatical functions outlined in chapter 8.3.1, we propose the

following alignment pattern of objects and topics in ditransitive clauses (314):
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(314) Alignment ditransitive clauses
a. unmarked OBJ vs. marked OBJgoal

theme goal
| |

OBJ OBJgoal

|
TOPIC2

b. marked OBJ and marked OBJgoal

OR
theme goal theme goal
| | | |

OBJ OBJgoal OBJ OBJgoal

| |
TOPIC2 TOPIC2

c. human/marked OBJ versus marked OBJgoal

theme goal
| |

OBJ OBJgoal

|
TOPIC2

In the following section we will present the pattern of coding and alignment of

applied objects to topics in applicative clauses formed out of transitive base verbs.

9.4.3 Alignment in applicatives of transitive bases

The alignment pattern of objects and information structure roles in clauses that in-

volve applied predicates formed out of transitive bases differs significantly from

the alignment patterns found in monotransitive and ditransitive clauses illustrated

above (see chapter 9.4.1 and 9.4.2). Applied objects in these clauses may be associ-

ated with beneficiary, locative, source or instrumental semantic roles. Further, the

applied object can control pronominal marking. Applied objects are marked with

the objective case n1-, like recipients/goals and definite theme objects. In chapter
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8.3.2 we proposed that the applied argument is associated with the restricted object

OBJθ because they do not possess the kind of patient-like property that the recipient

object and theme object have. In this study, we group applied objects that express

these semantic roles under the rubric OBJappl. Our use of OBJappl is motivated by

the ambiguity that the pronominal suffix OM2 reflects. This suffix is underspeci-

fied for the semantic roles with which the applied object is associated. In clauses

where the semantics of the base verb allow several of these readings, the applied

object becomes ambiguous (315).

(315) እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ሰብኣይ
säbPay
man

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ደርሆ
därho
chicken.Sg

ሸይጡላ።
šäyt

˙
-u-la

perfS.sell-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘The man sold a chicken to/for/on the woman.’

In this example, the applied object can have a goal, a beneficiary or a male-

ficiary semantic role reading. Therefore, the OBJappl category allows the applied

object to be underspecified for the semantic roles it expresses. The theme object

is analyzed as OBJ in these applicative clauses. The linking pattern in this type of

applicatives is schematically shown below (316):

(316) Alignment in applicative clauses with transitive bases

theme ben/mal/source/loc/instr
| |

OBJ OBJappl

|
TOPIC2

Definite theme objects cannot be indexed on the verb when they co-occur with

an applied object, unlike in ditransitive clauses. Thus, the theme object cannot as-

sume a topic role in these constructions. When the theme object is marked on the

verb, the construction ceases to be an applicative expression. This supports our as-

sumption that the applicative expression is discourse motivated. The applicative

expression gives semantic participants access to topicalization. Semantic partici-

pants that are involved in this phenomenon normally are not associated with core

grammatical functions, and thus through applicativization these are coded as argu-

ment functions. The Tigrinya data indicate that applied objects are marked for their
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topic status, rather than primary objecthood status.

Furthermore, the behavior that the applied arguments displayed in passivization

supports the view that the applied verbal suffix does not code a primary patient-like

property of the object. Applied arguments subcategorized by applied verbs that are

formed from transitive bases cannot undergo passivization. The applied verb codes

applied arguments with the object suffix (OM2), and the theme argument with the

subject suffix. The applied objects are salient in such discourse (317).

(317) እታ/ነታ
P1t-a/n-ät-a
Det.3FSg/Obj-Det-3FSg

ሰበይቲ
säbäyti
woman

ደርሆ
därho
chicken

ተሸይጡላ።
tä-̌säyt

˙
-u-la

DT-perfS.sell-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘A chicken was sold to/for/on the woman.’

Therefore, the clause structure is OSV, and as we have noted before, clause

prominent applied objects involve optional case marking and assume the TOPIC1

information structure role.

(318) Applied objects in passive clauses

theme ben/mal/source/loc/instr
| |

SUBJ OBJappl

|
TOPIC1

Therefore, preference for pronominal indexation cannot be posited as evidence

for primary objecthood, even though it indicates the core grammatical function sta-

tus of objects. On the other hand, passivization indicates semantic affectedness of

object arguments, as it engages arguments that reflect primary patient-like proper-

ties. The type of pronominal marker (OM1 or OM2) that identify objects in double

object clauses reflect differences in the affectedness properties of objects. How-

ever, the correlation is not entirely consistent in applicative clauses formed from

intransitive bases. This will be illustrated in the following section.

9.4.4 Alignment in intransitive applicatives

Applied objects that occur in applicative clauses formed from intransitive verb

bases display divergent properties. Their object properties can be predicted from

the semantics of the intransitive predicates that are subcategorized for them. With

verbs of movement, such as መጺኡዎ mäs
˙
iP-u-wo , ‘he came to/at her/it’, ከይዱዎ
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käyid-u-wo ‘he went to her’, በጺሑዎ bäs
˙
ih
˙
u-wa ‘he visited/arrived (at) her/it’, ጐዩዎ

gwäy-u-wa ‘he ran/chased her’, etc. the applied object is coded with the suffix OM1

and reflects similar affectedness properties as the object (OBJ) of monotransitive

causes and the goal object (OBJgoal) of ditransitive clauses. In addition, these pred-

icates can be passivized. The applied arguments can therefore be associated with

the subject, similar to the behavior observed with the patient/theme arguments in

monotransitive and goal and theme arguments in ditransitive clauses.

Interestingly, these applicative predicates can only exhibit a genuine transitive

property when they have animate or agent-like subjects (319a). There cannot exist a

truly affected applied object without the verbal event involving an entity that brings

about the affectedness state (see chapters 5.3.2 and 8.4.3). Only applied predicates

with agentive base arguments can allow a passive with the same meaning (319b).

(319) a. (ን)ሳባ
(n1-)Saba.F
(Obj-)Saba

ኣቦኣ
Pabo-Pa
Father.Sg-Poss.3FSg

በጺሑዋ።
bäs

˙
ih
˙
-u-wa

perfS.arrive-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Saba, her father visited her.’

b. ሳባ
Saba
Saba

(በቦኣ)
(b-äbo-P-a)
(by-Father.Sg-Poss.3FSg)

ተበጺሓ።
tä-bäs

˙
ih
˙
-a

DT-perfS.arrive-SM.3FSg

‘Saba has been visited (by her father).’

As we noted earlier, the reading of the suffix OM1 does not always correlate

with semantic affectedness arguments in applied predicates formed from intransi-

tive bases. With ergative verbs of movement the suffix codes direct affectedness.

The referent of the applied argument is understood to be a goal towards which the

referent of the agent argument moves.

However, when the initial argument corresponds to an inanimate/theme refer-

ent, the predicate cannot express a passive reading (320).

(320) a. (ን)ሳባ
(n1)-Saba.F
(Obj)-Saba

ዕጫ
Q1č

˙
a

lottery.Sg

በጺሑዋ።
bäs

˙
ih
˙
-u-wa

perfS.arrive-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Saba won a lottery./ Lit. Saba, a lottery arrived to her.’

b. *ሳባ
Saba
Saba

(ብዕጫ)
(b1-Q1č

˙
a)

(by-lottery)

ተበጺሓ።
tä-bäs

˙
ih
˙
-a

DT-perfS.arrive-SM.3FSg

With inanimate referents the verb reflects unaccusative semantics. The referent

of the applied argument is understood as an abstract goal. Thus, it is not a directly
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affected goal argument since the referent of the theme argument does not physically

move towards it. For this reason, the passive reading is blocked (320b).

We analyze applied objects that display genuine affectedness properties as

OBJgoal, and those that display ethical or abstract affectedness as OBJappl. In addi-

tion, applied objects formed from intransitive base verbs correspond to the TOPIC1

role. These normally occur in clause initial position and involve an optional case

marker n1-. The applicative clause is characterized by the subject-object reversed

word order: OSV. In this clause, the applied object is the most topical element in

the discourse. The mapping pattern in the applicative clause is schematically rep-

resented in (321) below:

(321) a. Directly affected

goal
|

OBJgoal

|
TOPIC1

b. Ethically affected

goal/exper/poss/mal
|

OBJappl

|
TOPIC1

Applied predicates formed out of intransitive bases can also allow the suffix OM2 to

express a beneficiary or locative semantic role (322). The applied object’s reading

depends on whether the referents have a semantic disposition to be interpreted as

either a beneficiary or a locative.

(322) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ቆልዓ
qolQa
baby.Sg

ንሳባ
n1-Saba
Obj-Saba.F

ደቂሱላ።
däqis-u-la
perfS.sleep-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘The baby has slept for Saba. (She is a beneficiary of him being asleep.)’

b. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ቆልዓ
qolQa
baby.Sg

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ዓራት
Qarat
bed.Sg
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ደቂሱላ።
däqis-u-la
perfS.sleep-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘The baby slept (on) the bed.’

Since in (322a) the applied object corresponds to a human referent, it is inter-

preted as a beneficiary, whereas in (322b) it is associated with a referent that has

a spatial sense/semantics, and thus it gets interpreted as a locative argument. The

objective case ( n1-) is obligatory when the applied object occurs in the canonical

object position.

These semantic roles cannot be associated with the subject in a passive applied

predicate. The passive applicative predicate involves a subject verbal suffix which

codes an athematic expletive subject (323).

(323) ነታ/እታ
n-ät-a/P1t-a
Obj-Det-3FSg/Det-3FSg

ዓራት
Qarat
bed

ተደቂሱላ።
tä-däqis-u-la
DT-perfS.sleep-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘The bed has been slept on.’

The passive predicate has only one thematic argument which is expressed as an

applied object. This clause is characterized by the OV structure and the optionality

of case marking since either case marked determiner n-ät-a or P1t-a can be used

in this structure. We analyze applied arguments of this type as OBJappl, and they

assume the TOPIC1 role. In (324) we illustrate the alignment pattern in applied

intransitive predicates that mark applied objects with the suffix OM2.

(324) a. Active: OBJappl marked with OM2

ben/loc
|

OBJappl

|
TOPIC2

b. Passive: OBJappl marked with OM2

ben/loc
|

OBJappl

|
TOPIC1
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Applied objects of intransitive applied predicates can be associated with either of

the object suffixes OM1 or OM2. Applied objects coded through the suffix OM1 fall

into two groups. When OM1 is attached to intransitive verbs of movement that code

an agent-like initial argument, the applied object displays genuine patient-like prop-

erties. Applied objects of these kinds of verbs are associated with OBJgoal. When

OM1 attaches to intransitive verbs with unaccusative semantics, where the initial ar-

gument does not reflect agent-like properties, the applied object is understood to be

an ethically or psychologically affected object. These arguments do not show gen-

uine affectedness properties, and thus cannot be analyzed as OBJ or OBJgoal. These

are instances of the restricted objects that are grouped together under OBJappl. In our

implementation of the grammar, we refer to them also by the specific semantic role

reading they express; for example, OBJexper, OBJposs, OBJmal, etc. Unaccusative

verbs also allow the suffix OM2 to code beneficiary and locative readings. The ben-

eficiary and the locative applied objects are also classified as OBJappl. They do not

correspond to genuinely affected arguments.

9.5 Conclusion

This chapter discussed how marked objects align to information structure roles. We

have argued that the same criteria that motivate DOM in monotransitive clauses also

motivate object marking in ditransitive and applicative clauses. Tigrinya employs

case marking and pronominal indexation to mark definite and specific objects that

correspond to salient/individuated discourse referents. Our claim is supported by

patterns of objects that occur in clauses with ditransitives, as well as applicatives

formed from transitive and intransitive base verbs. When two objects that have ref-

erents with similar semantic dispositions, occur in a ditransitive clause, the clause

becomes ambiguous, as the objects compete to control pronominal marking. This

ambiguity can only be resolved by referring to the discourse context. The object

that is perceived to be salient in the discourse context wins over for pronominal

marking. Moreover, in applicative clauses formed from intransitive bases, as well

as in passive constructions that involve applied verbs formed out of transitive bases,

applied objects occur in clause initial position. In this position, applied objects are

optionally case marked. We regard such behavior to be typical of primary topics

(TOPIC1). When the applied object is the most salient argument in the clause, it

tends to be unmarked for the objective case, like the subject.

In this chapter, we only considered the alignment of marked objects to infor-
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mation structure roles. However, we acknowledge that marked objects and the in-

formation structure roles that are assumed to be associated with them must be ex-

amined in relation to other objects as well as to the subject when they co-occur in

the same structure. We plan to investigate these issues in future research.





Part IV

Implementation and conclusion
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CHAPTER 10

XLE implementation of Tigrinya

10.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will present the computational implementation of Tigrinya gram-

mar. The grammar is implemented on the Xerox Linguistics Environment (XLE),

a computational grammar development platform for LFG. XLE was designed at

PARC – the Palo Alto Research Center. The system has been regularly updated to

address issues that emerge as many typologically diverse languages start to use the

platform (Kaplan and Maxwell 1996, Butt and King 2007). XLE allows the gram-

mar developer to define a grammar based on LFG notations. The international re-

search network the Parallel Grammar project (ParGram), and the Parallel Semantics

project (ParSem), which is concerned with the implementation of semantics, meet

twice a year to discuss LFG grammar implementation issues on the XLE platform.

This initiative aims to standardize grammatical features used in the development

of wide coverage parallel (comparable) grammars for diverse languages includ-

ing Arabic, Chinese, English, German, Georgian, Hungarian, Indonesian, Japanese,

Norwegian, Tigrinya, Turkish and Urdu, among others. The common features that

are agreed upon by ParGram members can be found on the project’s website.1

The Tigrinya grammar is at its earliest stage of development; however, it proves

to be a useful testing ground for the linguistic phenomena dealt with in this study. In

1ParGram’s standard common features can be found in this link:

http://www2.parc.com/isl/groups/nltt/xle/doc/PargramStarterGrammar/common.features.lfg
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order to implement Tigrinya applicative constructions, it was necessary to have in

place a basic grammar for the language. The grammar accounts for various word or-

der patterns and agreement conventions which involve verbs and their dependents,

determiners and adjectives with nouns, and so on. The grammar can also handle

complex nominal phrases that involve various types of specifiers and modifiers.

Special emphasis was given to the representation of verbs that involve different

types of subcategorizational patterns, for example, unaccusative and ergative in-

transitive verbs, transitive, ditransitive, raising and copulative predications. Various

valency alternating operations such as passivization, reflexivization, causativiza-

tion and applicativization are also accounted for in the grammar. In this chapter we

will not be able to produce a detailed documentation of all phenomena dealt with in

the implementation. In order to place double object and applicative constructions

in the broad context of Tigrinya grammar, we will present the implementation of

the basic clause.

This chapter is organized as follows. First, we will give a brief overview of

the XLE parser and grammar development in this platform. Following that we will

present the structure of the nominal phrase. Next, we will present the grammar of the

basic clause. After that, we will illustrate the implementation of the passive. Finally,

we will outline the implementation of double object and applicative constructions.

10.2 Implementing an LFG grammar in XLE

XLE is implemented in C, and it consists of a parser, a generator, a transfer mod-

ule, and a rich grammar development environment. Since we will use the Tigrinya

grammar only for parsing, we will focus on the parser and the grammar writing en-

vironment. Grammars can be written in Emacs, or any other editor. The grammar

is loaded into the system which compiles it and employs its specifications to pro-

cess a sentence or a string. The sentence to be analyzed is sent to the system via a

tcl/tk user interface which provides powerful viewing and debugging utilities. The

system produces windows which contain c-structure, f-structure, f-chat and packed

solutions.

A sentence can also be analyzed via the XLE-Web interface, a web-based

tool which uses the XLE parser and XLE grammars to display c-structure and f-

structure along with a list of various discriminants which allow the user to dynam-

ically choose the intended analysis of a sentence. XLE-Web is implemented by
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Paul Meurer as part of the LOGON and TREPIL projects.2 XLE-Web is publicly

available and it is used by some of the ParGram grammars: Norwegian, English,

German, Arabic and Tigrinya.3

In order to parse a sentence in the XLE system, grammar rules and lexical en-

tries are the minimal requirements. Other possible components, such as templates,

a morphological analyzer and a feature declaration can also be utilized. The XLE

system enables the integration of external modules such as a tokenizer, Finite State

(FST) morphology, and a guesser. In addition, XLE is also capable of dealing with

large lexical databases. Currently, the Tigrinya grammar contains only grammar

rules, lexical entries and templates. So far, morphological information is general-

ized through the use of template macros. We will illustrate the format of the basic

components of an XLE grammar: the configuration, grammar rules, lexical entries

and templates. As shown in the screenshot of an Emacs page in Figure 10.1, each

grammar component begins with an instantiation line or a heading that shows a

grammar version ID (e.g. MINI), a language ID (e.g TIGRINYA), a component ID

(e.g. CONFIG, RULES, LEXICON or TEMPLATES) and the XLE version number

(1.0).

Figure 10.1: Basic components

The grammar version ID and the language ID may vary according to the version

2The LOGON and the TREPIL webpages can be checked in http://www.emmtee.net/ and

http://gandalf.uib.no/trepil/, repectively.
3XLE-Web can be checked here: http://maximos.aksis.uib.no:8000/iness/xle.xml
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name and the type of the language used by the writer; however, the component IDs

(RULES, LEXICON, TEMPLATES) cannot be arbitrarily modified since these are

placeholders of components that interact with the parser module. Each component

section must be terminated with four dashes (----). The grammar is entered under

the respective headings (RULES, LEXICON and TEMPlATES), i.e. between the

heading and the four dashes.

10.2.1 CONFIG

This is the configuration section of the grammar, which contains information that

tells the XLE system about the files to be used with the grammar, and the type

of components integrated in the grammar. It also gives information about some

grammatical features and their functional classification.

ROOTCAT gives information about the the default category taken as the start-

ing point in parsing. In the demo grammar we will use S as the default root cat-

egory. We declare file names of components that are composed in separate files

under FILES. Such files end with the .lfg extension because XLE expects all files

to be saved in this format. The components of the Tigrinya grammar stored in three

separate files. TIGRIGRAM-lex.lfg contains transliterated lexical entries, TIGRIGRAM-
lexfidel.lfg contains lexical entries written in Ge’ez (fidel) script, and TEMPLATES.lfg
is the template file.

In addition, the CONFIG component informs the system about which grammar

rules, lexical entries and templates are to be used by specifying the relevant compo-

nents under RULES, LEXENTRIES and TEMPLATES (MINI TIGRINYA). Un-

der GOVERNABLERELATIONS the system is informed about the subcategoriz-

able functions such as SUBJ, OBJ and OBL, and in way these are made to obey

LFG’s well-formedness conditions ( biuniqueness, coherence and completeness).

Governable relations are grammatical functions that appear inside the subcatego-

rization frame of a predicator (e.g. a verb).

Governable relations that are linked to arguments in a frame have to contain

a PRED feature as their value. The specification SEMANTICFUNCTION lists

attributes whose value must contain the PRED feature. These include the non-

argument function ADJ and the discourse functions TOPIC and FOCUS, among

others. In the CONFIG section the XLE parser is also informed about category no-

tations that are covert in the c-structure; for example, it is informed that the notation

e is to be used for the empty category symbol.

The last line in the CONFIG section CHARACTERENCODING informs the
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system about the type of the character coding used to enter the grammar. For Tig-

rinya we use UTF-8 (8-bit Unicode Transformation Format) encoding because this

is a universal standard for languages that employ a non-ASCII character encoding.

10.2.2 RULES

The RULES section contains c-structure rules along with corresponding f-structure

annotations. Since grammar rules in XLE are encoded only in pure ASCII charac-

ters, most of LFG’s non-ASCII notational symbols have to be changed.4 In XLE

each c-structure node in a rule is followed by its respective f-structure annotation,

and the two parts are separated by a colon. A daughter with annotation is demar-

cated with a semicolon to enforce linear order, or a with a comma when the order

of the daughters is free. Every rule is terminated with a full stop. The template in

(325) illustrates the annotation of phrase structure rules in XLE.

(325)
Category --> Cat1: Schema1,

Cat2: Schema2;

Cat3: Schema3.

Cat1, Cat2 and Cat3 stand for phrase structure categories, and Schema1,

Schema2 and Schema3 stand for their corresponding f-structure annotations, as is

demonstrated by the S rule in (326), where NOM and V are categories, and the

annotation schemata are put after the colon (:).

(326) Phrase structure rules

S --> NOM*: { (ˆ SUBJ)=!

(! CASE)=nom

| (ˆ OBJ)=!

∼(! DEF)

(! CASE)=nom

∼(ˆOBJ) <h (ˆSUBJ) };
V: ˆ=! .

NOM= {NP | DP | PROP | PRON}.

The ‘ˆ’ and ‘!’ are equivalent to LFG’s ↑ and ↓ arrows, respectively. NOM is

not a standard syntactic category per se. It is a metacategory defined as a set of
4LFG notations and their XLE-equivalents are given in the online XLE-documentation:

http://www2.parc.com/isl/groups/nltt/xle/doc/notations.html#N0A
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alternative values such as a noun phrase, a determiner phrase, a proper noun and a

pronoun that function as nominal arguments in a clause.

10.2.3 LEXICON

The lexicon entries specify idiosyncratic lexical information, for example, subcat-

egorization properties for verbs and count vs. mass information for nouns. The fol-

lowing template (327) illustrates the format of lexical entries in XLE.

(327)
lexical entry Cat1 Morphcode1 Schema1;

Cat2 Morphcode2 Schema2.

When the grammar uses an external XLE morphology, the morphcode is nor-

mally ‘XLE’, and when the grammar does not uses external morphology, the star

symbol ‘*’ is used. In the former case, the word form in the parse string is checked

against morphological information coded in the morphology section, and the result

is looked up in the lexicon. In the latter case, the lexicon entries will literally match

with locally present tokens. A lexical entry may belong to more than one word cat-

egory. For example, the English word walk can be V and N, thus this information is

supplied as Cat1 and Cat2. A full lexical entry ends with a full stop, while different

category specifications within the same entry are demarcated by a semicolon. In

(329) we illustrate lexical entries in XLE for the words given in example (328).

(328) ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.MSg

ባናና
banana
banana.Sg

በሊዑ።
bäliQ-u
PerfS.eat-SM.3MSg

‘Yonas ate a banana.’

(329) Lexical entries

ዮናስ N * (ˆ PRED)=‘ዮናስ-Yonas’

(ˆ NUM)=sg

(ˆ CASE)=nom

(ˆ GEND)=masc.

ባናና N * (ˆ PRED)=‘ባናና-banana’

(ˆ NUM)=sg.

በሊዑ V * (ˆ PRED)=‘በልዐ-eat<(ˆSUBJ) (ˆOBJ)>’

(ˆSUBJ NUM)=sg

(ˆSUBJ PERS)=3

(ˆSUBJ GEND)=masc

(ˆ ASPECT)=perf.
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Lexical entries in the current Tigrinya grammar are specified in their full forms

since the grammar does not have external XLE morphology. Thus, morphological

information such as NUM and GEND are given as f-structure annotations for each

entry. Grammatical features that repeatedly occur in lexical entries can be gener-

alized by the use of a template, which will be discussed in the following section

10.2.4.

10.2.4 TEMPLATES

Templates are a way of bundling f-structure annotations that are common to some

rules and lexical entries. Templates help to generalize over grammatical specifica-

tions that a group of words may bear as a result of morphological affixes or semantic

properties. The use of templates saves the grammar writer from repeatedly entering

f-structure annotations for entries that have common grammatical properties. For

example, the (ˆ NUM)=sg and the (ˆ GEND)=masc annotations in (329) can be

shortened as in (330):

(330)
SG = (ˆ NUM)=sg.

M = (ˆ GEND)=masc.

F= (ˆ GEND)=fem.

When these templates are called with the tags @SG, @M and @F, the func-

tional annotations written after the equal sign will be factored out for the entries

with which they are used. We can also call up already defined templates in order to

bundle more features together, as in (331).

(331)
SG-M = @SG @M.

SG-F = @SG @F.

Templates may also be used to generalize over grammatical features that are

encoded by inflectional affixes. For example, Tigrinya verbs specify gender, num-

ber and person agreement values for the subject. The verb form በሊዑ bäliQ-u is

specified for a masculine, singular third person subject, and the verb form በሊዓ

bäliQ-a is specified for a feminine, singular third person subject. These features are

coded by the two vowel patterns -u and -a in the simple perfective verb form. This

information can be summarized in a template, as in (332).
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(332)
U = (ˆSUBJ NUM)=sg

(ˆSUBJ PERS)=3

(ˆSUBJ GEND)=masc.

A = (ˆSUBJ NUM)=sg

(ˆSUBJ PERS)=3

(ˆSUBJ GEND)=fem.

Templates may also contain parameters. For instance, we can specify entries of

different noun types or subcategorization frames of different verb classes by provid-

ing their semantic predicate as a parameter at each invocation of a template. Each

instance of a predicate will then appear in the semantic form of the PRED schema.

For example, in (333) the parameter (P) is used to summarize the annotation of

singular nouns and transitive verbs .

(333)
SG-N(P)= (ˆ PRED)=‘P’

(ˆ NUM)=sg.

TRANS-V(P)= (ˆ PRED)=‘P<(ˆSUBJ) (ˆOBJ)>’.

When the @TRANS-V(P) template is invoked in the lexicon for individual

instances of transitive verbs subcategorized for a SUBJ and an OBJ, the particular

instances of verbs will replace P. The lexicon is much more concise when repetitive

details are summarized by means of templates, as shown in (334).

(334) Template invocation

ዮናስ N * @(SG-N ዮናስ-Yonas) @M.

ሳባ N * @(SG-N ሳባ-Saba) @F.

ባናና N * @(SG-N ባናና-banana).

በሊዑ V * @(TRANS-V በልዐ-eat) @U.

በሊዓ V * @(TRANS-V በልዐ-eat) @A .

Employing a template is also efficient since, when we need to modify specifications

for the entries, we only have to make changes in the templates, and those changes

will take effect in all the sections that employ those templates.

10.2.5 Parsing

Now that we have the main components in place, we will illustrate how parsing

is done in the XLE system. First, we need to load the grammar in the XLE parser

in order to parse. In Emacs we can choose ‘create a parser’ from the menu given
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under LFG, and then we enter the file name of the grammar, for example, the demo

grammar file name Tig-demo.lfg. After the grammar is loaded, XLE produces a

process report, like the one given in Figure 10.2.

Figure 10.2: XLE process report

The XLE process report contains information about the size of the grammar (26

rules with 257 states and 3877 arcs, etc.), among other things. The grammar loaded

here is the actual Tigrinya grammar (TIGRIGRAM.lfg), not the demo grammar.

When the process report says that the grammar files are loaded, the XLE buffer is

ready to receive a sentence to be parsed at the prompt line indicated by the percent

symbol % . At this command XLE returns a parsing report about the number of

f-structure solutions, the computing time and the number of subtrees. A screenshot

of the parsing report is shown in Figure 10.3.

Figure 10.3: XLE parsing message

In addition to this it produces the four separate parse windows for a c-structure

tree, an f-structure, an f-structure chart and differences between solutions, as shown

in Figure 10.4.
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Figure 10.4: XLE parse window

The title bars of the c-structure and f-structure windows tell us that the parsed

sentence has only one valid analysis. The fschart (f-structure chart) gives indexes

of the packed solutions by their constraints. In this case, since the f-structure anno-

tations assigned to the parsed sentence do not contain competing constraints, there

are no indexed constraints in the fschart window. Thus, the fschart window prints

the same analysis as in the f-structure window. Similarly, since there are no in-

dexed ambiguous constraints, we do not get any alternative solutions of indexed

constraints in the solutions window.

In the following section we will present the implementation of the Tigrinya

grammar. Screenshots of parsed outputs from XLE-Web will be used to illustrate

the analyses of the phenomena being discussed.

10.3 The nominal phrase in Tigrinya

The nominal phrase is predominantly a head-final structure. Noun specifiers and

modifiers precede their head, except in the N-N modification structure. The NP

rule in (335) shows that the noun head can be modified by an optional relative

complement, possessive or adjective phrase.
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(335)
NP --> (CPrel: (ˆ ADJUNCT)),

(POSS: (ˆ SPEC)=!)),

(AP*: (! $ (ˆADJUNCT));

Nhead: ˆ=!.

The different modifiers are not ordered with respect to each other. The order they

follow here is their default position, although they can shift position in order to

mark different pragmatic readings. Here we will illustrate the default order only.

The different modifiers can be expanded as follows.

(336)
AP --> (Adv*: (ˆ ADJUNCT))

@CONCORD

A: ˆ=!.

In Tigrinya most adjectives are inflected for gender and number. In addition, some

intensifying adverbs bear pronominal agreement marking for gender, number and

person (e.g. ኣዝየ Paz1y-ä ‘Very much I’, ኣዝዮም Paz1y-om ‘very much they (mascu-

line)’ etc.). These adverbs therefore need to agree with the adjective, and the ad-

jective phrase has to agree with the noun head. This is taken care of by the concord

@CONCORD template which contains the following constraints (337).

(337)
CONCORD = (! NUM)=(ˆ NUM)

(! GEND)=(ˆ GEND)

(! PERS)=(ˆ PERS).

In order to parse a noun phrase such as the one given below (338), we need

to enter each word that constitutes this phrase in the lexicon section, as shown in

(339).

(338) ኣዝያ
Pazz1y-a
very-3FSg

ጽብቕቲ
s
˙
1bb1q̄-ti

beautiful-FSg

ጓል
gwal
girl.FSg

‘very beautiful girl’
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(339)
ኣዝያ ADV * (ˆ PRED)=‘ኣዝዩ-very-much’

@F-SG-3.

ጽብቕቲ A * (ˆ PRED)=‘ጽቡቕ-good/beautiful

@F-SG.

ጓል N * (ˆ PRED)=‘ጓል-girl’

@F-SG (ˆ ANIM)=+

(ˆ NTYPE NSEM COMMON)=count

(ˆ NTYPE NSYN)=common.

We annotate animate and inanimate nouns with (ˆ ANIM)=+ and (ˆ ANIM)=-

to capture that fact that inanimate plural nouns can agree with a singular masculine

determiner, adjective or verbal pronominal affix in order to express a collective

reading of a noun (refer to chapter 2.3.1 for a discussion of number agreement in

Tigrinya). In addition, nouns are also annotated as common, and as either count or

mass. Given the rules and lexical entires above, we can show the c-structure tree

and f-structure analysis of the noun phrase given above in Figure 10.5.

Figure 10.5: NP with AP

The noun phrase can also contain a possessive specifier. The possessive reading

can be expressed either through independent possessive pronouns or possessive

pronominal suffixes which optionally agree with an overt possessor nominal. We

provide some lexicon entries in order to illustrate possessive specifiers below.
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(340) Possessive expression

ናተይ POSS * (ˆ PRED)=‘pro’

(ˆ NUM)=Sg

(ˆ PERS)=1

(ˆ DEF)=+

(ˆ PRON-TYPE)=poss

(ˆ POSS-FORM)=natey

{(ˆ PRED)=‘pro’}.

መጽሓፍ N * (ˆ PRED)=‘መጽሓፍ-book’

@SG (ˆ ANIM)=-

(ˆ NTYPE NSEM COMMON)=count

(ˆ NTYPE NSYN)=common.

መጽሓፈይ N * (ˆ PRED)=‘መጽሓፍ-book’

@SG (ˆ ANIM)=-

(ˆ NTYPE NSEM COMMON)=count

(ˆ NTYPE NSYN)=common

{(ˆ SPEC POSS PRED)=‘pro’ |

(ˆ SPEC POSS PRED FN)

(ˆ SPEC POSS CASE)=c obj }
(ˆ SPEC POSS NUM)=Sg

(ˆ SPEC POSS PERS)=1

(ˆ SPEC POSS AGR)=+

(ˆ SPEC POSS DEF)=+

(ˆ SPEC POSS POSS-FORM)=pronominal.

The possessive pronoun specifies a possessum noun. The possessive pronoun

is realized as a daughter of the NP, and it projects the information about the pos-

sessor into the grammatical function POSS(essor) in the mother’s f-structure. The

possessum noun can also be dropped, and in this case, the possessive pronoun pro-

vides a PRED which is expressed as an optional annotation {(ˆPRED)=‘pro’)}.
The c-structure and f-structure analysis of a possessive expression with a posses-

sive pronoun (341) is shown in Figure 10.6.

(341) ናተይ
nat-äy
POSS.1Sg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

‘my book’
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Figure 10.6: NP with a possessive pronoun

When the possessor is expressed through a pronominal suffix, information

about the possessor is expressed on the head noun through the functional anno-

tation (ˆSPEC POSS)=!. In this regard, the possessive pronominal suffix acts as

an incorporated pronoun. Thus, it follows from principles of completeness and co-

herence that the suffix contributes a referential PRED provided by the annotation

(ˆSPEC POSS PRED)=‘pro’. The c-structure and f-structure in Figure 10.7 illus-

trate the analysis of the possessive expression via a possessive pronominal (342).

(342) መጽሓፈይ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-äy

book.Sg-Poss.1Sg

‘my book’

Figure 10.7: NP with possessive pronominal suffix

The possessive pronoun and the possessive suffix cannot coexist since the pos-

sessive pronominal suffix cannot corefer with an overt possessive pronoun. An ex-

pression that contains these two possessive expressions will get an f-structure anal-

ysis where the two possessive expressions provide conflicting specifier PREDs in

the f-structure of the POSS.

On the other hand, the pronominal suffix can correspond to an overt nominal

expression which is obligatorily marked with the objective case (343). This is taken

care of by constraining this predicate form to be in the objective case. In this case,
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the possessive suffix acts as a mere agreement marker, and thus it does not con-

tribute a referential PRED in the f-structure of the POSS. The PRED feature in this

structure is supplied by the possessor nominal ንዓይ n1-Qay ‘tome’ which must agree

with the possessive pronominal suffix marking the possessee nominal to yield the

possessive reading, as shown in Figure 10.8.

(343) ንዓይ
n1-Qay
Obj-Pro.3MSg

መጽሓፈይ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af-äy

book.Sg-Poss.1Sg

‘to me, my book’

Figure 10.8: Nominal possessor expression

The possessor nominal should agree with the pronominal suffix that marks the

possessum expression. Here the objective pronoun form ንዓይ n1-Qa-y ‘to-Pro-1Sg’
has the same agreement features as the pronominal suffix -äy that marks the pos-

sessum noun mäs
˙
h
˙
af ‘book’.

Like other modifiers, the relative clause also precedes the noun it modifies. The

relative reading is morphologically expressed through a suffix, for example ዝ z1-
, which may attach to a verb, as shown below (344), or to a noun. Tigrinya does

not have independent relative pronouns such as that, who, whom, whose, etc. The

relative suffix ambiguously marks these different readings. Like other main verbs,

the relative verb obligatorily bears a subject suffix. It may also bear an object suffix

for a relativized definite object. The relative clause is treated as an instance of long

distance dependency since there is dependency between the relativized element and

the arguments of the relative verb. This is illustrated through the c-structure and f-

structure analyses given in Figure 10.9.

(344) ተስፋይ
täsfay
Tesfay

ዚገዝኣ
z1-gäzP-a
Rel-PerfS.buy.SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

‘(the) book that Tesfay bought’
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Figure 10.9: NP with a relative modifier

This dependency is expressed in the f-structure by associating the object that

corresponds to the relativized element with the discourse function TOPIC-REL.

In Tigrinya the grammatical function information is supplied by the pronominal

suffixes for the object function of the relative verb.

Determiners are realized at the leftmost position in the nominal structure. The

c-structure and f-structure analyses of the determiner phrase in (345) is presented

in Figure 10.10.

(345) እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ተስፋይ
täsfay
Tesfay

ዚገዝኣ
z1-gäzP-a
Rel-PerfS.buy.SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

ጽብቕቲ
s
˙
1b1q̄-ti

nice-SgF

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

‘The nice book that Tesfay bought’

Figure 10.10: A determiner phrase
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The phrase that contains the determiner is identified as a DP. The determiner is

analyzed as the functional head of the DP constituent and the noun it specifies is the

lexical head of the phrase. In the f-structure the adjectival and the relative modifiers

are presented as members of the set value of the ADJUNCT function, whereas the

determiner provides the SPEC function.

In this section we have outlined the analyses given to the various modifiers

and specifiers in our implementation. In the following section we will present the

implementation of the basic clause in Tigrinya.

10.4 The simple clause

The implemented grammar currently can account for simple clauses. The imple-

mentation takes into consideration most of the grammatical properties of Tigrinya

discussed in chapter 2. However, here we will only focus on the basic components

of a simple clause. This will help us to lay the ground for the implementation of the

phenomena dealt with in this thesis. The default word order in Tigrinya is identified

as SOV; however, this order can vary according to different pragmatic or discourse

contexts (refer to chapter 2.5 for a brief description of Tigrinya simple clauses).

We assume a flat phrase structure for Tigrinya, which entails that the verb, its sub-

categorized arguments and adjuncts all occur at the same level dominated by an

exocentric S. The following rule encodes a simple Tigrinya clause.

(346) S --> NOM*, PP*, V.

The meta-category NOM is used to generalize over the nominal categories that

serve as arguments of the verb. It is defined as a set of alternative values, as shown

in (347).

(347) NOM={ NP | DP | QP | PRON | PROP | PRO-INT }

NOM can take any of the categories in the set as its value. NOM is marked with

a Kleene star because the verb can have zero or more overtly realized arguments. A

clause can also have one or several prepositional phrases (PP). The comma between

categories is a shuffling operator which shuffles the ordering of the constituents.

Since not all word order possibilities that are generated by this rule are allowed in

the language, the grammar imposes constraints as f-structure annotations in order

to rule out ungrammatical structures. For example, in Tigrinya only definite objects

can precede the subject. This condition is stated as follows.
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(348)

S --> NOM*: { (ˆ SUBJ)=!

(! CASE)=nom

| (ˆ OBJ)=!

{∼(! DEF)=+

∼(ˆ OBJ) <h (ˆ SUBJ)

(!CASE)= “condition one”

|(! DEF)=+

(! CASE)=c obj

(! AGR)=c +} }, “condition two”

V: ˆ=! .

Subjects and unmarked objects are assigned a nom(inative) case. Unmarked ob-

jects are not allowed to precede the subject (condition one). On the other hand, def-

inite objects are required to be marked with the objective case and agree with the

verb. When objects are marked in this manner (condition two), they can leave their

canonical position and be preposed before the subject or postposed after the verb.

Subjects and unmarked objects should occur in the word order shown in (349a).

In this structure neither noun phrase distinguished by case marking, and the verb

marks the subject only. Thus, if we switch the order, as in (349b), the clause be-

comes ungrammatical. In order for the the proper noun Tesfay to be coded as an

object, it must bear the objective case in this position. The noun book cannot be

semantically selected as head of a subject.

(349) a. ተስፋይ
täsfay
Tesfay.M

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ገዚኡ።
gäziP-u
PerfS.buy.SM.3MSg

‘Tesfay bought a book.’

b. *መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ተስፋይ
täsfay
Tesfay.M

ገዚኡ።
gäziP-u
PerfS.buy.SM.3MSg

‘Tesfay bought a book.’

A sentence with an unmarked subject and object, as in (349a), will get the c-

structure and f-structure analysis in Figure 10.11. However, the clause with a pre-

posed object (349b) will not be parsed.

Since indefinite objects, like subjects, are unmarked for case, the CASE feature

of both the SUBJ and the OBJ attributes has a nom(inative) value.

When the object is definite, it is case marked and cross-referenced on the verb

(350a), and in this structure the object can be fronted (350b).
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Figure 10.11: An unmarked clause

(350) a. ተስፋይ
täsfay
Tesfay.MSg

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ገዚኡዋ።
gäziP-u-wa
PerfS.buy-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Tesfay bought the book.’

b. ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ተስፋይ
täsfay
Tesfay.MSg

ገዚኡዋ።
gäziP-u-wa
PerfS.buy.SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘The book, Tesfay bought it.’

Essentially, the elements in the clause can occur in any order, such as OSV, SVO,

VSO, VOS and OVS. Furthermore, neither the subject nor the object needs to be

overtly realized in the clause. The morphological information expressed by the ver-

bal object suffix (OM1) is given in the template section, as in (351).

(351)

WA = (ˆ OBJ GEND)=fem

(ˆ OBJ NUM)=sg

(ˆ OBJ PERS)=3

(ˆ OBJ AGR)=+

{ (ˆ OBJ PRED FN)=c pro

| ∼ (ˆ OBJ PRED FN)=pro

(ˆ OBJ DEF)=c +

(ˆ OBJgoal CASE)=c obj }

The annotation for WA contains constraining equations that state the conditions

for its realization, in addition to the specifications of agreement information. The

object marked with this suffix either has a PRED feature which has a ‘pro’ as its

value, or it has an overt semantic form as its value, thus it is not a ‘pro’. In the

later case, OBJ must be definite. This constraint expresses the interdependence of

the object verbal suffix and the definiteness feature. The c-structure representations
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for sentence (350a) and sentence (350b) are given in Figure 10.12.

Figure 10.12: C-structures with definite objects

Since the grammar currently does not provide discourse/pragmatic function

analyses for the different discourse/pragmatic readings coded by these word or-

ders, the two c-structure representations correspond to the same f-structure analysis

shown in Figure 10.13.

Figure 10.13: F-structure with definite object

When the object is definite the f-structure contains an AGR (agreement) feature

with a + value, and a CASE feature with obj as its value. The agreement suffixes

bear the annotation (ˆ OBJ AGR)=+ which is checked by the constraining equation

(! AGR)=c + given as an annotation of a definite OBJ in the c-structure.

The nominals that express the subject and the object can also be dropped, leav-

ing only the verb (352).
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(352) ገዚኡዎ።
gäziP-u-wo
PerfS.buy.SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘He bought it.’

In this case, the arguments of the predicate are satisfied by a phonologically

null category ‘pro’, which is a functional specification of the pronominal argu-

ments to which the inflection suffixes of the verb are bound. The c-structure and

f-structure representation for pro-dropped subject and object functions are given in

Figure 10.14. In the c-structure there are no nodes to represent either a subject or

Figure 10.14: Pro-drop

an object, while the f-structure contains SUBJ and OBJ attributes with the PRED

feature that has a null ‘pro’ as its value. It is a null ‘pro’ in the sense that it does

not correspond to a c-structure node. The GEND, NUM and PERS features acquire

their values from the verbal pronominal suffixes.

The number and type of arguments that verbs may take is expressed in the

lexicon for each verb entry. The lexicon contains representative verb entries from

different verb classes. These entries are marked with template macros that define

their subcategorization frames. The templates section contains a definition of

subcategorization frames for different verb types such as intransitive, transitive,

ditransitive, locative verbs, etc. Below we list some of these (353).
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(353)
V-INTRANS (P) = (ˆ PRED)=‘P<(ˆSUBJ)>’

{ (ˆ SUBJ PRED)=‘pro’ } .

V-TRANS (P) = (ˆ PRED)=‘P<(ˆSUBJ) (ˆOBJ)>’

{ (ˆ SUBJ PRED)=‘pro’ }
{ (ˆ OBJ PRED)=‘pro’ }

V-DITRANS (P) = (ˆ PRED)=‘P<(ˆSUBJ) (ˆOBJ)’ (ˆOBJgoal)>’

{ (ˆ SUBJ PRED)=‘pro’ }
{ (ˆ OBJ PRED)=‘pro’ }
{ (ˆ OBJgoal PRED)=‘pro’ }.

V-TRANS-OBL-loc (P prp) = (ˆ PRED)=‘P<(ˆSUBJ) (ˆOBJ) (ˆOBL-loc)>’

(ˆOBL-loc PFORM)=c prp

{ (ˆ SUBJ PRED)=‘pro’ }
{ (ˆ OBJ PRED)=‘pro’ }.

A template is invoked by its name, which is the part on the left-side of the entry

before the equal sign. The different subcategorization frames contain parametrized

macro (e.g. P and P prp) definitions whose values are determined by the call of

individual verb entries that reflect the appropriate subcategorization frame. For ex-

ample, when the template macro @V-TRANS is invoked with transitive predicates

such as ገዚኡዋ gäziP-u-wa ‘he bought it’ in (354), the system will find the template

definition and will copy the annotations coded by it into the place of the macro call.

(354)
ገዚኡዋ V* @(V-TRANS ገዝአ-buy)

@U @WA @

(ˆ VFORM)=fin (ˆ VTYPE)=main

@PERFECT-GERUND.

The templates @U and @WA are called to access the agreement feature for

the subject and the object, respectively. Information about tense and aspect is also

annotated on the verb. Verbs are also annotated as to whether they are finite or not,

and main or not.

In addition to SUBJ and OBJ, some verbs are subcategorized for OBLθ func-

tions (in chapter 6.2 we discuss the distinction between obliques and adjuncts).

OBLθ functions are semantically restricted to given semantic roles. The different

semantic relations are indicated by distinct prepositions, for example, the locative

preposition Pab and the instrumental preposition b1. In (355) the verb load selects a

semantically marked OBL that is associated with a locative argument.
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(355) ተስፋይ
täsfay
Tesfay.MSg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

እኽሊ
P1k

¯
1li

grain.Sg

ኣብ
Pab
on

እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ኣድጊ
Padgi
donkey.Sg

ጽዒኑዎ።
s
˙
1Qin-u-wo

PerfS.load.SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Tesfay loaded the grain on the donkey.’

The f-structure associated with the PP Pab P1t-a Padgi ‘on the donkey’ is as-

signed a PRED value to express the fact that the preposition that marks this OBL

function has semantic content. Such an analysis is achieved by using the rules given

below (356).

(356)
S --> NOM*: { (ˆ SUBJ)=!

| (ˆ OBJ)=! },

PP* : (ˆ (! PCASE))=!,

V : ˆ=! .

PP --> P : ˆ=!

(ˆ PTYPE)=c sem

NOM: (ˆ OBJ)=! .

The annotated (ˆ (! PCASE))=! gives the attribute of which the PP’s f-structure

is a value. OBL functions are semantically restricted to prepositions that head the

PP. Thus, the lexical entry of the individual preposition supplies the specific in-

stantiation of PCASE. We illustrate this with the entry of the locative preposition

(357).

(357)
ኣብ P * (ˆ PCASE)=OBL-loc

(ˆ PRED)='ኣብ-ab<(ˆ OBJ)>'

(ˆ PFORM)=ኣብ

(ˆ PSEM)=loc

(ˆPTYPE)=sem

PCASE will be instantiated to OBL-loc, which will appear as the f-structure

attribute. Similarly, all semantically restricted distinct prepositions will contribute

the semantic case that mark OBL functions. This makes it possible to avoid anno-

tating the PP in the c-structure with all the different OBL functions (Falk 2001:75).

In order to be able to parse the sentence in (355), we will need to specify the lexical

entry for the the locative verb s
˙
1Q in-u-wo ‘he loaded it’.
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(358)
ጽዒኑዎ V * @(V-TRANS-OBL-loc ጽዓነ-load ኣብ-loc-prep)

@U @WO

@PERFECT-GERUND

(ˆ VFORM)=fin (ˆ VTYPE)=main.

In the context of the clause that we want to parse, the verb will invoke the sub-

categorization frame for locative arguments. Alternatively, it can also is associated

with another subcategorization frame where the locative is applicatively expressed.

This will be discussed in subsequent sections. Here we will focus on the analysis

of the OBL function. In a clause with a prepositional locative the object marker

-wo (OM1) cross-references with the theme object. The c-structure and f-structure

analyses of the sentence with the locative OBL (355) is given in Figure 10.15.

Figure 10.15: Agreement with OBJ

OBL-loc is featured by the locative preposition within the argument structure

of the main PRED together with the other governable grammatical functions such

as SUBJ and OBJ. Since the preposition is the head of a phrase, the OBL-loc has

the locative preposition and its subcategorization frame as the value of its PRED

feature. The object of the preposition appears in the same f-structure as the PRED,

as required by the completeness condition of LFG. In the following section we will

present the analysis of the passive clause.
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10.5 The passive clause

The Tigrinya grammar also accounts for operations that alter the alignment of gram-

matical functions to the arguments in the subcategorization frame of the verb. Here

we will illustrate the implementation of the passive because we have used this phe-

nomenon as a diagnostic for objecthood in applicative clauses. As noted earlier,

passivization is morphologically coded in Tigrinya. For example, in the perfective

aspect the verb is marked with the prefix tä- to derive the passive reading, as in

(359).

(359) እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ተገዚኣ።
tä-gäziP-a
DT-PerfS.buy.SM.3FSg

‘The book has been bought.’

The passive predicate is associated with the same subcategorization frame as

the active verb. Thus, the passive predicate tä-gäziP-a ‘it has been bought’ uses the

template invocation @(V-TRANS ገዝአ-buy) as its active counterpart in (354). Pas-

sive predicates are annotated with (ˆ PASSIVE)=+, a feature that effects the passive

rule. The lexical rule will realign the initial arguments of a predicate to grammatical

functions according to the pattern coded by the passive. The template definition of

the passive given below characterizes the passive pattern in Tigrinya (360).

(360) Passive lexical rule

PASS (SCHEMATA) = { ∼(ˆ PASSIVE)=+

SCHEMATA “nothing happens”

| (ˆPASSIVE)=c +

SCHEMATA “passive operates”

{(ˆ OBJ) --> (ˆ SUBJ)

| (ˆ OBJgoal) --> (ˆ SUBJ)}
{ (ˆ SUBJ) --> NULL

| (ˆ SUBJ) --> (ˆ OBL-AG)

(ˆ OBL-AG CASE)=c instr}.

In this template, SCHEMATA is used as a parameter which takes the template

definition of a verb subcategorization frame such as those given in (353) as its input.

This is illustrated by the subcategorization frame of a transitive predicate (361).

(361)
V-TRANS (P) = (PASS [(ˆ PRED)=‘P<(ˆSUBJ) (ˆOBJ)’

{ (ˆ SUBJ PRED)=‘pro’ }
{ (ˆ OBJ PRED)=‘pro’ } ]).
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When an active predicate appears in place of the P, the passive rule will not

perform any remapping, but when a passive predicate appears in place of the P,

the rule will perform the remapping operation. The rewriting symbol (--->) indi-

cates that a logical object, i.e. the argument that corresponds with a theme/patient

semantic role, or the goal/recipient object of a ditransitive clause will be rewritten

as a SUBJ function when the passive rule is applied. In the subcategorization frame

the designators SUBJ and OBJ correspond to the default arguments of an active

predicator. The passive rule takes the initial syntactic arguments (i.e arguments of

the active predicate), and realigns them with the pattern coded by the passive. The

initial subject is either phonologically unexpressed (NULL), or it is realized as an

OBL-AG(ent) function, which in Tigrinya is marked by an instr(umental) preposi-

tional case. The c-structure and f-structure representations in Figure 10.16 are given

to the passive sentence in (359). Since, in this passive expression, the agent argu-

Figure 10.16: Passive of transitive predicate

ment is not syntactically realized, the absence of the agent argument (the logical

subject) is indicated by the NULL symbol in the f-structure. The theme argument

assumes the SUBJ function, which is evidenced by the subject pronominal suffix

that it cross-references with and the nominative form of the determiner that speci-

fies it.

10.6 Applicative clauses

In this section we will present the implementation of three types of clauses. The first

type involves inherent ditransitive verbs that are subcategorized for two objects.

The second type involves transitive base verbs that are subcategorized for applied

objects through the suffix OM2. The third type involves intransitive predicates that
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can host either OM1 or OM2 to express different semantic role readings of the

applied argument.

10.6.1 Analysis of ditransitive clauses

As discussed earlier (8.2.1 and 8.3.1), objects in ditransitive clauses are coded

through an interplay of word order, case and pronominal marking. In a ditransitive

clause the two objects are not strictly ordered with respect to each other. Depend-

ing on whether the theme object is definite or not, we get different word order con-

straints. (1) When the theme object is indefinite, the default order is one in which the

theme follows the recipient object. However, that order can be reversed to express

a contrastive focus reading of the theme object. In this structure, only the recipi-

ent object can be pronominally marked, depending on its salience in the discourse

context. (2) When the theme object is definite, it obligatorily precedes the recipient

object, and either of these objects can be selected for pronominal marking. The c-

structure rule in (362) captures these word order patterns of objects in ditransitive

clauses. It is an expansion of the rule which was given in (348) in order to include

f-structure annotations and constraints to capture the structure of the ditransitive

clause. The functions OBJ and OBJgoal correspond to theme argument and recip-

ient arguments, respectively. As noted in (8.5), OBJgoal is semantically restricted

to the goal semantic role. It reflects the same primary objecthood properties as the

theme OBJ function with respect to passivization.

(362)

S --> NOM*: { (ˆ SUBJ)=!

(! CASE)=nom

| (ˆ OBJ)=!

{ {∼(! DEF)=c+ “Condition 1”

∼(ˆ OBJ) <h (ˆ SUBJ)

(!CASE)=nom

|(! DEF)=+ “Condition 2”

(! CASE)=c obj

(! AGR)=c +}
| (ˆ OBJgoal) “Condition 3”

(! DEF)=c +

∼(ˆ OBJgoal) <h (ˆ OBJ)}
| (ˆ OBJgoal)=!

(ˆ OBJgoal CASE )=c obj},

V: ˆ=!.
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The S rule in (348) includes the (ˆ OBJgoal)=! annotation, in addition to the

SUBJ and OBJ, for the meta-category NOM* in order to license object arguments of

ditransitive predicates. The equation (ˆ OBJgoal CASE )=c obj constrains OBJgoal

to obligatorily bear the objective case marking. Generally, OBJ and OBJgoal are

not ordered with respect to each other, but when OBJ is definite, it obligatorily pre-

cedes OBJgoal and bears case marking. This word order phenomenon, known also

as ‘word order freezing’ (see chapter 8.2.1), is expressed as a condition (Condition

3) under the annotation of OBJ through the head precedence constraint. The head

precedence rule restricts the head of the OBJgoal function from preceding the head

of the OBJ function in c-structure. The head in this constraint refers to the con-

stituent that corresponds with the f-structure where the semantic form ‘PRED’ is

instantiated.

In addition to the annotated rules, ditransitive predicates are also supplied with

information about their subcategorization pattern, sub-lexical rules that direct the

linking of argument to relevant grammatical function in voice altering phenomena

(such as the template tag @PASSIVE), and agreement patterns (such as those given

as template tags @U and @WA), among other things. This information is provided

in the lexical entries of the verbs. The lexical entries for the active and passive forms

of a ditransitive predicate are given (363).

(363) Ditransitive lexical entry

ሂቡዋ V * @(V-DITRANS ሃበ-give)

@U @WA

@PERFECT-GERUND

(ˆ VFORM)=fin (ˆ VTYPE)=main.

ተዋሂቡዎ V * @(V-DITRANS ሃበ-give)

@U @WO @PASSIVE

@PERFECT-GERUND

(ˆ VFORM)=fin (ˆ VTYPE)=main.

In the grammar, lexical entries are listed in their full morphological form. In-

flectional and derivational patterns of verbs are generalized in the template section,

and thus lexical entries are marked with template tags that define these patterns.

Both object arguments of ditransitive predicates are identified with the same verbal

suffix (OM1) as the object argument in monotransitive predicates, thus the template

tags @WA and @WO may be associated with either object, OBJ or OBJgoal. In

order to illustrate this, we will extend the template definition for the third person

feminine object pronominal suffix which was given in (351) to include the agree-

ment specification for OBJgoal, as in (364).
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(364) Cross-referencing with OBJ or OBJgoal

WA = { (ˆ OBJ GEND)=fem

(ˆ OBJ NUM)=sg

(ˆ OBJ PERS)=3

(ˆ OBJ AGR)=+

{ (ˆ OBJ PRED FN)=c pro

| ∼ (ˆ OBJ PRED FN)=c pro

(ˆ OBJ CASE)=c obj

(ˆ OBJ DEF)=c +}
| (ˆ OBJgoal GEND)=fem

(ˆ OBJgoal NUM)=sg

(ˆ OBJgoal PERS)=3

(ˆ OBJgoal AGR)=+

{ (ˆ OBJgoal PRED FN)=c pro

| ∼ (ˆ OBJgoal PRED FN)=c pro

(ˆ OBJgoal CASE)=c obj

(ˆ OBJ DEF)=c +}}.

This template definition given in the form of two disjunctions specifies that the

object suffix OM1, here instantiated by the third person feminine form (WA), can

correspond to either OBJ or OBJgoal. In addition, the marker is specified either as

an agreement marker or a pronominal suffix in the absence of overt expressions for

these arguments. When the expression of OBJ or OBJgoal is overtly realized, i.e.,

not a ‘pro’ (∼(ˆ OBJ PRED FN)=c pro or ∼ (ˆ OBJgoal PRED FN)=c pro), the

overt expression is required to be definite ((ˆ OBJ DEF)=c + or (ˆ OBJ DEF)=c +),

and bear the objective case suffix ((ˆ OBJ CASE)=c obj or (ˆ OBJgoal CASE)=c

obj).

Now that we have the syntactic rules along with their functional annotations

and lexical descriptions in place, we will demonstrate how ditransitive clauses are

parsed by the grammar. The following example (365) involves an indefinite theme

object and a definite recipient object in their neutral order.

(365) ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ንሳባ
n-saba
Obj-Saba

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ሂቡዋ።
hib-u-wä

PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Yonas gave Saba a book.’

The object suffix cross-references with the recipient object. The two objects can

also switch position in order to code a different pragmatic reading, i.e. a contrastive

focus reading of the theme object. The two c-structure representations are given in

Figure 10.17.
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Figure 10.17: C-structure - ditransitive with indefinite OBJ

The c-structure on the left shows the neutral order, with the recipient object

preceding the theme object, and the one on the right shows the switched order. The

f-structure representation for the two c-structures is the same, as shown in Figure

10.18, since our grammar does not give different representations for the information

structure reading that the two clauses encode at this point.

Figure 10.18: F-structure - ditransitive with indefinite OBJ

The attribute-value pair AGR + in the subsidiary f-structure that is the OBJgoal

[AGR +] codes that it is the OBJgoal that cross-references with the object suffix

in this clause. When the theme object is definite, the order of the objects becomes

fixed, as in (366).

(366) ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ንሳባ
n-saba
Obj-Saba.F

ሂቡዋ።
hib-u-wä

PerfS.give-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Yonas gave Saba the book.’
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Both objects bear the obj(ective) case marker, therefore they can only be distin-

guished by their word order. The grammar assigns only one c-structure analysis in

which the theme object precedes the recipient object, as in shown in Figure 10.19.

Figure 10.19: Definite theme objects in ditransitive clause

The object verbal suffix can cross-reference with either of the objects when

both are definite, given that they code the same agreement features. In (366) it is

the OBJgoal that shows agreement with the verb, as is shown by the [ AGR +] listed

under OBJgoal function.

When the two objects reflect the same agreement features as the object suf-

fix, the suffix becomes ambiguous, and a clause with these properties gets two

f-structure analyses. The parser produces packed f-structure solutions where two

possible f-structures are indicated, as in Figure 10.20.

Figure 10.20: Agreement with OBJgoal and OBJ
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The indices a1 and a2 indicate the constraints that differentiate the two f-

structure solutions. Hence, in solution 1 OBJ (index a1) will have the attribute-value

pair AGR +, and in solution 2 OBJgoal (index a2) will have it.

In Tigrinya either of the object arguments of ditransitive predicates can be ex-

pressed as the subject in a passive clause. In addition, the passive predicate can also

bear a suffix to index an object when it has a definite referent. The c-structure and

f-structure analyses in Figure 10.21 show the analysis of a passive with the theme

argument realized as the SUBJ.

Figure 10.21: Ditransitive passive with theme SUBJ

In the PRED representation of a passive predicate, the first argument, i.e. the

agent, is suppressed, which is signaled by the NULL label. The second argument,

which is the theme, is realized as the subject, and the recipient argument is realized

as OBJgoal. OBJgoal is cross-referenced on the verb, as is indicated by the AGR +

in the OBJgoal f-structure. It should be noted that in the ditransitive passive clause,

when the theme argument is mapped to the subject, the recipient is consistently

analyzed as the OBJgoal. In this analysis it is assumed that the theme argument is

the prototypical OBJ. In Figure 10.22, since the recipient is realized as the SUBJ,

the theme is analyzed as the OBJ.

The PRED representation codes a suppressed agent argument (NULL), a theme

argument which corresponds with the OBJ, and a recipient which is associated with

the SUBJ. The f-structure that is associated with the OBJ does not contain the AGR

+ since the OBJ is indefinite.

In the ditransitive clause the OBJgoal is associated with arguments that display

patient-like properties such as the ability to be expressed as a subject in passive

clauses and to be indexed with the pronominal suffix like the theme objects that

co-occur with it. Since the OBJgoal function is underspecified for the semantic
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Figure 10.22: recipient expressed as SUBJ

roles it expresses, the subscript ‘goal’ is not meant to indicate semantic restriction

as is the convention in LFG. We assign this function to object arguments other

than the theme that reflect genuine patient-like properties. OBJgoal co-occurs with

the OBJ in ditransitive predicates such as ሃበ habä ‘he gave’ and ዓደለ Qaddälä ‘he

distributed’, መሃረ mäharä ‘he taught’ and ነገረ nägärä ‘he told’, ሰረቐ säräq̄ä ‘he

stole’, ጸዓነ s
˙
äQanä ‘he loaded’, ቀድሐ qädh

˙
ä ‘he extracted/drew’, etc. (refer to Table

5.1 for the classification of verbs).

Even though OBJ and OBJgoal are regarded as symmetrical with respect to

the primary objecthood properties discussed in chapter 8.3, there are other coding

differences such as obligatory case marking that distinguish OBJgoal from OBJ (see

chapter 8.3.1), such as the word order freezing constraint which distinguishes them

when both objects bear the objective case. The grammar employs word order, case

marking and pronominal indexation constraints to achieve the correct analysis of

these apparently symmetrical objects. Where ambiguities exist, the parser outputs

ambiguous solutions, as was illustrated in Figure 10.20.

10.6.2 Analysis of applied objects in transitive clauses

As was discussed in chapter 8.2.1 and 8.3.2, an object that can be associated with

semantic roles such as beneficiary, maleficiary, locative, instrumental or source,

among others, reflects different properties than the base object of a monotransi-

tive clause and the recipient object of a ditransitive clause. In the grammar, ob-

jects that are associated with these semantic roles are given the category label

OBJappl. OBJappl is underspecified for the semantic roles with which it is associ-

ated. OBJappl bears the same objective case as the OBJgoal and the definite OBJ.

Applied objects that assume these semantic roles are obligatorily indexed on the

verb through the pronominal suffix OM2. However, when the transitive predicate
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bears OM1, the applied roles are expressed by a prepositional phrase. In this clause

a beneficiary argument is associated with the OBL function. In the default word

order OBJappl precedes OBJ as in the ditransitive clause. In most cases, these ob-

jects can switch order or can be fronted before the subject in order to effect various

information structure readings, although certain applied arguments are constrained

to appear in fixed order when the theme object is definite. An applied object with

a beneficiary/maleficiary semantic role reading can switch order even when it co-

occurs with a definite theme object; however, an applied object that assume other

roles (e.g. locative and instrumental) must precede a definite theme object. In (367)

we modify the c-structure rule given in (348) in order to account for the OBJappl.

(367) Annotation of OBJappl

S --> NOM*: { (ˆ SUBJ)=! “SUBJ annotation”

(! CASE)=nom

| (ˆ OBJ)=! “OBJ annotation”

{ {∼(! DEF)=c+

| ∼(ˆ SUBJ DEF)=+

∼(ˆ OBJ)<h (ˆ SUBJ)}
(!CASE)=nom

| (! CASE)=c obj

(! DEF)=c +

{ (ˆ OBJappl) “stipulates presence of OBJappl”

{ ∼(! DEF)= +

| (! DEF)=c +

{ ∼(ˆ OBJappl SEM-role)=ben

∼(ˆ OBJ)<h (ˆ OBJappl)

| (ˆ OBJappl SEM-role)=c ben }}
{ ∼(ˆ OBJgoal DEF)=c +“constraints on OBJgoal”

{(ˆ AGR)=c +

| (ˆ OBJgoal AGR)=c +}}}
∼(ˆ OBJgoal) <h (ˆ OBJ)}

| (ˆ OBJgoal) “OBJgoal annotation”

(! CASE )=c obj

| (ˆ OBJappl)=! “OBJappl annotation”

(! CASE )=c obj

(! AGR)=c +

∼(ˆ OBJgoal)<h (ˆOBJappl)},

V: ˆ=! .

There are two constraining equations that are associated with the annotation

for OBJappl. The first one, (! CASE)=c obj, requires OBJappl to appear marked

with obj case, and the second one, (! AGR)=c +, requires OBJappl to obliga-

torily cross-reference with object verbal suffixes. OBJappl obligatorily precedes

OBJgoal when the two objects co-occur in the same clause, and thus the annotation

∼(ˆOBJgoal)<h (ˆOBJappl) prevents them from switching order. The c-structure
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rule also includes word order constraints that prevent a definite OBJ from preceding

an OBJappl (“OBJ annotation”). We extract the word order constraints that apply

to OBJ vs OBJappl from the rule in (367) for the sake of illustration in (368).

(368)

{ (ˆ OBJappl) “stipulates presence of OBJappl”

{ ∼(! DEF)= + “disjunct 1”

| (! DEF)=c + “disjunct 2”

{ ∼(ˆ OBJappl SEM-role)=ben

∼(ˆ OBJ)<h (ˆ OBJappl)

| (ˆ OBJappl SEM-role)=c ben }}

The annotation (ˆ OBJappl) requires the presence of an OBJappl, and conditions

on the co-occurence of OBJappl and OBJ are stated. In the context where the OBJ

is indefinite, indicated through ∼(! DEF)= +, no word order constraint is involved

(“disjunct 1”). However, when the OBJ is definite and the applied object argument

is not a beneficiary, OBJ must not precede OBJappl, as expressed by the second

disjunct (“disjunct 2”). The semantic role reading of an OBJappl usually depends

on the semantics of the base verb. Thus, verb entries are annotated with information

about the semantic reading of OBJappl that they may express. For example, verbs

that allow a beneficiary reading are annotated with (ˆ OBJappl SEM)=ben, and

such annotations are employed in order to express constraints that concern applied

objects. For example, the suffix -la, which is the OM2 suffix form, attached to

the predicate ገዚኡላ gäziP-u-la “He bought (for/from) her something” can express

either a beneficiary or a source semantic role reading, as illustrated by the lexical

entries in (369).

(369) Lexicon entry for applied verbs with transitive base

ገዚኡላ V * @(V-TRANS-OBJappl ገዝአ-buy)

@U @LA

@PERFECT-GERUND

(ˆ VFORM)=fin (ˆ VTYPE)=main

{(ˆ OBJappl SEM-role)= ben|(ˆ OBJappl SEM-role)=source}.

ገዚኡሉ V * @(V-TRANS-OBJappl ገዝአ-buy)

@U @LU

@PERFECT-GERUND

(ˆ VFORM)=fin (ˆ VTYPE)=main

{(ˆ OBJappl SEM-role)= ben|(ˆ OBJappl SEM-role)=source}.

The template @(V-TRANS-OBJappl ገዝአ-buy) refers to the subcategorization

frame of applied verbs derived from transitive bases which is defined in the template
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section of the grammar, as shown in (370).

(370) Transitive predicate subcategorized for OBJappl

V-TRANS-OBJappl (P) = (ˆ PRED)=‘P<(ˆSUBJ) (ˆOBJ) (ˆ OBJappl)>’

{ (ˆ SUBJ PRED)=‘pro’ }
{ (ˆ OBJ PRED)=‘pro’ }
{ (ˆ OBJappl PRED)=‘pro’ }

The templates @LA and @LU refer to the agreement information of a third

person feminine singular OBJappl and a third person masculine singular OBJappl,

respectively. The agreement information represented by these templates is given in

(371).

(371) OM2 applicative suffix

LA = { (ˆ OBJappl GEND)=fem

(ˆOBJappl NUM)=sg

(ˆ OBJappl PERS)=3

(ˆ OBJappl AGR)=+

{ (ˆ OBJappl PRED FN)=c pro

|∼ (ˆ OBJappl PRED FN)=c pro

(ˆ OBJappl CASE)=c obj

(ˆ OBJappl DEF)=c +}
LU = { (ˆ OBJappl GEND)=masc

(ˆ OBJapplNUM)=sg

(ˆ OBJappl PERS)=3

(ˆ OBJappl AGR)=+

{ (ˆ OBJappl PRED FN)=c pro

| ∼ (ˆ OBJappl PRED FN)=c pro

(ˆ OBJappl CASE)=c obj

(ˆ OBJappl DEF)=c +}

The syntactic rule (367), lexical entries (369) and template specifications (370)

and (371) will enable us to parse the applicative clauses in example (372), which

codes the default order of OBJappl and OBJ. This analysis is shown in Figure 10.23.

(372) ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ጓል
gwal
girl

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ገዚኡላ።
gäzi-u-la
PerfS.buy-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘Yonas bought the girl.F a book.’

The c-structure on the left shows the default order, whereas the one on the right

shows the reverse order of OBJappl and OBJ. The OBJappl is ambiguous between

the beneficiary and the source reading. Therefore, the SEM-role feature can have

two possible values, one with a beneficiary reading (a1) and another with a source

reading (a2), as in Figure 10.24.
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Figure 10.23: Word order of indefinite OBJ and OBJappl

Figure 10.24: A source semantic role reading of OBJappl
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When the verb indexes a definite theme object, the beneficiary argument as-

sumes an OBL function. As noted in chapter 8.3.1 the preposition n1- is a polyse-

mous marker. It functions as a marker of a direct case when it marks definite theme

objects and applied objects, whereas it functions as a prepositional marker when it

codes beneficiary arguments that are not indexed through verbal suffixes. The c-

structure and f-structure in Figure 10.25 show the OBL analysis of the beneficiary

argument (373).

(373) ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ንሳባ
n1-Saba
Dir-Saba

ገዚኡዎ።
gäzi-u-wo
PerfS.buy-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Yonas bought the book for Saba.’

Figure 10.25: Beneficiary OBL expression

In Tigrinya when a preposition is composed of a single syllable, such as n1- or

b1-, it directly adjoins to the NPs or the DPs which are the complements of the prepo-

sitions (refer to chapter 6.3). The nominals to which the preposition attaches will

still be, NP or DP category, analyzed as an obliquely marked nominal. The lexical

entries of nouns and determiners that are directly marked with n1- bear alternative

annotations which express that the marker can function either as an objective case,

(ˆCASE)=obj, or as an oblique case, (ˆPCASE)=dat. The ‘obj’ case is used when

the marked object is also pronominally indexed on the verb, and the ‘dat’ will be

used when the marked object is not cross-referenced on the verbs, and thus has an

OBL function. A similar analysis is proposed by Spencer (2005) for postpositions

adjoined to NPs or DPs in Hindi.
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OBJappl obligatorily precedes a definite OBJ when it expresses a semantic role

other than the beneficiary, for example, a source, a locative or an instrumental, and

in this pattern, the OBJappl is obligatorily indexed on the verb (374). The analysis

of this type of applied objects looks like the one given in Figure 10.26.

(374) ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

ሰደቓ
sädäq̄a
desk.Sg

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af

book.Sg
ኣንቢሩሉ።
Panbir-u-lu
PerfS.put/place-SM.3MSg-OM2.3MSg

‘Yonas put the book on the desk.’

Figure 10.26: OBJappl co-occurring with definite OBJ

As with the beneficiary argument, locative, instrumental and source arguments

are coded as OBLs when the verb indexes the theme object. The analysis of an

obliquely expressed locative argument that co-occurs with a pronominally indexed

OBJ (375) is shown in Figure 10.27.

(375) ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ነቲ
n-ät-i
Obj-Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af

book.Sg

ኣብ
Pab
Loc.on

ሰደቓ
sädäq̄a
desk.Sg

ኣንቢሩዎ።
Panbir-u-wo
PerfS.put-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘Yonas put the book on the desk.’
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Figure 10.27: OBL expression of a locative argument

The locative preposition ኣብ Pab is realized as an independent preposition, un-

like the directional n1- and the instrumental b1-. In the c-structure the independent

locative preposition is the head of the PP and takes the NP as its complement. In the

f-structure the PP is assigned an OBL function whose semantic relation is specified

by a preposition, which in this example is a locative preposition.

As we noted in chapters 4.4.5 and 8.3.3, some transitive verbs, for example,

ወሲዱዎ/ሉ wäsidu-wo/lu ‘he took it/he took a portion of it (from it)’, በሊዑዎ/ሉ

bäliQu-wo/lu ‘he ate it/he ate a portion of it (from it)’ and ሰቲዩዎ/ሉ sätiyu-wo/lu
‘he drank it/he drank a portion of it (from it)’, allow either of the object pronominal

suffixes – OM1 to code a completely affected object, and OM2 to code a partially

affected object. In these instances, the object coded with OM1 is analyzed as OBJ,

and the object coded with OM2 is analyzed as OBJappl (376). The c-structure and f-

structure representation of the partially affected OBJappl reading is given in Figure

10.28.

(376) ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ቅጫ
q1č

˙
a

bread

በሊዑላ።
bäliQ-u-la
PerfS.eat-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘Yonas ate from the bread.’ (He ate a portion of the bread.)
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Figure 10.28: Partitive reading of OBJappl

In the case of passivization, an object argument with a partitive reading cannot be

expressed as a subject. There are two indications that the partially affected argu-

ment does not correspond to the subject. First, the nominal that codes the partitive

object can optionally bear the objective case marker, which is not possible with a

nominal that is associated with a subject. Second, the subject pronominal suffix on

the passive predicate specifies an expletive subject coding a third person singular

masculine agreement feature. On the other hand, the object pronominal suffix OM2

is associated with the object that has the partitive reading (377).

(377) እታ/ነታ
P1t-a/n-ät-a
Det-3FSg/Obj-Det-3FSg

ቅጫ
q1č

˙
a

bread

ተበሊዑላ።
tä-bäliQ-u-la
DT-PerfS.eat-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘From the bread, it has been eaten.’

The subject pronominal suffix on the passive predicate is specified for a third

person masculine singular subject, while the object pronominal suffix is specified

for a third person feminine singular object which corresponds with the agreement

values of the nominal that codes the object. The analysis of this sentence is given

in Figure 10.29.

In the main PRED of the clause, which is the representation of the predicate sub-

categorization frame, expletive subjects are represented outside the angled brack-

ets to indicate their athematic nature (only semantic arguments can be listed inside

the brackets). The grammar defines an alternative verb subcategorization frame for

transitive applied verbs that allow the partitive reading which is shown in (378).
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Figure 10.29: Analysis of partitive OBJappl in passive clause

(378) Expletive subjects of applied passive predicates

V-TRANS-OBJappl (P) = {(ˆ PRED)=‘P<(ˆSUBJ) (ˆOBJ) (ˆ OBJappl)>’

{ (ˆ SUBJ PRED)=‘pro’ }
{ (ˆ OBJ PRED)=‘pro’ }
{ (ˆ OBJappl PRED)=‘pro’ }
|

(ˆ PRED)=‘P< NULL (ˆ OBJappl)> (ˆSUBJ) ’

(ˆ PASSIVE)=c +

∼ (ˆ SUBJ PRED FN)

(ˆ SUBJ SUBJ-TYPE)=expl

{ (ˆ OBJappl PRED)=‘pro’ }}

The first part of the disjunct is an argument structure for transitive applied pred-

icates, and the second part of the disjunct is an argument structure for passive pred-

icates with expletive subjects. The constraint ∼ (ˆ SUBJ PRED FN) will prevent

an overt nominal from becoming the semantic head of an expletive subject (i.e. to

disallow it to associate with overt nominal expressions). In addition, the (ˆ SUBJ

SUBJ-TYPE)=expl feature identifies an expletive subject, and it is used to express

constraints in syntactic structures that implicate it. For example, it is required in

head precedence rules such as (ˆ OBJappl)>h (ˆ SUBJ) from which expletive sub-

jects are exempted.

In the normal situation where there are distinct theme and applied arguments

in the applicative clause, the passive predicate codes the theme argument as a sub-

ject, and the applied argument as an applied object. An ordinary applicative passive

clause (379), will get c-structure and f-structure analyses similar to the ones shown

in Figure 10.30.
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(379) እታ/ነታ
P1t-a/n-ät-a
Det-3FSg/Obj-Det-3FSg

ሽሓኒ
š1h

˙
ani

dish.Sg

ሾርባ
šorba
soup

ተበሊዑላ።
tä-bäliQ-u-la
DT-PerfS.eat-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘The dish, soup has been eaten from.’

Figure 10.30: OBJappl in a passive clause

In a passive clause, when the applied object is more topical than the subject, the

applied object tends to appear in clause initial position, and in this pattern the prepo-

sitional case marker n1- becomes optional. In this example, the definite OBJappl

comes before the indefinite subject, and the OBJappl Saba is unmarked for case, and

thus it is assigned the nom(inative) case. The same word order and case marking

pattern is also observed in applicative clauses formed out of intransitive predicates.

In the following section we will present the analysis of applied objects that are

subcategorized for intransitive base verbs.

10.6.3 Analysis of applied objects in intransitive clauses

Intransitive verbs can host OM1 or OM2 to expresses various semantic role read-

ings of applied objects. The suffix OM1 can code a maleficiary, an experiencer, a

possessor, circumstance/event time or a goal reading of an applied object, whereas

the suffix OM2 can code a beneficiary, a locative, a source or a time-span (corre-

sponding to adverbials of time: hour, day, year, etc.) reading of an applied object

(refer to chapter 5.3.1, 8.4.3). The kind of semantic role reading expressed by these

pronominal markers depends on the meaning of the base intransitive verb. For ex-

ample, the suffix OM1 marking intransitive verbs such as ሓሚሙዋ h
˙
amim-u-wa

‘he got sick on her’ and መዪቱዋ mäyit-u-wa ‘he died on her’ expresses a malefi-
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ciary, an argument understood as psychologically affected by the event described

by the verb, but not an argument undergoing physical adversities. On the other

hand, with intransitive verbs such as ወዲቑዋ wädiq̄u-wa ‘it fell on her’ and ኣትዩዋ

Paty-u-wa ‘it went in/into her’ /‘it pierced her’ the applied object argument is in-

terpreted as being directly affected. In wädiq̄u-wa it can be understood as being

psychological affected when the entity coded as the subject does not directly fall

on the referent of the applied argument’s body. For example, when a glass falls on

the ground from the hands of the referent of the applied argument. Moreover, the

referent of the applied argument can also be interpreted as being directly affected in

a situation where the entity coded as a subject falls directly on the referent, causing

physical harm or pain. In contrast, with ሓሚሙላ h
˙
amim-u-la ‘he got sick for her’

OM2 can express a beneficiary or a time span (e.g the day/time he was sick), and

with መዪቱላ mäyit-u-la ‘he/it died for/on her/it.F’ it can express a beneficiary, a

time-span or a location (e.g. the bed he died on).

In the grammar applied objects coded by intransitive base verbs through the

suffix OM2 are identified as OBJappl. Like the OBJappl subcategorized for by tran-

sitive predicates, OBJappls of intransitive predicates are underspecified for the se-

mantic roles they can express. It ambiguously expresses a beneficiary, a locative, a

source or an event time reading of the applied argument. In Figure 10.31 we provide

a parse output for an applied clause with a locative OBJappl (380).

(380) ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

ነታ
n-ät-a
Obj-Det-3FSg

ዓራት
Qarat
bed.Sg

ደቂሱላ።
däqis-u-la
PerfS.sleep-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘Yonas slept on the bed.’

Figure 10.31: Analysis of OBJappl hosted by intransitive verb
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In addition, an applied argument with a beneficiary, a locative, a source or a

time span semantic reading cannot be coded as a subject of an applied passive pred-

icate with an intransitive verb base (refer to chapter 2.4.4. With intransitive predi-

cates that can allow the passive prefix, the subject pronominal suffix corresponds

to an athematic argument, i.e. a null subject, and the object pronominal suffix cor-

responds to the applied argument, as in ተደቂሱላ tä-däqis-u-la ‘it has been slept on’

(the argument structure for applied passive predicates is modeled in chapter 8.4.3).

Intransitive applied predicates are assigned an alternative subcategorization frame

to handle the realization of the expletive subject, which is shown in (381).

(381)

V-INTRANS-OBJappl (P) = (ˆ PRED)=‘P< NULL (ˆ OBJappl)> (ˆSUBJ) ’

(ˆ PASSIVE)=c +

∼ (ˆ SUBJ PRED FN)

(ˆ SUBJ SUBJ-TYPE)=expl

{ (ˆ OBJappl PRED)=‘pro’ }

The c-structure and f-structure analyses of an OBJappl in an intransitive passive

clause (382) is shown in Figure 10.32.

(382) እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ዓራት
Qarat
bed

ተደቂሱላ።
tä-däqis-u-la
DT-PerfS.sleep-SM.3MSg-OM2.3FSg

‘The bed was slept on.’

Figure 10.32: Expletive SUBJ in a passive applicative clause

Moreover, it should be noted that passive applicative predicates may not al-

ways be able to express all the applied object readings possible with their active

counterparts. For example, ደቂሱላ däqis-u-la ‘He slept for/on her/it.’ can express a
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beneficiary or a locative reading, while the passive form ተደቂሱላ tä-däqis-u-la ‘it

has been slept on it’ can only express a locative reading. The expression of a ben-

eficiary appears to be incompatible with the semantics of the intransitive passive

predicate.

The suffix OM1 can express a maleficiary, an experiencer, a possessor or a goal

applied object reading, depending on the lexical semantics of the intransitive verb

that allows this suffix. Applied arguments that cannot be associated with a subject in

a passive applied predicate are analyzed as object functions that bear labels that sig-

nal their semantic restrictedness such as OBJmal, OBJexper and OBJposs, whereas

those that can be associated with a subject are analyzed as OBJgoal. OBJmal,

OBJexper and OBJposs reflect behavior similar to that of OBJappl with respect

to passivization, but they denote a higher degree of affectedness than OBJappl. For

example, the argument of OBJmal is perceived to be adversely affected, the argu-

ment of OBJexper is perceived to be psychologically affected, and the argument

of OBJposs is perceived to be spatially affected by containing the referent of the

possessee argument. The analysis of an intransitive applicative clause that codes an

OBJmal (383) is given in Figure 10.33.

(383) ዮናስ
Yonas
Yonas.M

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
1h
˙
af

book

ጠፊኡዎ።
t
˙
äfiP-u-wo

PerfS.disappear-SM.3MSg-OM1.3MSg

‘A book disappeared on Yonas.’

Figure 10.33: OBJmal in an intransitive passive clause

The applied objects of such intransitive verbs tend to appear clause initially,

and in this position, the objective case becomes optional. Applied objects that are

more topical than subjects reflect this kind of coding pattern, and so they assume

the primary topic function in such structures. The meaning of the predicate ጠፊኡዎ
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t
˙
äfiP-u ‘it got lost’ is incompatible with passivization, and thus it does not allow the

passive prefix. Therefore *ተጠፊኡዎ/ሉ tä-t
˙
ä fiP-u-wo/lu is an ill-formed passive

predicate in Tigrinya.

As with OBJmal, OBJexper is analyzed as a restricted object. OBJexper corre-

sponds to arguments that are perceived to undergo psychological or emotional ad-

versities (refer to chapter 4.4.6 for more information). OBJexper is subcategorized

by psych verbs that employ a subject suffix which indexes an athematic subject. The

semantic vacuity of the subject is expressed by representing it outside the subcate-

gorization frame of the predicate. In this structure, the OBJexper is also discourse

topical in the clause. As a result, it can optionally be marked by the objective case

as we saw with OBJmal. The analysis of an applicative clause with OBJexper (384)

is given in Figure 10.34.

(384) ሳባ
Saba
Saba.F

ጸምዩዋ።
s
˙
ämy-u-wa

PerfS.be=quiet-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘Saba is lonely. /Lit: It became quiet for Saba.’

Figure 10.34: Analysis of the applicative OBJexper

In the f-structure, only the OBJexper appears inside the angled brackets which

code semantic argument positions within the PRED representation, whereas the

SUBJ appears outside the representation of semantic arguments within the PRED.

Active predicates with athematic subjects are also incompatible with passivization.

Therefore, attaching the passive prefix to such predicates results in an ill-formed

passive form, as in *ተጸምዩዋ tä-s
˙
ämy-u-wa.

Another object that shows a syntactic structure similar to the OBJmal is the

possessor applied object. The possessor applied object reading is derived from the

copula ኣሎ Pall-o ‘it exists’ /‘it is’, which is also used in locative and existential

constructions. In possessive constructions the copula is obligatorily marked by the

affected object pronominal suffix OM1, as in ኣሎዋ Pall-o-wa ‘it exists in/on her’
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/‘ there is in/on her’, which co-references with a possessor applied object. In addi-

tion, the subject suffix corresponds to a possessee argument (see chapters 4.4.7 and

6.4.2). Following the analyses proposed by Bresnan (1994, 2001) for locative inver-

sion, and Falk (2007) for Hebrew possessive copula constructions, we assume that

complements of the locative copula are not predicative complements (XCOMPs),

but arguments that can be associated either with an OBL or an OBJposs. Since pos-

sessive expressions have syntactic structure similar to that of applicatively coded

locative arguments, they are analyzed as applicative constructions. This view is

confirmed by the structure of an abstract possessor expressed as an applied object

(385b), which can otherwise also be coded as a complement of a preposition (385a).

(385) a. እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ኣብ
Pab
loc.on

ጣውላ
t
˙
awla

table.Sg

ኣሎ።
Pall-o
Pres.loc=be-SM.3MSg

‘The book is/exists on the table.’

b. እታ
P1t-a
Det-3FSg

ጣውላ
t
˙
awla

table.Sg

መጽሓፍ
mäs

˙
h
˙
af

book.Sg

ኣሎዋ።
Pall-o-wa
Pres.loc=be-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘The table has a book on it./There is a book on the table.’

When the locative complement is expressed in a prepositional phrase, the loca-

tive copula cannot bear the suffix OM1 to index it (385a). In this structure, the cop-

ula can only agree with the subject. The analysis of this clause is shown in Figure

10.35.

Figure 10.35: Locative OBL
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When the locative argument is more topical in the discourse, it is expressed in

an applicative clause (385b). In this clause the locative applied object is indexed on

the copula verb through the OM1. The locative argument in this applicative clause

is perceived as an abstract possessor since its referent has spatial semantics. The

analysis with the applicative expression of the locative argument is given in Figure

10.36.

Figure 10.36: OBJposs with inanimate possessor

When the complement of the locative applied copula is an animate entity or

a human, the applied object has a genuine possessive reading. This indicates that

it is the semantic properties of the referent that yields the different readings of the

applied objects, rather than their morphosyntactic structure. The possessive applica-

tive clause with a human possessor argument (386) has the same syntactic structure

as in (10.36). Consequently, it is given the same syntactic and functional analysis,

as Figure 10.37 shows.

(386) ሳባ
Saba
Saba.F

ኣሕዋት
Pah

˙
wat

sibling.Pl

ኣሎዉዋ።
Pallo-wu-wa
Pres-exist-SM.3MPl-OM1.3FSg

‘Saba has siblings. /Lit: Siblings exist for Saba.’

In the possessive construction, normally the object precedes the subject. Since

the possessor is more topical than the possessee, the OBJposs appears in clause ini-

tial position and bears an optional objective case. Like the other intransitive pred-

icates with adversely or psychologically affected arguments, the possessive predi-

cate does not have a passive counterpart.
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Figure 10.37: OBJposs with human possessor

With some unergative applicative predicates the applied argument displays gen-

uine patient-like properties (refer to chapter 8.4.3. Unergative verbs that denote

some sort of transferable actions, gestures or sounds performed or produced by

agent-like arguments. The applied arguments coded with OM1 undergo the events

caused by the agent-like arguments. Unergative predicates such as ስሒቑዋ s1 h
˙
iq̄-u-

wa’ ‘he laughed at her’, ጎዩዋ goyyiy-u-wa ‘he ran after her’/ ‘he chased her’, መጺኡዋ

mäs
˙
iP-u-wa ‘he came to her’, ብጺሑዋ bäs

˙
ih
˙
-u-wa ‘he arrived at her/ he visited her’

and ከዪዱዋ kä(yä)d-u-wa/la ‘he went to her’ code applied arguments that denote a

goal semantic role. As with the recipient and goal arguments of ditransitive predi-

cates, the applied arguments that display genuine patient-like properties are associ-

ated with the OBJgoal. The applied arguments of such unergative predicates can be

associated with the subject of a passive predicate. Figure 10.38 (page 387) shows

the c-structure and f-structure analysis of an unergative applicative clause (387).

(387) እቲ
P1t-i
Det-3MSg

ከልቢ
kälbi
dog

ንሳባ
n1-Saba
Obj-Saba

ጐዩዋ።
gwäy-u-wa
PerfS.run-SM.3MSg-OM1.3FSg

‘The dog ran after Saba./The dog chased Saba.’

The subject and object of unergative applicative clauses such as the ones given

above are characterized by the same word order as the subject and the object of

a monotransitive clause. In the default order the subject appears clause initially

followed by the object. The applied argument can be expressed as a subject in a

passive clause, and the initial agent argument can either remain unexpressed or

can be coded as an OBL-agent (388). Figure 10.39 and Figure 10.40 show the two

alternative analyses of this sentence.
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Figure 10.38: OBJgoal with unergative predicates

(388) ሳባ
Saba
Saba

(ብኸልቢ)
(b1-k

¯
älbi)

(Instr-dog)

ተጐያ።
t-ä-gwäy-a
DT-PerfS.run-SM.3FSg

‘Saba was run after (by a dog)./Saba was chased (by a dog).’

Figure 10.39: OBJgoal and NULL agent

Figure 10.40: OBJgoal and OBL-AG

In Figure 10.39 the agent argument is NULL, and thus only the OBJgoal is

overtly realized in the clause. In Figure 10.40 the agent is expressed in prepositional

phrase marked by the instrumental preposition ብ b1- which is assigned an OBL-
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AG function. The applied arguments of such unergative predicates behave like the

primary object of a monotransitive clause.

10.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented the implementation of the Tigrinya grammar. In 10.2

we gave a brief overview of grammar development on the XLE platform. We pre-

sented the formats for writing phrase structure rules, lexical entries and templates.

In 10.3 the implementation of various types of nominal phrases such as adjectival,

adverbial, possessive, relative and determiner phrases was illustrated. In 10.4 the

analysis of the simple clause was presented. We have shown how word order, case

marking and pronominal suffix constraints are employed to license a well-formed

construction in Tigrinya. Issues such as word order variation, word order freezing,

marking of indefinite and definite objects (differential object marking) and pro-

drop are accounted for by the grammar. In 10.5 we presented the passive lexical

rule for Tigrinya, and we have illustrated the analysis of the passive.

Section 10.6 presented the analysis of double object and applicative construc-

tions that involve different verb types. Furthermore, we illustrated the different

mapping patterns found in passive forms of ditransitive verbs and applied transitive

verbs. The analysis of double object constructions which involve ditransitive pred-

icates was given in 10.6.1. These predicates are subcategorized for an OBJ and an

OBJgoal, and the arguments of both objects display genuine patient-like properties.

Either of them can be expressed as a subject in a passive predicate. In 10.6.2 we

presented an analysis of transitive predicates which are subcategorized for an OBJ

and an OBJappl. In these clauses only the OBJ shows genuine patient-like proper-

ties. We also demonstrated that the OBJappl can also express a partitive reading of

the theme argument, which is then perceived as being a partially affected argument.

Finally, in 10.6.3 we presented an analysis of applied objects subcategorized

for intransitive predicates. In these constructions applied objects can correspond

to either OM1 or OM2 to express various readings of affectedness. Depending on

the meaning of the intransitive base, the suffix OM1 can correspond to either an

OBJgoal, an OBJexper or a OBJposs, and each is perceived to code an affected

argument. The argument of an OBJgoal reflects genuine patient-like properties be-

cause the initial arguments of the unergative predicates that are subcategorized for

OBJgoals code agent-like properties. The passive forms of such unergative pred-

icates express the goal argument as a subject. On the other hand, the argument
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of an OBJexper is perceived as being psychologically affected, and the argument

of an OBJposs is understood as being spatially affected, but since the initial ar-

guments of these predicates do not reflect agent-like properties, the experiencer

and possessor arguments are not treated as genuinely affected arguments in pas-

sivization, which means they cannot passivize. In addition, the suffix OM2 codes

an OBJappl in intransitive applied predicates, as it does with predicates of transitive

bases. The argument of an OBJappl can have a beneficiary, a locative, a source or an

instrumental reading. Such arguments do not reflect genuine patient-like properties.

Consequently, they cannot be expressed as subjects of passivized intransitive pred-

icates. The passive forms of these predicates employ a subject suffix for athematic

or expletive subjects and the object suffix OM2 for an OBJappl.





CHAPTER 11

Conclusions

This thesis investigates the applicative constructions of Tigrinya. Applicatives in

this language have never been systematically described nor analyzed in any lin-

guistic framework. We present a detailed description of the phenomenon. Further-

more, we analyze ditransitive and applicative constructions as problematic data for

the theory of object asymmetries formulated as the feature decomposition model in

LMT (Bresnan and Moshi 1990, Alsina and Mchombo 1993). Our findings confirm

remarks that were made by Börjars and Vincent (2008) with respect to the proper-

ties of objects in English and the inadequacy of the feature method to capture object

properties. The applicative clause involves an applied verb which is subcategorized

for an object argument that normally is not among its lexically entailed core argu-

ments, or is denoted as a peripheral/unimportant participant. Depending on the type

of the verb hosting the applicative marker, the resulting predicate may code one,

two or more objects. The theoretical motivation for LFG is to characterize the func-

tional category of these objects. Hence in the present work we study the conditions

that instigate object marking in Tigrinya, and analyze the semantic, functional and

discourse properties of objects.

In the remainder of this conclusion chapter we will briefly discuss and summa-

rize the conclusions reached in previous chapters. Chapters included in the prelim-

inary Part I, chapter 1 ‘Introduction’, chapter 2 ‘The grammatical profile of Tig-

rinya’, and chapter 3 ‘LFG basic’, will not be included in this conclusion. We will

focus on Part II, III and IV which contain the chapters that discuss the applica-

391
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tive data of Tigrinya, the theoretical approaches to the phenomenon, the analysis of

Tigrinya applicatives and the implementation of Tigrinya grammar.

Part II, which consists of chapters 4 ‘The applicative phenomenon’, 5 ‘Transi-

tivity in applicative causes’ and 6 ‘Applicative vs. Oblique coding’ , offers a de-

tailed description of the Tigrinya applicative constructions, and it reviews the ex-

tensive literature on the subject. Since no study has previously been carried out on

Tigrinya applicative constructions, the present research started by surveying these

constructions. In chapter 4 applicative constructions are investigated with respect to

their morphosyntactic coding and the type of semantic roles and discourse readings

they express. We also offer cross-linguistic comparison in order to illustrate some

of the parameters of variation on the types of semantic roles that languages allow

and the type of markers they employ to code applied objects. Some languages have

distinct markers for each applied argument, but some have polysemous markers

that express several semantic role readings. In some languages applicative mark-

ers are object pronominal affixes, while in other languages applicative and object

pronominal affixes are separate morphemes. The semantic roles that languages may

admit by applicative coding include a recipient, beneficiary, maleficiary, goal, loca-

tive, directional, allative, ablative, source, comitative, reason, experiencer, circum-

stantial, possessor, etc. The most attested applied roles cross-linguistically are the

beneficiary and the recipient/goal, followed by the locative and the instrumental.

Tigrinya employs two types of pronominal object suffixes which are termed as

OM1 and OM2 in this work. The suffix OM1 is commonly associated with patient-

like arguments. It identifies the theme/patient object in monotransitive clauses, the

theme and the recipient objects in ditransitive clauses, and the goal object in ap-

plicative clauses formed out of unergative movement verbs. In addition, it identi-

fies ethically/psychologically affected applied objects which express a maleficiary,

an experiencer or a possessor semantic role reading. The suffix OM2 corresponds

with secondary patient-like objects which are interpreted as indirectly implicated

or partially affected applied arguments. This expresses semantic roles such as a

beneficiary, a source, a locative or an instrumental applied object.

Chapter 5 discusses the transitivity property of applicative clauses from a ty-

pological point of view. The applicative phenomenon is often referred to as a tran-

sitivizing or valency-increasing device. We argued that these terms are somewhat

too vague as a description of the various types of transitivity properties reflected

by applicative clauses. We regard the transitivity that arises due to the applicative

affixation as a increase in semantic valence and/or increase in syntactic valence
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in the argument structure of applied predicates. We argued that not all applicative

clauses are equally transitive. The transitivity effect that the applicative marker

creates depends on the type of semantic roles it advances to core grammatical func-

tions, and also on the semantics of the base verb. When the pronominal suffix OM1

codes a recipient object of a verb like wähabä ‘he gave her (something)’, Qadälä
‘he distributed’, it does not lead to an increase in the number of arguments, nei-

ther semantic nor syntactic. The recipient object is a core grammatical function

inherently marked with the objective case n1-. Both the theme and the recipient

objects can be marked on the verb, but only one object at a time. Thus, the most

salient/individuated object in the discourse context is prioritized for pronominal in-

dexation. Because of this property the ditransitive clause can also be regarded as a

basic clause.

Another type of transitivity property is reflected by applicative clauses that in-

volve verbs such as sädädä ‘he sent’ and Pan1bärä ‘he put’. These verbs are lex-

ically subcategorized for agent-theme-goal and agent-theme-locative arguments,

respectively. When the verbs do not bear the suffix OM2, the goal and the locative

arguments are obliquely expressed in prepositional phrases that mark their specific

semantic relation, but when the verb bears the object suffix to code the goal and

locative arguments, these arguments are expressed as core object functions – i.e. as

applied objects, and like other objects are coded with the objective case n1-. Hence,

in these applicative predicates the syntactic valence is affected. On the other hand,

when the object suffix codes an argument that is not entailed in the lexical reading

of the verb, both the semantic and syntactic valences of the verb are affected. In ap-

plied verbs such as gäziP-u-la ‘he bought for her’, t
˙
äfiP-u-wa/la ‘he/it disappeared

on/for her’ and gwäyi y-u-wa/la ‘he ran after/for her’, the object suffix brings about

an increase both in the number of semantic arguments, and also in the number of

syntactic arguments. In Tigrinya the object suffixes can attach to ditransitive, tran-

sitive and intransitive verbs. With some ditransitive verbs the suffix OM1 codes

both the theme and the recipient objects, and both objects display primary patient-

like properties. With some ditransitive verbs the suffix OM2 is used for non-theme

arguments, and these objects display secondary patient-like properties. Transitive

verb bases allow the suffix OM2 only. With these predicates this suffix codes a ben-

eficiary, a maleficiary, a locative or an instrumental applied object. These applied

arguments display secondary patient-like properties. Intransitive verbs allow either

suffixes. The suffix OM2 can be associated with secondary patient-like arguments,

and the suffix OM1 can be associated with primary patient-like arguments when
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the intransitive verb is unergative, or when it expresses ethically/psychologically

affected arguments with verbs whose semantics does not bring about genuine af-

fectedness of objects.

Chapter 6 explores the dynamic and non-dynamic applicative systems in Tig-

rinya. The dynamic system refers to the existence of a productive parallelism be-

tween an applicative and a prepositional or an oblique expression of semantic par-

ticipants. In contrast, the non-dynamic system refers to the lack of such parallelism,

and thus the applicative expression becomes the only grammatical device to ex-

press certain arguments. Tigrinya possesses distinct prepositions to express loca-

tive, goal, source, instrumental, concern (about) and comitative semantic roles. In

addition, it has a directional preposition n1- which expresses a range of semantic re-

lations such as beneficiary, direction, purpose and reason readings. It is also used as

a dative case of recipient objects and as an objective case of definite theme objects

and applied objects. Out of these, concern, reason, purpose and comitative can-

not be expressed by the applicative expression. On the other hand, the applicative

expression of maleficiary, experiencer and possessor arguments is a non-dynamic

system. The lack of systematic parallelism between oblique and applicative expres-

sions justifies the non-derivational approach to the analysis of applicative construc-

tions. Furthermore, the choice between the two strategies is argued to have semantic

and functional motivation. The applied object selects distinct, referential and indi-

viduated referents. It expresses nuances such as distinctness, discreteness, contain-

ment, intensity and partiality, among others. The oblique expression is used to code

indistinct, non-discrete and abstract. In addition, the applied object has discourse

salience. Moreover, the actions affecting the applied argument are understood to be

central in the discourse context.

Part III contains three chapters (7, 8 and 9) that present the analysis of applica-

tive constructions. In chapter 7, ‘Morphosyntactic approaches’ we give a brief re-

view of the analysis of to applicative constructions in Relational Grammar and Gov-

ernment and Binding theories. Furthermore, we present Lexical Mapping Theory,

the theory that is concerned with semantic argument to grammatical function map-

ping issues in LFG. RG posits grammatical relations such as subject, direct object,

indirect object and oblique as theoretical primitives in terms of which rules, princi-

ples and constraints are formulated. In RG there is no separate level of representa-

tion between semantic arguments and their syntactic expression. It was mainly ded-

icated to showing the relation between alternative expressions such as the active-

passive and oblique-applicative. It assigns a derivational analysis to such sentences
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in which some of the grammatical relations are re-evaluated in the process. The

applicative is regarded as an instance of advancement: oblique to applied object.

However, as noted with respect to the Tigrinya data, the applicative and oblique

expressions reflect semantic and discourse differences. Moreover, some applicative

expressions do not have prepositional alternatives. Hence, RG cannot adequately

characterize the applicative phenomenon. GB’s account of applicatives is mainly

credited to the work of Baker (1988a,b, 1990) on Bantu languages. Baker (1988a)

analyzes the applicative phenomenon as an instance of head movement, where an

adpositional marker moves from its structural position to incorporate into the verb.

In GB changes in government or case relations are given configurational explana-

tions. It posits an initial or underlying prepositional structure which is the base for

the derivation of the applicative structure. Thus, both RG and GB offer derivational

accounts of this phenomenon. However, we argue that the applicative construction

needs an approach that treats it independent of the prepositional expression.

LFG makes possible such independence. Furthermore, LFG posits levels of

representation which contain different linguistic information: argument structure,

functional structure, and discourse structure. The applicative phenomenon is re-

garded as an operation that affects the mapping between the semantic participants

in the argument structure and the grammatical function of the surface syntactic ex-

pression. However, there has been little research that accounts for the discourse

function of applied objects in LFG. This chapter, 7.5, discusses LMT in detail,

and reviews the analyses of Bantu applicative constructions proposed by Bresnan

and Moshi (1990) and Alsina and Mchombo (1993), and the analysis of symmet-

rical applicatives given by Kibort (2007, 2008) in a version that she proposes as

an extension to LMT. Applicative constructions vary with respect to the behav-

ior of the objects they code. In asymmetrical type applicative languages the ap-

plied and the base objects display different primary object properties, whereas in

symmetrical type applicative languages both object show similar primary object

properties. Grammatical properties such as appearing adjacent to a verb, control-

ling pronominal indexation and undergoing passivization are assumed to compose a

single primary object property, formalized as a [–r ] feature. Thus, in asymmetrical

applicatives only the applied object is assumed to get the [–r ] classification, but in

symmetrical applicatives both of them can get the [–r ] classification. Bresnan and

Moshi propose that in symmetrical applicative constructions the theme/patient ar-

gument will get different intrinsic classifications based on whether the applied verb

is active or passive. In the argument structure of the active applied predicate the pa-
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tient is assigned the [+o] feature, whereas in the argument structure of the passive

applied predicate the patient/theme is assigned the [–r] feature. Following Kibort

(2008), we argue that this analysis conflicts with the explanation about the active-

passive alternation maintained in LFG that the active and the passive predicates

must share the same argument structure (Bresnan 2001:26). Moreover, the patient-

like properties of the two arguments which is posited as a parameter of variation

in symmetrical applicatives will be obscured if the theme is restricted to the [+o]

feature.

In chapter 8, ‘Tigrinya objects and LMT’, we confront LMT with data from

Tigrinya. Objects are investigated with respect to diagnostics such as word order,

case marking, pronominal indexation, passivization and relativization. The default

word order in Tigrinya is SOV. Verbal adjacency cannot be posited as a primary

property of objects in this language. Clausal elements appear to be governed by

the information structure roles they hold in the clause. Salient and topical referents

appear in clause initial position, and non-salient and focus elements follow them.

When grammatical functions are distinctly coded, in terms of case and pronominal

indexation, they can leave their default position in order to render various prag-

matically marked readings. Objects in double object clauses are distinguished by a

complex interplay between word order, case marking and pronominal indexation.

Recipient objects are obligatorily case marked with the objective case n1-, whereas

theme objects are case marked only when they are definite. A recipient object and

a definite theme object are coded in a fixed order, where the theme object obligato-

rily precedes the recipient object, since both appear identical in their case marking.

In these clauses either of the objects can be cross-referenced with the pronomi-

nal marker OM1, and both object arguments can undergo passivization. Moreover,

relativization cannot distinguish between objects in Tigrinya since all core objects

can be relativized; however, it confirms the core grammatical status of applied ob-

jects. The only property that distinguishes the two objects of ditransitive clauses

is the obligatoriness of the case marker n1- with the recipient object. In contrast,

the applicative clause that involves a beneficiary object and a theme object does

not reflect such restriction even when both appear the same in their case marking

since only the beneficiary can be cross-referenced with the object pronominal suf-

fix OM2. Moreover, since the pronominal suffix used with the beneficiary objects

is different from the one that identifies theme object (OM1), the clause cannot be

ambiguous. The word order of the theme object and the applied object that bears

a locative, a source or instrumental semantic role becomes fixed when the theme
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object is definite. In this pattern, the applied object precedes the theme object. In

the applicative expression of these semantic roles, only the theme argument can

undergo passivization. Thus, pronominal indexation and passivization indicate un-

correlated properties with these objects.

The binary feature decomposition method cannot adequately capture all the

complex patterns revealed by objects in Tigrinya. The recipient argument is re-

stricted with respect to its case marking, but it is unrestricted with respect to

pronominal indexation and passivization. The beneficiary, locative, instrumental

and source arguments are unrestricted with respect to pronominal indexation and

case marking, but are restricted with respect to passivization. We maintain that the

different coding strategies work together to distinguish between objects, but they

do not converge to form a single primary object property. Therefore, on the basis

of coding strategies the primary and secondary object distinction cannot be main-

tained. Instead, we argue that pronominal indexation is discourse motivated. It as-

sociates only with salient and individuated objects. The discourse motivation for

coding object is explored in chapter 9. On the other hand, passivization seems to

target genuinely affected objects in Tigrinya. On the basis of passivization we can

distinguish between genuinely/directly affected objects, and ethically/incidentally

affected objects.

Chapter 9, ‘Object topicality and DOM in Tigrinya’, discusses the relationship

between differential object marking (DOM) and discourse topicality of objects in

Tigrinya. Some functional typologists assume that DOM is motivated by the need

to distinguish the atypically prominent/individuated object from the subject which

is regarded as the default topic. The strategy that is usually dealt with in these stud-

ies is case marking. We argued that the discriminatory view does not properly ex-

plain the motivation of pronominal indexation. Pronominal indexation is the be-

havioral potential of subjects. In Tigrinya subject indexation corresponds also with

non-thematic, non-topical subjects. However, objects can only be marked when

they correspond to highly individuated/prominent referents. Tigrinya involves both

strategies in DOM. We assume that case marking has more of a discriminatory func-

tion. When grammatical functions are different with respect to their case marking,

they can shift position. However, when they look similar, either because they are

unmarked or are identically marked, they are coded in a fixed position. On the

other hand, pronominal indexation codes a property which is not present in the un-

marked object, and that is individuation. In monotransitive clauses only objects that

have definite/specific referents can acquire case marking and pronominal indexa-
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tion, and those which lack such properties are unmarked. DOM does not induce

change in the grammatical function of marked objects. Both unmarked and marked

objects assume the same object function. We use the same reasoning in analyzing

objects in double object and applicative clauses. We maintain that the same crite-

ria that motivate DOM in monotransitive clauses also motivate object marking in

ditransitive and applicative clauses. Patterns of objects that occur in clauses with

ditransitive, as well as applied verb formed from transitive and intransitive base

verbs support this claim. In Tigrinya when two objects that display similar seman-

tic dispositions, such as definiteness/humanness, occur in a ditransitive clause, the

object that is most salient in the discourse context wins over the other for pronom-

inal marking. The object that controls pronominal indexation is the most topical

entity in the discourse. Moreover, applied objects that co-occur with athematic or

with less prominent subjects tend to appear in clause initial position. In most clauses

that show the OSV or OV word order pattern, case marking becomes optional. We

regard such behavior to be typical of topic objects. When the applied object is the

most salient argument in the clause, it tends to be unmarked for the objective case,

as the subject is. Therefore, the discourse motivation for pronominal indexation

explains why applied arguments that do not possess primary object properties with

respect to passivization can control pronominal indexation. Applied objects may

or may not correspond to primary patient-like arguments, but they are all unified

under the topic function.

Chapter 10 and this conclusion chapter are grouped under Part IV. Chapter 10,

‘XLE implementation of Tigrinya’, presents the implementation of the computa-

tional grammar of Tigrinya. The implemented LFG grammar situates the descrip-

tion and analysis of applicative constructions in the context of the general grammar

of Tigrinya. The grammar has limited coverage. It can account for various nominal

phrases, and the basic clause. This grammar can account for word order, case mark-

ing and pronominal suffix constraints that are employed to license a well-formed

construction in Tigrinya. Issues such as word order variation, word order freezing,

marking of indefinite and definite objects (differential object marking) and pro-

drop are accounted for. We have also illustrated the analysis of the passive. We

have shown the different mapping patterns found in passive forms of ditransitive

verbs and applied predicates of transitive and intransitive verbs. Ditransitive pred-

icates are subcategorized for an OBJ and an OBJgoal, and the arguments of both

objects display genuine patient-like properties. Either of them can be expressed as

subject in a passive predicate. Applicatives formed from transitive predicates are
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subcategorized for an OBJ and an OBJappl. In these clauses only OBJ shows gen-

uine patient-like properties. With transitive predicates OBJappl can also express

a partitive reading of the theme argument which is perceived as being partially af-

fected argument. We have also presented analysis of applied objects subcategorized

for by intransitive applied predicates. In these constructions applied objects can cor-

respond either OM1 or OM2 to express various readings of affectedness. However,

due to time constraints our implementation does not included the information struc-

ture role allotted to marked objects. We postpone this for future research.

Our finds suggest that LMT’s account of object asymmetries via feature de-

composition needs revision. LFG provides a suitable model that assumes various

inter-related parallel representations that can handle the different linguistic infor-

mation coded by applicative clauses. Linguistic information about the word order

of elements, the argument structure of applied predicates, the grammatical func-

tions and information structure roles that the arguments of applied predicates may

assume in the applicative clause can be handled with the general theoretical appara-

tus of LFG. However, the theory of object asymmetries formulated as LMT within

LFG, restricts the general declarative nature of LFG by assuming strict binary cat-

egories of object functions, namely OBJ and OBJθ, on the basis of properties that

do not appear to converge to a single feature across languages. In our analysis of

Tigrinya we assume that there can be subtypes of objects that reflect genuine af-

fectedness properties in the same clause, as there can be several OBJθ functions. In

ditransitive clause the theme object and the recipient object reflect genuine affect-

edness properties with respect to passivization and pronominal indexation, but they

cannot be analyzed as having a unique grammatical function (OBJ) on the basis of

these properties alone since they are also distinguishable by their case and word

order patterns. Therefore, further research is required to explore the implications of

our assumptions of object classifications to other languages.
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